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Foreword 

About the Series 
These case scudies in cultural anthropology. are designed to bring to srudencs, 

in beginning and intermediate courses in the social sciences, insighrs inro the 
richness and complexiry of human life as ir is lived in differenc ways and in different 
places. They are writren by men and women who have lived in rhe sociecies they 
write about and who are professionally trained as observers and interpreters of 
hu1nan behavior. The authors are also teachers, and in writing cheir books rhey 
have kept rhe studencs who will read them foremosr in cheir minds. lt is our belief 
rhat when an understanding of ways of life very different from one's own is gained, 
abscraccions and generalizations aqout social srructure, cultural values, subsistence 
cechniques, and the orher universal caregories of human social behavior become 

meaningf ui. 

About the Author 
Ellen B. Basso was raised in New York City1 where she was boro in 1942. 

Her undergraduate work was <\one at Hunrer College of rhe City Universiry of 
New York, afrer which she srudied ar rhe University of Chicago, receiving her 
docrorare in anrhropology in 1969. ln addirion to eighceen monchs' field resea,rch 
in the Upper Xingu Basin of Brazil sponsored by the N acional Science Foundation) 
she has clone work in the American Southwest and among the Fort Norrnan 
Athabascans of the Norrhwesr Terrirories, Canada. She is presendy an assistant 
professor in che Deparrmenr of Anthropology ac rhe University of Arizona . 
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About the Book 
This is a case study of a lowland South American people with a surviving 

indigenous culture that is uniquely protecced by a nacional reserve. Wirhin this 
reserve the Kalapalo, rogerher with thirteen ocher Indian groups, live isolaced from 
nacional Brazilian sociecy and economy. This unusual sicuacion has 1nade possible 
rhe survival of a people with a culrure ro a large exrenr unaffecred by rhe ourside 
world and of ao economic type that was once very widespread throughout rhe low

Jand areas of Sourh America. 
This study of rhe Kalapalo is significanr not only because it is a descriprion of 

a relatively unrouched society but also because rhe Kalapalo are distincr culturally 
from orher people who live in 5imilar environmenrs in rhe Souch A1nerican low
lands, such as the Yanomamó, described by Napoleon Chagnon in another case 
study in rhis series. The reader will be insrrucced by reading rhese rwo case srudies, 
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Vl FOREWORD 

one afcer che ocher, to see how differenc che Yanomamo and the Kalapalo are, noc 

only in their social, political, and spiritual arrangements but most particularly in 
personalicy and in the handling of conflict and aggression. 

Beyond ics importance as a report on an intact, indigenous South American 
culture, chis case scudy has the great vircue of being organized around cercain 
central concepcs, the most irnporcanc of which is an ideal of behavior, ifutisu. This 
is an all-pervasive ideological concepc rhat is represented in numerous ways in social 
life and conceptual organization among the Kalapalo. It occurs in many diff erent 
behavioral concexcs, such as atritudes toward che use of old village sites and the 
usurpation of rights and privileges held by people no longer living there, the 
division of public regions into distincc zones chat allow individuais the. option of 

\ 

concealing or displaying chemselves, and the activicies that must be performed by 

shamans, village representatives, and ceremonial specialists. We will leave it to 
che reader to find out for himself or herself how if utisu permeares Kalapalo life. 

Another of the special virtues of chis case study is the very thorough treatment 
of kinship and affinity. Kinship syste1ns and terminology are ofcen an ar.ea of par
ticular opaqueness to n1any beginning students of anthropology. Although anthro
pologiscs clairn chat such syscems are central to social life among nonlicerace peoples, 
chey are ofcen not explained in their behavioral · sectings with sufficient detail and 
relatedness to allow the students to underscand that kinship ..rerms are anything 

more than words with whic~ anthropologists play. ln this case study relationships 
between kinsmen, marital partners, lovers, and friends are laid out wich sufficient 
ethnographic decai! to allow che reader to understand how the system works and 
why they are a central pare of Kala paio lif e. 

T he Kalapalo Indians of Central Brazil is a departure from the standard case 
scudies in the series in that it is closer to the professional ethnographic model chan 
most. This may creace some difficulties for the student who is having his or her 
first encounter with the discipline of anchropology, but it should prove parcicu
larly useful to chose readers who already have ac leasc a nodding acquaintance with 
the field. For che beginning studenc who will read the book carefully and who has a 
knowledgeable inscructor to help consolidate incellectual gains as chey are made, 
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chis case study will prove especially rewarding. 

Landgut Burg, Bundesrepublik 

George and Louise Spindler 
General Editors 



Preface 

This book describes the Kalapalo, a small and isolated group of Indians 
who live in Central Brazil. Insignificant in ter1ns of nacional Brazilian society and 
unknown to most members of that society, theirs is one of the few surviving in
digenous cultures in lowland South America. Through no effort of their own, and 
indeed almost unaware of their peculiar circumstances, they have become isolated 
artificially from the disasrrous social and economic influences that reach virtually 
every other Brazilian Indian people. 

The prehistory of Indian tribes who live in the central regions of Brazil is 
generally unknown because of the absence of serious archeological investigation. 
W ith regard to language, only broad classifications have been made, and in many 
cases the relationships between specific local dialecrs and the larger South American 
families to which they belong remain obscure. Some languages, in fact, have yet to 
be described adequately and will soon be irrevocably losc with the extinction of 
ch.eir speakers as cultural units. Further1nore, because groups speaking languages 
rhat belong to the sarne major family are often dramatically different in technology 
and social organizarion, it would be extremely difficult to associate most modero 
linguistic fa1n ilies with prehistoric populations. 

The Kalapalo, who speak a language belonging to the Carib family, are a case 
in point. Their linguistic relatives are concentrated both in Central Brazil and in 
the extreme northern margins of che continenc. Almost nothing is known about 
the relationships between these local d ialects, the major ity of which have only 
recendy begun to be studied intensively. As a consequence, very little can be said 
about che prehistoric relationships of the ancescors of these Carib speakers and 
even less about their geographic origins or early sociotechnical development. 

The region in which the Kalapalo live, an area in northeascern Mato Grosso 
state call~d the Upper Xingu Basin, contains a number of linguiscically diverse 
groups whose hiscory and society pose severa! problems to anthropology. Despite 
linguistic diversity, characterized by the presence of four mutually unintelligible 
languages, rhe village groups presently occupying chis area hold a number of social 
and ideological feacures in common. A reconstruction of the social integracion of 
the hiscorically discrete and culturally diverse groups that resulted in U pper Xingu 
society would be extremely difficult, considering the present state of our knowledge 
about che area. The 1neans by which diverse systems of kinship classification, 
marriage practices, ceremonial organization, status allocacioo, and rel igious beliefs 
became a seemingly homogeneous ser of cultural rules and social praccices cannot be 
known without some idea of the orig inal syscems. Because none of the modero 
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V111 PREFACE 

local groups seem to be able to reconstrucr their own history except in scanty detail, 
these systems cannot be isolated definitively from éhe existing society. 
. Another problem is the relationship of language and culture in the Upper 
Xingu Basin. Should we say there are four cultures or "concepn}al systems" be
cause there are f~ur separare languages? Or is rhere only one culrure, e.xpressed 
through the media of severa! different languages? To what extent is communica
tion between members of village groups that speak mutually unintelligible 1.an
guages possible, and to what extenr is such communicarion dependenr upon bilin
gualism? Obviously, the answers to these and orher similar questions await further 
research and the careful study and comparison of all the Upper Xingu groups. 

This study focuses upon a set of concepts that can be used to construcr a model 
of Kalapalo society. ln particular, I shall concentrate on describing a sysrem of 
classification by which the Kalapalo distinguish and differentiate social relarion
ships. Central to the discussion is an ideal of behavior called if utisu, a ser of 
ethical sratemenrs by which the Kalapalo disringuish Upper Xingu villagers from 
all other human beings. This all-pervasive ideological concepr extends into virru
ally every area of social life, applying in varying degrees of specificicy to relarion
ships between local groups, kinsmen, relatives by marriage, and even between men 
and various kinds of nonmen. Similarly, the demonstration of iiutisu behavior 
confers pres.rige and, therefore, is important in terms of the allocation of polirical 
power. This ideal is manifesred in a distinctive behavioral and conceptual · complex 
that distinguishes the U pper Xingu people from their traditionally surrounding 
neighbors. 

Kalapalo society is also insrrucrive as an example of a system wherein social 
units, sucb as the village group and households, exist only by virrue of the indi
viduals who choose to live in them and cooperare with one anorher. Unlike many 
other non-Wesrern socieries wherein rhe members acquire, .by birrh or other means, 
obligarion to participate in social units whose relationships ro and with each orher 
are derermined regardless of the idenrities of rhe members rhemselves, Kalapalo 
social organization is characrerized by extremely flexible group membership and 
considerable variarion in rhe identi.ficarion of individuais with specific groups. ln 
theory ar least, rhe opcions which any Kalapalo has for joining groups are many, 
and che choices rhat are made depend upon the personal relationships between 
individuais rarher rhan (as elsewhere) upon such considerations as clan n1ember
ship, religious affiliacion, or ancescry. ln particular, the absence of descent-based 
units makes the Kalapalo an interesring example for the comparative study of 
"cognatic" systems. 

Severa! types of · Kalapalo song illustrate vividly the fundamental concerns 
of the members of this society, and thus 1 have . incroduced certain sections of 
the book with English translations of chorai verse. Severa! of these are tra
dicional songs sung by women during group performances in the village plaza. 
Others are associated wich a ceremony called kwarnbi, during which men dressed 
in ridiculous costumes dance from house to house singing about the gossip of 
women. ln the kwambi, it is the intenr of the singers to convey their knowledge 
of the opinions of others abouc themselves, each song being based upon something 
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rhe inventor heard spoken abour himself. Borh kwambi and women's songs are 
replete wirh rhe themes of love affairs, jealousy, unfairhfulness, wirchcrafr accusa
tions, and isputes involving close kinsmen, but they also mencion humorous 
incidents in which che singers poke fun ar their fellow villagers or admonish 

chem co adhere to cercain ideais of behavior. 

Ellen B. Basso 

Tucson, Arizona 

I 
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Guide To Pronunciation 

The following phonetic symbols have been used to write Kalapalo terms. 

Stress and vowel leng th have not been indicated. 

Vowels 
a, as in opera ( low front open) 
e, as in best ( middle open) 

i1 as in seem ( high front open) 
i, as in ·should ( middle o pen ) 
o, as in old ( m iddle rounded ) 
u, as in June (high back rounded ) 
D i phthongs: ei, as in day 

ao, as 1n now 
ai, as in lime 

Vowel nasalization is indicated by a subscript hook, as in 1f· 

Consonants 
d, voiced alveolar stop 
f, voiceless bilabial fricative 

g, voiced glo ttal fricative 
h, voiceless g lottal fricative 
j, voiced alveopalatal fricative 

k, voiceless velar stop 
t, voiced alveolar lateral 
m, voiced b ilabial nasal 
n, voiced alveolar nasal 

IJ, voiced velar nasal 
ií, voiced palatal nasal 
p, voiced bilabial stop 
s, voiceless alveopalatal fricative 
ts, voiceless dental affricate 
t, voiceless alveolar stop 
w, voiced bilabial semivowel 
z, voiced alveolar fr icative 
z, voiced alveopalatal fricative 
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1 / Introduction 

CONTACTS WITH OUTSIDERS 

N ear the geographic center of Brazil, in the state of Mato Grosso, lie the 
headwaters of the Xingu River, a major northward flowing tributary of the 
Amazon. The land encompassed by these headwaters, known as the U pper Xingu 
Basin, or more simply, "the Xingu," is the tradicional territory of several village 
groups which to this day remain isolated from nacional Brazilian society and 
economy. 

Unlike many ocher major Amazonian tributaries, the Xingu River has never been 
a significant route of expansion into the interior for settlers, missionaries, or laborers 
in extractive industries ( such as rubber collectors, nut gacherers, or diamond pros
pectors ). This is partially due to the numerous falis ànd rapids which make naviga
tion difficult beyond the lower range of che river, and also ( until quite recently ) to 
the presence of hostile, often unknown, cribes ( Carneiro 195~1957) . To the 
soucheasc and east of the basin icself, the presence of bellicose tribes of the Gê 
linguiscic family ( especially the Shavante and Kayapo) were a decerrent to settle
ment and exploracion as lace as the 1950s.1 By the end of the lasc decade, however, 
mosc of the formerly hoscile groups had been removed by one means or another 
from the line of froncier expansion, and Brazilian adventurers had already begun 
co penecrate the extreme southwestern and eastern marg ins of the area. Most re
cently, che inroads of nacional sociecy have been marked by the building of che 
Trans-Amazonia highway, a system of dirt roads which in pare cross cerritory 
formerly occppied exclusively by Ind ians. 

ln 1961, after considerable policical debate (for chere was pressure to open the 
land to commercial speculacion ) , an area of approximately 22,000 square kilometers 
(8,530 square miles ) , which includes much of che Upper X ingu Basin, was set 
aside as a reserve for Indians under che name Parque Nacional do Xingu, "Xingu 
Nacional Park" ( see froncispiece map of the :Upper X ingu Basin ) . Non-Indian 
settlement, missionary activity, commercial exploitation of che natural resources, 
and even casual courism were prohibited, preserving a remarkable society whose 
encirely pacific nature orherwise might have prevenced ic from surviving che 
disruptive influences of an aggressively expanding Brazilian frontier. ln recent years 

1 See Maybury-l ewis 1967 for an excellent account of Shavante contact . 
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2 INTRODUCTION 

the Xingu National Park has on severa! occasions served as a refuge for tribes flee
ing Brazilian incursions into theír unprotected territory to the west. Thanks to the 
admínistrators' policies, it is probably unique in allowing indigenous people the 
free pursuít of theír own traditionally defined goals. Tragically perhaps, at the 
very time when the success of these policies is dramatically demonstrated by the 
sad situacion of Indians elsewhere in Brazil, the Park's existence is threatened by 
the presence of a new road. At the tíme of wríting, the Trans-Amazonia highway 
passes through the northern section of the Park. This road severely threatens the 
autonomy and cultural integrity ( if not the very existence) of the Xingu tribes 
as well as effectively reduces the reservation territory by nearly one half its area. 

HISTORY OF THE REGION 

The first historícal records of a vísit to the U pper Xíngu Basín are those of che 
German echnologisc Karl von den Steínen, who? ín 1884, craveled overland by mule 
from Cuiaba, the capital of Mato Grosso, co che Bacovi Ri ver ( which flows into che 
Xingu ), and from chere by cano e to che upper reaches of rhe Xingu ítself. On a 
second expedirion von den Steinen explored che Culiseu, anocher major críbutary of 
rhac river. Subsequent publications of von den Sceinen and of anocher German ex
plorer-scholar, Her1nann Meyer, present the first descripcions of the inhabitants 
whereín che auchors stress the linguistic complexity of the area in contrast with an 
apparent racial and social uniformity. 

Alrhough a number of lacer expeditions entered the region, it was not until the 
1940s that serious efforts were made to escablish permanent concact with the 
lndians. During that period, expeditions were organized by the F1tndaçao Brasil 
Central (Central Brazil Foundacion), a government agency chat was created to ex
plore and develop rhe unknown regions of Central Brazil, and the Serviço de Pro
teção aos Indios ( lndian Procection Service ) , another official body whose responsi
bilicy was to peacefully concact and incorporate Brazilian Indians into che national 

. 
soc1ety. 

An airstrip was cleared at a site on the Culuene River, and a cemporary camp set 
up furcher north at Jacare, from which exploration could proceed. The early base at 
Culuene served as a refueling scation for air force planes flying co che north of 
Brazil during the opening of the interior, and ín 1968 this ( and service as a head
quarters during 1nilitary maneuvers) remained the essential function of a new base 
called Xingu, located near Jacare. Evencually a permanent administracive post was 
built ac a point along che Tuacuari, a small affiuent of the Culuene. Today, chis site 
is known as Pôsto Leonardo Villas Boas, named for one of a group of brochers, 
formerly employees of the lndian Proteccion Service and leaders of the Xingu
Roncador expedition across Central Brazil, who were important figures in the fight 
to establish the Xingu Nacional Park. Two survivíng brothers, Claudio and Orlando 
Villas Boas, are now official park administrators. Their policy has been one of non
intervention, provision of medical treatment, and the deliberate maincenance of the 
populacion's isolation from nacional society. The result of this policy has been the 
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INTRODUCTION 3 

continued cultural vitality of a basically healthy population, in many important 
respects unchanged from the time von den Steinen first visited them. 

UPPER XINGU SOCIETY 

Since von den Steinen' s and Meyer' s pioneering efforts at linguistic classification 
in the Upper X ingu, ethnographers have recorded the presence of four mutually 
unintelligible language families and at least eight dialects. Three of these families 
represent major South American linguistic stocks: Tupi, Arawak, and Carib. To
day the linguistic diversity is such that seven of the eight villages which have 
survived represent unique speech communities. The following list indicares the 
villages present in 1968, together with their linguistic affiliations. 

1. Arawak speakers : Waura; Mehinaku; Yawalipiti 
2. Tupi speakers: Kamaiura; Aw1t1 
3. Carib speakers: Kuikuru; Kalapalo; M!g!yapei ( formerly members of the 

Jagam·i and Wagifitl village groups). 
4. Speakers of T rumai, an isolated language, once lived in several villages of 

their own. Today they are represented by a few survivors living at Pôsto 
Leonardo. 

Most residents of a single village are associated with it by birth, and share a 
common speech dialect. The majority of Upper Xingu villagers are monolingual, 
but because dialects within each major family are mutually intellig ible, they are 
able to understand the speech of the. members of two or three village groups. lt 
should be emphasized, however, that individuais frequently join groups other than 
those into which they are born--'through marriage, in flight from accusations of 
sorcery, or upon the destruction of their own villages because of severe depopula
tion. For these reasons, each local group contains speakers of more than one dialect, 
and severa! who speak more than one language. A few individuais are truly multi
lingual, having been born of parents who speak mutually unintelligible languages; 
then subsequently living in a village where a third tangue is spoken. This kind 
of situation is rare, however. 

Ir mighr be thought that linguistic diversiry of this sort is necessarily accom
panied by major cultural and social differences. l n fact, however, the situation in 
the Upper Xingu Basin radically contradicts such an assumption. Despite the 
variety of languages, members of Upper X ingu villages participate in a complex 
set of relarionships associated with several institutions that crosscut village bound
aries. Local groups participate in a common ceremonial system, share a large group 
of myths, and engage in a mutually supportive system of trade based on village 
specialization. Individuais trace kinship ties and often 1narry across village bound
aries, hold a general set of normative expectarions about the conduct of social 
interaction, and maintain in common a set of dietary restrictions by which people 
of the area are defined as distinctive. Practice and fa1niliarity are required to dis
tinguish members of different village groups by appearance, for there is an im
pressive uniformity in dress and technology throughout che area. ln short, although 
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4 INTRODUCTION 

Upper Xingu villages are spatially autonomous and linguistically discrete, they are 
united in a single viabl~ system through social, religious, and economic relationships. 

THE KALAP ALO 

The Kalapalo are one of three Carib-speaking groups presently a pare of U pper 
Xingu society. They numbered abouc 110 in 1968, and were thus the second largest 
village group in the area. Today they live in a village called Aifa (meaning 
"finished"), locaced far to the north of their tradicional territory, ab~ut three days' 
canoe cravei downstrea1n. The Kalapalo moved to che present site after the park 
boundaries were established, at the sa1ne time that outlying groups were en
couraged to move closer to the Pose in order to control contact wich outsiders and 
provide medical aid in the event of epidemics.2 

Among Carib speakers in the area, the Kalapalo are named after their present 
village, being called Aif a o tomo, "people of Aifa village." The term Kalapalo is che 
name of an old vjllage site, abandoned about 50 years ago, buc it is now common 
usage in the literature abouc che Upper Xingu Basin. Non-Carib speakers who 
visited the original group Jarer applied the name to their descendancs even after 
the village was abandoned. 

It is uncertain when the village group known as Kalapalo was first contacted by 
oucsiders, alchough individuais identified with that village were measured by Meyer 
during an anthropometric study of Upper Xingu cribes. ln 1920, .Major Ramiro 
Noronha of che Rondon Commission surveyed the Culuene River and made the 
first recorded visit to che Kalapalo, Kuikuru, and Anagafit! ( usually spelled 
"Naravuce") villages. ln 1925, Colonel P. H. Fawcecc, an eccencric Englishman 
searching for the remnants of the elusive Losc City of Mu, disappeared somewhere 
in the Upper Xingu Basin. Despite severa! attempcs to piece cogecher che circum
stances of his disappearance, Colonel Fawcett's true fate remains a mystery. Unforcu
nately, the Kalapalo have been accused of murdering Colonel Fawcett and bis party 
over a dispute about payment for their services as guides (see Cowell 1961). Al
though the na1nes of the allegedly guilty Kalapalo cited by Cowell are indeed those 
of persons who were alive around che rime of Fawcett's disappearance, modero 
Kalapalo emphatically deny any knowledge of this incident and judge it to be the 
slander of other Indians who wished to provide overanxious informacion-seekers 
wich anyching deemed worthy of payment. lndeed, during the period of my own 
research, 1 met several persons visiting the Upper Xingu who were willing to pay 
for informacion about Colonel Fawcett. This was parcicularly true of Englishmen 
seeking to solve che mystery which apparently still is alive (ar leasc in some circles) 
in Great Britain. 

Ir is worth mencioning here that che Kalapalo themselves tell a story about their 
first contacts with non-lndians. This srory suggests that the Upper Xingu Basin 
may have been ar one rime the target of slave raiding by Brazilians living far to the 
south of che present settlements. ln face, the site of an incidenc in the tale was 

2 For a demographic history of the area see Agostinho da Silva 1970. 
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pointed out to me by the Kalapalo when we were visiting their old village territory, 
suggesting some foundation in historical reality. 

These old village sites are regarded by the Kalapalo with great sentiment 
and interesr. Many of their myrhs refer to identifiable sites, and significant 
historical events are associated with nearby landmarks. White living with them at 
Aifa, I was encouraged to travel to their abandoned village Kanugijafifi, so I could 
see for myself the many splendors of the area. I was taken to the old summer 
village, Fifif'it'i, close by the Culuene River, where the Kalapalo had fished during 
the dry season. Here an old woman showed me the graves of the vicrims of a 
measles epidemie that occurred in the summer of 1954, recalling exactl y who was 
buried there. The residents of Aifa are constantly reminded of the tragedy of this 
epidemie by an unusual number of orphans, and this in turn brings to mind the 
life which they led in the old villages, a subject of frequent reminiscences. 

LIVING AMONG THE KALAPALO 

Unlike the experience of severa! other anthropologists with lowland South Ameri
can Indians, most norably those of Allan Holmberg ( 1969) , David Maybury-Lewis 
(1965), and Napoleon Chagnon ( 1968 ), my work among the Kalapalo took place 
under what can only be described as nearly ideal field conditions. At a superficial 
level, but nonetheless one which was certainly conducive to a sense of well-being, 
this was due to the physical conditions I encountered in the Upper Xingu Basin, 
for this area has been up to now fortunate to have escaped most of the serious 
diseases that are endemic throughout much of Brazil. Coupled with this general 
condition of health is the fortunate attitude of the Kalapalo towards cleanliness, 
which encompasses their food, houses, and physical persons. During the rime of 
year when manioc gardens are being prepared for planting, or when gourds are 
being harvested and made into containers, it is not uncommon, for example, to find 
the Kalapalo bathing three and even four times a day as they conscienciously 
cleanse themselves of the grime from these activities. Soap and shampoo are prized 
possessions-used not only to wash the body and hair but to cleanse orna1nents and 
cooking vessels. At rimes, the Kalapalo's attitude towards cleanliness approaches 
rhe excessive preoccupation of some Americans in our own society. 

Much more important, however, was the acceptance of my presence in their 
village, a. willingness on the part of the Kalapalo not only co feed and house me, 
but to speak about any and all things. ln part, che peaceful relationships with 
park personnel have resulted in this lack of suspicion towards non-Indians, but the 
artírude also derives quite explicitly from related Kalapalo ideals of generosicy and 
peaceful behavíor ( described in Chapter 2 ) whích stand in marked contrast to the 
aggressiveness and violent expression of individual power over others so char
acteristic of the Shavante and Y ~nomamõ, for example. The Kalapalo reject such 
behavior as entirely inappropriate for human beings and instead embrace an ideal 
of pacificicy chat includes not only suppression of anger and of violence but a 
passive tolerance of the behavior and opinions of others with whom one does not 
agree. Although this is by no means a society without disputes or jealousies, I was 
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impressed by the mutual cooperation and respect shown by the members of the 
Kalapalo village towards each other, and. the way in which people are incorporated 
into a cycle of reciprocity that has its most fundamental and ideal expression in the 
exchange of presents "given with a smile." It was this very ideal of generosity, 
however, which gave me the most trouble. 

While I was perfectly willing to be generous with those men and women who 
told me stories, taught me genealogies, and explained why the Kalapalo did things 
in· certain ways, or who allowed me to live with them in their communal houses, I 
could not refrain from thinking of. my gifts to them as rewards for acts favorable to 
myself. Although "payment" is a perfectly straightforward Kalapalo concept in 
itself, generosity and sharing are other matters: They are acts which should be per
formed for their own sakes, but which are, in truth, performed on the basis of 
several contingencies. Whereas the Kalapalo continually distinguish between "pay
ment" and "just giving," 1 did not make such a distinction and hence was re
garded as stingy. 

Although they value the ideal of generosity, spontaneous gift giving is not in 
itself characteristic of Kalapalo behavior, for sharing takes place only along the lines 
of prior relationships ( such as those of kinshi p, friendship, or 1nembership in the 
sarne household). A person does not normally ask for a gift fro1n so1neone he cannot 
reasonably assume will give it to him; it is also considered improper to make such 
requests of certain kinds of relatives-especially older persons to whorn one is 
related by marriage-and of unrelated persons in households other than one's own. 
Finding out just who will exchange or who will give freely for the asking is one 
.object of a young person's self-education and a means of assessing one's personal 
prestige and influence over others. 

As a guest in the Kalapalo village, 1 was conrinually aware of the many subtle 
and coercive means by which people acquire gifts, especially of food. Unfortunately, 
I was sometimes the unwitting tool of their efforts. For example, in the beginning 
of my research, I found myself being asked by members of the ·household in which 

' 1 was living to beg food from other households which had been lucky co receive 
large quantities of fi.sh or wild fruir on a particular day. I was urged to hurry to 
so-and-so's house, in order to receive some food thac so-and-so was very anxious to 
give me. When I suggested that someone accompany me, I was refused. After two 
or three instances of this, 1 noticed that I was the only adule among a crowd of 
children who clustered near the doorway of che lucky house while food was beirig 
disrributed. Although no one refused me fi.sh or fruir, the donors were always 
curious to know who had told me of cheir good fortune. Finally, after several em
barassing episodes, I realized that only children were actually permitted to beg in 
this fashion and that adules were expecced to wait inside their houses until an in
vitation was extended to eat in the benefactor's household. The people with whom 1 
lived, however, were for a short time taking advantage not only of my na1veté but 
also of the generosity of their fellow villagers which they were certain would be 
forthcoming to me, a visitor. 

A common reaction of visitors to the U pper Xingu Ba.sin is that the inhabitants 
"have no idea of the value of things," or more bluntly that they are "shameful 
beggars." This is because the outsider fi.rst enters the syste.rp. as an unknown figure 
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without relationships to individual members of the society, and therefore must be 
continually tested in order to anticipate his or her willingness to participate in it. 
During the first year of my stay with the Kalapalo, I was inundated with requests for 
articles of clothing, cooking vessels? food, magazines, and other of my possessions, 
as well as for presents that I was exhorted to buy in Rio de Janeiro. Most of these 
requests were put in the strongest language possible for a Kalapalo- that is, in the 
form of demands for immediate action-in order that I respond with appropriate 
alacrity. As a variety of persons requested specific objects and were denied or given 
the1n according to my judgment about whether they deserved them or not, my 
relations with individual Kalapalo took on character, including attributes of relative 
friendliness, deference, or equality, and more or less in accordance with Kalapalo 
expecrations about how kinsmen, friends, or affines act toward one another. At this 
point, l. began to be treaced as a kind of rela tive by several persons, especially those 
with whom 1 lived and those who were my instructors, and thus 1 carne to be called 
"mother," "grandmother," "older sister," "daughter," and "sister-in-law" by specific 
Kalapalo men and women. Afcer being classified in this way, 1 then learned to act 
toward these people in ways which they could anticipate and which they con
sidered appropriate. ln this manner we could properly show what the Kalapalo call 
if utisu, respect for one another. 

Most Kalapalo, howeyer, regarded me as a nonrelative and therefore felt no com
punction to show me respect or, especially, to reciprocate with goods or services in 
exchange for my presents from Rio. 1 was, in short, caught in the middle, being un
able or unwillirig to request specifi.c gifts myself, yet continually obligated to 
bestow them upon my putative relatives. At the sarne rime, 1 was expected to be 
generous to those who did not care to consider me any kind of relative or who 
never assisted me in my research. 

Unfortunately, the presence of unopened boxes, a locked trunk, or even an odd 
sack of salt left tied to the. houseframe near my hammock tempted a number of 
persons who were unwilling to ask for presents fro1n me and who had no older 
relatives ( such as parents or older siolings) who were able to provide them with 
gifts. The only recourse to this kind of theft ( which affects the Kalapalo as. well as 
the visitor ) was to steal back the missing items whenever possible. ln order to avoid 
this situation, as well as the continued barrage of requests for gifts, I soon learned 
to give away everything I brought with .me, except for the essenciais. This way, I 
achieved some measure of peace for several months before 1 paid another trip to 
the coast. lt soon became apparent how superfluous was the excessive load of 
"equipment" 1 had brought to Aifa. Reduced to a few tattered changes of clothing, 
medical supplies, hammock, camera, nocebooks, pens, and a tape recorder, I had 
finally achieved some 1neasure of freedom from the materialist cravings of the 
people around me, and indeed from my own concern with protecting the collection 
of unnecessary and often nonworking odds and ends over which I had needlessly 
worried since my arrival in Brazil. Knowing that 1 had nothing left to give (ex
cept after trips to Rio de Janeiro or São Paulo), the Kalapalo were fi.nally able to 
see me as · someone other than the owner of unlimited wealth. 

lt would be extremely unfai,r, however,, to condemn them for this materialism. 
ln the first place, the craving for European goods has been the result of repeated 

, 
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donations of gifts over the years by visitors to the area. From the Kalapalo point of 
view, the visits of many of these individuais have been for no other apparent reason 
than to give away large quantities of material icems. Indeed, for many Kalapalo, 
the governmenc personnel in their cerritory exisc for the sole purpose of d is
tribucing largess. 

These gifts have resulred in imporcant innovacions in such areas as subsistence 
and manufacturing techniques, and the care and decoracion of che body. ln other 
words, a need has been created for mecal tools, beads, fish hooks, razor biades, and 
ammunition, and the way in which this need has been satisfied in the pasc has 
naturally led the Kalapalo co anticipate ics continued sacisfaccion. 

Furthermore, alchough the leaders of the house in which I lived knew of my 
tendencies to hoard a few rins of sardines on occasion and to keep candy and salt 
at the bottom of my duffel bag for special trips, they consistently included me in 
the daily distribucion of food, even during the worst month of the rainy season. This 
kind of generosicy was difficult for me to accepc because 1 had no way of adequately 
reciprocating and 1 knew chey were under no real obligacion co feed me. Yet as a 
continuous resident, 1 began to take on the role of some long-term guest from 
anocher village who was expected to return che hospitalicy shown her, if in the 
fucure che Kalapalo should be able to visit her . By offering food and by asking for 
presencs, che Kalapalo were crying to establish a relationship of alliance with me 
thac included an obligacion on my pare to reciprocace, an obligacion which could 
appropriacely be fulfilled ac any rime in the fucure. 



2/ Relationships with human 

beings and nonhumans 

THE MODEL OF UPPER XINGU DISTINCTIVENESS 

Before the establishment of park boundaries and permanent contact with 
Brazilians, the ethnographic situation in the Upper Xingu Basin was complicaced 
by the fact that a number of aggressive tribal groups surrounded this territory (see 
Villas Boas and Villas Boas 1970). Relationships between members of Upper Xingu 
society and some of these groups were occasionally amicable, but accusacions of 
wicchcraft murder and revenge killings by groups on both sides cook place more 
frequently. To the norch were che Juruna (Tu pi speakers ) , a group chac ex
changed hostilities with the Kamaiura ( see Oliveira 1968) , and the Suyá ( Gê 
speakers), dreaded by the Trumai because of cheir raids on villages ( see Murphy 
and Quain 1955). To the west were the Txicão (Carib speakers) who actacked 
the Mehinaku, Jagami:, and Waura frequently enough to cause relocation of those 
groups on severa! occasions (see Galvão and Simoês 1965). Living to che east of 
the Culuene River, beyond che tribucary stream known as the Tanguro, were the 
Yaguma, an extincc group. of Carib speakers with whom the Kalapalo were 
on uneasy terms. According to the lacter, the two groups exchanged women and 
escablished trading relationships, but t_he Kalapalo feared them because the Yaguma 
occasiónally killed men who ventured into their cerritory. 

Thus, the residents of the Upper Xingu Basin found themselves surrounded 
by Indians whose aggressive attitudes concrasced sharply wich cheir own ideal of 
peaceful behavior. Despice the face thac many of chese hoscile groups are now living 
within the boundaries of che Park and have ceased their overc aggression against 
members of Upper Xingu society, they are considered a distinct kind of human 
being whose behavior precludes their incorporation inco that society. 

The Kàlapalo refer to chese formerly hoscile tribes--or, more generally, to any 
Indians who are not part of Upper Xingu sociecy-as inikogo, "fierce Indians." This 
category of "human beings" is conceived primarily in terms of a kind of behavior 
labeled itsotu, which refers to unpredictable anger and violence. ltsotu behavior is 
often explicitly contrasted wich a concept mentioned earlier, ifutisu ( peaceful, 
generous behavior) , which is one important discinctive feature of the cacegory 
"people of Upper Xingu society." 

The Kalapalo conceive of themselves and other Upper Xingu villagers as a 
unique people, different from all other "human beings." Boch_ categories, "human 
beings" and "people of Upper Xingu society," are labeled by the sarne cerro, kuge. 

9 
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The Kalapalo model of Upper Xingu distincciveness, which includes definitions 
and interpretations 9f the possible kinds of relationships between men and nonmen, 
is examined in this chapter. 

THE ORIGIN OF HUMAN BEINGS 

I come up the river like a Suyá man. 
I come up the river like ifiikogo. 
I come up the river to kill many people. 
With war clubs, with bow and arrow drawn, 
I come up the river like a Suyá rnan. 
I come up the river like ifiikogo. 

(Kwarnbi Song) 

A large group of myths told by the K alapalo relates the adventures of twins 
whô are believed responsible for the invention of cercain technological praccices, as 
well as the creation of severa! natural features of the world, including various 
bodies of water in the Upper Xingu Basin, certain natural species, and some 
astronomical phenomena. One twin is called T al;lgi or Giti (''Sun" ), the Õrher 
Awlukuma or ~une ("Moon"). ln a story telling of the twins' birth and sub
sequent exploits (briefiy told below), the Kalapalo describe rhe creation of human 
beings, an event caused by Ta~1gi , rhe older twin. The accivities associaced wich chis 
creation serve to justify the present relacionships which che Kalapalo have with 
other Indians, and with non-Indians. 

A prehuman "grandfacher" na1ned Kwat'i11·i went to the forest to gather materiais 
with which to make a new bowstring. There he encountered Nitsu~g·i, the black 
jaguar, who was hunting with lnembers of his village. Seeing that he was sur
rounded by dangerous animais, Kwac'it1i: pro1nised Nitsu~g·i his daughters in 
marriage, in exchange for being allowed to recurn to his own village in .safety. 
When Kwati:q): returned home and told his daughters of his promise, they be
gan to weep, begging their father not to send them to a husband they feared 
would eat chem. Moved by their pleas, but unwilling co break his promise, Kwati'f11 
went to the forest and cut five lengths of weigufi (a hardwood) , from which he 
carved women's bodies. He then decorated these with various natural produccs 
to form hair, eyes, and teeth. Then he asked rhe rapir to have sexual intercourse 
wirh them so that they would have vaginas. When the five images were com
plered, Kwati:f!i' placed them in seclusion in order that they would grow. Some 
rime lacer, he took a cotton belt and beat rhem until they cried our; he then knew 
they were alive, and sent them to Nitsu~gL 

On their way, the five women encountered a weasel who gave them food in 
recuro for which he asked one of chem co have sexual intercourse wich him. Con
tinuing further, rhey met a kingfisher who did the sarne. Then the sisters carne 
to a lake, from which one of the1n began to drink. The wacer was poisonous, 
however, and so she died. The four remaining wo1nen concinued on, until they 
carne to a tapir. He also gave them food and, like the weasel and kingfisher, asked 
for sexual intercourse. One sister agreed to his requesc, but she was split in 
two by his enormous penis, and so died. The three remaining siscers went on, 
until they met the hairy annadillo. Once more they were given food, but when 
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the armadillo rried to have intercourse with one of them, he was unable to have an 
erection. The three continued their trip, commenting upon how che creatures 
they had encountered had wanred sexual incercourse wirh them. "Ler us put on 
burity palro ribs becween our legs," one sister said. "With this on, no one will 
be able to have sexual intercourse wich us."1 She rhen climbed up a burity palro 
but she fell and impaled herself upon one of che shoots. Now, only two sisters 
were lefc. 

When rhey finally carne to Nitsuçgi"s village, they were shy because they did 
not know what he looked like. They waiced near the barhing place until someone 
should come. Soon the sariema bird appeared, carrying a large gourd on her 
head:- As she filled this with water frorn the stream, she ralked to herself, re
marking on how beautiful her legs were. Seeing that the sariema really had long, 
skinny legs, the two sisrers began to laugh. This caused the bird to drop her water 
gourd and hurry back to the village, where she told her husband, the maned wolf, 
rhar Nirsuçgi"s wives must have arrived. He, wanting rhem for hirnself, carne to 
where rhey were hiding, and when they asked if he was Nicsuçg"i, replied affirma
cively. The two wornen followed rhe maned wolf back ro bis house, but seeing 
that it vias small and unpainted ( unlike that of a real village leader) rhey 
realized he was nor che man Kwat"if11 had promised them to. 

Shortly thereafter, Niesuçg"i discovered he had been deceived and arranged a 
ruse by which to capture his wives. First, he organized a hunting trip, during 
which all rhe men of his village were to be present. On the day of the trip, he 
put a thorn becween his toes and pretended bis foot was injured, 1naking it irn
possible for hirn to travei. Asking thar he be excused from the hunt, he appointed 
the maned wolf to take his place as leader of the hunters. Then, when he re
turned to the village, Nitsuçg"i shot rwo arrows which landed ar the feet of · rhe 
two sisrers, who had been warching from the doorway of the maned wolf's house_. 
When the jaguar carne to retrieve his arrows, he discovered the women and 
brought rhem to his own house. 

One sister, narned Isa11isegu, became pregnant quickly. When she grew heavy 
and unable to work in the gardens, her sister, Sakufenu, and Nitsuçg"i their hus
band left her at home when they went to gather 1nanioc. One day, rhe pregnanr 
siscer was sitting in rhe house spinning cotton while her mother-in-law swept rhe 
floor. At the sarne 1noment rhe morher-in-law emitted a loud farr, Isa11isegu spar 
out a piece of lint she had re1noved frorn rhe length of string she was spinning. 
Thinking her daughter-in-law had insulred her by expressing disgust, rhe morher
in-law ripped off one of her claws and rhrew it at rhe young woman, killing her. 

When Nirsuçg"i and Sakufenu recurned from the gardens, they saw the dead 
woman's body alone in che house, for the mocher-in-law had fled from the village. 
Nitsuçgi senc for a leafcutter ant, who was cold to crawl inro the body to see 
wherher the unborn child was completely formed; in face, there were two children, 
not one. Then, ac Nicsuçgi's direction, the leafcutter ant cuc open his wife's 
sromach, revealing rhe twins. Afrer they had been rernoved, rheir rnother's body 
was hidden at the rop of the house. 

The twins grew very quickly, rnuch fascer than normal children. One day, 
they were srealing peanuts from a parrridge's garden. When she rernonstrated 
with them, and they threatened to kill her, she told thern of rheir rnother's death. 

1 Upper Xingu women wear fiber belts joined together over the pubic bone by a piece 
of bark ( ttti) folded in triangular shape. When they dance in ceremonies, a Jong strawlike 
rib f rom the burity palm leaf is tied to this piece of bark, passed through the legs and left 
to shake from between the buttocks. Although this ornament draws attention to a woman's 
genitalia and is a powerful erotic symbol in Kalapalo culcure and are, it is designed so as to 
preclude sexual incercourse when worn. 
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"The woman you call 'mother' is your mother's sister, not your real mother. She 
is hidden on top of the house where your father put her," the partridge said. To 
take revenge, the twins had to first kill their grandmother, who had gone to live 
by herself in a house far from the village. There she lived surrounded by many 
kinds of stinging insects, who prevented anyone from hurting her. Tattgi directed 
several species of birds who eat these insects to come where the grandmother lived 
and eat them all, after which he and Awlukuma set fire to her house, killing her. 
Then, Ta\lgi and Awlukuma decided to take revenge on Nitsuçg1, because he had 
concealed their mother's death from them. 

Pretending he had lost or broken bis weapons, Tattgi went each day to bis 
father, asking for new bows, arrows, and war clubs, which he then hid in the 
forest. When he had collected an amount he thought sufficient, he went to bis 
mother's sister, Sakufenu, who was sitting by the door of the house spinning 
cotton. Tavgi placed a long arrow before her, and asked her to step over it. When 
she did, she immediately became pregnant. Ta1clgi then sent her to the forest, near 
the place where he had hidden the weapons. 

For many days, Tavgi visited Sakufenu in the forest until ar last she gave 
birth. From her body carne many .men, the grandfathers of human beings who live 
in the world today. To the grandfathers of the U pper Xingu villagers ( kuge), 
Tavgi gave bows and arrows; to inikogo, "fierce Indians," he gave war clubs; and 
to kagaifa, "non-Indians,'' he gave guns and metal knives. That is why inikogo 
are angry with the people of the Upper Xingu, and why kagaifa have those good 
weapons. 

When inikogo were given their weapons, they began to fight, causing the 
creatures of Nirsuçgl's village to flee by rising to the sky. Seeing that Nitsuçg1 
was about to run away, Awlukuma directed inikogo to attack him, and thus the 
black jaguar also escaped to become a figure in the sky, where he may still be 
seen. Only the agouti (a creature resembling a guinea pig} escaped, for he was 
able to dodge through the feet of the fighting men. 

A more oprimistic informant ended bis version of this mych in the following way: 

Each received weapons from Tavgi: war clubs to inikogo, guns to kagaifa, 
bows and arrows to kuge. That is why we Upper Xingu people are peaceful, why 
we don't get angry with other human beings. When we are angry, it is just with 
our mourhs, because we are all brothers, we have all come from one mother, we 
have ifutisu for other human beings. 

Ifutisu Behavior 
ln a most general sense, ifutisu can be defined as behavior characterized by a lack 

of public aggressiveness and by the practice of generosity.2 Each of these elements 
can be interpreted, according to context, in a more specific way. The first character
istic can mean simply that a person refrains from physical or verbal abuse, as when 
the Kalapalo speak of their unwillingness to argue in public. Ifutisu also refers to 
the unwillingness of a Kalapalo to intrude into a siruation where he will make others 
uncomfortable. For example, young Kalapalo men and women who have no rela
tives in villages speaking languages other than Carib refrain from visiting these 
places without a reason, because, they say, of their ifutisu for the people who live 
there. Again, it is considered wrong to publicly call attention to a theft, for that 
would embarrass people, as the following incident illuscrates. 

2 The state of ifutisu, "haviog ifutisu," is referred to by the term if11tis1tnda. 
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Waiyepe, a bachelor living in the house of bis brother-in-law, missed a bar of 
soap that he had carefully hidden in a cloth sack tied to the houseframe near his 
hammock. Upon realizing the soap had most likely been stolen, Waiyepe began 
complaining in a loud voice in front of the other residents of the house, "Alas, 
where is my soap? It seems as if someone stole it." Although other members of 
the group were sympathetic to his loss, Waiyepe's actions prompted another man 
to remark, "That man should not talk that way; he should remain quiet, not say 
anything, even though he liked that soap. If you think some person is a thief, 
then when you say something, other people listen and are sad. It is as if he is 
angry with all of them." 

The secon.d defining characteristic of ifutisu is generosity, which refers in more 
specific terms to behavior characterized by hospitality, a willingness both to part 
wich material possessions and to assist others when called upon to participate in 
worK groups, and acceptance of chose who ask to be one's lovers. 

The ideal of hospitality is well expressed in the treat.ment of strangers who visit 
the Kalapalo, Upon cheir arrival in rhe village, individual visicors are immediacely 
presented with food and asked to hang their hammocks inside one of the communal 
houses. Even in situations in which fea~ or reseritment preclude amiable sentiments 
toward a guest, the overt gestures of the hosts convey goodwill. 

The ideal of generosity Í$ manifested in the acceptance of the claims of others 
upon one's personal possessions . . Individuais who have managed to acquire unusual 
items find others coveting them and soon give them away. For example, one of my 
informants asked me to bring him a blanket from Rio de Janeiro. When I returned 
from a trip to that city, I gave him a particularly large and vibrantly colored one, 
which contrasted with the small, worn-out scraps other Kalapalo had managed to 
save from similar gifts presented years earlier. The blanket was clearly given in 
payment for bis assistance to me, and it became a kind of symbol of my clierit rela
tionshi p to him. One night several months later, when the blanket had become a 
uniform dull red fróm the paint with which my informant repeatedly decorated him
self, he carne to me and sat without speaking beside my hammock for several 
minutes. Finally he said, "Ellen, would you be angry with me if I gave away your 
blanket? Sindu has asked me for it, in return for something of his." When 1 replied 
that I would not mind, and ask~d what was offered in return, he said, "Something 
not very good, those cotton knêe bindings of his. They are ugly, but I have ifutisu. 
I can't say no. Sindu is stingy; me, 1 am generous. He asked me and I want to give 
che blanket to him, even chough what he gives me is nothing." 

Although the . practic~ of generosity often results in hardship, the Kalapalo 
believe it is necessary co conform to chis ideal, for in their view society's viability 
depends upon it. Most difficulties as.sociated with the continua! giving away of 
wealth are temporary, for generosity in turn causes others to reciprocate. A person 
who is stingy with his possessions or his person causes others to become "sad
angry" ( otonunda), and in such a state the disappointed are likely to leave the 
group and live elsewhere. This kind of anger ( distinguished from itsotonunda, or 
the state of unpredictable violent anger) is typical of children who are denied food 
by their parents, persons who cannot find spouses or lovers, and individuais whose 
few kinsmen do not care to support them during disputes. The desire to leave the 
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group, to wander alone in the forest, or to desert the Upper Xingu Basin to live 
with Brazilians is really a kind of suicide from the society's point of view, for 
those who leave and do not recurn are effecdvely treated by che Kalapalo as if they 
have died. 

The second important means by which the Kalapalo distinguish kuge from other 
human beings is a set of diecary praccices chac reflect ifutisu. The most significanc 
aspect of chis is a syscem in which ''living things" are classified according to whether 
they are eaten or not eaten by people of the Upper Xingu. The Kalapalo recognize 
that many of the animais they rejecc are eaten by both inikogo and kagaifa, so the 
rejection is not based on a belief chat the species in question are inedible. Ra~her, 

it is said rhese things are simply unfit for ingesrion by the K'alapalo and·ocher Upper 
Xingu people. Coupled with this rejection is an explicit definicion of other kinds 
of living things as "eaten by Upper Xingu people." To understand how chese 
categories are distinguished, it is useful to look at the general principies underlying 
the Kalapalo sysrem of classifi.cation of "living things." 

THE CLASSIFICATION OF "LIVING THINGS" 

The Kalapalo classify certain icems in their experience according to a set of 
categories that are arranged in a hierarchy, or a sequence of more or less inclusive 
units ( Figure 1). Each category is defined in terms of a few specific attribures which 
the Kalapalo consider distinctive and which are thus used to differentiate things 
placed in one cacegory from those placed in ochers. All che referencs of these 
categories cogether are known as ago, or "living chings." 

At che inosc specific leveis of their caxonomy, the Kalapalo make use of such 
readily observable attributes as body morphology, eating . ~ab~.t.~, and habitat to dis
tinguish different kindL oLo..ª-Wfil s.peaes.-:{\t more inclusive leveis~ however, the 
crltêtia used to differentiate categories of living things are distinccly nonempirical. 

The caregory ago is firsc divided into severaf general categories, of which the 
most imporcant are: kuge, or "human beings"; itolo, or "birds"; f1ene, or "land 
creatures"; kaf1a, or "water creatures"; eke, or "snakes"; a number of unlabeled 
categories into which insects are placed; and i, or "upright standing planes." All of 
these groups are further differendated into more specific units, many of which do 
not have names. At the most specific levei of che hierarchy are cacegories which con
tain only one icem; chat is, which refer to what are, in che main, natural species or 
varieties of planes and animais. Figure 1 illuscrares how these cacegories are 
ordered in a hierarchic relacionship, and shows in some detail the internai differenria
tion of those classes of "living chings" chac are significant for an understanding of 
the Kalapalo dietary system. 

The cacegory f1ene, or "land creatures," includes severa! more specific units, among 
them felines, deer, rodents, armadillos, tapir, monkeys, cay1nan, 1nolluscs, lizards, 
and bacs. Whereas m~ny groups s_prro~1nqing eh~ Upp_er Xingu Basin I?rize meat, 
the Kalapalo an-d other Upper Xingu villagers regard virtually all l~nd animais or 
f1ene as disguscing and refus;-to eat th~~he twoexcepcion~ are monkey and --
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S?metimes coati, whiç_h are classed. together in a subcategory of q,ene called kaiju. 
(The sarne word is also used to refer specifically to mori'KeyS.-)--·-~-

In contrast, "things that live in the water" ( kaq,a) are highly prized as food. This --.. -·~- --- -~ 
~roup in9.Yd.!Lfish, túrrle~,-t~ngr~yz. the Surin~m . !ºªd. ( but no -Üther frogs or 
toads), ª!1~ºI}!etimes the ~I;;Ç!~!c eel, giftnt catfish, and red niranh_a. Because of the 
value placed on kaqa, fish alone ac_ç9.!l.!lt for nearlx_the total amount of protein 

~ ~ ... _ . ...-... "' - .. ,. - ··-- - - ...,.,,. 

consumed by the !_<!la ~9.:- · 
_!3irQ_s _( itolo) are divided into severa! categories, only a few of which are de

fined as "eaten." The most important are earrots and a group defined as "birds thãt 
....... <Jll#o _...,.. ........... -- --

walk on the land." The latter group includes ~oves..i_E_artridgelike ~ ecies, and a 

S!<2.t.1 l! !".~ç>~e .giemb~ue~ple the wild t~Ji~. T~e 1<-~~p&o rej~ft aJ!_o!,~~ ki~ s 
-~f _birds, in..sluding wat$! birds ( such as herons, terns, storks, kingfishers, and spoon
bills), owls and nightjars, vultures, birds of prey, toucans, and a multitude of small 

birds. l]le d_gsk,,,F1ªX. 9r may_nor. be eaten, depel:)ding upon whether it is considered 
a "water bird" or a "land bird.'-:- - - .. , -- -· ' -- · - --·- -· -, 

· A:ll · i:he previously descrÍbed categories of ago are in the context of discussions 

about proper di~ry practices, divi~~.!!1!.~~lapalo_into th~ g{.Ql}.~: 

1. ~i_ng~~!19 ~Qq~ats ( afiti kugef eke ten,ptakola) . ~ene is explicitly defihed in 
th1s way, but the group also includes any other categories of ago that are not 
explicitly defi.ned as "eaten." This is a category of generally tabooed items
subjec~ to the expletive kitsi, meaning "disgusting, avoid it!" 

2. Things. eyçr~oo~ ~ts ( kugef eke teq,etako). This group includes kafl,;a, "land 
birds," parrots, and kaiju. Some informants called this group kuge otu, 
"people's food." 

3. Things some ... p..euple . t:a t ( inalu kotote teqetako). The few species in this 
group ~ctriç_ e~l1_..E.:d piraE_~~ .... g~-~~t.fi.~~'~ ~uck, co~ti) are those which 
are amb1guously class1fiêd, sometimes falling within a group which is eaten, 
ar orher times being placed with things that are not eaten. This ambiguity of 
classification is consisrent, in that the sarne things are always the subject of 
different assignments. There is no general agreement among the Kalapalo as 
to what they "really" are. Whether they are to be eaten or not is therefore 
questionable. Apparently, how any individual classes them is a matter of 
personal preference, based on the quesrion wherher ir is necessary at the time 
to demonsrrate one's "Kalapalo-ness." S2 metime .. s, !Ç~~P~.9 ~flassify~~ item 
as "e~n2.JVJ1en they gr~hQ.vgrY,,, bRt..o~.P~J:.W.i~$-considtx_iJ~,.unfi.i_to_eª'-f. Tfi~y 
s,h@l4 noj ~be earen un~ any circumstances _2._tgjng, r!,tuaL ~vtnts_, por ~h..e.n 
Q.th~_g!',9.l!PS are I?!es~~ .. aõ2]Sses~Iqgi'fle ªPPEºPr~.E.\1.!~ss ,of ~heir hõfu' be-
-~i.Q.t.In this way, some boys in puberry seclusion ( who were suppos~to 
be careful about what rhey are) often ate duck when there was nothing else 
available, but when there was a quantity of fish in the house, they said they 
could nor eat duck because it was "not food"; that is, not eaten by the Kalapalo. 
ln private, and hidden from rhe criticai eyes of dominant relatives, the sarne 
persons who srressed the importance of their avoiaance of land animais ate 
pieces of deer meat which I occasionally cooked away from the house. 

I noted above that those items in the group, "things ~h~t no one eats," can be 

considered object~ ..!2Í.J~,general rat<2o; that is, they .~E.~ . n,f!,_Vef.. .e~t<;!l· Those in the 
second group, "things everyone eats," are the subject of specific taboos.i.. rhat is, they 
becorrte temRorarTiy pr~hfuitêdfÕr individuals in S.Pecific sit~a~·io;;~·"Fif~ta. all bir.ds 
~~ tbw••...,. -it-=.•tt<t-~ . ._.., "' ~"'~"'T0E ;o . ~.......,..__ - • <••--. ...,.._..... ~ . 

t hat are normally earen are prohibited for young men in puberty seclusi~n just be-
,---- - - . _,._ r- - -...,.__ 
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fore they wrestle because thi~ foq_d.is .. t?~Iieved to make their bones britde. Similarly, 
~ 

the flesh of birds is also avoided by parents with young children who have not yet 
been weaned, for the eating of this kind of food influences the growth of the 
child's bones. Second, katljt are prohibited to persons in some kind of physical - ---
da_nger, especially "bleeders" ( women after childbirth, menstruating women, boys 
whose ears have just been pierced ), and to seriously ill individuais, their parents, 

siblings, and offsEri~g:... ThiE_d, 1Eonkey is prohibited only to boys who have just un
derg~ne ear piercing. However, this prohibition is part of a general ,.fust, during 
which their diet is exclusively vegetari~n. After a period of earing manioc and 

--......__ -- ....... - ~ . 
fruir, monkey. bec~mes the first nonvegetable .. fooq_ea,ç~n by ttiese boys. 
r-rhe first category of tabooe~f items, birds, is prohibited as weakening for persons 

who are in criticai periods of growth: adolescents and young children. This associa
tion can be considered "sympathetic," in rhat there is a direct asso5iation between 

~he subject and obj_ecç_of the tab..Qo:. Weak ~o~ ª!e c~uJ.~d by eatif}g j he flesh_,9f_ 
brittle-boned birds. - -·.. .. ,,. .. 

ln the second ser of taboos, those centering on the eating of karia, the association 
is a "negative" one berween that category of items and persons who are in physical 
danger, though ir is not clear, nor can the Kalapalo say, why there is such a 
correlation. 

The third taboo, that on kaiju, only appears on a single occasion, when it is part 
of a general fast. Thus, monkey can be considered the supremely edible item in the 
Kalapalo diet, a kind of food that is acceptable in ali circumstances but one. A 
clue to why this is so lies in the Kalapalo justification for eating monkey in the 
first place, even though it is classed in the generally prohibited f1ene category. The 
Kalapalo say, "ago eat monkeys because they are like human beings." Some of the 
ways in which the Kalapalo speak of different kinds of "living things" helps to 
explain this statement, and to these 1 will now turn. 

THE USE OF COSMOLOGICAL LABELS 

The caregory ago, "Iiving things," can be rhought of as a member of a paradig
matic set3 in which four categories are defined in terms of two intersecting dimen
sions. Each one of these categories, taken alone, represenrs a specific model 
consisting of severa! defining attributes. The use of a term labeling such a category 
draws attention to a behavioral attribute or relationship of an irem ro man based 
upon Ka1apalo experience. These attributes and relarionships can be thought of as 
crucial features of a general model of "Xingu humaniry" or "Xingu distinctiveness," 
for they contribute to conceptualizarions of the possible relationships between men 
and nonmen. 

The Structure of rhe Paradigmatic Set 
The four categories thar comprise the paradig1natic ser ( see Figure 2) are 

ordered rhrough the intersection of rwo dimensions: ( 1) rhe "human metaphor," 

3 See Paul Kay 1966 for a discussion of the formal properties of paradigm and taxonomy. 
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and ( 2) the suffix indicating "possession." The paradigmatic organization of these 
categories is an analytic structure devised by the anthropologist, for the Kalapalo 
do not explicitly compare the categories with one another, nor can they make gen
eral statements about the two dimensions. The importance of these dimensions is 
demonstrated, however, by their continua! appearance in speech. 

I have used the phrase "human metaphor" to subsume a set of descriptive phrases 
and terms that refer to physiological and social phenomena, and that are used when 
speaking about items called ago, "living things," or itologu, "pets," regardless of 

+ 

human metaphor 

+ itolugu iqikogu 
"pets" "possessions" 

suffix / g! / 

ago itseke 
"living things" "monsters " 

Figure 2. Paradigm of cosmological terms. 

che subcategories into which they are placed. ln many cultures, including our own, 
human beings are often distinguished from nonhuman beings by the use of dif
ferent descriptive terms and phrases. For example, in English the offspring of a 
hu1nan being is called a "child," but it is considered inappropriate to use this 
term in reference to animal offspring. Similarly, in an Achabaskan language of 
Northern Canada, the crack or path of a human being is called beikeilu, but the 
track or path of an animal is called beitene. These kinds of distinctions are not 
made by the Kalapalo, however, for in general the terms used when speaking about 
physiological and social phenomena are identical, regardless of the hierarchically 
arranged categories into which various kinds of "living things" are placed. Al
though the human models are consider~bly more detailed than models of similar 
phenomena among nonhumans (for example, the presence of an elabora te set of 
human kinship terms, as opposed to only a few used when speaking of nonhumans), 
it is safe to say that a significant number of phrases and terms appear in both 
human and nonhuman contexts to jusrify the claim for a very general set of 
principies in operation. Even though the terms are those most often applied to 
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human beings, they are acceptable for speaking about nonhumans as well. The 
following are examples of this "human metaphor" used by the Kalapalo. 

1. Terms for physiological processes: 
a. growth ( atukulu) and dearh ( api11gulu) . 
b. offspring ( itijipigi) and parents ( oto) . 
c. names for pares of the body. 

2. "Mental" states: 
a. if utisu: ln the special sense of "retirement from public activities," this 

term can refer to the untamed behavior of an animal, for example, a turtle 
withdrawn into its shell. 

b. itsotu: Unpredicrable anger or unreasonable rage. 
c. awinda: "To speak falsely," as an animal who makes humorous loud noises 

of apparent protest although undisturbed. 
3. Social relationships : 

a. Many species classed as ago, "living things," are referred to as having 
village representarives ( anetaw ) , villages ( etu ), and followers of anetaw 
(otomo). Similarly, they are said to have wives ( efitsaw) and husands 
(inoko ); frequently, they have kinship relationships as well. 

The use of human metaphor is a means of explaining certain relationships. By. 
speaking of nonhuman beings in terms normally associaced with humans, the more 
general relationship of nonhumans to humans is made explicit by the Kalapalo as 
one of closeness, admitting of possible intimacy. This potentially intimate associa
tion ofren becomes realized in specific mythological incidents, where humans and 
nonhumans engage in sexual relarions and produce off spring. 

The Possession lndicator 
The second dimension of rhe paradigm refers to the sufiix / gl. / , indicating "a 

rhing or artribute possessed."4 lt must be affixed to any term for an object or thing 
whose possession is indicated during the course of the utterance, and is found as 
part of the structure of names for certain classes of items which can be considered 
"normally possessed." For example, terms for material objects take the suffix when. 
occurring in a possession context. The term for "canoe," efu, becomes efugu, "a 
canoe which ·is property," in the context of "ownership," as in the sentence, "Ande 
Kafukwigi efugu," "Here is Kafukwigi's canoe." l rems in one group normally taking 
this suffix, regardless of context, are names for body parts ( for example, igi, "tooth"; . . 

tefugu, "stomach"; tapigi, "foot") . Those things which are called itolo gu ( "pets") 
and iq,iko gu ( "property") inevitably ha ve the possession suffix attached to their 
names. 

ln summary, the paradigm containing the categories ago, "living things"; inikogu, 
"property"; itologu, "pets"; and itseke, "monsters," is formed by the dimension, 
"presence or absence of the human metaphor," and the dimension, "presence or 
absence of the suffix indicating possession." The resulting four categories are dis
cussed below. 

1. Itologu, "pets" The Kalapalo make use of the human metaphor when speak
ing of "pets," and attach the suffix / gl. / indicating possession to their names. 

4 Allomorphs are / g'i /, / gu /,/si / , / su /. 
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The term derives from itolo, meaning "bird," hence the literal meaning, "a 
bird which is property."5 Like their wild counterparcs, "pets" are metaphori
cally associated with man, buc the association has reference to the parent
child relarionship among humans. As we shall see, chis reference goes some
what beyond metaphorical association. 

2. In./kogu, "properry" Human metaphor is not applied to items referred to by 
iqikogu, but the possession indicator is always used. lncluded in this category 
are things which are normally possessed, such as payment (fipigi), water in 
a container, harvested crops, and material paraphernalia such as fish hooks, 
arrows, hammocks, baskets, ceramics, and feather ornaments. 

3. Ago, "living things" Ago are all spoken of in terms of the hu1nan metaphor, 
but do not cake the possession indicacor. The term icself labels the highest 
level taxon in the hierarchy discussed earlier, but also connotes · features not 
made explicit in Kalapalo definitions of that category ( see below ) . 

4. Itseke, "monsters" Human metaphor is not applied to items teferred to as 
itseke, nor do they take the possession indicator. The caregory includes 
celestial phenomena, which are not included in the taxonomy of "living 
things," and irems that are of monscrous shape, mixing morphological features 
of more than one category in the ago hierarchy. The Kalapalo consider itseke 
potentially malevolent beings, but this aspect of their nature is only made 
apparent when they discuss the relationships between itseke and humans, and 
cannot be derived from the paradigmatic criteria. 

The use of · these four "cos1nological" labels often appears conrradiccory, sioce, 
despite the face that they mark categories defined in terms of specific and mutually 
exclusive behavioral attributes, they are often applied to the sarne specific items. 
This apparent anomaly is easily explained, however, by considering that these 
attributes are only meaningful in specific situations. The situations _themselves are 
those in which some kind of relationship with or behavior toward a human being 
is observed; that is, something that can change or cease to exist in another situation. 

Kalapalo Models of the Categories Ordered in a Paradigm 

Where is Tima'na, he ate my pet. 
He ate him, my pet. 
He ate hün, my pet. 

(Women's Song ) 

As 1 have already noted, the distinctive features of the Kalapalo model of Upper 
Xingu uniqueness refer to ideais of behavior or relationships. These include 
ifutisu, or police, generous, peaceful behavior, and the observance of a ser of 
dietary restrictions. 

ln addition to the classification of "living things" into groups according to 
whether they are eaten or not eaten, Kalapalo dietary practices include another 
rule, perhaps more important for explaining how the four terms in question are 

5 Traditionally, birds, monkeys, and turtles were the only wildlife kept as pets, though 
immature animais, such as fawns, young cayman, and peccary ·were occasionally captured and 
briefly held in the village. Dogs, which che Kalapalo also refer to as itologu, are said to be 
a recent iotroduction to the Upper Xingu Basin (note the Xingu Carib term for dog, 
K atsaivgo, and the Brazilian equivalent, cacho1'1'0). 
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used. This is the rejectiol}__of_.animals classed as "earen by Upper Xingu people" 
when they have become itologu, ' j:>ets." 

'ffie ifõl'ügÜ-oto, ,;-p~t-owner" relations12_ip_ is .s,haracterized on che JiumaQ._§clLln' 

~urture an~ot~ct,LÕ1L..w1di1n .!!. fiqus~,}10).<J, and on t,!1!:_ ê..': ~31.!!1i1: .~t.lack of ifutisu 
(1n rlie . sense of shyness), in other ª'!9rds, by tameness. This relarionshjp..J~~.E
ticularly inreresting because tfie êlTstinctive features are also those which define rhe --filiative relationship, or that berween hti"mãn P.arents and their children. Children ·----- ..... - -.... ,. ... 

and pets alike are ideally supposed to be fed, reared, and kept protectedwithin the 
confines of the house. Often pets are secluded like human adolescents "to make them 
grow beautiful," especially when che animal is a young bird able to provide ics 
owner with valuable feathers as it reaches maturity. Although itologu may be mem
bers of species generally defined as edible in the dietary system, they themselves 
are never eaten, nor are they supposed to be killed. Ideally, such animals are sup
posed to be buried when they die, rather than be discaraea or rea to anomer pet. - -- - _. ... 
Upon th.eir d~,!hs both unpamed children (such as stillbirths or infants who die 
during postparcum seclusion ) a~d birds are buried...near the hammoc~ of the parent 

.,2!._ owner. P~et birds ar~ ;!!.:, only ~mals ~eld ro~ave a villa.~~ the dead. As men 
who die travei to the village of âead men located to the east where the sun rises, so 
dead birds go to theit' village of the dead located in the direction of the sunset . . 
Thus men are buried wich heads facing east, pet birds with heads facing west. The 
itologu-oto relationship is therefore not only a special emotional relationship be
tween humans and nonhumans, but is associated with life-crises-related symbols of 
great importance in human ritual. 

Despice the significance of such symbols, itologu are considered possessions, or 

in.,ikogu, of their owners. !:. Eerson ~ho is oto ( owne! ) h ... a~ , !Squi~d ~e ~1!1~ in 
question through s~~-f.2.rai_2(_~~g.ge, including PªY™-L tO mar~ _spciJllf$1a-,.... 
tjonsh_ip,L( such as that given to a widow's brothers upon her remarriage, to a 
ceremonial performer by the ceremony's sponsor, and to gravediggers by kiosmen 
of the deceased ) , personal buying and selling, and the uluki or "trade ceremony."6 

The transactions in eacn-of these I;istances are legitimate means of .. exchanging 
wealth. Although different items may appear in each kind of exchange, they are 
referred to generally as fipigi or "payment." ln addition_ to_ t1!_ese kinds of w<::~l~h 
tn~_nsfers, a person may of course manufaccure something himself, or as is often the 

.. - .,. •• .. j ...... ~ ~~.'AO .... t 'f • 

case with a "per,'" capture it · in '"Tiie wild. ln all of these situations, the resultant 
-· '"""'"'- .. . 

relationship is one of property-owner. Ceremonial paraphernalia, including cere-
monial trumpets, flutes, masks, and headdresses made for particular perforll!ances, ----IOZ--- ..... are not considered iqikogu. Such items are conceived as belonging to the village, 
--- - 01" 

much like public structures~ -are, and therefore are nonn~gÇ?,tiable. On the other 
hand, simil.af objects which are commissioned by non-lndian outsiders can be 
bought and sold. --
......_ -- ~-

Itseke are characterized by ,ROtential malevolence towards men, and are therefore 
beírÍg; who are b~·th physically-dangerous ( tekotiiii) a12ct" viõ lent( it;~t1J). They-are 

, .._--........ v. .. ...,.._ 

'Defieved t<?_ cã üse harm in several specific ways: ( 1) through~ kwifi or invisible 

6 Dole has described these forms of exchange in detail in severa! interesting articles (see 
Dole 1956- 1957; 1956-1958; 1966 ). 
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darts that are projecced in.to a victim's body, ( 2) by capturing the shadow ( akuagt) ,7 

ãna '\3) by merely presem ing themselves co Ui~ sight of a human being. For 
example, the following scory relates how the sudden deach of an ostensibly healthy 
man was attributed co bis frequent sighcings of itseke: 

Nakl's wife kept nagging him because he had many lovers and had just ar
ranged to marry a second, much younger wife. One day, he decided to gec away 
from her by going on a long fishing crip by bimself. On the river, Nak1 saw a 
school of .fish and drew his bow in order to shooc, but as he did so, the fish 
changed inco human shapes. 

Another time, Nak! left Aifa before dawn to fish, accompanied by bis daughter 
and bis wife's soo by another marriage. As they walked in sing.le file, Nak1 
leading the way, the little girl, who was in the rear, said, "Father, who is that 
following us? I hear so1neone's feet on che pach." They stopped and listcned, but 
saw no one. A second time, the girl heard footsceps, but again they saw nothing. 
The third time, just as Nak1 curned around, he saw a human .figure on the trail 
far behind cbem, but as he looked, ic vanished. 

Anocher rime, Nak·i went out at nighc to play che ceremonial crumpecs (kagutu ), 
which are kept in a small house in che cencer of the village. H e went inside chis 
house and began to play in such a way as to call ocher men to join him. As he 
sat waicing Nak:i noticed a strong lighc coming from oucside, so he walked ouc
doors to see whac was happening. The moon had become very large, and its 
light filled che entire sky. As he wacched, the moon grew bigger and bigger, 
until the darkness had completely gone and it seemed like daytime. Frightened, 
Nak1 ran inside the crumpet house co try once more 'to call a companion. Shortly 
thereafter Taguwaki arrived, but by thac rime the moon looked normal again. 
Nak1 cold Taguwaki whac he had seen, and they both became worried, because 
it meanc Nak1 would probably die soon. 

Altbough relatively few persons become victims of such catastrophies, several 
common ~inor .illnesses are accributed to the inadverc~n~t ancagonism Õf itseke."A 
number of planc species, including many used for herbal remedies, are believed to 

........ ... ,........._ . .,..- - ,... .. 
be owned by snake itseke. If a Kalapalo harvescs a plane the snake owner does not 
wish to be destroyed, chere is danger thac che latter will shooc kwifi into the human 
being's body, thereby causing a skin rash. Similarly, .fish itseke are believed able to 
cause stomachache and diarrhea if rhey do not want to be killed on the day a 
fisherman happens to shooc at chem. 

ln adçlition to their barmful powers, itseke are characterized by their unusual and ,.. 
shocking appearances. Son1e are known for their ability to transfor1n chemselves or, 

........ ~ .. . ~-... . 
like the moon seen by Nak1, are considered itseke because they sudd~nly ~ppeY.. to 
be differe11t from normal pbenomena. ln some cases, itseke appear in strange shapes, 
mixing morphoJogical actribuces of different cacegories of "living things,'' or simply 
appearing in abnormal size. Thus the names of many itseke rake the form of ( 1 ) che 
name for some ordinary low-level taxon in the ago hierarchy, plus ( 2 ) the suffix 
/ kuegi /. The latter is an affix with the implication of "potencial malevolence," 

7 The Kalapalo believe that inside each living thing and some material possessions ( arrows, 
guns, shell ornaments, some feather headdresses) is a "shadow," a duplicate, yet invisible 
image of the rhing or person. The shadow ( disringuished fro.m that cast upon the ground) 
can leave the body, when it may become visible co the owner. When the shadow of a living 
thing leaves the body, ir results in sickness (especially unconsciousness) that can soon lead 
to death. 
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Figure 3. Tufulei's drawing of an itseke. 

which thus indicares "monstrosity." Examples of itseke names are: Safundukueg1, 
"monstrous bass fish," ltattkueg1, "monstrous women" ( who live beneath the water 
of deep lakes), and T!tsahakueg1, "monscrous giant kiskadee." 

Having now specified the Kalapalo models associated with each of the four 
categories, 1 would like to rurn to. specific examples of contextually varying classifica
tion to illustrate how these concepts are symbolized by the use of terms in Kalapalo 
speech. . 

As I noted earlier, the relationships of parent-child and pet-owner are defined 
in terms of similar normative behavior. These similarities are rhe basis of a 
metaphorical use of the word itologu to refer to a child who has come under the 
nurture and protection of a nonrelative. Although adoption ( wherein a child is -- -jurally considered offspring of someone other than its real parent ) is ,µ,.!.lkn,2.~E. 

among the Kalap:~ fosterage is. quite COln1i;_~n: ln the latt~ c;_~s-~l -ª c:hild i~ r ª ised 
by a _relative of a deceased parent _úi~ually a sj!2li!1g) butj n , 1:2.. way is this con
sidered .ê.. parent-:.c.b lI<L.relati99$.h!p. Most important is the notion that kinsmen of 
a deceased person have an obligation ( because of ifutisu ) to care for orphan~d 
chlld;;n.Wh~n'" a""·~~nkinsman;1c;'!' no api?filent reasofi - ('iliat is~ho has no pri~r 

M;W_..., 
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obligation based on ifutisu) has taken charge of such a child, the latter is called 
itologu of the person supporting it. This special use of the term indicares the 
recognition of a relationship similar in behavior to that between owner and pet, 
since it includes nurture and protection of an immature being, performed without 
any prior relationship of obligation. Since a child is of course also considered a 
"human being" and is referred to as such when the speaker wishes him to be dis
tinguished from another living thing, the use of itolog1" in this way is another 
example of contextually varying classification. · 

The Kalapalo often _refer to animais as both itologu and i11ikogu. When wishing 
to specify the relationship of "pet," the former term is used. This is o~ten the case 
when the speaker needs to stress the fact that the animal in question is not an 
ordinary ago. For example, if a person wants to kill and eat an animal he sees 
roaming the village, anocher can refer to it as ítologu of a specific individual, thus 
denying the suitability of such an idea. For example, one day B1fifi cooked and fed 
to his dogs his daughcer's small parrot which had been found dead. When Ti11one 
discovered her father had disposed of her pet in chis unseemly manner, rather than 
burying it according to Kalapalo custom, she berated him for not remembering the 
bird was her itologu. 

For an example of the situationally varying classification of birds, I draw upon 
my own experience of trying to raise a burrowing owl. The bird had been traded 
to me for some cloth by a young woman whose brother had found it in the scrub 
forest outside the village. At first, the members of the household with whom 1 
lived were interested in my attempts to tame it, and occasionally helped me to 
capture cockroaches with which to feed it. lt soon developed that this owl was 
quite reluctant to be kept as a pet. Not only was it extremely difficult to feed (for 
ir refused t:o become accusro1ned ro the presence of humans ) , but it would make 
sucE:essive nocturnal flights over rhe hammocks of people trying to sleep, ali the 
while making raucous cries that awakened them throughout the night. Finally, 
Ugaki, exasperated by the disruption to her household, suggested I let the bird go, 
explaining that owls were unfit for pets. "They are not like humans," ~he said. 
"They are itseke, they fly at night." Ugaki's use of rhe term itseke to refer to this 
owl was a means of explaining why ir was unsuitable for itologu status. Whatever 
the specific justification ( "they .fly at night," in this case), she considered owls un
like humans and therefore unable to participate in a relationship modeled on that 
between parents and their children. On the other hand, when U gaki and others 
listed names of birds for me, owls were always included. When considered in the 
context of "kinds oJ birds," owls are thus classed as ago, "living things," but when 
rejected in terms of rheir possible relationship to human beings as pets, they are 
rermed it.reke. The use of the term itologu rherefore appears robe a special reference 
to a certain kind of social reladonship which can occur between men and "living 
things" who are nonrelatives. The larter may or may not be human beings. When 
the· Kalapalo want to emphasize that an animal is someone's possession-that is, 
when wishing to specify the dimension of "ownership"-the term in)kogu is applied. 
For example, rhis use of the rerm occurs when individuais are enumerating their 
possess1ons. 

A similar set of symbols is associated with the itseke category. The use ~f this 
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word appears to be related to a situational denial of the humanlike attributes in
dicated by the use of the human metaphor. The example of owls has been given 
above. Another is the mythical association of morphologically human heroic figures 
(such as Talfgi and Awlukuma ) and ocher beings in humanlike relationships and 
situarions, who are nonetheless referred to as itseke. ln such instances, the term 
symbolizes the association of these characters with nonhuman attributes, which are 
in a real sense "unnatural" and therefore awesome. Mythological characters have 
the ability to change their shape, engage in fearful destruction, and perhaps most 
importantly, change or invent things. The latter attribute was most vividly im
pressed upon me on one occasion, when a Kalapalo man requested that 1 explain 
to him how paper is made. After describing the process as well as I could, he sug
gested that kagaif a were monsters rather than human beings. 

ln addicion to monsters of humanlike form, chere are ochers which are monsrrous 
in a physical sense. Among these are cercain "machinelike" beings who are said 
--~-to be owned by witches. One example of this is a kind of monster likened by 

several informants to an airplane. Decorated with red parrot feathers, but unlike 
birds sleeping in underground burrows, it flies around the countryside where it can 
be captured by a person having witch's power. Once struck down in flight, the 
"witch's airplane" is kept underground by the owner, who can call it out on request 
in order to fly from village to village causing sickness and death. When considered 
in the context of such an association, this being is ofren referred ro as i11ikogu (as 
in kwifi oto iqJkogu, "witch's property"), but when considered as a free, unowned 
being, ir is called itseke. 

As 'o/Íth it.f!.!2g!f, i!_ems whic~ are n_9rmally eate_n are rejecred if rhey are labeled -itseke .. An incident which took place in Aifa during a period of scarcity illustrares 
' this quite nicely. During the month of February, ar the height of the rainy season, 
fishing is extremely difficult because of the exrensive flooding and silting of lakes 
and streams. Ar rhis time of year, Kalapalo men, who are normally avid fishermen, 
become reluctant to continue this activity. Only the mosr persistent individuais, 
usually those who are obligated because of their newly established marriages to 
seek food for a household group, continue to fish. On one occasion, such a man 
brought a single fish weighing about three pounds to the members of a household 
with whom I was living. This fish, of a species known as wagiti ( matrincha in 
Brazilian Portuguese), is highly desirable as food in normal circumsrances because 
of its tasry flesh and high fa t content. Naturally, during a period of scarciry people 
regard th~mselves as parricularly fortunare to eat it. 

When the fi.sherman returned, all the men of his household group were seated in 
the center of the village with men of orher households, as is custo1nary in Upper 
Xingu villages during periods of relative inacrivity. His single catch was given to 
the women inside the house to prepare for distribution among the entire household, 
which numbered twenty-six persons. The fisherman's mother-in-law began to 
clean the fish, removing the stomach and intestines prior co boiling ir with manioc 
flour. Noticing something unusual in the scomach, she removed the contents and 
discovered a half-digesred water rat. The women's delight and anticipation of a 
good meal turned to consternation. Quickly giving the .fish's stomach co her young 
son to dispose of in the garbage heap behind the house, the older woman con-
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tinued to prepare the fish for eating, cautioning her kinswomen not to speak of the 
incident to the men. When the food had been prepared, the men were called inside, 
and ali twenty-six household members were given a share of fish porridge spread on 
manioc bread. Afcer we had all begun to eat, the young boy cold the men of what 
had been found in the fish's stomach. Severa! threw the remains of their food away, 
and one accually became nauseated. When I asked why they had rejected this ex
cellent food ac such a bad time of the year, the men replied that the wagiti was in 
fact not food ( otu ) at ali, since it was not karyi but rather itseke and therefore 
inedible. The presence of a water rat in the fish's scomach demonstrated this face. 
When I then suggested thac fish occasionally were found to have such .things inside 
them, the men assured me that only monsters would eat qene. The proper diet of 
fish was defi.ned as other fi.sh and plant materiais, according co che species. 

The incident illustrates how items normally classed as ago are considered itseke 
on the basis of atcributes which are considered antithetical to human behavior. ln 
this case, a decision was made to classify something normally considered fi.sh as a 
monster on the basis of a dietary practice considered improper according to Kalapalo 
rules about eating. At this poinc, we can rerurn to the quescion of why the Kalapalo 
justify their eating monkey by the statement, "it is like hurnan beings." Both this 
example and the one given directly above serve to illustrate the following gen
eralization: Kalapalo cosmology contains principies whereby things in the universe .. ._. ___ ..;:41 .,..,,. 

which inc<2,!porate humanlike behavior ( eating things U pper Xingu people shõüld 
eat and acting peacefully) are idealized, and things behaving otherwise ( eating 
anything indiscriminately and acting violently) a:e avoided. Such behavior is ae-

- - .,,,_.. fined as the antithesis of that considered proper for human beings, namely the 
practice of ifutisu and the adherence to a carefully restricced diet. 



3 / Subsistence practices 

With the important exceprions of rhe Bororo and Caraja, the majority of 
tribes living until recently in central Brazil were seasonally transhumant hunter
garherers with limited dependency on cultivated plants. ln contrast with such 
groups as the Shavante, Kayapo, Nambikwara, and Mundurucu, the residents of -· the Upper Xingu Basin are settled agriculturalists and :fishermen, an adaptation 
which can be _jlJCribed in part to the e.Qvironmental peculiarities .Qf _rhe region. 
~qt1a!ly im_..E2_rtant, however, are the diet~ry practices which, as I have show~ in 
Chapter 2, restrict the number of hunted species to a yer.y few. ln contrast to their ·- . 
Tupi- and Gê-speaking neighbors, who place positive value on eating meat, the 
pursuit of hunting, and an aggressive masculinity associated with that pursuit, the 
members of Upper Xingu society reject these values and adopt the opposite moral 
code : Fishing and agr~culture, rather than hunting, are the proper male subsistence 
activitie5,~~d - pacificity and generosity are the ideais of behavior. -

THE UPPER XINGU HABITAT 

The natural environ1nent of the Upper Xingu Basin is a transition zone between 
thickfy- woo cied, high ~scrub plains ( callecl C.f!.1J:.qtf:.o._ or "closed 'country" in 13razil) 
~ . 

Iocated to rhe easr and south, and tropical rain forests ( known as mata) to the .,,._ ... _ 
ÍÍ.orth and west ( see Askew et al. 1970) . The upland cerrado, which_in mª ay_ruher 
~e~s of central 12,ra~i.l)s .R.OOrly . water~d, i~i_n the UpE.e.! .. .fCingu J3asin }Uodi:fied by 
~eologically aocieot rivetinUJ~em, char'!c!._erized ~y numerous swam12.s.,_Qxbow 
g kes, ~d large expanses of relatively low rain forest { called g~ria) which are 
flooded dyring the rainy_ sea§on. The galeria is found along water_ courses, agd is -the classic "imp~netfable_jungk" of traveler'~ tales. Seen from the rivers, the galeria 

X 

does appear inhospitable, for where the sun is able to reach the lower leveis of the 
forest, vines and smaU saplings grow in profusion beneath the taller trees. Slightly 
further inland, however, where the canopy of tall trees blocks out . the sun, under
growch is almost nonexiscenc, making i! eas_)!_tQ. walk....thr.ough the . galeria during 
!!!~ dry sêaS'on. During the rainy season, when chis sarne forest is flooded as much \ 
as four or five feec, a person traveling by canoe can cake short cucs chrough ic, to 
avoid the wide meanders of the larger rivers. These routes bring the fisherman 

1 
into less turbulent water, where fi.sh are more plentiful at that rime of year, and to 

27 
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places where he can easily hunt capuchin monkey and nu1nerous species of birds 
whose habitat is the low forest. ~ecause Q.f sycb_h~a,yy: flooi:ing d~1ring the rainy 
season, rhe galeria is nor suited to manioc cultivation. --

( 

Adjacent to rhe galeria zooes, on slightly higher land which may nonetheless be 
flooded during the rainy season, is the campo sujo. Here the flora consists of small 
scrubby trees and extensive pacches of coarse grass. This zone merges with the 
higher cef'rado where termices build their mounds and denser stands of trees thrive. 
Deer, armadillo, and to the south, the rhea or South American "oscrich" are typical 
animais. Whenever necessary, the Indians burn the cerrado to clear the taller grass, 

thus keeping the view open and the area "clean," as they say. Conseguently,_ the 
cerrado near villages and along trails i~usually denuded of everything bút the more 
fire- resistant trees. 

ln addition to flooding, ythich often occurs ;:Juring_!_1!_~_r.ainy season (but never 
as heavily as in the galeria), ar least two other factors preclude agriculture on the 

_,._ - ---
cam po_ sujo and the ce:"!do. Firsc, the S<2_il _!ypes are exrremely poor, lacking the 
humus of the heavily forest~ areas and containing large ã rnouncs of clay. Second, 
the lack of a dense plant cover, which results in especially heavy leaching of che 
soil, would, under cultivacion, result in heavy erosion during the rainy season. By - -contrasc, where the stumps of trees can remain in the area under cultivacion, erosion 
iffilinimal~ Only the intermittent high forests, which are less extensive thari ei;her 

cerrado or galeria in the Upper Xingu Basin, can be used to cultivace ma"Ilioc, tl.1e 
major subsistence item. Thus, th~g~_ehical situatio.n- limits th.e ~o of 
village sites to broad strips of land between, and well away frocn, the major ri~s. -
Seasonal Variations 

---
' • 

The cli1nate in the Upper Xingu Basin is characterized by a clearly delimited 
dry season, falling between the 1nonths of May and September, and ao equally 

distinct rainy season, which occurs from the end of October through early April. 
During the dry season, no rains fall at all, except briefly during June. At this time, 
the days are excremely hot, with temperatures soaring into the lOOs. At night, 
however, the air is quite cold, and the Indians light fires beneath their hammocks to 

fend off the chill. The dry season is a period of incense subsistence activity. At 
this rime, new gardens are prepared and manioc is harvested. Fishing, the major 
nonagricultural activity, is parciculatly good for the rivers are low and the water - . 
. relatively cleaf. At the ~nd of the dry season, during che larcer haif of August, large 

Ol!.,qibers of~~des corne to lay their eggs- on rhe whit~ndbars exposêd by the 
receding waters of the rivers. These eggs are gathered and eaten in large quantities, 

\.. --
and are an important dietary supplement during that time~of year. 
- The period of transition berween the dry season and the raios, which occurs at the 
end of September and in early October, is a rime of great intervillage activity. 

T~roughout_çhe dry season, people have been cultivating and processing manioc. 
When the new gardens have been completed and various expeditions such as sa-l:t: ..... 

p lant-gathering pareies have returned, whole village groups, temporarily freed from --subsiscence tasks, travei to major ceremonies in other settlements. 

The rainy season is welcomed by the Kalapalo because of the 
various species of wild and cultivared fruits. As the raios increase 

ripening of 
. . . '-
10 1ntens1ry, 
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TABLE 1. KALAPALO SEASONAL AND CEREMONIAL CALENDAR 

Month 

January 
February 
Mar eh 

April 

May 

June 

July 

August 

September 

Subsistence A ctivities Ceremonial Activities 

corn harvested ; piqui, wild fruits eaten local ceremonies held 
height of rainy season; water at highest level no ceremonial activity 
last year's manioc nearly depleted 
begin to harvesr manioc and gourds 
DRY SEASON BEGINS 
new gardens cleared 
warer lower; fishing parttes for ceremonial 
food payments 

manioc harvests ( unril September) 
two-week rainy season; gardens weeded 

cold nights 
burning of new gardens; clearing of burned 
materiais from new gardens ( through Au
gust ) 

turtle egg gathering; manufacture of salt; 
fishing pareies for ceremonial payments 
manioc planted 
new cornfields prepared, planted 
RAINY SEASON BEGINS 
fishing for ceremonial food payment; fish 
poisoning expedirions 

trade ceremonies begin 
(held through June) 

harvest of tn1mpet 
, . 

sponsor s man1oc; 
trumpet ceremonies 

anetu ceremonies held 
( through October) 

October last year's piqui depleted 
November piqui harvest begins ( through D ecember) 

December wild fruirs begin to be collected; p1qu1 pro
cessed 

however, this period becomes one of markedly decreased subsistence activities. As a 
result, the height of the rainy season, which occurs in February and early March, 
is a time of real scarcity. Because the rivers are flooded and heavily silted, fi.shing 

I becomes exceedingly difficult, and people are forced to rely on a depleted supply of , 
stored food, collected fruit, ancs, and grasshoppers, together with what little game 
chey have acquired by huncing. This is a period of lethargy and malaise. W ich the 

' end of the rains, men and women become accive once again, as renewed efforcs are 
1 

made to accumulace large quantities of food. Once more major ceremonies are held 
during which enormous disrributions of manioc and fish are made co che parricipants. 

SUBSISTENCE 

Kalapalo technology is, in certain respects, quic~ priinitive, for the nuinber of 
items produced is limited ( under 200 items of manufacture) and stereotyped both --
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~ form and ornamentation. Tradicionally ~ricc~d by ·che absence of metal and 
scone cool.§ _ ( except ground axes,_ which we!..e _traded inco the area), rhey made 
extensive use of bone, cooth, and wooden implements. The mosr impressive ex
amples of the skill shown - by the Kalapalo in the face o"f limited rechnical re
sources are associated wirh their subsistence activities. The cechniques for processing --ª number of ra w materiais are exrremely sophisticated, for rhey resulr in an almo_s.t 

-.,.._- - -
complete utilizarion of rhe harvested products, permicting scorage of imporcanc --subsistence icems for up co half a year. 

These elaborace fo9~ processing vencures are ~l~ccive encerprises. in which the 
Kalapalo spend considerable rime during periodic seasons of incense acrivity. ln 

-face, ,parciciparion in group subsiscence ~ccivicies-be chey rhe p~paracion of 
~ .. .... .,. 

gardens, extended fishing crips, or the processing of 1nanioc, piqui, corn, and salc---is a criticai means of marking one's viable relacionships wirh ocher Kalapalo. 

Manioc 
Th~ major subsiscence ir.em is bicrer manioc ( Manihot esculenta) , a root crop 

the Kalapalo call kwigi. The following legend cells of che circumscances under 
which ancescors of the Kalapalo first cultivaced manioc. 

Before human beings knew about manioc, chey lived on roocs which they found 
in the cerrado. One day, Ta11gi and another man went fishing with rheir wives, 
who were sisters. Accompanying chem in che cenrer of rhe canoe was a chird, 
younger sister, who was not yer married. Towards rhe end of rhe day, as rhe men 
paddled che canoe rowards home, a rern flew overhead, swooping low over the 
craft. "Whar a beauciful bírd," exclaimed the younger sisrer. "I want him for my 
husband." Upon hearing rhis, tbe bird ftew away. 

That nighc, in rhe forro of a young man, Tern appeared before the woman, 
saying he was the one to wbo1n she had called tbat afrernoon. "Now you musc 
marry me," he said. "Yes," she replied. "I will rell my mother." They went before 
rhe woman's 1norber. "Mocher, this . is Tern, who is 1ny husbaod." "Good," an
swered the older woman. "Yot! will b~ my daughter's husband." 

Afcer several monrhs of living witb bis new wife's family, Tern began to feel 
homesick and asked his wife to accompany him co his own village, so that she 
could meet his morher and sisrers. 

Tern and bis wife rraveled to the river, and then, rising in the air, plunged 
beneath the wacers, where Tern's village was locaced. Upon their arrival, Tern's 
mother and sis ters were busy processing manioc, and at night they offered their 
new affine strange food, urging her to eat and drink. Ar .first, she was afraid this 
was poisonous, but her sister-in-law laughed anc;l said, "This is good food, it is 
called manioc." The daughter-in-law tried it and found it delicious. She stayed 
in Tern's village a long time, eating manioc. Finally she asked Tern to take her 
back home, since she wanted to see her own mother once more. Her husband 
agreed and cold his mother they were about to leave. She in rurn inscructed her son 
to bring manioc to his female relacives. 

At the wife's village, the manoic was distributed to the 1nen, who began to 
plane it. The gardens were firsc cleared by Tern wich rhe aid of a magic axe, which 
he could instrucc to cut down the forest overnight. Then, he caused che manioc 
to be planted very quickly. Every day, the men went to their gardens to wait for 
signs of new growth. Finally, Taitgi visiced his garden one day and saw that the 
scalks, planced in the ground, had begun to sprout leaves. After waiting only a 
short rime longer, he rerurned ooce more and dug up the manioc. Tern's wife 
then taught her kinswomen how to process the root. 
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Every year, Tern prepared the gardens with his magic axe, and the manioc 
harvest was bountiful even though the men did not have to work at weeding or 
planting. Nor did they have to wait long for the roots to mature. One summer, 
when the manioc was being harvested, T ern planned to seduce the youngest sister 
of bis wife, who was in puberty seclusion. She lived in a large basket, suspended 
from the ceiling of the house by a rope, one end of which was attached to the 
side wall. One day, when everyone had gone to collect manioc, and Tern had 
stayed behind, pretending to be ill, he untied the rope, lowered the basket, and 
seduced his sisrer-in-law. Each day, pretending to be unable to work because 
his stomach hurt, Tern had sexual relations with the girl, until finally her mother 
became suspicious. Examining her daughter, she discovered traces of red paint on 
the girl's body. Then the youngest sister confessed that Tern was her lover. The 
mother-in-law, enraged, began to chastize her son-in-law, who became extremely 
embarrassed and declared he would leave forever. Despite his wife's pleadings, 
he took bis axe and desrroyed the manioc gardens. Then be began to walk to the 
river. The wife, following behind, urged him to take her with him, but he refused. 
In pity, however, he threw her a few manioc sralks, saying, "Now men will make 
their own gardens, and will have to work hard. Men will wait a long rime to dig 
up the roots." 

Today, 1nanioc j s planted each y~~~ in large, wel !.:k~~gar<!.ens. Th~ ..!.9-ºt is 
elaborately processed to obtain severa! kinds of flour, used to make large flat cakes 
which are rhe stable food. -

.......... .. 
Towards the end of rhe rainy season, around.-A.pril, every adult male Kalap_alo 

enlists the aid of his fellow housel}old 1nembers and male affines to prepare a new 
manioc garden. 'fhe men firsr cut down rhe smaller rrees and kill the larger ones 
by ringing rhe bark. When rhe trees have dried sufficiently,_ rhe new!y _cleared 
gardens are set afue, until mosr of eh~ underbrush and cut w_ood has burned. Tue 

area is ther: cleared as . much ~s_ I?..?~~hle by hand, u~ually for a w~ek or two, but 
rernains crisscrossed with the fallen trµnks of the largest trees, sorne of which 
1neasure as much as eight feet in circumference.1 

Manioc is _plantesl~Y men. A small area of earth is mounded up with a machete, 
and into this loosened soil severa! stalks are inserted ar a steep angle to eventually 
forro a cluster of new plants.2 The choice of these stalks is determined by the 
quality of the previously harvested tubers, as well as the variety, for the Kalapalo 
grow at least twenty-three separately named types~of bitter man~oc. Some of these -types are desired fruche size of their roors, while others are grown for the sweetness 
of the soup which can be made from them. 

Throughout the dry season, manioc from older fields is continuously harvested 
and processed. Towards the beginning of the rainy season, the fields which have 
been depleted are replanted, but those which have yielded two crops are allowed to 
become fallow. During the rainy season, the roots in the newly planted fields are 

1 The heavy bark from these charred trunks, which has burned on the outside but which 
still remains damp and fibrous on the inside, is an excellent source of fuel for household 
fires. Severa! months later it has been almost entirely removed by the young girls and women 
who collect it during the late afternoon; then the men are urged to cut down some of the 
dead trees left in their gardens, in order to replenish the fuel supply. 

2 The knowledge of digging sticks, which are illustrated in von den Steinen's publications, 
has become Jost, although today they are said to appear in a ceremooy which, however, has 
no present connection with manioc. 
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Manioc Processing: (a) Kufagi (left) scrapes manioc roots on a palm thorn gt·ater, 
while Kafundzu squeezes the mash in a mat strainer placed over a large ceramic tub. 

( b) Processed manioc drying at edge of 
plaza p1'ior to sto1'age. ln the fore
g1'ound are balls of coarse mash and 
pieces of sediment which have been 
rernoved from the bottom of the p1'o
cessing tub. ln the background is a 
d1'ying 1'ack on which sediment ha.1 
been C1'umbled; when completely d1'y, 
this will be stored in a silo inside the 
owne1'1s house for use throughout the 
next six months. 
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left to increase in size until the following year's harvest. Because the Kalapalo 
usually weed their fi.elds diligently to prevent competition from other plants, they 
are able to keep them productive for two years and to harvest the crop almost in 
its entirety. Such high productivity allows them to maintain a reserve of flour in 
the house, as well as a reserve of unharvested roors in the ground. This way, a loss 
of even a great quantity does not create hardship.3 

While I was with the Kalapalo, the Txicão, a formerly hostile tribe which was 
harrassed by Brazilian incursions into its traditional territory, were encouraged to 
setde within the Park by the administrators. Unable to survive on the meager dole 
received at the Post, they were forced to travei from village to village begging 
food. The Kalapalo, remembering how they were obliged to do the sarne when 
they moved from their own tradicional territory, freely gave large quantities of 
their reserve flour and unprocessed roots to about twenty Txicão. They were able to 
retain an adequate supply for themselves, although it happened to be the rainy 
season, during which manioc is not processed. 

Puring t~ season .!!Í manioc _ ha:ves~ing, a house~old group ~aves early each 
morningJQt the fields, each woman _with her unmarried daugh_r_ers going to a field 
planted by her husband or un1narrie.d brother. Digging up the roots with machetes, ------ -the women place them in shallow rectangular baskets, which when full are carried 
on their heads back to the house. After bathing in_the lake, the Kalapalo women 
return to their houses to begin the long process of converting the day's harvest 
into food. 

It has been frequently asserted that the aim of most elaborate techniques Jor - ---
processing bitter manioc in South America is to extract the toxic fl:µids (prussic 
acid) which make the raw root inedible, although Dole ( 1960) has refuted these 
assertions in an article reviewing techniques of processing manioc found over a 
wide area of South America. A~ far_as the Kalapalo are concerned, the methods 
used are clearly not designed simply to make the root edible, but to obcain specific -- -end products. J.'he roots are fi.rst scraped with pieces of tin cans or river oyster 
shells to remove the tpugh ou ter skin. Each woman then places a board, set w ith 

_.,,,,..., ------ - - - ---
p~lm tho.EE_S, -~n a large ce1amic ves~l, and, leanin~one end of the board ag~nst a 
house post, firmly scrapes each root while bracing her stomach on the other end. The 
--~ - ' 

resultant mash, usually watery and somewhat fi.brous, is then scooped into a mat 
constructed of the stiff, strawlike ribs of palm shoots, which is lain over a second 
large vessel. After pouring water over this with a gourd dipper, the women then 
squeeze the mash between the mat, allowing the liquid to accumulate in the pot 
below. Depending on the variety of manioc being processed, the mash may be 
discarded or rolled into balls to be dried in the sun. The liquid squeezed from the 
mash is allowed to settle for most of the day. ln the late afternoon, it is carefully 
scooped ouc of the processing pot and placed in a large cooking vessel, where it is 
boiled for severa! more hours to make a delicious, nut-flavored soup called kwigiku. 
The sediment left at the bottom of the processing vessel is removed and dried in 
the sun. It then becomes a very fine flour which can be stored in large indoor silos. 
Although it is usually depleted after six months, it could probably be safely stored 

3 See Carneiro's discussi_on of Kuikuru agricultura! practices (Carneiro 1961). 

1 
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for a longer period of rime. Mixed with the coarser flour, which has been preserveÁ
1 

in sun-hardened balls, manioc in this form is made inco kine, large tortillalike fia~ 
bread, and telisifFi, a drink made from water inco which very chin coasced kine haJ 

been crumbled. Wichouc kine and telismi, che Kalapalo consider themselves unfed, 
though chey may have fish, fruir, and game ar hand. 

Piqui 

S~cond _in imP-Qr_cance t<;> _Qlanioc as a subsistence crop is piqui ( Cayocar brasilen
sis) or ints:_ in K~lapalo, a cultivated fruir rich in vitamins an_d oils. The Kalapalo 

~ say chat piqui trees firsc grew from the stomach of a dead cayman, as told in the 
~' following myth . ........ _ 
~ A man discovered that he was being deceived by bis five wives. Seeking to 

---- ~ learn the identity of their lover, be followed them to the manioc gardens. There 
'-> - ~ he saw them having intercourse with a tapir. The next day, he followed them 

......_ , again and while chey wer.e waiting for their lover .to appear, he clirnbed .ª near~y 
0 = tree. When the tap1r arr1ved, che husband shoc h1m from above and killed h1m 

with an arrow. The wives mourned their lover and buried him in the manioc 
.:) garden. From bis eyes, nose, mouth, and ears grew trees which today provide the 
Q Kalapalo wich wild fruit. 
~ The women soon found anocher lover, the cayman. One day cheir husband 
8 followed them as they went to the river to bathe. There he saw chem engaging · 
~e in sexual relations wich the animal. After che women had left, their husband shot 
-e the creature from a tree with his bow and arrow, leaving the body by the r iver

Q) bank. The next day, the five wives again went to the r iver to meet their lover. 
? Discovering the body, they buried it, then threw off their belcs as a sign of . 

mourn1ng. 
The husband, upon their return, was pleased with himself, and began to laugh 

at chem. "Why are you mourning like chat? " he said. "You have killed our lover, 
the cay1nan," they said. 

::s
- _Q 

Q_ 

Some rime later, the women returned to where their lover was buried. From 
bis scomach was growing a tree on which were many fruits. These chey decided 
to prepare for food, but they had no idea of how togo about this. First, they dried 
it in the sun, but it tasted like dust and made them thirsty. Then, they buried it 
in the ground, but it became rotten. Finally, the youngest said, "Let's go to Taitgi." 
When they carne to Ta\lgi, he said, "My sisters, you come to see me? " "Yes,'' 
they said, "we have this fruir, but we don't know how to rnake food from it." 
"Where did it come from ?" asked T a\lgi. "From the cayman, our lover, out of 
his scomach," the women replied. "Then," answered Taµgi, "because th is fruir 
comes from che wacer, it musc be returned to che water." He explained how the 
women must soak the fruir in water to ferment it, in order to preserve and eat 
ir. That is how women know how to make intsene, the piqui drink. J 

e;, The p.I..ocessing of piqui is Jaborious, but, like that of manioc, resulcs in several 

0-)IQpOrtant produccs and almost no wasted m~terials. ! rom the fruit the Kalapalo 
obtain a fragrant oil used for repelling insects and for decorating the body and 
material objects, a sweet, jamlike substance, seed kernels ( which serve as a dietary 
supplecnent shortly after the piqui harvest), and, rnost important of all, a fer1nented 

pulpy substance which is the basis of repeated ceremonial food distributions that 
are crucial for subsistence during much of the rainy season. 

Piqui seeds are planced in fields where manioc is still growing, the quality of 
last year's fruir determining which seeds are selected for cultivation. By the time 



Men returning to Ai/ a with a piqui basket that has been removed from a nearby 
stream. T he piqui witl be donated to performers of a ceremony sponsored by Sagama, 
in tvhose household these men live. 

the rrees bear fruit, rhe field~ in which rhey were _planred have been abandoned .for 
many years. For example, rhe crees which presendy bear fruir are rhose which were 
planred by the parenrs and grandparenrs of p ersons who are roday adults. ln places 
where sertlement has been continuous, groves of piqui trees extend for severa! miles 

around rhe village sites, s~ill bearing~fruit as_m\J.91 as .fifty_y~~a.fter pl&,p_t!,ng. The 
Kalapalo repeatedly burn the underbrush in these orchards to rnake harvesting the 

fallen fruir easier, so that a parklike aspect is created aronnd old villages. 

The right t.? harvest specifiç.._.I?.l <Jui orchards ( which are named according to some 
prominent feature of the fruit of the ttees, Õr after an event which took place near 
where they are planred) is inherired by the descendants of the original E!a_!!ter 
(normally men ) , but female-relativ~ are the ones who actu; lly gather the har~est; 
in good years there is more rtian enough for every wornan to keep busy processing 
p-igui over a period of two or thre€ months. 

Although piqui is often eaten raw or roasre_çl ( in this form ir provides an irn
portant source- of vitamin A ), the bulk of the harvesr is processed for long,:teE_m 

_g_orage. The fruir is first boiled in ceramíc vessels, rhen rhe pulp scraped off the - - -large seed anct-packed in cylindrical baskecs made of woven bark Jined with huge - -
leaves. T.hese baskets often weigh over 100 pounds. J'hey are placed in a ~~allow 
srream where they can be kept for nearly a year. The fruir begins to ferment under 

_ water, but remains nonintoxicating, as the al~ohol is dissolved in the water. When 

needed, the baskets are removed_and SP-lit QP.en. The pulp is taken out and mixed 
wíth water or manioc gruel to produce an excellent cold soup ( intsene). The 
Kalapalo prize the fennenred piqui pulp, since the vinegary taste is a welcome 
change from their usually bland diet. 

From the inner piqui shells men rnanufacture ankle rattles worn during trumpet 
playing and other ceremonies. The many tiny spines on these inner shells ( which 
make eating the raw fruir somewhat hazardous ) are burned off, leaving blackened 
husks thar are srrung, rwenty or more rogerher, to rnake the ornamenrs. 
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Other Cultivated Plants 

Corn is the third major foodstuff grown by the Kalapalo, but, although of - ... 
crucial subsiscence importance during January and February, it is only cultivated 
by a few individuais, who are obligated to make food distributions in-_payment for 
the performance of certain- major ceremo_9i~~s. Most corn is eaten roasced- directly .. .. ....- ,.. 

off the ear;., somecimes cornmeal is made into small flat cakes or thick cylindrical 
buns called ijalifigi, "tapir's penis." 

Aside from these three major food plants-manioc, coro, piqui-che Kala.e~Io 
culcivate severa! kinds _o.,LPeanst sweet manioc, and s_i:gar call~s well as two 
vãr.iecies of peppers. All these are minor foods, being planted by only a few in-
4"1V1duals who h~vetaken the time to protect ' rhem from leafcutter ants and small 
children. 

Although the Kalapalo are familiar with a number of Brazilian cultigens, like - - -
papaya, bananas, rice, tomatoes, oranges, and limes, all of which are grown by. che 
., -..... - - . 

workers at the Post, they are not interesced in seriously adding these to their diet. 
This is so despice the face chat the items in questi6n are all well liked and eaten 
whenever available. Occasionally, someone planes one of chese introduced crops, but 
little care is taken in seeing that it reaches maturity. The tradicional crops, especially 
those upon which the ~l~palo depend, seem to be uniquely suiced to the_con
ditions of soil and climate (as well as the insect infestations they 1nust withstand ), 
and none require the care needed during early growth as do those cultivated by 
Bràzilians. 

ln addicion to subsistence crops, the Kalapalo cultivate a number of other planes. --- - ......_._ 
1 One of the most important of these is cottQ , which, cogether with burity palm 

j ~berJ is us~ to make hammocks. The planting and harvesting of cotton is eX:-
~- .,,,. 

/ ~lusively m:.!_e work,_but women are responsi~~ for spiriõing it into thread. When 
not used for hammocks, this is wound into large balls a~d presented to husbands, 
brochers, and lovers, who use it for decorative knee and arm bandages and for belts. 

Another important cultivated plane which is found in old gardens is _J!rucu 
(Bixa orellana), grown for its pigment-bearing see9-._~ds. From the many small -- - -- -
seeds and fibrous material inside these pods, the Kalapalo prepare a brilliant red 
body ~in.!.i.hey call min,i. By leaching rhe seeds and boili'fig- down che resuÍt1ng -liquid, they obtain a sticky substance which, when mixed wit..h_ p_Lqui_ oilJ..nd 
shaped into balls, is easily applied to the body for decoration and protection ---

1 against sunburn. 
\ - A lthough ;;:;-cu is invariably used for ceremonial ornamentation, the Kalapalo 

frequently use it to paint chemselves on ordinary occasions. After long feascs (for 
example during a parcicularly successful fishing season ) when the Kalapalo have 
gorged themselves for a week or more, they bathe choroughly, then apply mi11i "to 
become beautiful again." So common is the practice of painting with urucu, almosc 
every household icem, including hammocks, clothing, baskets, and the houseframe 

itself, is stained a dircy brown f rom the substance. 
A culcivated plane of considerable economic ucility is arrow cane. Since this .. plant 

period'ically sends o ill_ new sj;gocs, the Kalapalo are a51e to harvesc the cane in areas 
which were planted at a considerable time1 n che past, often beyond memory of 
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persons presendy living. ln face, tl.2e _planting of arrow cane seems to occur only 
when a new village site is chosen for occup;rion. Since the orig inal planrer of a - .. .- ·--
stand of arrow cane is ofren unknown, the harvest~r~f it can _!>_ecome~ a free-for-all , 
as the men of the village vie with one another to procure the most and straightest 
spec1mens. 

gourds are cult1vaced extensively for containers. After cheir harvest in early 
~~rch, .Eh_e.x. are dried, then split open. On the inner surface a black lacquer made 
from plane juices and pot black is applied and highly polished, chen urucu rubbed 
on the outside surface. Thus, Kalapalo gourds make unusually effeccive dippers, 
ladles, and water containers, which are greatly valued. Light in weight and relatively 
unbreakable, they compare favorably with ceramic vessels for purposes other than 
cooking. 

Kalapalo who are shamans grow robacco behind their houses. This is used to 

make cigars wl].ich are smoked during rhe curing rituais conducted by these men -(see Chapter 8 ). Ü!herwise, hallucinogensy as well as intoxicating beverages, are 
~nknown. Finally, a very few women culcivace a srnall agavelike plane, from which 
a fi.ber is used by rhem to make tbeir belts and by men to 1nake nec bags. 

Salt 

The inanufacture of salt (agafi) is another excellent example of the ingenuicy in 
preparing food from raw materiais which is displayed by the Kalapalo. A variety 
of water hyacinth is gathered in the swamps, where the planes are hung up to dry -for severa! days on racks. The dried planes are burned and the ashes repeatedly .. - ~~ ,... -
leachei to ,get r~d 9._f impurities. For this purpose, a large funnel-shaped, basketlike 
conrainer, about three feet high and two feet wide ar its mouch, is made of bark 
srrips and vines. Lined wirh leaves, this is used as a sieve. The ashes are placed ar 
the bottom of this container, and wacer poured over them. The i:_esulting saline 
solution is allowed to drip inro a cooking por, in which it is larer boiJed to evaporate 

c~e wat~r. The resulcing substance is dried on the floor of the house in pyramidal 
shapes severa! inches high. When completely dried, it is packed into small baskets 

1nade of bark strips. Several grades '?._f this ~lt .(cechnically, poÇfilsium cWoride) can 
be 111ade in this way, depending upon how often the ashes are leached. The most 
desirable is a nearly whité subsrance which is served mixed with hot peppers to 
form a spicy sauce, usually earen during rhe few weeks of exceptional scarcicy when 

.fishing is poor. 
The only other wild planes presently exploited for food are those which bear 

fruirs . During the rainy season, wild pineapp~s~ bu_.:iry and .E_lacaiuva palm fraj_ts, 

three_ ki!:_lds of '\ yild cherries," wild ca~he~ and se_yg-ª-1 oJheLsmaU fi:uJ1s a~im..:.. 
portant supplementary foods, yet are relatively unimportant compareci with piqui 
and corn. 

Fishing 
Fishing is the mosr important _subsisrence. acciri_ry:_p.erform~d_away from the 

village, and provides the g~eatest ~~unc_Qf.. protein in the diet. The Kalapalo are 
interested in fish more than any other animal, and m_ost menCàn name over eighty - - - - - .............. 
d istinct categories of fi.sh, describe the feeding habits of each, tell how best to catch 

- - .. - -

• 
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them, and in the majority of cases, specify where they are usually found. The 
Kalapalo employ a number of fishing techniques, including bow and arrow , baok 
_an_d line, nets, baskets, si~e.~, weirs, and poison. B·ecause each . particular method is 
especially suited to a type of situation and a special need of the fisherman, the 
Kalapalo are able to exploit virtually every habitat in which fish are known to live. 

The large rivers and deeper lakes can be exploited most successfully by hook and 
line fishing, a method which has been introduced indirecdy by Brazilians. This is 
presently the most commonly used technique next to shooting with bow and arrow. 
The hook is baited with fruit or raw :6.sh ( never with worms or insects-that is, 
things the Kalapalo would not eat themselves). Hook and line íishir~g at present 
does nor make use of poles. Instead, following the custom of interior Brazilians, the 
baited end of the line is thrown like a lariat into the water, while the other end is 
secured to a four inch piece of wood held on the floor of rhe canoe by the fisher
man's foot. Hook and line fishing is most often practiced from a canoe in deep 
water, or where the prey cannot be easily seen. The species caught by this mechod 
range in size from tiny minnows to chree or four foot specimens which are usually 
shor with arrows af ter being· drawn to the si de of the canoe. 

Bow and arrow fishing is used extensively where rhe prey can be seen,.as from a 
canoe in shallow water. Ir is also used in close situations, for example, to shoot the 
four-foot long taiíe ( in Brazilian Pors_uguese, trairão ), which makes irs home in 

-... . 
holes along the banks of Iakes and small streams. 

Fish poisoning usually takes place at the beginning of the rainy season, when fish 
are beginõing to spawfi ana- ine waters are still low. First, -a group of m7n select a 

........ -
.. - -·-·- ;>-small oxbow lake or other body of water wirh few outlets. If there is a current, a 

dam is built to prevenr the fi.sh from escaping the poison. Then one of severa! kinds 
of woody vines or lianas is chopped in the water, causing a white, foamy substance 
to be discharged, which causes the fish to suffocare. After approximately a half hour 
or less, the smaller fish begin to rise to the surface, where they can be collecred by 
hand or in small baskec sieves ( used by women). The larger species, often srupified 
but not dead, can be easily shot with bow and arrow. Fish which have been caught 
by poisoning are completely edible. 

The Kalapalo also make use of several kinds of fish traps. The mosr common type 
is a large funnel-shaped basket ( utu) designed so that a fish swimming into it 
cannot escape. Severa! of these baskets are placed in openings n1ade in a small dam 
built across a small, but swiftly flowing stream. They are particularly effective during 
seasons of the year when large schools of fish migrate to spawning areas. A very 
small type of fish trap is sometimes used to catch minnows. This is in the form of 
an inverted funnel, which is placed in a shallow stream or lake. A small opening 
under water is baited with a bit of cooked manioc flour, and a piece of cotcon is 
attached to the tip prorruding above the water. When the fish enters to eat the bait, 
che fisherman sees the cotton tassle move, and quickly retrieves the trap. 

Nets are sometimes used when a large quantity of fish is needed for ceremonial 
payment. However, the Kalapalo do not own any nets of their own, and must 
borrow chem from the Park administrators. Because the frequency of net fishing 

has not .R_een _prQP.e!lY a~j~ted to th_:_c_?nditio~ ?.!.. the ar~~er.fish·iEg'i1as already 
occurred in some strearr1s, particularly those in the territory of the Yawalipiti, a 

. --
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group which lives close to the Post. Although net fishing can be dangerous be-
~ 

Cãilse of the inevitable presence of stingrays, caymans, and electric eels in Upper 
X1ngu lakes, the K alapalo are not reluctant to use rhis technique because of the 
high yield which results from it. 

The most common fishing procedure is for two men of the sarne household - -
group ro spend a day together in a canoe. The day before, they discuss where togo, 
~ -

and assemble the equipment they are to take with them. A_wife or,,.Pothsr o f. one_of 

the fisherman is informed of the trip, and she prepares manioc bread and a pot of 
relisifi'i chat évening for th~m to tak,Ç_along. The more ambicious men, or those who 
~ -
must feed a large number of relatives, often borrow or buy special items, such as 
a particular rype of fishing line, basket traps, spoons, and .finely made fishing 
arrows, in order to procure those species of fish which they expect to encounter on 
a particular day. Often 1nen are obliged to borrow essencial equipment, including 
hardwood bows, canoes, and paddles. Usually these items are lent by fellow house

hold me1nbers, but sometimes a man must ask a person living in another household 
ro lend bis possessions. Such a request cannot be refused, though not infrequently 
a man claims he has given away the object sought after if he does not want to 
lend it. 

The men who have agreed to fish togerher rise before dawn to walk to the canoe 
landing, and are often fishing by daybreak. If they are lucky, they fish until the 
early afternoon and return to the village well before dusk. Not infrequencly, however, 
men spend the entire day on rhe river and its tributaries, having explored several 

possible fishing sites without much success. T his is especially true during the rainy 
season. 

When two men fish together from a canoe, tl:!e elder of çhe twQ, is usua!l~e
fined implicitly as the lead!_r. This man is the one who has suggested to the other 

. -· .,._ 
that the trip be made and who has rhus prevailed upon the ocher ro assisr him. 
Although both 1nen fish during the day, rhe leader is more or less continuously 
e~gaged in this pursuic, standing -in the bow of the canoe while the assistant paddl~s --· from the stern. Men who ~s_h_!oge.E_~!. in t_!lis way are usually . brothers-i n-law, 
brothers, or a father and son. Thus th~ activity is not one of marked coercion on the 
pare of che Ieader, but rather a cooEeracive venture which is pleasurable ro both - -individuais. Indeed the success of che expedition depends upon the goodwill be-
cween che cwo men. 

'A man sometimes rakes bis wife u~n such a trip, especially if he has no male --- -- - - ---
companion available or if he is susJ?i~ious of her having too many_ a.ffairs. Although 
wom~n do not actually fish on chese cri_ps, they paddle the canoe while their hus
bands fish from the bow, and usually help them carry the carch back to the village. 

H unting 
Because of their self-imposed taboos againsr eating most animais, . h~!1ti?SJ!. a 

minor activity a~ong the -~~lo. An expedition undertaken specifically for 

.huntin~ ~game is rare ~nd usu~l!x_ o~curs in one of two situations. D~ri~g~ the rai~ 
season, men who are unwilling to fish sometimes go on huncs, but they se_!J!1-t9~-b~ 
motivated by a desire tÓ escape the b~redom resulting from continuai idleness, 

racl}_e.ç than by a desire to ear meat. Otherwise, hEnting is only performeâ ãs párt Õf~ 
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Fishing Techniques: (a) Fishing with hook and line from the stern of a bark canoe 
on the Culuene River. 

( b) Utu being placed in adam. 
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(e) Kaluene waits to shoot any fish 
that have escaped the dam. 

"( d) A/ter a successful fish poisoning 
expedition, V gaki wraps smaller catch 
in leaves, prior to steaming them over 
coals. Somewhat larger fish in f ore
ground will be distributed uncooked to 
members of her household. T he largest 
fish are already cooking on a grill or 
being made into fish porridge. 
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a ceremony which consists in the killing and eating of capuchin or howler monkeys 
( see pp. 54-5 5, Chapter 4). More often, however, animals are hunted if they are 
encountered during some other activity, for example, on a fishing expedition or 
when a man is seeking some natural product or hunting birds for their feathers. 

Traditionally, hunting was performed with bow and arrow, but firearms have 
begun co take their place in this activity. However, the skill of hunting 1nonkeys and 
birds with bow and arrow has not been lost, for men must still be good marksmen 
in order ro cacch fish. F~1rthern1ore, the Kalapalo must depend upon the generosity 
of Pose officials and casual visirors to the Park for ammunition, and rhus frequently 
find thernselves unable to use their firearms. 

Tradicional Equipment and the D ependence on Modern Tools 
Since their earliest conracts with non-Indians, rhe residents of che Tl.I?.PE Xingu 

Basin have received from time to time lavish presents of Wescern goods. Ir has 
become com~on praccice for adminiscracors, anchropologisrs, filmmakers) and orhers - - - -who spend some rime in che area to bring wirh thern 1netal cools, fir~arms, am-
municion, .fishing rackle, glass beads, coccon thread, clorh, soap, razor biades and the 
like, eicher for payment in return for special services or more commonly, simply as 
gi fcs. These sporadic and unpredictable windfalls have creared a limited dependence 
on and need for objects of Western manufacrure . 
. The Kalapalo have incorporared several cypes of 1nodern cools into cheir sub

siscence practices, in some cases to che · exclusion of more tradicional equipment. 
. --

For exarnple, because chere is alrnosc no srone available in the area~ srone axes were 
formerly traded from rhe Suyá lndians who live in che north of the Basin. Today, 
metal axes have complecely replaced the stone rools, and the tradicional relationship 
has vanished. Similarly, as 1 mentioned earlier, the machete has superseded che dig
ging srick, which is now unknown arnong the Kalapalo. The efficiency of hook and 
line fishing under condirions formerly unexploitable during certain rimes of che 
year is well recognized, and chus fishing tackle is highly desired. All these things 
can only be acquired chrough pressure on visitors or Park officials, and many Kalapalo 
recognize chat chis pressure, which takes the form of continuai begging, is dis
tasceful to non-Indians and often unsuccessful. However, they are accuscomed to a 
scarcity of importanc equipment, and thus fortunately their new needs have not 
placed chem in a desperace sicuacion. 

lt is the rare individual who owns all of the criticai subsistence tools. Almost , 

every man and wo1nan must borrow so1ne of these chings from rime to rime and 
1nust depend upon che generosity of their fellow household mernbers and other 
relatives for hardwood bows, canoes, paddles, manioc processing pots, clay griddles, 
and fish traps. W estern equipment, such as steel axes, machetes, knives, firearms, 
and fishing tackle, is similarly shared, for, whatever is needed, chere is a customary 
reliance upon other persons for the successful completion of essential subsistence 
tasks. ln the chapters that follow, 1 will exarnine the bases for this reliance. 



4 / V illage and household structure 

The two !llOSt importan~ social unj ts Í!l- Uppet )\ingu ~.ociety ~re vi!l~ge an4 
household fil.9.11.Pli· Although each type of unit exhibits considerable variation in 

internai organization, b~.!~~~Ei_c~ly_ çh~~cte_!ized bJ. a se~~i au!~!!:LJP.d 
sq_!i<!aE_ity ....!filQ.ng t he rnemhe,tsL especially in ~e_ s:ontext ... of t,~lf}.ti9n_sbi_Rs .. -'\llith 
it!,diYiduals b~longing to other qnits ,_of the sarne .#~rder. Both the village and the 
household can be considered "corporate" in that ea~_QQY..Qls rig~!? territorial 
r~o_u.rces,..ê:.Çts as a unit when performing certain economic and ceremonial activities, 
and under these circumstances, is considered internally undifferentiated by outsiders. · 

For exa1nple, members of the Kalapalo village group have exclusive rights to the 
resources of the territory in which Aifa is located. They alone can clear land for 

manioc fields, harvest arrow cane, collect wild fruit and other plant products, and 
exploit aquatic resources. Members of other village groups cannot exploit Aifa 
territory, unless they are living with the Kalapalo and thus have implicit per
mission to do so. 

Similarly, members of a bousehold group are obliged to distribute food which 
they accumulate among themselves; although every adult is responsible for con

tributing continuously to the food supply, a Kalapalo is assured of a share even 
when he does not, or cannot, contribute. However, the obligation to share food is 
not extended to include the general membership of other households, and it is 
considered extremely impolite to exploit the goodwill of persons outside one's own 

group who are under no obligation to provide one with food. 
Despite this corporate organization, membership in villages and households is 

constantly shifting, and there is considerable movement of persons from group to 
group. A Kalapalo man or woman may participate in the corporate activities of 
severa! different groups by taking advantage of relationships of kinship and 
affinity throughout the Upper Xingu Basin, and thus it is not unusual for a person 

to have been active in severa! groups throughout his lifetime. 

THE VILLAGE 

The unit~.oú_h~ Yi!l~g~J~rQup depends upon the ... hJstorically ig_heriteiJights of 
its me1nbers, which are dep~pçlent .uP.QP. pirthplace. Among the Kalapalo, for a 
___ ... O<U .1 ~ ,,,.., ......-~ 

person to be considered a member of Aifa otomo ("people of Aifa"), he must have 

43 
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been born either ac Aifa or in the abandoned village of Kanugijafit'i. Regardless 
of parental afiiliation, children who have been born and raised in Aifa a~e con
sidered Aifa otom o. Ic is therefore not unusual for parents and children to be 
associated with different villages. Consider, for example, che case of Nikumalu and 
Kejupala, brother and sister born into che Wagif1t1 group. Nikumalu and her two 
sisters were married co a Kalapalo man, and lived with him in Kanugijafiti'. 
Kejupala, Nikumalu's younger brother, married a Kalapalo woman and lived with 
his brother-in-law. The Wagifiti' siblings had severa! children, all of whom were 
considered Kanugijafiti otomo, that is, members of che Kalapalo group. After the 
sisters' husband died, Nikumalu and one sister remarried other Kalapalo men. The 
third sister then married Sa11afa, a Kuikuru man, who carne to live in Nikumalu's 
new husband's household. Later, a young Kuikuru woman was eventually married 
to Kejupala, who had become a widower. The children of these two ~uikuru
Wagifiti' marriages, because they were boro among the Kalapalo with whom their 
parents were living permanently, are considered Kalapalo, chac is, A ifa otomo. 
Figure 4 illustrates these relationships. 

Village afiiliation is importanc because rights to imporcanc resources found around 
old village sices- piqui crees, crees which yield bow wood, fishing sites, arrow cane 
planced many years before, shells from land and wacer molluscs, and land suicable 
for culcivacion-are extended to the former residencs and their descendancs. Al
though individuais may never actually make use of these privileges, as longas there 

Figure 4. V illage affiliation of members of a K alapalo household. 

(a) F irst marriages 

( Wag ifTtT) 

l l 1 • 
Nikumalu (Kalapalo) Kejupala (Kalapalo) 

(Kalapalo) (Kalapalo) (Kalapalo) 

(b) Second m arriagcs 

( \V ag i f 1Ti) 

6 - l l - 6 l - 6 1 o - - -
(Kalapalo) Nikumalu ( Kalapalo) ( Kuikuru) Kejupala (Kuikuru) 

(Kala palo) ( Kalapalo) ( Kalapalo) 
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are some members of a defunct village group still alive, others do not exploic their 
terricory. During my stay with the Kalapalo, a neighboring village group made 
plans to gather piqui at old Trumai village sites which lay close to their own 
territory. The Trumai are presently reduced to a few individuais living at Pôsco 
Leonardo. Although these few Trumai apparently never visited their old sites, and 
there was little chance of their ever regaining sufficient members to form a new 
viUage, che feeling among the Kalapalo was that their old village sites should be 
left alone, until the time when there would be no Trumai Ieft. Ir was said the 
people who wanted to gather Trumai piqui had no ifutisu for chose Trumai who 
were still living. 

The Kala~lo _village, like all those of the Upper Xingu Basin, consiscs of a 
circlé of oval-shaped houses (looking much like elongated hay scacks) which open --........-- - -~ - -
onto a cleared plaza called fugombo ( see photograph below). Slightly off center 
1q the fugombo is- the kuakutu, a small houselike structure in which are scored 
wooden trumpets and other paraphernalia used by men in various ceremonies. ln 
front of the kuakutu is a peeled log, about 15 feec long, upon which men sit and 
gossip when they have nothing else to do. At approximarely the center of the 
plaza are located unmarked graves, where those who have died since the village -was built are bllried. --·- . .... .,., --

A wide, well-cleared Eath, called tagifiu, lined with piqui trees, leads into the 
~ 

village from trails which wind through the cer'fado and surrounding forests. The 

• ~ -

Ae'fial view of Aifa, October 1966. The broad S'!;JJath in center of photograph is an 
airstrip, cut in dry season to accommodate the Post airplace used to distribute 
medicines. ln the forest to the rear can be seen a clearing, in which manioc has 
been planted. T he caginu (formal ent'fance path) is the t'fail leading into the village 
circle from upper lef t. An unfinished house is clearly visible. in lower part of the 
village. 
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taginu is rhe formal entrance path, upon which visirors to the village enrer in 
ceremonial procession. Less open rrails encircle the ring of houses and lead to the 
rear entrances, gardens, and bathing areas. Beyond che house circle are more- piqui 
trees, indicating the sites of abandoned garden plocs, and furrher on are newer 
gardens which border on che uncleared high forest. 

Public and Private Areas 
The Kalapalo village can be formally divided into "public" areas, used by mem

bers of all household groups, and "private" regions almost exclusively used by in
dividual household groups, who are said to "own" them. These "privar.,S _areas, 
wh~<:_h include che houses, gardens, and a few adjoining pachs, conrrast with the 
"public" zones in chat they are normally unapproâc hable by nonowners withouc 
some.fo-rmal announcement of intent. The public regions, including the crails leading 
infõ rhe village, bathing areas, the plaza, and the crails encircling the village, can 
be further divided inca two types: ( 1) ifutisu areas, that is, chose used ·by persons 
who are ifutisunda, or remain socially unapproachable and isolated from public 
activiry ( such as mourners and adolescents in puberry seclusion ), and ( 2 ) non
ifutisu areas, chac is, those used by members of the village group who are \Vtlling 
ro show thetnselves publicly. The non-ifutisit areas are given over to cerer:nonialís1n 
and men's com1nunal garherings, as well as personal di§play. The ifutisu areas are 
regions where people may move wichouc having their presence formally proclairned, 
even though they are ofcen visible f rom the plaza or che houses. ln these i futisu 
regions, rhe Kalapalo can avoid confroncarions wich persons with whom rhey are 
in conflict, or during such rime when chey are expecced co be withdrawn from 
normal activities (see Gregor 1970 for a scudy of rhe responses of the Mehinaku 
to these sicuarions ) . 

ln concrast, when in the public non-ifutisu areas men and women greet· and 
joke with one anorher. Here a Kalapalo is constantly bombarded wich rheçorical 
questions and greecings which must be answered polirely, wherher or not he is on 
good rerms with the speaker. Even the most intimate errands must be acknowl
edged, as in the following typical exchange : "Where are you going?" "I am going 
to defecare." "To defecate?" "Yes." "Do so." Needless to say, a person making use 
of the public, non-ifutisu regions of che village is under constant surveillance, and 
thus finds ic impossible to conceal his actions or bis destination. Therefore, when 
Kalapalo wish co avoid such scruciny, yec must leave their houses to perfortn 
necessary chores, they have the option of using ifutisu areas where they can move 
about relatively freely. For example, there are chree· bathing areas close to the 
village, cwo of which are c9nsidered if utisu regions. The main, non-ifutisu bathing 
area is direcdy connected to the village circle by a wide, easily visible path. ln 
contrast, the other two are small clearings along rhe shore of the lake which are 
hidden from the village and which can be reached only by poorly cleared trails 
winding rhrough the dense galeria forest growing along rhe shore. One of the ifutisit 
baching areas is used by a man who is the political rival of the senior anetu or 
village representative ( see Chapter 8 ) in arder to avoid their coming into contact 
more rhan is necessary. The other is frequented by persons who are temporarily 
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ifutisunda, especially recendy divorced persons and those who are in mourning. 
For example, Kajagi, a young woman who had recently divorced her husband and 
promptly remarried, bathed and drew water in this ifutisu area for severa! months. 
ln so doing, she--was sure not to come into contact with her ex-spouse or his morher. 

The paths around the village circle are frequently used by women when they 
must walk from one house to another or when they go to the lake to draw water. 
They do this in order to avoid the ribald comments of men seated in the fugombo. 
Since all unused spaces between houses are kept clear of underbrush, women are 
clearly visible when they walk in these areas, but chey are not called to in greeting, 
nor are they subjected co raucous male com1nentary. 

Successful huncers and fishermen return to Aifa by the tagiiíu and approach their 
houses by walking through the fugombo. As they enter the village circle, the casual 
group of men siccing before the kuakutu cheer them with a special cry reserved to 
mark a successful male food-gathering enterprise. After they have been recognized 
in this way, the men who have 'brough.t food into the village are expected to share 
some of ic with che idlers in the plaza. During che height of the .. rainy season, men 
someti.mes jokingly parade chrough the fugombo carrying only che few small fish 
chey have spenc all day catching, and chey are properly cheered in turn. However, 
when che season is far advanced and the Kalapalo feel underfed, whac lictle catch 
a fisherman manages co obcain is surrepcitiously broughc inco his house from the 
rear entrance to avoid persons oucside che household who mighc claim a share of it. 
Similarly, men and women who have returned co che village with honey almost al
ways avoid the fugombo, since this public display would necessitate a subsequent 
distribution of the highly prized substance to the village group ar large. 

The areas of ifutisu which cannot be easily seen are frequently used by lovers. A 
woman may invent the excuse of having to draw water or to defecate, in order to 
meet her lover waiting in the bushes behind her house. A man who has made plans 
to meet a woman on her way to collect fi.rewood may pretend to start out in the 
opposite direction, then double back along one of the inany concealed paths which 
wind through abandoned gardens and piqui graves. 

ln summary, the division of publjc regions into ifutisu aod non-ifutisu areas 
allows individuais the opcion of concealing or displaying themselves. ln this small 

---.. - .... V 

village, where scruciny by orhers is constant borh inside che unparticioned houses 
and ourdoors in che non-ifutisu areas, a person can gain some measure of privacy 
and secrecy by making use of rhe zones defined as those of concealment. 

Privacy of the Household Area 
The inviolability of the Kalapalo house as a private region is such that no one 

enters without a definite reason for doing so, unless he is accompanied by a member 
of chat household group ( someone who is classed as bis "friend" or ato, for ex
ample ) or unless he is a kins1uan of some member of che group. For this reason 
ic is com1non to see Kalapalo men and women speaking from outside a house to 
someone within, making use of a small opening in the chatch. Persons who do visit 
for a specific purpose-such as adule kinsmen, shamans who have been asked to 
cure a sick person in che house, or village represenratives who encer for the 
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trading ceremony ( uluki )-are formally greeted by the adults of the household, 
as in the following example of a senior member greeting a kinsman who has come 
for a casual visit. 

"Apihp." (The visitor's name is called out by the host.) 
"Oh." ( A response to being called) 
"What is it? " 
"Just so. 1 am here." (Some ocher, more de.finice statement of the visitor's purpose 
for visiting may be given in other situations) . 
"Do so, scay here." 

At night, the houses are shut tight with large doors fastened from the inside, 
which are placed over the front and rear openings. The Kalapalo ·are fearful of 
thieves, witches, and men who come to seduce their wives, all of whom inake use 
of the dark to conceal their movements. The attitude of concealment and pro
tectiveness which Kalapalo men in vain try to engender among their household 
group, and which is manifested in locking up the house in the preceding fashion, is 
often violated by their wives. While a husband is in the plaza playing the kagutu, 
his wife's lover will slip into bis house and quietly extinguish the fire beneath her 
hammock before lying down beside her. Women also commonly wait in the 
dark_ness beside the rear door, where sexual relations often take place, so that they 
can admit their lovers into the house. ln ocher sicuations, coo, household inembers 
assist outsiders in betraying rheir fellows. For example, on one occasion a young man 
agreed to help bis friend, who lived with another group, steal ammunition from a 
fellow household member who was notoriously stingy and who had himself been 
accused of scealing from the revengeful thief. 

THE PLAN AND ORGANIZATION OF A KALAPALO HOUSE 

Location of houses within the village circle is largely fortuitous; houses are not 
locaced near one another according to che relacionships of persons who live in 
them. Since the villages are sufficiently permanent to allow rebuildings, these entail 
the eventual movement of entire household groups to areas of the circle that were 
formerly unoccupied, or that have become cleared by the purposeful destruccion 
of a house. When the circle has become completely dosed, a new house is built 
in front or to the rear of one which is presendy occupied. 

The Kalapalo house is builc with the cooperation of the entire village group. 
First, the future male occupants select ~~s whose logs will ~b~ used for thk_ c_~er 
post and surrounding oval foundation structure. These trees are cut and strippt;1.?f 
branches, then carried to a point just outside the village, near a path leading from 
the gardens to the circle. When enough logs ha ve been êollected ar this place, the 
household leader requests the men of the village to help carry them to his house 
site. Then the basic foundatjol! is cofI!R!eted by the household leader and his ·---· ' -

_g~up, after which thex cut a large nu~be! of saplings ( each approximarely 15 
feec lÕng) to forro the framework. Once again the villagers as a whole help to 
posirion rhese, cying them in place with vines and bark strips so. as to complete half 
of the house frame. The orher half is then finished by the inen who are to live in 
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the house, and these persons are also responsible for the thatching, for which 
purpose a tough grasslike yucca ( bear grass ) is used. From the fust cutting of the 

house posts until the thatching is completed, the entire e,rçicess .can .E,ake more than. 

six m~~ths ..• ~ ... f!er appro.~~.!Il!E.~~y ~i~. ~~ar21 .... th~ m~L1!...~<?S!~.P..~1.12. .:_o sag da~?e;ously, 
and the owner must start to build a new structure.1 · - ........ .. ............;.ic..,~ _..... 

At each enêlo fme house is a living area where the residents sling their ham-
mocks and- store -personal possessions. Several stout poles are placed along the inner 

periphe!~ Õfr his area, so as to ~llow hammocks to be slung between them and the 
ourer wall. Member~ of a nuclear family, or two unmarried men, usually share a 
sin~.!...e pole. Fires are built near each cluster of hammocks, where small quanrities 
of food are prepared for an individual's or nuclear family's meal. These fires also 

provide warmth ar night. Pe~sonal p.ossessions are kept..alo,.ng~the-w.all., stucl$_in,,;he 
thatch or tied to the fra1nework. --The house is d ivided by a large .central platform, called ogo, on which is stored 

manioc fl..2,Y.r in large silos and sun-dried manioc mash kept in men's carrying 
baskets. Smaller, more carefully made women's carrying baskets are also kept here, --as well as firearms and bottles of piqui oil. Masks, flutes, and headdresses ( con-
Síclerecf village property ) are often suspended'-ãbove the ogo if the sp onsor of - -.. - -
ass~cia.~e_d...._c~~on~~es lives 1.n th~ . house. Except for these ceremonial items, most 
of the objects piled on and tied over .the ogo are considered private property, but 

can be used by all the members of the household. 
Th~!Pª-in fire area, always located in the back of the house opposite the rear 

entrance, is used for preparing major meals. H ere manioc soup ( kwigiku) is boiled, -
large quantiries 0f fish are grilled, and manioc bread is made. Each procedure re-
quires a large space to accom1nodate various kinds of cooking utensils, including 
large ceramic vessels ( afukugu), ceramic griddles ( ulato), and wooden grills ( ogo). 
Also in this area is a pestle, used for pounding dried manioc mash, made from a 

secrion of hollow log set inro rhe floor near the doorway. During the dry season 
the main fire is built outdoors to the rear of the house. 

The open space in front of the central plarform, from which the plaza can be - -seen, is used as a communal w9rk ... ar.ea. H ere men and women can work on in-
dividual tasks, such as spinning cotton, making arrows, or weaving baskets, and at 
the sarne rime see what is going on ourside. When a person desires privacy, a small 

work ~rea is cleared near his hammock, and a small opening is made in the thatch 
co allow light to enter. ___ ,........ .... 

Structure of the Household Group 
The dual division of a Kalapalo house reflects an ideal structural relationship: 

that between rwo nuclear families which together forro the "core" of a household 
group. This "core'' consists of persons who were originally instrumental inper-:
Süãding relatives to form a new social unir within the village. The relationships --- ·--...: -- .. . .. " ....... ... ... 

between members of the core and their ties to the rest of the household group can 

i When a house is intended as a temporary structure, or the future occupancs have only a 
few men to assis.t them, it may be built in the square Brazilian style, wich mud walls and 
thacched roof. 
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vary considerably, to the extent that almost any combination of kinsmen and 
affines is possible. ln general, however, all household groups are composed of 
members of bilateral kindreds, who are all related in sorne way to the core, but 
not necessarily related to one another.2 To illustrate the variability of Kalapalo 
households, díagrams of seven such groups which were present in Aifa during 1966-
1968 are given in Figure 5. The core in (a) consists of persons in a sibling-ex
change re larionshi p ( T aguwaki, Kafundzu, U gaki, Kafutani) ; (b) is a single nuclear 
family household ( Agifuti, Ariasagu); ( c) consists of two brothers-in-law ( Naki:, 
Faga tu) ; ( d) of a set of siblings ( N ikumalu, Keju pala, Isani) ; (e) of a single 
couple (Sagama, Afualu), who have kept their children and children's spouses to
gether; ( f) of a man and his w i ves ( BI j:i jl, Tsa11,aku, Kofo11,0) ; and ( g) of a man 
and his son ( Apihv, Kaluene). ln all of these households, except ( b), ,!lOncore_ 
members includ~ _sops- and daughcers-in-law, unmarried siblings and offspring, and - ------- ..._ ~,._ - -
Q!.Q..thers-in-law. ln Chapter 6, l will discuss the nature of these and other kinds of 
kinship and affinal relationships, and chen recuro to the implications of such ties 
for residence patterns. 

THE HOUSEHOLD AND VILLAGE AS ECONOMIC UNITS 

The joint preP.aration and distrib!J.tio_g of fo9d is one of the principal symbols by 
whiCb.-m-éfnber~ ~ household and village gr~up;'~xp;;;s thei1·-s ÔÍ1dar ity. During -- ~·· ...... - ......... ~ - . ""~ ........... ~~ ..... - . . 
most of the year, there is a continuous exchange of food between individuals and 
household groups, to such an extent that it is never necessary for all adult men and 
women to engage in subsistence ac;:tivities simultaneously. 

The Kalapalo household can be seen as a unit organized to perform certain 
subsi5ténce activities. Persons who move away from a certain household are not ex-- ... -. . 
·pected to participate in the subsistence activities of that group, but must pa:rticipate 
in those of the new one. The products of these activities-including manioc, .fish, 
piqui, and to a lesser extent, corn, beans, salt, peppers, and game, as well as non
subsistence crops like gourds, cotton, and arrow cane-though recognized as be-- . . .... 
longing to the individual or nuclear family collectors or cultivators, should be 
sha red among everyone in the household whenever possible. 
• TE_é head of the household expects every adule .. male member to cu]5ivate a 

manioc garden,3 and suggests to men who have not contributed recently to the 
food supply by fishing that they do so. Men who are married fish olten and_çon
sistently, but they tend to take turns so rhãt usually nor more than four ( and often 
only-two) men from a single household are away from the village- ·on a particular 

- - . -~- ~ ~ ..... 
.... <-i.ª}'.: Unmarried men do not fish as frequently, because they have neither wivesrwr 
parents-in-law to whom they are obligated as food suppliers. Often their fellow 
household members become exasperated and someone, usually a woman, angrily tells 

2 The Kalapalo kindred category term, otomo, discussed in Chapter 4, is not used to refer 
to the household group, for which there is no special word. 

3 !t is the .... manioc ... '\V'hiç!l is .. plan!_e~ n<?t the land,_t~i.~QSi.!!$~ .. Fields of household group 
members are contiguous since 1he' men of a single household group help one another to clear 
the land. 

• 
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them to go fishing. lf they are still recalcitrant, the male household leader suggests 
they accompany him on bis next fishing trip. Men usually do not refuse this subtle 
request for a contribution of labor, for to do so, the Kalapalo say, indicares their 
desire to move to another household. 

Because most women are married, there is usually no ambiguity about th~ir 

subsistence obligations. They are required to process the harvest of their husbands' -· . fields ( or those of their fathers and unmarried brothers) and to cook the fish and 
game which has been given them. During the manioc harvest, women of the sarne 
household assist one another with the preparation of manioc soup and flour, and 
similarly, they help one another collect and process piqui. Women also contribute 
to the foo~ s~p.elx by gathering guantities of wild fruir, but this is consideraoly less 
important and only takes place during rhe few months of the rainy season when 
they are freed from manioc and piqui processing chores. 

During periods of scarciry, when fishing is_ difficult and the resources of manioc 
flour which have been stored during the dry season have run low, food distributions 
are still carefully made within the household. However, any foo~ which does come 
into rhe _house is jealously guarded from outsiders who, during these p~riods of 
scarcity> beg from persons other than those in their own households. At such times, 

] 

the obligations of kinship-which include food sharing- are exploited fully, and 1 

the Kalapalo attempt to be inclu. ded in food distributions in houses where they have (/ · J 

such relationships. ysually hQ.gsehold groups react to this ~itu~tiop._ by becoming /~ I 
~ore se_cr~tive abGut their food supply, testriwng düistically those with whom they 51,arau(l~f/Ot... 
~re. ln contrast, during a time of repletion ostentatious displays of food gifrs, both 
within the household and between kinsmen in different households, become frequent. 

When a large catch of fish or a harvest of some rare item, such as coro, honey, ) 
or wild fruit, is brought publicly into the village by members of a particular house- \ 
hold, every other group hurriedly sends its children to receive a share. A household 
is then obliged to give all the children who come a portion, regardless of their 
relationships to the donors. Unlike the sharing between kinsmen, where adults 
freely solicit food from one another without embarrassment, it is considered un
seemly for adults to ask for food under such circumstances, that is, "without reason." 
Be~u~J!j~ çonsidered wrong to refuse food to children> it is permissible for them 
to ask for it when a household obviously has collected more tnan it can consume. 

When a man is successful in fishing, he presents the group of casual loiterers in 
front of the kuakutu with some of his catch. Men who are married usually reserve 
part of ~heir share and later recurn to their households where they distribute it 
among their wives and children. ln this way, men who have not fished on a parti
cular day receive food not only from persons in their own household groups who 
have, but also from fishermen of other groups. Similarly, a man who has killed 
severa! game birds will usually donate at least one to the men's group, sometimes all 
if the hunter himself is prohibited from eating them because of the extreme youth 
of his children. 

Food is also distributed among women. When a large quantity of fish is boiled in 
a house and every member of the group has received a portion, the woman who 
has prepared the meal-normally the wife, sister, or mother of the fisherman-goes 
from house to house distributing the remainder to other women. Often, she is un-
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able to present each woman of households other rhan her own with a portion, but 
she keeps track of those who have not received fish, and includes them in her sub
sequent discribution. On many occasions, these gifts are counted on by people in 
households where men have not been fishing that day or when they have been un
successf ul. 

There is another kind of distribution which results in the circulation of food 
between households. Thi~payment g ive2.J s>r Jhe performance of cereg:ionies, 
donated by the menor wo~ii who sponsor..!hem. Sponsors are mainly assisted in 
their accumulation of food payment by fellow household members, although they 
often must also draw upon the aid of relatives outside the group. 

The distributions of food rnade in payment for importanc cerernonies ( in other 
words, those performed several cirnes a year or which involve the repeated 
performances of che encire village group for an exrended period of rime) 
are of such a quantity that each contributes substantially for several days to the 
subsistence of everyone. ln some cases payment is made concinuously throughout rhe 
year or for severa! months ar a stretch, and under these circumstances the donacions 

of food are actually necessary for survival by the recipienrs. For example, men or 
husbands of women who sponsor ceremonies which are continually performed 
throughout most of the year (as the kagutu or ndufei ), or chose who sponsor a 
number of ceremonies ( and who are therefore responsible for several major food 
payments ) are che only persons who plant corn, a criticai subsistence item during the 

months of January and February. ln 1967-1968 only five persons had corn fields. 
Similarly, kinsmen of a deceased village representative must pay their fellow 
villagers for the performance of a variety of ceremonies which continue chroughouc 
the year after the death. For this purpose, the deceased's relatives must accumulate 
vast atnounts of piqui, depended upon during rhe rainy season. 

So far I have spoken abour food distributions which are explicitly idenrified with 
specific individuais or groups of kinsmen who ~re recognized ro be the donors. 
There is another kind of ceremony, consisring solely in the production, redistribu
tion, and consumption of food produccs, where rhe accumulation of food itself is 
treated as a collecrive ceremonial endeavor. For example, one suc_h eveQ!_ known as 
kaiju ( "capuchin monkey") was sponsored by Tufulei, a young man in whose 
hoü"Se' .. i was living. The evening before the ceremony, Tufulei walked to the cenrcr 

of the plaza and announced that the next day the men were to hunt monkeys. The 
following morning, men of each household group started off together in the 
direction of the forested area closest to their respective houses. Upon their return 
at the end of the day, they presented the monkeys rhey had killed to Tufulei, who 
had spent the afternoon preparing a large grill inside his house, upon which to roast 
the meat. The hunt that day was extremely successful, for with one exception, all 
the households had managed to kill f rom four to six monkeys. After cleaning the 

animais, Tufulei gave them to his wife Ambo, who placed them on the grill, before 
which she sat tending the fixe. Toward evening, when all che men of Aifa had re
turned from huncing and the meat had been well cooked, Tufulei cut each carcass 
into several pieces. After distribucing a good portion of che meat to the members 
of bis own household, he brought the rest of it before the kuakutu, where men from 
other households were awaiting their share. Here Tufulei distributed a portion of 
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meat to each man, according to the size of his respective family, after which he 
returned to bis house. Similarly, the men who had just received food ieft for their 
own houses, where they gave pare of their portions to_ their wives and chiidren. 
This ended the ceremony. 

During kaiju, game which had been originally killed by specific individuais and 
donated in concert by the men of specific household groups became undifferentiated 
and indistinguishable. The roasting of meat in the sponsor's house, the subsequent 
redistribution of the divided carcasses, and the final consumption of the animais by 
ali members of the village in their respective houses took place in such a way that 
there was no means of distinguishing the game, let aione the cooked meat, in terms 
of who originally killed it and brought it into the village. There was, in other words, 
a lack of identification of food with individuais, and the final meal was ,eonsidered 
rhe result of a communitywide endeavor from which everyone benefited. 
To~umma.!lze, food distributions are an extremely important expression of 

solidarity a~i:~members of the Kalapalo village. Although food is normally shared 
between persons who are relatives, there also are formal mechanisms for sharing 
among nonrelatives. Furthermore, though a gifc of food may on some occasions be 
insignificant in size, in other situations the well-being of the village as a whoie 
rnay depend upon it. 
' 

VILLAGE SPECIALIZATION 

O~~slOt symbol of a viUage's ç_listinctiveness i~ _the right of its members to 
manufacture a specialized commodity. Persons who marry into a village group may 
cõntin~:. the ... j ecjalry of their ..,natal village, bu~ do not teach rhei,r offspring s_his 
Sp'êciãlry. Similarly, these persons do not learn the specialty of Jheir new village. 

ln some cases, a group's specialty can be associated with the unique occurrence 
of a natural resource in that village's tradicional territory, but in other. cas.es 
specialization takes the form of an- intensive production for trade of something 
members of other groups manufacture for internai consumptiqn oniy ( see Table 
2). A!though both kinds of items are freely boughc and sold by individuais, there 
are differences in how chey are circulated in more public situations. Those things 
which are resource specialties-that is, based on territorial differences-are included 
in a set C?f objecrs used as social prestations, in orher words, as markers of newly 
established social relationships. ln contrast, those items which are roduction 
specialties-that is, intensively produced by particular villages-are n.Qt so used, 
"'"" but circ ate most often in che uluki or intervillage trade ceremony ( see Chapter 
8 ). Becausé members of all village groups have access to every kind of specialty . . 
as a '"reSült ofthese methods of exchange, no group has a monopoly on th('! dis-

~ . . 
rributiõn"' ot its own specialty, though it may have a monopoly on its production. 
Thus, no village group benefits economically from the right co produce a special 
item. For this reason, the prime significance of village specialization seems to lie 
in ics value as a symbol of local group autonomy as it is expressed in territorial -- .----- - ,...,,....-- - -prerog~ttves . 
• 
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TABLE 2. VILLAGE SPECIALIZATJONS AND THEIR MEANS OF CIRCULATION 

Linguistic Group 

Carib villages 
Kalapalo 

Kuikuru 
M1giyapei 

Tupi villages 
Kamaiura 
Aw1t1 

Arawak villages3 

Waura 

Mehinaku 
Gê villages4 

Suyá (via Trumai) 
Kayapo 
(Txukahamae group) 

1 A land snail 
2 A water snail 

Resource Specialties 
(social prestations) 

Production Specialties 
( trade ceremony items) 

belts and necklaces of ifio shell1 

necklac~s of ifio shell 
necklaces of ifio and oike shell2 

~ 

belts of ino shell 

hardwood bows 

large cooking vessels and zoomorphic 
ceramics; ceremonial ceramics 
zoomorphic vessels 

stone axes 
red parrot tail feathers 

gourds 
piqui oil 
gourds 

cotton 

urucu, salt 

cotton 

3 Note the Yawalipiti are not presently specialized. 
4 Although these Gê-speaking groups are not presently part of Upper Xingu society, their 

specializations are ( or were) included in the system of exchange, and thus are indicated in 
the chart. 

DEATH AND BURIAL 

ln addition to food -shar~ng and ... the manufacture of specialized goods, members 
of á víTiag;gr~up express solidarity by participating in .,.á series of rituâls which 
take-place upon the death of one of their members. _.... ..... - .... 
- whensom:eone in rhe village dies, the entire community becomes closely in
volved in the funeral and its preparations. Kinsmen crowd into the house of the 
deceased, wailing the terms which mark their relationship to him and embracing 

the survivors who had lived with him most intimately. As the mourners sit on the 
ground weeping, nonkinsmen also enter the house to show their sympathy for the 
survivors and to assist, if asked, in preparing the corpse for burial. ln contrast with 
the mourners, these persons stand near the doorways or sit on the hammocks slung 
inside the house. After several hours of wailing, the body is prepared for burial. 
Two persons of the sarne sex as the deceased wash the corpse, decorate it with 
ornaments found in the deceased's possession, and paint it with urucu. lt is then 

placed in the hammock and covered with manioc processing mats "to keep the dirt 
off the face." Lastly, the hammock is wrapped around the body and tied securely. 

lt is now ready for burial. 
The grave is dug by nonrelatives in the center of the plaza,4 after which the 

4 See Chapter 8 for differences in the burials of village representatives and persons who 
do not hold this status. 

• 
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corpse is carried to the grave and lowered into place. The main mourners (kinsmen 
who had lived with the deceased) then ask to embrace the corpse for the last time, 
and are themselves lowered into the grave. The Kalapalo believe that the shadows 
of the living are embracing the shadow of the deceased, prior to the journey of the 
laccer to the village of the dead. Cotton strands are removed from the deceased's 
ornaments by the gravediggers in response to requests from the mourners. Other 
less closely connected relatives who have earlier presented ornaments for decorating 
the corpse ( if the deceased was found not to have had them himself) now request 
them back, for it is enough that the shadows of these objects have become attached 
to the body. Finally the gravediggers begin to fill in the hole. At the last moment, 
nonrelatives request dolls made from kejite leaves which chey have placed on the 
corpse during the preparation for burial, together with soil from the grave itself . 

. These _are used i_!; 9!Epg feverish_ children, who are washed with water in which 
dolls or dirt have been soaked.5 Afcer che grave has been completely .filled in, most .... _.._ .... 

of the onlookers return to cheir houses while the kinsmen continue to wail over the 
grave until sunset. 

The next morning these kinsmen again return tô the grave carrying arrows which 
are shot into the air, signifying the movement of the dead person's shadow from 
the grave to the village of the dead. The shadows of these arrows are supposed to 
carry che shadow of the dead person to the sky. Later chat day the spouse or a 
parent of the deceased burns the latter's personal possessions over the grave. 

~f the deceased was married, the surviving spouse has bis or her hair cut off, close 
to the scalp, by a sibling of che dead person who is of the sarne sex as the spouse. 
After this ritual, the spouse must enter mourning seclusion, ~hich is also true of a 
parent whose child has died, or a sibling who shared at least one .filiative tie with 
the deceased. ln any case, for one or two months the entire village group undergoes 
the obligation of mourning. During this time, no ceremonies are held, and people 
refrain from painting themselves and wearing ornaments. The continuous wailing 
of bereaved kinsmen, who are in complete retirement and who make use only of 
the areas of ifutisu, remind che villagers of their duty to refrain from jocularity and 
the decoration of their bodies. 

The release of the village from this mourning period is formally proclaimed by 
the deceased's kinsmen through the senior village representative. ln che morning, 

' stools upon which the bereaved sit are ser out in a line before the kuakutu. 
Specialists who are acquainted with songs for this occasion stand behind them, 
chanting .verses which today are unintelligible to the Kalapalo.6 When they are 
finished, the senior anetu selects individuals to wash the 1nain mourners. These 
washers are usually nonkinsmen of the mourners, buc persons related to the anetu 
himself. Men wash men, women wash women, and anetaw are supposed to wash 
anetaw. 

The ritual of washing consiscs in the washer throwing a pot of water over the 
mourner, who then quickly rubs himself briskly as if ro cleanse the body. When all 

s There seems to be no concept of grave pollution whacsoever; on the contrary, certain 
kinds of contact such as the present one are considered beneficial to children. 

6 It is said these songs were invented by Bat, who sang them during a ceremony in the 
village of the birds. Beyond this, however, nothing more is known about their significance. 

l 
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rhe mourners who have been seared in rhe plaza have been washed, the anetaw rhen 
directs the washers to other, less closely relared kinsmen of the deceased who have 
been watching the event from rhe doorways of their houses. These persons must 
come out to the plaza and be washed as well. They in turn wash the original group 

. of washers. Finally, any other members of the village group who care to can also 
ask to be washed. Ultimately, the majority of villagers participate in this ceremony. 
ln return for beíng washed, they are oblígated to publicly present payment to the 
washers, which is usually given in the form of arrows, beads, or feathers. 

The entire ceremony, known símply as "washing" ( itso-q,gitsa) , is desígned to 
release the village from mourning. Washing is an event which prepares.the Kalapalo 
for body painting. Thus the ceremony does not imply that pollution has resulted 
from conract with death, but rather that the villagers have not decorated themselves 
for a long period of time, and now wish to do so sínce the mourning period has 
been declared ended by the grieving kinsmen. 

Village of the Dead 
T~ Kalapalo believe a person's shadow traveis upon death to a village located 

jn the sky, far co che east near the point where the sun rises. Afcer the body has been 
buried, that night the shadow visits che grieving family for che last rime in their 
house and. consu1nes food which the family has prepared for him. The next day he 
leaves the víllage and traveis to the east ( in the direction of the sunrise ) until he 
reaches the sky. Scill traveling east, the shadow approaches the entrance path to the 
village of the dead. Here he first encounters a side path leading to a smaller settle
ment. The shadows who live in this village always try to persuade the newly de
ceased to join them, and if the rraveling shadow turns to look at rhem as they call 
ro him, he is compelled to live in theír village without ever seeing the main one. 

If he is successful in avoiding this derour, the shadow rhen comes to a stream, 
over which are placed logs covered with a thick layer of moss. The shadow has 
difficulry walking over rhis slippery bridge and must be met by a deceased relative 
(frequendy a parenr or a sibling ) who assists in the crossing. Finally, the shadow is 
conducred to rhe plaza of the village of rhe dead, where he is seared on a srool and 
presented to Sakufenu, out of whose body all men originally carne. Sakufenu has one 
breast swollen with milk (some say she has only one breast, the other having been 
cut off by her creator, Kwat1f11 ). The newly arrived shadow drinks from her 
breasr or from a gourd dipper into which the milk has been squeezed. Then, a 
seclusion chamber is built, and the shadow enters for as long as it takes to grow 
srrong again. During this period of ísolation, the male shadows are visired by 
Sakufenu, who has sexual relations with them. Female shadows are visited by the 
men of the village. Finally, when the soul is strong once more, he or she joins rhe 
rest of the community in contínua! ceremonial dancing and singing. Sakufenu, re
jeccing rhe newly screngchened shadow, cakes as her lover the next newly deceased 
man who arrives. The people of the village of the dead are able to spend all their 
rime singing and dancing in ceremonies, for chey do not have to cultivate maníoc. 
ln the center of the village is a large manioc silo, filled wíth flour, which never 
becomes empty. Although the village is very large, consisting of severa! concentric 
rings of houses, no one ever goes hungry because of this magicai silo. 
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From time to time, Kalapalo who are still alive visit this village of the dead, 
but it is said that those who do so will soon die. The Kalapalo tell the following 
story of a shaman who had this experience. 

• 

We know about the village of the dead becaus.e Kofi's father, who was a great 
shaman, once visited it. He died a little [that is, became unconscious} one evening, 
and when he was alive again, he told us of how he traveled there and what he 
saw. The night he died, he heard someone calling his name, outside in the plaza 
where there were no people. He went out and saw a man decorated with red 
parrot feathers, sitting on a stool. Kofi's father was very much afraid, but the 
man said, "I am Tavgi, I carne here to take you to the village of the dead." "No," 
answered Kofi.'s father, "If I go with you then I will die." "You won't die," said 
Tai.:gi. "I just want to show you the dead people and what they do." So they both 
went up to the·sky. That is how Kofi's father knew about-the village of the dead. 
When he carne alive again [that is, regained consciousness}, he did not die, but 
lived until the measles carne. 

A myth relates what happened to a woman whose husband died before her. 

A widow cried all the time because she missed her husband. He, in the village 
of the dead, heard her and decided to come down ro see her. When he ca1ne, he 
asked her ro rerurn wirh him to rhe village of rhe dead, and she agreed, but only 
for a short time. Afrer staying wirh her husband for a while, she asked to rerurn 
to her own village. Bur she lived only one more day when she returned. Ar nighr 
she rose f rom her hammock to urina te. As she crouched against rhe house wall, 
a spider bit her on the vagina, and she died. The spider was really her husband, 
who wanted her to return and live wirh him again . 



5 / The opposition of men 

and vvomen 

• 

The structure of Kalapalo village and household relations cannot be fully 
explained without reference to a fundamental cultural distinction-that between 
men and women. This opposirion is noc only conceprualized at the levei of physioíog
ical, social, and economic relationships, buc is maftiÍested in che ·spafial armsg.e
ment-ef- the- vi1lage, che-managemenc of- .internal household affairs, and the com
munity's treatment of che individual as a member of one or che ocher sex -gr0up. 

ln mosc societies che discinction between men and wornen is primarily focused 
on sexual differences defined in cerms of physiological and morphological features. 
This commonly recognized opposicion is usually furcher elaborated by criteria which 
refer to other, nonphysical distinctions. ln some societies, for example, the sexual 
contrast is sy1nbolized by a rigid physical separacion wherein women live in one 
pare of the setdement or household, men in anocher. Similarly, modes of dress, 
diecary praccices, and economic divisions of labor are common means by which men 
and women are furcher marked and opposed. 

ln the Upper Xingu Basin, men and women go entirely naked, and sexual 
dimorphism is so obviously apparent as to be almosc taken for granted as a means 
for distinguishing che sexes. Nonetheless, among che Kalapalo as elsewhere, several 
specific nonmorphological features are used to elaborace this opposicion. One of the 
mosc imporcant means by which men and women . are distinguished is the com
plex of accivities associated with what I will refer to as the "trurnpet cult."1 

THE KAGUTU 

ln the center of every Upper Xingu village stands a small building in which are 
kept hardwood tru1npets (which the K~lapalo call kagutu2 ), played by men and ___ ._...... -·---
forbidden to rbe sight of women on pain of mass ra12e. The kuakutu, as this house is - -
called, is also used as a scorehouse for certain ceremonial paraphernalia worn by 
men ( alchough not necessarily avoided by women ), but it is primarily a place wb._ere . -
men congregate to gossip among themselves, to paint one anocher before a cere-

1 I do not use the word "cult" to imply any special kind of ritual observance directed at 
some supernatural being or for some specific end , but merely to designate in a convenient way 
the complex of activities associated wirh ceremonial trumpets. 

2 The kagutu are large, heavy instruments which are usually played three at a time; to 
play them well requires considerable skill that is only developed through long pract_ice. 
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mony, and to receive payment for ceremonial Eerformanf._es. Presence of the trum
pets precludes women's entrance into the kuakutu, and at the sarne rime justifies 
the designation of the plaza as "owned by men." When the trumpets are not stored 
in the kuakutu, as during periods of mourning, women sometimes enter, but only 
when there is a man inside with whom they must speak urgently. For example, when 
a Waura ceremonial messenger who did not speak Carib arrived at Aifa, he re
mained inside the kuakutu until the senior representative to whom he was required 
to convey the message had returned from .fishing. A woman who could speak his 
language went to sit with him inside the kuakutu, where they gossiped for several 
hours. 

ln the Kalapalo village, severa! individuais are designated kagutu oto, by virtue of 
having been cured by the playing of trumpets during a severe illness (see Chapter 
7 for more details concerning ceremonial curing ). These persons are responsible 
for announcing when the trumpets are to be played, seeing that there are men to 
play them, keeping the kuakutu in repair, making payment to both players and 
specialists, and storing che crumpets in theit houses when chey cannot be played.3 

Because of these responsibilities, the sponsor must periodically give payments of 
food to a great many persons, and thus cultivares an enormous manioc garden with 
the assistance of all the men of the village. 

One of che two kagutu oto in Aifa was Kaluene ( son of Apihii, the senior 
village representa tive), who, in J une, 1967, called for the assistance of the village in 
processing manioc which the men had planted for him the year before. For ap
proximately two weeks, ad~lts and children alike hurried at dawn to the large field 
in order to dig up as many roots as could be managed and return to the village 
before the kagutu began to sound in the plaza. As soon as everyone had returned 
from the .field, the houses were shut from the front, and the women and girls retired 
to the rear outdoor area in order to process the harvest without seeing the trumpets. 
For the entire day, with a break at noon and one in the early afternoon when they 
bathed and drew water from the lake, the women worked at processing Kaluene's 
manioc. The men were either .fishing or playing the trumpets in the plaza. At .first~ 

the women enjoyed the excitement of participating in this communal ceremony, 
but as the days passed and the work became tedious, they began to complain of the 
confinement. lt was difficult for them to remain inside the house or behind it during 
rhe hottest time of the year, unable to bathe at their leisure or to engage in sexual 
liaisons on the periphery of rhe village. 

When ali the manioc was fi.nally processed, the women gave the finest flour to 
Kaluene's wife Meku, keeping the by-products ( soup and sun-dried mash ) for 
themselves. Meku dried the flour on severa! mats placed on the ground in front of 
her house while her husband built a large silo inside for its eventual srorage. 
Throughout the following year she was to use this flour for making manioc bread 
and telisifi~, which Kaluene would give from rime to rime to the men who played 
the trumpets. 

The other kagutu oto in Aifa was Afualu, a woman who many years before had 

a When a kagutu oto dies, the trumpets are buried with him. Later, new ones are made 
under the sponsorship of surviving oto. 
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been cured of a severe illness by the trumpets .. Because she was unable actually to 
see che tru1npets (she would be shown them, however, upon her deathbed ), the 
responsibilities of her oto status were transferred to her husband, Sagama. ln this 
way, rhe latter was also able to derive the presrige inherenr in acr ing out this very 
important social commirmenr. ln no way, however, was Saga1na considered rhe real 
kagutu oto; this label was always applied to his wife. 

Twice a year the kagutu oto is supposed to organize SP.ecial .fishi.9..g...l{ips which - - - -- ... -..... 
last over a week, during which large quantities of fish are caught, dried, and ..§tOred 
in baskers. When these pareies rerurn to the villâge- the rrumpets are pl~y~ and 
the women retire ro rheir houses. Later the sarne day the houses are opened once 
1nore on the plaza side, and the .fi.sh are distributed to men and woinen alike in 
payment for their earlier assistance in harvesting rhe oto's manioc garden. 

For severa! reasons the kagutu can be considered a symbol of masculine dis-
............. _ ----

tinctiveness and a means by which men are consciously opposed ro, and sepa.tared ... 
from, women. Alrhough men and wo1nen benefir equally from rhe kagutu oto's · 
organized activiries, only men are allowed to participate in the special expeditions 
which prepare rhe manioc gardens, garher materiais for building the kuakutu, and 
catch fish for rhe biannual food payments; fi.nally, of course, only men may acrually 
see rhe rrumpets. Furthermore although the playing of kagutu is thought to be - - - - -
vaguely beneficial to the community ( but not any more so than most other cere-
monies) a3a is definitely associated 'Ykh vitality ( hence played during a ritual 
beacing of adolescents in puberty seclusion, but nor played during a mourning 
period ), rhere is no evidence ro suggest they represenr some esoreric ritual in -which only men profit. ln shorr, rhe fundamental significance of rhe "cult" acrivjr1es 
seems to be that rhey are a means by which rhe opposed, yet necessary relarionshi ps -berween sexually de.fined groups are given conrent in the domain of village acriviri:_s. 
The "trumpet cult" exists both at rhe village and intervi.llage levels, since all men 
of the Upper Xingu may observe, and even participate in, the associated cerem~ies 

performed in any one local group. Thus, men of the Upper Xingu are united, 
regardless of village affiliation, by their abiliry to parricipate ia rhe cult. 

SPATIAL DISTINCTIONS 

Because of rhe presence of rhe kuakutu, the Kalapalo say rhat men are the 
"owners" ( oto) of the fugombo or central plaza. This area is normally -;hunneab'y 
women, not only when the kagutu are being played, but during other cere1nonies in 
which men are the major participanrs; women usually watch these events from the 
doorways of their homes. 

W omen avoid the fugombo on nonceremonial occasions as well. Whenever they 
must go outdoors, they are almost always running or walking clustered together in 
groups, so close as to be touching one another's bodies. On their way to the lake to 
barbe or ro orher houses to visit, women literally run across the public area of the 
village. ln part this avoidance of the fugombo is due, as I have indicated, to the 
kuakutu. lt is also related to th~designation of the fugombo as an avowedly_public 
_regiog, where the self is displayed openly and exhibitionistic behavior is permitted. 
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~nce Kalapalq__wo11~<1! .!t~ supposed to be continually ifutisunda ( in a state of 
mxness )_, their presence in the fugonibo is antithetical to their culturally defined 
psychological state. Unlike women, men have no shame in walking about rhe plaza" 
and in fact display the opposite kind of behavior. While in the fugonibo, men ap
propriately-joKeandmake r1diculous exhibicion of themselves, for they are normally 
expecced to participate in public display wichout embarrassn1ent. 

SEXUAL CONTACT AND POLLUTION FROM BODY FLUIDS 

The opposition between men and women is also symbolized by criceria more 
obviously associated with physiological differences. Most important in this respect 
is a set of beliefs concerning pollution. The Kalapalo believe chat sickness can re
sult from concacc with fluids specifically associated with men and with women. They 
consider seminal fluid, the body substance most closely associated with men, dan
gerously polluting for both men and women, especially when ejaculated during 
sexual intercourse. For this reason, sexual contact itself is believed to be somewhat 
dangerous, weakening the body and causing illness if performed excessively. 
Whereas men are especially jeopardized by seminal fluid loss, women who engage 
in excessively promiscuous relacions may become seriously ill by seminal sub
stance accumulated from different men, which, remaining uncongealed inside the 
womb, becomes "rotten" ( iíekugu) .4 

Blood, especially the female substance ( which may be either menstrual tissue or 
that discharged after birth), is especially polluting to men, but it may also harm ... ~ . ~ 

~omen if it remains inside their bodies, resulting in disorders the Kalapalo associate 
with chilqbirth and menstruation. Menstrual blood in particular is the objecc of an 
extremely elaborace sec of precaucions which are caken during che production and 
consumpcion of food. 

The majoricy of menstrual prohibitions center around the notion that contact with 
menstru<1.l blood is disgusting. This kind of pollucion is particularly offensive to 
men, and the possi~ility, though remore, chat such blood could become mixed 
with food is considered choroughly revolting. Alchough Kalapalo men are pre
occupied wich this choughc, menstrual blood is noc considered especially dange'Yous 
and can only resulc in the weakening of men preparing for wrestling marches. 
Therefore, the prohibitions seem less concerned wich prevencing a serious calamity 
chan with setting women apare from men within the household. 

Because of this fear of menstrual pollution, a household's food supply is dis
~ured in such a way as to minimize accidental contact with the polluting sub
stance. Each household prepares almost daily a common stock of telisiiZ.:t and manioc -· bread for the use of unmarried men, those whose wives are menstruating, and small 
ch_ijdren. This food is kept on or near the central household platform and can be 
offered to visitors. ln addition, each married woman is given a share of this com
mon stock for her and her husband's exclusive use. Women are expected to restrict 

4 Seminal fl.uid donated by a single man during repeated sexual intercourse results in con
ception, it is believed. 
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rhemselves to rhis food. If it does become necessary for rhem to make use of rhe 
common stock left near the ogo, they must drink from a gourd dipper, rather than 
directly from the por in which the telismi has been put, and musr ask their husband 
or child to hand them a piece of the bread. 

When a woman starcs to menstruare, she must tell her husband and Qther women ---- ~ . .., 
in her household, so thar any communal food which has been prepared that_da~r 
left over from rhe day before will be rhrown our.5 All the manioc cakes, kwigiku, 
intsene, and telisini , including the men's share, are discarded and new food is pre
pared. During menstruation, in addition to these resrricrions on processing and 
handling food, a woman is not allowed to draw water for household ruse, nor 
bathe while men are nearby. lt is said that ar one rime women who weie mensrruat
ing used special paths when going to bathe, so rhat men would avoid treading on 
their blood. 

THE RITUAL OF CHILDBIRTH 

As the "trumpet culc" rituals unite men in an exclusive social and intellectual ser, 
regardless of rheir village or household affiliarion, so the rituais of childbirth dis
tinguish women as a special grol!J>. The public acc of birth, during which all the 
women and girls present in a village are garhered rogerher, forces a young person 
pregnanr for the firsr rime to joio a communiry in which the mosr hidden secrets are 
revealed. The usual modesry of a Kalapalo woman, who consciously conceals her 
vulva ar all rimes, becomes violently rhwarted by her posirion during chíldbirth. 
As she lies srraddled across her hammock, women facing her remark upon the 
progress of rhe birrh, observing and commenting freely on the condirion of her 
genitalia. At the sarne rime, however, rhe new mother is given the urmost physical 
and psychological support by all rhe women of the village, wherher they are her 
relarives or nor. 

A woman who is pregnant begins preparing for her child's birth severa! monchs 
in advance by making a new hammock. Tied above her old one, she will eventually 
use this for supporc during childbirth, and finally will sleep in it afcer her old one 
(upon which she has given birth) has been discarded. The new hammock is strung 
up near those of che future parents, and is an explicit symbol of an impending birth, 
being called emukugu itigi, "her child's hammock." I)uring ._pr<'.gnancy Eº SReçific 
1ab09.§ fali upon either parent, but the woman is expected to crave "spicy" f.9~ 

esR_e~ially wasp larvae, grasshoppers, and anrs. 
' Childbirth rakes place indoors, while rhe men of the mother's household wait 

ourSiae - iii. front of the kuakutu. Firsr, the new hammock is placed above the 
mochê!s. Beneath her is a small pie dug into the house floor, co collect the fluids 
of birth as they drip rhrough che hammock. An ingenious syscem is employed ro 

- -- • r 

aid the woman during labo-s duEing which she is helped by experienced ... midwives. 
The woman half-lies in her old hammock, with her legs straddling ir. Above her is 

f> Conveniently, chese practices are less scringently fo llowed during che rainy season when 
men do not wrescle and when food supplies are very low. 
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che new hammock which she grasps with both hands, and upon which she pulls to 
raise herself during labor. A woman ar one side sics holding her around the chesc, 
just under the breasts, and ar the sarne rime cwo others sit in such a way as co have 
their feec on top of those of che woman giving birth, while simulcaneously they 
spread her knees with their hands. A fourth woman supports her head. ln chis way, 
force is exerred downwards by the midwives, so that the abdominal muscles receive 
mosc of the pressure and at the sarne time, the force of the mother pulling on the 
hammock to raise herself is prevented from dissipating outwards towards her limbs. 

As the newborn child leaves che body, it is allowed co fall gently co the ground. 
The women ac the mother's head and shoulders i1nmediately pull her off the ham
mock and press at che abdomen co force che placenta out. Care is taken during birch 
to prevent the mother f rom pressing ar her abdomen, which would cause the 
placenta to break. The child is ignored, and ali attencion is focused on removing the 
placenta. At this rime, the mother is g iven a large quancity of one of several kinds 
of herbal infusions. Afcer swallowing severa! quarts of che liquid, she forces it up to 
agitate the stomach and abdominal area, thus releasing any placenta! material which 
has remained inside her. 6 

Only after rhe placenta has been entirely removed does attention turn to the child. 
The umbilical cord is cuc, the child washed, and the placenta and cord buried be
hind the house or underneach the mother's hammock. The moth.er and child now ---enter a peri_od of seclus_ion durjng_ ~hich the former continues to tuwctkita, until 
"cp~re is no ..Qlood in her sromach," a period of approximately one ro three monrhs. 

_..,._ -· - - ~ .... - - --
After this, she may or may noc maintain a serice seclusion for up to a year, depending 
upon how many chilàren she has already borne ( see Chapter 6 for further details ). -- - -- -

THE BOYS' EAR PIERCING RITUAL 

Mosr Upper Xingu boys parcicipate in an elaborate ritual during which their 
ears are pierced. This ritual, called ipone by the Kalapalo, is in one imporcant re
spect very much like che kagutu "cult," for it establishes through exclusively male 
ceremonial activity a symbol by \vhich men are differentiated from women. 

The ipone is one of several rituais sponsored by village representatives ( anetaw) , 
the general features of which are described in Chaprer 8. Here I will concentrate on 
a description of the sequence of events leading up to and including ear piercing 
itself. 

The decision to hold an·ipone is made by an anetu whose sonhas recently entered 
pubercy seclusion, and is cherefore of che proper age to have his ears pierced. The 
sponsor is assisced by non-anetu who have sons b~cween the ages of six and nine; 
chese boys are also parricipancs in che ricual.7 The difference in age becween the 
young anetu and the rest of the group of boys is the central symbol by which the 

6 This practice is known as tuwffkita, "watering." 
7 Some boys have their ears pierced shortly after leaving postpartum seclusion. They seem 

to be sons of men who are of relacively low status with respect to others in their own house
hold group and who are unable or unwilling to take initiative in ceremonies (see Chapter 8). 
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former is made distinctive; severa! orher symbols, which will be discussed shortly, 
also emphasize bis anetu status. 

Preparations for the ipone begin about two months before the event itself. Each 
day men and women of the village prepare their boys for the ordeal by singing and 
dancing with them and by applying an herbal infusion to their earlobes which is 
designed to prevent bleeding.8 While these preliminary dances are held, the boys' 
fathers collect expensive ceramics with which to pay the ear piercers and the men 
who hold their sons during the ordeal. Two or three other village groups are asked 
to assist in the event. The anetaw from these groups who are also ear piercing 
specialisrs are requested to pierce the boys' ears, while younger men are assigned by 
the fathers to be "guardians" of their sons during the ritual. Ali of the men of the 
assistant groups help accumulate fish for distribution among rhemselves and the 
hosrs, which is payment given by rhe fathers in return for the prelíminary perform-

. ances. Finally, a date is ser for the ipone, and other village groups are invited to 
attend the events which immediately precede it. Only hosts and assistants acrually 
attend the ipone irself, however. 

On the fi.rst night, the members of each visiting group dance and sing around the 
boys. as cheir fellow villagers have been doing for the past two months. This time, 
however, the boys are elaborarely decorated with new cotron belts and shell collars, 
while the young anetu wears a yellow feather headdress. These objects seem heavy 
and cumbersome on the immacure bodies of the iniciares. Nor1nally worn by adule 
men only, this awkward ornamentation seems to emphasize the ambivalent status 
of rhe boys. The mood, however, is one of excitement and joviality, as the visitors 
decorate themselves in costumes representing itseke clowns, and each group co1n
petes to sing the most beautifully-in Kalapalo terms, maincaining unison, rhychm 
and sonority. 

Ç)n the second nighr, the eve of the ipone, tpe· boys ·are undecorated, and only 
rpetnbers of the hosr village perform the ear piercing songs. The sole1nnity of this 
event contrasts with the high spirits of che preceding night's dance. Now, agifonati 
is applied in earnesc, and the boys begin co look frightened. At dawn rhe singing 
ends, and che participants go to refresh rhe1nselves ar the bathing place. ln the 
Carib speaking villages, ear piercing rhen follows im1nediately; in other groups 
the ritual does not begin until shortly before noon. 

Steps in the Ritual 
1. The boys are seated on srools in front of the kuakutu. Before rhem are placed 

newly 1nade 1nats (tuafi) nor1nally used for scoring feather ornamencs. The 
"guardians" then proceed to cut the hair of the iniciares, carefully placing the cut
tings on rhe mats. The sponsoring anetu then collecrs che titafi with rhe boys' hair 
inside and takes the1n to the forest surrounding the village, where he disposes of 
them. 

2. On the sponsor's return, the fathers of the boys place portions of fish and 

s lt is interesting that this medicine, called agifonat~ by the Kalapalo, is also used by women 
to t1-tw~kita after childbirth, in order to release any bloody tissue which has been left in the 
womb. It is thus apparently associated with bleeding disorders in general. 



,,,.., 
Ipofie. Sha1nans (kneeling, facing boys) blow tobacco smoke on newly pierced ears 
at the end of the ear piercing ceremony. The anetu sponsor (man on right) proudly 
observes his son' s r.tpparent indiff erence to pain. Note the ear plugs and section of 
ear pier-cing stick in the mouth of the boy in foregroztnd. ( M ehinak1"' village) 
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manioc bread before their sons, paintedly instructing them to share the food with 
the onlookers. After the initiates have distributed most of this, they are advised to 
eat some the1nselves, for henceforth they will be prohibited from eating fish for 
three months. 

3. The boys are then instructed to go to the outskirts of the village and relieve 
themselves. They are cautioned not to stumble, lest their lives be shortened. This 
break in the ritual occurs "so they will not defecate during the ear piercing when 
they are very much afraid." 

4. On their return, the boys are slowly led by their guardians to the· spansor's 
house. Shamans from the host group .now begin to sing, and contin~e until the ear 
piercing itself. The group advances and retreats several times, until they finally 
reach the door of the sponsor's house. Here the boys are seated once more, facing 
the plaza, while a large cooking pot is brought from inside to provide soot for paint
ing their bodies. The guardians then smear this soot in lines down the boys' arms 
and chest; the anetu's son is also painted on his cheeks and temple. 

5. After the cooking pot has been removed, a piece of plastic or other protective 
covering is placed on the ground in front of the boys. Then, the ceramics which 
their fachers will give to ear piercers and guardians ( and which have been carefully 
concealed in the sponsor's house) are brought ouc. They are displayed for severa! 
minutes, then returned co the house. 

6. The boys are once more led to their original seating place in f ront of the 
kuakutu for the climax of the ritual. The spansor dons the ceremonial headdress 
worn by his son cwo nights before and, imitating the cry of the bird from which 
the dominant feathers of this headdress are taken ( the oroupendola, an oriolelike 
bird), advances to his own house by hopping on one foot. There, from a hiding 
place high in the rafters he removes the ear piercing sticks. Carrying these in his 
hand, he hops back to the plaza. 

7. The ear piercing sticks are distributed to the ear piercers by the spónsor. The 
specialists then sit in a circle in front of the boys, about two yards away, polishing 
the sticks and making certain the inscruments have been properly made. Each scick 
is approximately five inches long and less than an inch in diameter. That used to 
pierce the anetu's ears is of jaguar bone; che others are of wood. Each end is sharply 
pointed, while approximately one quarter of an inch from each tip is an indentation, 
made so that the ear piercer will be able to snap off a plug to be left in the boy's ear. 
While the scicks are being examined, the one held by the specialist who is to 
pierce the young anetu's ears is rubbed by jaguar fur. Only anetaw are supposed to 
decorate themselves with jaguar fur; rubbing the ear piercing stick in this way thus 
seems to be a further emphasis of the boy's special status. 

8. While the ear piercers are preparing their instruments, the guardians place 
themselves behind the boys, preparing to hold them during the operation. Each 
guardian sits behind a boy, who is clucched .firmly under his arms while he crouches 
between the man's legs. 

9. ( See Figure 6) The preparation of the ear piercing sticks completed, the ear 
piercers line up facing th~ boys, each man holding a stick in his hand. The shamans 
increase the tempo and intensity of their chanting, uncil the sponsor gives a sign 
that the ear piercing should begin. The piercers rush suddenly at thq boys. ln less 
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Figure 6. Particípants in eaf' píef'cíng ritual ( at stage just bef ore pief'cing). 

Kuakutu 
Onlookers ( visiting assistants and men of host v.illage) . 

Boys' Fathers 
"guardian" 

. ..i 

íxl íxl íxl íxl 
1' 

Sponsor 's 1n1t1ate 

Son 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Visiting ear piercers 
Anetu Sponsor 

than a minute, each man has jabbed the scick inco boch ears of his initiate, breaking 
off the prepared stubs and jamming the remaining center piece berween the boy's 
clenched teeth to prevent hi.m from crying. Almost immediately the ear piercers 
check one another's work to be sure it has been successful. The boys' fathers, who 
have been scandin,g apprehensively behind their sons' guardians, now break into 
smiles. The hosr shamans then blow tobacco smoke on rhe boys' ears to ease the 

. 
pa1n. 

10. The boys are placed on the backs of their guardians, who carry them into the 
sponsor's house where a large seclusion chamber has been builr. Here they remain 
isolated for the next three monchs. A wall of about eight feer is built of saplings 
and thatch, or of bamboo poles lashed cogether. A small opening leads from the 
seclusion chamber to che rest of the house. This kind of chamber is built not only for 

the ear piercing ritual, but for seclusion associated with widows and widowers, 
adolescents, and shamans. 

11_. For the first five days, the Kalapalo say, the boys in seclusion are not allowed 
to touch food or drink, nor may they leave their hammocks. Afcer chis inicial fast , 
for rhe next monrh chey may ear only wild fruits and telisini, together with manioc 
bread. This is a period of general fascing, during which flesh may not be eaten. 
From the second month on, they are allowed to eat anything except fish. At the 

end of the . third month, chey are sent off on a fishing expedition with their fathers 
and ocher adult men. On cheir return they are decorated and their adule names 

formally declared in public. From now on they are released from seclusion and 
permitted to recuro to their own housholds. 

During ear piercing seclusion, th.~ boys 1nay not leave .for . any reason except to 
relieve themselves · at night. Their mothers may not visit them, and only. their 

farhers are allowed to present the food through an opening in the partition. Special 
accenrion is paid to the initiace's dreams, since these are chought to influence their 

futures. A boy who dreams of the song of the large toucan ( kaf oko) will beco me 
che manufacturer of the larger crumpets, and must be taken as an apprencice by the 
present kagutu manufacturer in his village. Similarly, one who dreams of the fiji 
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(a smaller roucan ) wdl make rhe smaller trumpets. Dreams of monsrers are said 
to indicate a shorr life, and rhose who dream of arrows will b.e the victims of 
snake bite. 

Two importanc symbols of adulthood are conferred upon the boys after ear 
piercing. The firsc, pierced ears, enables them in che future to wear roucan feather 
earrings, an important male ornamenc. The second is their acquisition of adule names. 
However, neither sy1nbol implies chat chey have achieved adult status. Like the sons 
of low status men whose ears have been pierced almost at birth and who have been 
called by their adule names from infancy, the boys who have undergone ipone 
are still referred co as itotokustgt, "little men" or "boys," rather rhan as itoto, "men." 
(The anteu in puberty seclusion is referred to by a cerm indicating. his seclusion 
status.) They do not wear adule male ornaments because they have noc yet 
acquired the skills co make them nor rhe wealth to purchase them. Furrherrnore, 
boys whose ears have been pierced do not have any ceremonial prerogatives over 
those of similar age but without pierced ears; both participace in ceremonies only 
as imitators of their elders, slightly more adept and no more significant chan the 
tots who scraggle behind chem. Thus, ipone see1ns to be relarively insignifi.cant as a 
'fite de passage, for ic does nor involve a cransition from one social status to another. 

From the point of view of male-female oppositions, however, rhe ipone cakes on 
special importance. During the early stages ( 1-8) of the ritual, women are allowed 
to watch from their doorways, but as the ear piercers line up before che initiares 
jusc before chey pierce the boys' ears, rhe women are asked to enter their houses 
and shut the doors, for they are not permirted to see the initiates shed blood. Nor, 
afrer che ipone has ended, are they supposed to speak of che evenc which has been 

"' concealed from them, to speculate on whether the boys' ears have bled during the 
operation, or to see them during their seclusion. ln connection with this, the pro
híbition on eating fish during rhe period of isolation should be remembered, for 
the ear piercing ceremony parallels in an interesting way the prohibitions sur
rounding women who are "bleeding." This is surnmarized in Table 3. ln each 
instance, the shedder of blood is prevented from eating fish and from coming into 
contact with persons of the opposite sex. 

Finally, as in the kagutu ceremonies, important social relationships are found in 
the context of sponsor-assistant complex. Here, the fathers of the boys are re
sponsible for providing food payment to the persons who have assisted in the 
performance of the ceremony. The intervillage associations are equally significant, 
for the ceremony requires the active participation of several "foreign" groups in its 
most criticai phases. This is a dominant feacure of anetu-sponsored ceremonies, and 
will be therefore discussed at length ín Chapte.i; 8. 

TABLE 3 SYMBOLS ASSOCIATED WITH "BLEEDING" RITUALS 

Bleeding Ritual 

a. Ear piercing 
b. Menstruation 
c. Childbirth 

P Mticipants 

immature boys 
mature women 
mature women 

Avoidances 

women; fish 
men; fish 
men; fish 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC RESPONSIBILITY 

From an early age, Kalapalo boys and girls are expected to be different both in 
their behavior and in the responsibilities ascribed to the1n . .As soon as they,_.,!re 

strong enough, _girl~~!~P..ected to .. he!g .. t~eir m?th~,:s.~~-nd older sist~rs with house
ho~~ and ~~~s~step~e _chores: drawing wat~, collecting firewood, making pahn 
fi.? er sging, ~_einning cotton, processi.ng 1na~n!oç and piqui, and caring for younger 
~liq_gs. A _girl J s ..BEadually taugh.t th~. skills .necessary f~ .... ~rforming these and 
other tasks E!.~~rly, so that she, becom~~_economically impoi;.,~ant ~o t!!e household 
a number of years before her fi:rst menstruation. By contrast, a boy is considered 
.,......_--:-~ ... - . 
incapable of contributing to a household's welfare until he is able to cultivate a 

-.-..~lla..lo('v . 

g~~den ~nd ... ~<;? fisl:!...,and ~unt by himself away from the .,village. 1-lthough. ... h.e is 
trained to shoot with bow and arrow, he spends most of his -time in or v.ery close 
ro the -~ií~; except o;;_ those occa~ions when he is . allowed to acc9mpany .his 
father on §s~ing trips. Qnly upon reaching puberty do boys begin to particjpate 

- ""- -
seriously ip ·economic tasks. · -- --

PUBER TY SECLUSION 

Tomorrow let's go together to bathe. 
Tomorrow let's go together to bathe. 
Before dawn lec's go togerher to bathe. 
My younger kinsman said to me. 
Tifuni.õu said tó· me, he did. 
The maned wolf's call I will imitate. 
The owl's call I will imitate. 

"' The maned wolf s call I will 1m1tate. 
( women' s song) 

ln ord~!Q.. "make them grpw 12eautiful," the Kalapalo seclude their adolescents 
inside the ..f..Offiffi'l~l. house~ for periods of severa! years. Puberty seclusion is 
cha~~terizgcL_by isolation behind a barrier constructed inside the person's natal 
house, by which contact from all persons except parents, siblings, and shamans is 
_,...,,,_._ -
normally precluded. 
--...·...-

Persons who are secluded are supposed to be in a state of ifutisu, in the sense of 
retirement from public activity. Ideally, they must behave as if they did not 
e)cist, speàking in whispers only. if necessary, r..efraining from appearing outside 
the barrier, and concealing themselves from the light of the sun and from eclipses 
(to prevent freckles). The period of seclusion is supposed to be a time of self -im
provement, and thus adolescents are forced to submit to continuai fifitsa ( scraping 
with dogfish teeth) and tuwtfkita for the purpose of making cheir bodies fat and 
strong. They also practice the 1nanufacturing skills necessary in adulthood-such as, 
for a girl, hammock making, spinning cotton, and twining thread, and for a boy, 
1naking arrows, shell ornaments, and featherwork. Most of the rime, however, the 
secluded adolescent grooms himself or gazes idly at tbe plaza through a hole in the 
thatch; especially after the first year, 1t can be a time of incense boredom only 
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occasionally broken by a parent's insistence on teaching a particular craft. For this 
reason, two or even three young people of the same sex and from the sarne house
hold may ask to live togerher in a single seclusion chamber. 

A woman re1ninisced about puberty seclusion in the following way: 

After the seclusion wall was built by my father, my 1nother carne to me with a 
great amount of cotton thread. She was making this cotton for me every day for a 
long time. She put this cotton around my ankles and my knees, very tightly, so 
that my legs swelled up. They were beautiful; they were very big. Then she took 
a scraper and scraped my legs. It was very painful, her scraping. I cried all the 
time. Every day she would come inside my seclusion chamber and scrape my 
legs, my arms, my butrocks. This is to make you beautiful, she said·. 

A girl in puberry seclusion, who is called mazope, must remain behind the 
barrier for three years, starting with her first menses. She may only exit publicly to 
dance during the anetu~sponsored ceremonies, after which she reenters. Thus a ~!rl 

may normally be seen in. public by her fellow villagers only three rimes during the --course of her isolation. A boy (who is called un.iah, "person being housed" ), .on the ·--
other hand, may remain in seclusion for as many as five or síx years. · However, his 

... •< - 1 lo 

seclusion is broken frequentjy. ln the first place, one of rhe imporrant purposes õf 
a boy's seclusion is to make him able to wrestle properly by building up his strength. 
He is rherefore expecred to engage in pracrice marches in his own village and is 
encouraged to travel to other villages when important ceremonies take place, so 
that he may wrestle on those occasions. Furthermore, a boy is expected to begin 
growing manioc, and must therefore exit at dusk to prepare his garden and píánt . ,.._...._ 
tfíe stalks. Finally, boys of puberty seclusion age are required to lead the men of 
their village group in certain kinds of ceremonial dances, aqd often leave their 
houses for this purpose. During puberty seclusion, therefore, a boy seriously begins 
his economic and social responsibilities, which during childhood were at best 
attenuated. ln contrast, when a girl enters seclusion, she relinquishes her responsi-

Girls on theilf' way to bathe 
with younger kinsmen. 
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bilities to the household and rernains from a social and econornic point of view 4\~ 
entirely idle. 

~ale !-!!.~ f~ipal,e ... PJI.&~rty seclusj on cliffers in another way as well. 1\ .. girl~ in 
seclusion is usuall~ engaged to be married and is expected to receive her husband in 
_,_ -- --..... .. ~... .,,. . 

o~er to -~e gra_4.ually_initi~ted in sexual activ~ties~ However, she is considered not ' 
only of ~ proper age for sexual relations, but an especially beautiful person because 
of her light skin, corpulent body, and the presence of a definite waistline. The 
mazope is thus frequently visited by rnen other than her husband, whorn she sur
reptitiously takes as lovers. These rnen rnust be unusually daring, for chey can only 
enter the seclusion charnber at night, unseen by the girl' s parents and husband, who 
sleep on the other side of the wall. A boy, in contrast to the mazope, is expected to 
be celibate during his seclusion, in keeping with the idea that sperm loss weakens 
the body. Thus a boy's parents atternpt to keep hirn secluded and virgin as long as 
possible, .in order that he becorne strong for wrestling. A _.boy fi.nally is abl~ to end 
bis isolati~n by being seen more and more frequently in che plaza, and becorning 
tfie'Subject of scandalous liaisons with older wornen. Those rnen who are srnall and 
....._ -
weak are pointed out as exarnples of recalcitrant adolescents who had sexual rela-
tions with too rnany wornen while they were still in puberty seclusion. 

Puberty seclusion is in surnrnary a diff erent experience for young rnen and 
women. The forrner voluntarily begin the tasks associated with their social and 
econornic responsibilities, yet are expected to refrain f rorn sexual intercourse. The 
latter, in contrast, begin sexual experiences at the sarne tirne that they are tem
porarily released frorn econornic responsibilities. Only upon exit frorn this long 
period of isolation do rnen and wornen, as rnarried individuais, becorne fully adule 
rnernbers of their cornmunities. 



, 
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6 / The network of kinship 

and affinity 

My rnother d idn't hold rne in her arms when I was small. 
She didn't feed me, she didn't give me her breast, the women say. 

( kwarnbi song) 

U pper Xingu society is marked by che absence of unüs de.fined in terms 
of a principle of descent, thac is, a means by which individuais are classed togerher 
on the basis of their common relationship to an ancescor .figure.1 The composition 
of villages and household groups is, however, mosc directly influenced by relation
ships based on kinship and marriage cies. For chis reason, it will be necessary to 
discuss in some detail how the Kalapalo de.fine and differentiate these ( and ocher) 
social ties, to specify what the obligations associated with chem are, and to illustrace 

how they operate in the lives of individuais. 
Almost all Kalapalo participate in an extensive system of kinsbip relat.ionships, 

both within their own village and throughout the U pper Xingu Basin. These ties, 
togecher with those based upon marriage arrangements ( affinal relationships), form 
a network which extends into every Upper Xingu village and which thus serves 

co unice individuais throughout the entire society. 

THE RELATIONSHIP OF KINSHIP2 

Kinship relationships are deemed the mosc important of ali social ties by the 
Kalapalo. Considered permanent and unbreakable, they are expressed in terms of 
personal rights and obligations wbich persist throughout an individual's_lifeume, --and which exist even after death. The behavior kinsmen properly show one an-
other is based upon ifutisu. ln Chapter 2, 1 spoke of how the Kalapalo use this 
term to designate an laeâio f "good" behavior ( implying generosity, policeness, and 
a lack of public aggressiveness) for all who participate in Upper Xingu sociery. 
The rerm is also used in a more specific sense to refer to the ideal kinship rela

tionship. 
The importance of if1,t,tisu as a rnodel for behavior is that the Kalapalo speak of 

' ~-.. 

it in order to jus ti fy the formation of groups organized by kinsmen to . 2.erfÕf.m -
1 This is a definition proposed by Schneider ( 1967). 
2 Much of this section has been taken from an article of mine concerned with the semantic 

analysis of Kalapalo kinship terminology (see Basso 1970) . 
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specific activities, and appeal to ifutisu when they wish to obtain assistance from a 
specific P!rson who happens to be a kinsman. Thus, on the basis of ifutisu they hold -for one another, kinsmen can be expected to assist when called upon to parcicipate 
in difficult tasks such as building a house, preparing and plancing gardens, manu
facturing a hammock, cooking food for cere1nonial discribucion, or making a new 
canoe. Kinsmen should also support one another verbally and should refrain from 
J?ublic _criticism of each ocher. They are expected to mouro at funerais and to 
revenge a kinsman's death if it has been diagnosed as a witchcraft murder. Finally, 
tfutisuSef'ves co juscify requests for marriage parcners. Thus, kinship for a Kalapalo 
is an all-pervasive bond which extends into vircually every area of his life: Rrlig.!Qus, 
economic, political, and familial relationships are all deeply influenced by kinship. 
Àlthough a person may have "friends" if he is without , kinsmen, he is truly a 
social ouccast. 

The Otomo or Kindred Category 
The Kalapalo speak of "kinsmen" in general by referring to che OJ!l_mo. This is a 

cacegory of persons who are considered related co a specific individual chrough ties - ----- -.,.. based on tw~ kinds of relacions.,.hips: fiJiation, or che relations,hip of parent and 
child ( see Schneider 1967), and siblingship, or the relatipnship of persons who 
share a filiative bond ( common maternity or paternity, or both). Togecher, filiacion 
and siblingshiP,.. form a network of ties from which all individual kinship relation
s~worked out genealogically. A simple illuscration can serve to dem
onstrate how this works. 

Frequently 1 would ask an informanc why he referred co a specific individual by 
a kinship term. The response was inevitably scructured in the following way: "X's 
father was my father's brother, so I call X 'brother.'" The informant's answer con
tains what are to him the two significant features by which he defines bis relation
ship to X: a tie of filiacion (becween X and his facher) and a tie of siblingship 
(becween X's facher and informant's father ). No 1naccer how complex che associacion, 
che Kalapalo consiscently use ties of siblingship and filiation as links in a chain . . 
juscifying 'the relationship. 

The Kalapalo otomo concepc seems to conform to current anchropological use 
of che cerm kindred. A kind[!d is a_ cacegory of persons defined in terms of so~e 
c2gnatic

4 

cons.!!uct, that is, ª · P!inciple of cracing _ relationships chroug4 eicher 
parenc reg_ardl~s of sex. Second, a kindred is usually defined as ego-cencered: 
Persons classed in such a unir are considered related to .a specific individual, nor - -necessarily to one another ( chough some may be). ln both respeccs, che Kalapalo 
otomo concept corresponds to the anthropologisc's concept of the kindred. 

Kala paio F iliation 
The Kalapalo distinguish maternal and paternal filiation by making use o~ dif-

- -- .,,. ... 'l'to 

ferenc symbols in each case. These symbols are concepts which refer co what are, 
for the Kalapalo, crucial aspects of procreation. As symbols of filiacion, they define 
che sexual relacionship between parents as distinctive and different from other kinds - " 

of sexual relacionships, for example, that becween casual lovers ( intsoiío ajo). 
The Kalapalo believe chat conception occurs when repeated intercourse on che 
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pare of a single man resulrs in rhe accumulation of congealed seminal fl.uid inside a - - -.. - ... ..-- _ ..... __ _ 
particular woman. A woman who has promiscuous intercourse with many men - ·- . 
cannot become pregnanr; rarher, she is in danger of falling seriously ill. Similarly, 

~ 

a woman who only has sporadic inrercourse wirh a single man cannor conceive, be--cause she has not received enough seminal fluid . 
A woman's children are somerimes referred t.2.., as etijipigi) "her rhings which 

come out- (Õf her) ." This -Cerm refers to che symbol of filiation by which a woman -is defined as "mother" ( isi) of her "children" ( mukugu), the face of having given 
birch to them. 

The symbol of paternal filiarion-the 1elationshiP- b.etween a "father" ( isuivi) - -and his "child" ( mukugu ) -is char particular aspect of sexual incercourse which 
'-- ·~-
the Kalapalo consider important in causing pregnancy. This is the repeated sexual 
act on the pare of rhe man, corresponding with the idea thac accu1nulated ~nal 
fluid alone forms rhe embryo, later nourished by maternal substance. ln shorr, 
paternity is decermined by repeaced sexual incercourse on the pare of a particular 
man wich a cercain woman, whose maternity is defined by her having given birth 
ro specific children. 

Filiacion can be escablished becween parents who are ajo, "lovers," i:,acher than 
l~girimate spouses. There are severa! ways in which this pucarively secret relation
ship becomes publicly recognized. First, a woman can declare formally who ~ 
lover is, thus demonscrating a l>Ositive conviccion on her pare. Second, women are -pu~licly marked as ajo of a man upon bis death. ln this way, any children born to 

. them during che period of mourning are considered the dead tnan's offspring, un-
less che woman declares ocherwise. -

When a married person dies, a sibling of rhe deceased cucs che hair of _ the 
survlving · spouse. Following this ritual, rhe widow or widower enters srrict_~u
sion for a year, upon the end of which he or she is free to remarry. If a :wjdow.. in -· -seclusion is found to be pregnant, the child is considered rhe off spring of her dead 
husband. ln a similar fashion, severa! days after che widow encers seclusion..i... the 
man's lovers are publicly marked as possible bearers of bis children by having their -hair cut. The following is a description of one such incident. 

On the day following Nak'i's burial, his weeping siblings gacher togecher in 
the house where their older siscer Kaitsa11aka lives, in order co begin the hair 
cutring ritual. Early that morning, Naki's widow Ausa has had her hair com
plecely shorn, and now lives hidden behind a seclusion barrier, seen only by her 
children and older brocher. Kaicsa11aka, an ugly, disheveled woman soon co die 
herself from an incescinal ailment that has for rnany years grossly distended her 
scomach, begins wailing: "My younger brother, my younger brocher, he is no 
more." As she sics weeping, she is joined by two men. The older of rhese is 
Waiyepe, an aggressive man who has become nocorious for his mistreatmenc of 
women during jealous fies. Waiyepe has been without a wife for years, and 
women rarely allow him to become their lover. He carries a pair of scissors which 
he beats againsc his chighs in rime to his own wailing: "My older brocher, my 
older brother." Nakl's youngest brocher Epasa completes the trio. A shy boy only 
recently ouc of puberty seclusion, he appears che least concrolled, and truly 
shocked by his brorher's sudden dearh. ln face, his hair is cut closer to the scalp 
chan chac of any ocher mourner. Conspicuously absent from chis group is Jagakagi, 
a married brocher whose wife is a daughter of Apihµ, one of the village leaders, 
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and in whose house the couple lives. Jagakagi does nor wish to participate in 
the hair cutting for fear of offending his dominant affine, whose kinswomen may 
in fact be involved. Indeed, the mood of the grieving siblings is one of subdued 
aggression, and the act of haircutting by Waiyepe will be abrupt and antagonistic. 

As the three leave for the plaza, other of Naki"'s kinsmen join in the wailing 
from their houses, until the village is filled with the sounds of mourning. Chil
dren follow the three siblings, curious to see the women's hair removed; adults 
remain at a distance, commenting on who will be asked to have her hair cut. 

The trio· first enter the house of Nakl's young fiancée, Akugi. She had been 
engaged to their brother for approximacely six months, but is not yet in puberty 
seclusion. Her mother leads her forward to Waiyepe, who begins to shear off 
rhe child's hair, all the rime embracing her and weeping. Kaitsa11aka and Epasa 
sit by the doorway, wailing loudly. Akugi's mocher, Nikumalu, begins to cry 
herself, recounting the events leading to her daughcer's engagemenc, how she 
had given Naki' presents, and how, only a month before, he had first visited her 
daughter in their house. Finally, W aiyepe finishes the haircutting, and Akugi 
returns to her hammock without having spoken. The trio leave. 

Nakl's siblings enter a second house, this rime to cut the hair of bis ajo, 
Agikuag'i. Agikuagi' has recently fled from her husband to marry another man, 
and the pair are discovered in her father's house sitting together in a hammock
too intimate a pose for such an occasion. Apparently Agikuag'i had not had 
sexual relations with Naki' for some cime, and she is reluccant to have her hair 
cut, but her father 's wife and Waiyepe insist she go through with it. Now all the 
onlookers press into the doorway of the house, for they know the amount of hair 
removed is a sign of how scrong her relationship was with the dead man. They 
also know that Waiyepe dislikes this woman, for she has repeatedly refused bis 
advances while accepting chose of his brothers. He clips her hair above her 
shoulders, indicating that the relationship was more than a casual affair. Agikuagi"s 
husband has shown no emotion during chis ritual. When it is ended, the couple 
turn their back on Nak'i's brother and sister, and the latter leave. 

Foê a third time, the three mourners seek out Naki"s ajo. As they walk into the 
next house, a woman is seen fleeing out the rear door, hurridly walking in the 
direction of the bathing area. This is Kuna, also said to be Naki''s lover. After 
waiting for a few minutes, their wails increasing in incensicy all che while, Kuna's 
sister-in-law reminds them the woman was only intsono ajo, "little lover," and 
that her relationship with Nak'i :was over some time before he died. Kaicsa11aka 
urges the two men to leave, and the three walk out to the center of the plaza to 
the grave. Here they weep until sundown, when they return to their houses. 

ln this incident, two women, including a prepubsecent girl, Akugi, are pub
licly marked as being possible mochers of the dead man's children. The ritual of 
haircutcing marks che possible sexual relationships which they had with the man 
in the pasr. The more hair removed, the scronger the relationship. After ~he hair
cutting, these women are required to remain secluded from public affairs, though 
they are able to leave their houses to perform necessary chores. If any have a child 
during the year of mourning, it is considered to have been fathered by the dead 
man. Finally, they must ali be publicly washed during the end-of-mourning ritual. 

To summarize, the parents of a child need not be married to be formally de-- _..,. 
c_!!lred its mother and father. Whac is important is che necessity of knowing who 
the parents are, since this is crucial for escablishing the child's otomo relacionships. 

For che Kalapalo, filiation is a permanent relacionship which cannot be broken 
or changed. Adoption is entirely absent, and although fosterage ( by which a person 
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is raised by someone other chan his real parents) is common, the face that persons 
~~ act 1n a way identical to real parents doe'S" nõc make them su~h in the 
Kalapalo view. 
·-~ -

Kalapalo Siblingship 
The Kalapalo see rhe otomo as a necwork of kinship cies-more specifically, as 

a series of linked sibling secs referred to as ifisuandaw, f rom which all in
dividual kinship relacions may be (pocencially ac leasc ) reckoned genealogically. 
These sibling sets are defined in terms of common filiacion; chac is, chey consisc of 
individuais who have common pacernity or common maternity, or both. Ifisuandaw 
sets which are linked together because of shared filiacion can be considered a 
"generacion." Note that this use of the word "generacion" differs from that based 
on. a de.finicion in terms of relative age differences. 

CATEGORIES OF KINSMEN AND KINSHIP RELATIONSHIPS 

My brothers don't help me, they fight with me. 
My cousins don't help me, they fight with ,me. .1 

Then, when I go to che plaza, chey .fighr wich me, the women say. 
( kwambt song) 

Kalapalo kinship cacegories can be conveniently ordered inco five generacional 
leveis, each represencing a series of successively ascended or descended sioí1.ng sets, 
linked to one anocher on the basis of shared .filiative ties. At each of four gen
erational leveis ( +2, + 1, O, - 1) a cover term can be used to refer to all otomo 
members at that level.3 The cover term thus nam~s the mosc inclusive category -within a hierarchy of terms referring to kinsmen of a specific generation ( see 
Figure 7 ) . At more specific levels within a generacion, wherein kinsmen are more 
.finely distinguished, categories may be ordered in relatively deep ( many leveis) or 
shallow ( few leveis ) hierarchies. 

1. Alternate Generations ( +2; -2) . At the second ascending generation, thar 
to which grandparents belong, cacegories of kinsmen are discinguished on the basis 
of sex_: ísawptgt (men) and initsu (women) are che ter1ns for these classes of kin. 
The male term in plural form, isawpuaw, can be used to speak of all kinsmen as a 
sec in this generation, regardless of sex. At che -2 generation, that of grandchildren, 
only one cacegory is dístínguished. This is called ifijaw. 

2. Ego's Generacion: The ifisuandaw. One difficulcy in understanding Kalapalo 
kinship cerminology is che frequency of polysemy, or che occurrence of several 
ascribed meanings to a single cerm. The cerm ifisuandaw is one of these. Following 
Greenberg ( 1966) we can regard it as the "unmarked cacegory" in a ~et. This means 
that the cerro labels boch a general cacegory and a more specific one; in che second 
instance, 1t 1s contrasced with at least one other specific category labeled by a 
separate cerm. To simplify the explanacíon ac chis point, 1 will enumerate the 

3 At a fifth generational levei, - 2, only one category exists. 

( 
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various mea_nings, summarized in Table 4; che letcers in che cexc correspond to 
chose used in chis cable. 

a. I have already shown how the term ifisuandaw can be used co refer to the 
sibling set, which is the "nuclear unit" of the kindred structure. ln this sense, 
ic refers to persons who share a fi.liative relacionship. With reference to a 
member of ego's ifisuandaw sec, a person may be termed ifisuagi ekugu, or 
"true" ifisuagi, to distinguish him from ocher kinds of ifisuandaw ( referred to 
as ifisuandaw otohongo, "ocher ifisuandaw"). 

b. At the mos e general levei, ifisuandaw ref ers to all of ego' s kinsrnen at his own 
generational levei. W e can say the term used in this sense contrasts with all 
ochers in rhe otomo when generational differences are specifi.ed. 

Figure 7. Classes of Kalapalo kinsmen, otomo ( personal kindred) categories. K ey: 
m == man, w == woman, s == son, d == daughter, e == elder, y == younger. 
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TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF IFISUANDAW DEFINITIONS 

a. as "nuclear unit" of otomo ( and referred to as "ifisuandaw set"), defined as 
persons with shared filiation; may appear as distinctive feature of categories at 
any generational levei. 

b. all kin of ego's generation. 
e. all kin of ego's generation whose parenrs are same-sex ifisuandaw ( by definition 

"a"); here, constrasted with if andaw, who are "potential spouses." 
d. for a male ego, all males of his ifisuandaw ser, constrasted with all other male 

kin at O generation, who are called itisif);gitsof o. These ifisuandaw may be dis
tinguished from other members of catego~y "e" by the auxiliary ekugu, meaning 
"real" or "strong." 

~-----------------------------~--- / 

e. Ifisuandaw can also refer to "nonmarriageable kinsmen" at ego's generation, 
in comparison with "marriageable kin," who are labeled if andaw ( if ªtt' 
singular). When this distinction is made, the speaker is referring to the 
potencial for initiating or participating in an affinal relationship with ego 
(that is, "affinibility"). Ifandaw thus contrasts with ifisuandaw as "mar~iage
able-uq_marriageable" categories at ego's __ge l:!_erjlttQni .. Q..l!LQ!lly when the notion 
of -"affinibility'" -!s macfe expltctt~~when kinsmen are being distinguished in 
térms of generational differences, ifisuandaw, in the sense of "kinsmen of ego's 
generation,_" is the only term available to the speaker. There are, however: 
more specific terms which distinguish ifisuandaw ( in contrast to if andaw) on 
the basis of sex and relative age. 

d. A fourth use of the term ifisuandaw is to refer to males of a male ego's 
ifisuandaw set, that is, male siblings. Here, ifisuandaw is contrasted with ( 1) a 
category known as itisin.gitsofo, which includes all other male kinsmen of 
ego's generation, and (2) the category inandzu, or fe1nale siblings. 

3. Adjacent Generations. At the + 1 generation ( that of ego's parents) same-sex 
siblings of ego's parents are distinguished from their opposite-sex siblings, resulting 
in four categories: isi (mother, mother's female siblings) ; isuwi (father, father's 
male siblings); itsigi ( isuwt' s female siblings) ; ijo gu ( ist' s mal e siblings) . The 
latter two categories are defined by the Kalapalo as "potencial affines"; that is, 
those kinsmen who can give spouses to ego-they are the parents of ifandaw, 
"potencial spouses." 

At the -1 generarion ( that of ego' s' children) , offspring of ego' s same-sex 
siblings are called by the same terms. as ego's own children, mukugu or enugu for 
a male,4 ndisi for a female). These categories are concrasted with those for off
spring of ego's opposite-sex siblings, called if afi ( female) and if q,tttwi (mal e). The 
latter two categories are defined as "potencial affines" of ego and bis same-sex 
siblings, since they can marry children of those individuais. 

ln shorr, we are faced at three generational leveis with a classificatory system 
which allows for cwo possibl; terminõl0gicãl sets. w ·hens péãk.ing simply of kinas 

---,,--.,... ,_ - - - - - - ... ,,,....- ~-- -- .. 
of "kinsmen," a Kalapalo will select terms whic.hãre primarily differentiated on the 
basis of generational distinctions. However, when referring to the potencial for 
affinity between kinsmen, a Kalapalo will selecr fro1n another set of terms. These 

4 According, respectively, to whether a man's son or woman's son is being referred to . 

• 
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two principies of classification result in the possibility of applying separate labels 
to the samé kinsmen. 

Parent-Child Relationships 
When a child is born, a seclusion wall is built around the parents' living space 

in order to conceal rhe child and mother from the rest of the household. Here they 
may remain for a period lasting as long as a year, the srringency of postpartem 
seclusion depending upon the number of children previously boro to the woman. 
The seclusion wall is most carefully builc, and che period of confinement most 
lengchy, afcer a woman gives birth for rhe first rime. Seclusion upon the birth of 
second and chird children is less stricc, and finally is considered unnecessary for 
subsequent offspring. 

Seclusion is primarily designed co benefit the newborn child, who the Kalapalo 
say is in danger of dying ac any momenr, "because ic is weak." By concealing the 
child from che rest of the household group and from the outdoors, the parents are 
able to ensure its proper growch. Only when it is scrong enough can it survive the 
dangers inherent in conracts with che oucside world. lndeed, che child is regarded 
much as is any sick person, and aside from instances of curing when it shows symp
toms of illness, is not che subjecc of special rituais ocher than seclusion itself. 

Postpartum seclusion also is related to che mother's condition. The confinement 
of the morher after birrh parallels in a more srringenc fashion rhe rêrírement of 
~ 

women during cheir menstrual periods. Because "she is bleeding," che mother is 
...... 
enjoined not to eat "water creatures" ( kaf1a) and subsists on whar monkey meat 
her husband can provide, togecher wich vegetable food. As mentioned in Chapcer 2, 
the flesh of birds is prohibiced to borh parents because eating it is said co cause 
weakneJ;$ and brirtle bones in young children. ln face, the ,earents may nor eat birds 
until the child has been weaned, which usually occu~ when ic is four years old. 
~ -

To aid the quick flow of blood from her body and to make her strong again, 
the Kalapalo mother frequently practices tuwc:kita with various kinds of herbal 
infusions. She refrains frorn bathing in public, preparing food, and walking about 
the house. ln short, her behavior is buc an extreme expression of menstrual taboos. 

Although the father also sleeps inside the seclusion chamber, unlike rhe mother 
he is free to appear in public. The restrictions imposed upon him are few, and in 
rhe maio are consequences of his having a sick relative ( that is, his child). He 
does not paint himself when the other men of the village decorace before dancing, 
nor does ~e fish. The only explicitly paternal caboo is that he is enjoined from 
killing jaguars if his newborn child is a son. Even if one is encouncered in che 

~-'-

foresr, ic would endanger che boy's life for che facher to make the kill. 
~~ length of seclus!on_ depends upon two variabl~s. Firstz.. the Ka!!.e_alo_!.n_?sher 

musc note the end of posrpartum bleeding. She cannot resume her normal. house
hold rour!ne if it has nor ceased. Second, che progress of rhe child is assessed. ~hen 
it appears to be growing and becoming strong ( ofren rnarked by tb.e lengrh of irs 
hair ), seclusion should be ended. Because of the differing influence of each ~Õf 
rhese variables in specific cases, seclusion can last in individual cases for a period 
falling somewhere wichín the range of three monrhs to a year. 
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When the seclusion wall is torn down, the parents usually present their child to 
a grandparent of the sarne sex, who curs its hair.5 From rhis mornent, the child is 
referred to by a ser of names, and having received an identity, it is treated like a 
true member of the village group. The mother and father app~ar wirh it in public 
places and take it into houses orher than their own to show to its relatives. If it 
should die, it is buried in the center of the plaza, just as any orher member of the 
group. ln concrast, stillborns, infants who die shortly afcer birth, and those who 
succumb during seclusion are buried beneath the mother's hammock inside the 
house. 

Uncil the age of weaning, a child spends virtually ali its tiine close to its mother. 
Throughout the first four years, it is the Ônly infant whom she 111USt care for; if the 
inother becomes pregnant, she mechanically induces abortion by violent pressure 
and blows .on the abdominal region. When a child is able to walk_ al~n~ inrfie 
village without fear, and can be safely left in the care of older siblings, the mother 
usually becomes pregnant once more. 

A parent is expected to be both nurrurer and teacher to his children. The most 
important task of the parents, especially the mocher, during rhe early years ( that is, 
before puberty seclusion) is to provide food for their offspring. As a child grows, 
ir is particularly important that it be fed whenever it asks for sornething to eat, not 
only to keep it strong but to prevent it fro1n becoming dissatisfied with its parents. 
The Kalapalo believe a child is capable of suicidai revenge after it has been denied 
food. Children who are rejected in rhis way are said to wander off into che forest , 
thereby attracring jaguars who devour chem. . 

Children are believed to inherit the proclivicies of rheir parencs, be chese good - -
or bad, because che parents are supposed to ceach t heir offspr~ng th~__!hinguhey 

themselves specialize in. Thus a man who is expert in trumpet playing tries to 
teach his son this skill; a woman who knpws many stories and songs passes these 
on to her daughter. Similarly, a man whose father was considered a witch is him
self likely to be suspected of having been taught these nefarious skills, and the 
accs of a person who is a notorious thief may cause others to remember his 
parenc as having committed similar crimes. 

ln their role of teacher, parents are frequently demanding and often chastise 
their young for misbehavior. Children are expected to perform assigned tasks with
out showing laziness, and their relationship with their parents is therefore one 
which to a certain extent implies their inferiority and submission. Altho,,ugh beat-

'e 

ing children is considered a serious offense, and almost never occurs among the -Kalapalo, parenrs are not adverse to inflicting punishmenr in equally,., if not more 
~ --.e:inful ways. Accepted means of punishment are particularly severe instances of 

practices normally designed to insure the health or good looks of rhe subject, like 
scraping with dog fish teeth (fifitsa), and eyebrow or eyelash plucking. Many 
Kalapalo carry scars on their bodies from severe fifitsa by an angry parent. 

5 Trimming the hair, together with public bathing and subsequent decoration of the body 
with urucu, are ritual activities associated with a person's exit from seclusion of any kind, be 
it a function of childbirth, puberty, mourning, or ear piercing. This sort of haircutting con
trasts with more drastic measures ( described earlier ) taken by close kinsmen and spouses of 
a deceased person, whose hair may be completely shorn. 
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As children become older, rh~yJJ~ more and more subjecr ro parental _wkbes. ___ .. - -- _.....,._. 

Wfíen rney reach adolescence, they must enrer puberty seclusion, during which 
rime the parenrs repearedly encourage them to tuwt;kita and fifitsa. A girl is ofren 
married to someone she dislikes, whereas a boy becomes interested in sexual ---- _.., ----
rela tions, yet is forced to remain celibace for several years. Indeeél, a boy's final 
~--
exit from puberty seclusion ( marked by his destruccion of che seclusion wall) is an 
act deliberately contrary to parental wishes, which would keep him confined as 
long as possible. 

When informed of ocher peoples who beat their children, the Kalapalo express 
revulsion, but this should noc be taken as an indication of leniency in child rearing, 
for such an impression would be illusory and misleading. ln face, Kalapalo parents 
are extremely authoritarian, enforcing modes of conduct which are ofcen unpleasant, 
exacting physical punish1nenr, and making decisions which go against rhe opinions 
and wishes of their offspring, even (as wirh rhe selecrion of spouses) decisions 
bearing upon some of the mosr criticai marrers of rhe ir lives. 

The Sibling Relarionship 
Individuais who share ar least one_~rent ~~y far the warmest, 1nost r__s!laxed 

telationships of all in this society,.j(alapalo brothers and sisters maintain ties which - -correspond in several imporcant respects with our own Western ideas of friend-
shi p. Siblings of the sarne sex are free to use one another's material possessions and 
are companiõruTcisliI)sistence- activities and ceremonial performances. ~ibll!igs of 
opposite sex defend one another when abused by spouses, and concern chemselves - . 
w1tnthe welfare of one anocher's children, who are in face potenrial spouses. When 
siblings live in differenc villages, rhey frequently visic one another, and as mature 
adults ofren attempt to live together in a single household, or at least in the sarne 
village. The consistently authoritarian relarionship of parenrs toward their children 
is lacking among older siblings. Whereas parents often punish their children for 
wrongdoings, older siblings can at best quiedy suggest to their juniors that different 
behavior be exhibited in the fa ture. Finally, the_warm cies between_sibliggu!.e 
..Qften_ th~ basis for marriage exch~ges wher~ .. ºEle ser of sibliqg~ rparries another 
~et. Often two men who are both "friends" (ato) and "potencial affines" ( if anãaw) 
marry each orhers' sisrers; such a relationship, combining ries of friendship, 
siblingship, affinity, and kinship, is especially strong. 

Filiation apd Siblingship in Relation to Illness 

Your daughter prohibits, Amanufa, Amanufa. 
Your daughter prohibits, Amanufa, Amanufa. 
You can'c eat sting ray, Amanufa, Amanufa. 
You can'c eac painted cadish, Amanufa, Amanufa. 
Your daughter prohibits, Amanufa, Amanufa. 

( women's song) 

The ties of filiation and siblingship are especially marked during a person's 
illóess-:-when parents and siblings refrain from êãring ka11a in order co make him 
well again. Even when the vicrim lives at a distance, che relevanc kinsmen are ex--pected to observe this raboo. For example, on one occasion during Augusr, when 
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many of the village groups in the U pper Xingu were seeking turtle eggs on the 
sandbanks of larger srreams, several Kalapalo men happened upon a group of 
Kuikuru camped along the Culuene. Most of the latter were suffering from eye 
infections, including a woman whose brother lived with the Kalapalo. When the 
men returned to Aifa, they immediacely went to Enumi, the brother of this woman 
and cold him of his sister's illness. Enum'i then refused to eac fish or turcle eggs 
for about a week, until he felt c_ertain his siscer was noc dangerously ill. 

, Relationships becween Potencial Affines 
ln a ceremony known as fagagi ( "sariema;" a bird living on the. ce'frado) eh:_ 

relacionship of "opposicion" between if andaw is vividly expressed. At che beginning 
of the evenc, men grease themselves liberally with a mixture of piqui oil and sooc 
to make their bodies sli ppery and therefore difficulc to grasp. Then, brothers 
helping brochers, they attack their if andaw in an informal, friendly skirmish, during 
which there are no winners or losers and no individual reses of srrength. The 
struggle becween sets of brothers defined in a structural opposition (as a con
sequence of their if andaw classification) is a symbolic illustration of the fucure 
struggle between them, that is, when a marriage bond is established and after 
their potencial affinity is fulfilled. U pon the occasion of a marriage which establishes 
two sets of ifandaw in an ifametigt ( "brother-in-law") relationship, the previously 
equal relationships will become sharply skewed, so that chose brothers who "give" 

('.' 

<:') a sister to a man in the ocher set are clearly superior in the a1nount of ifutisu due 
them. However, which group will give and which will receive is always unclear. 
Thus che contest can be thought of as a ritual enaccmenc of rhe ambiguity of 
"scrength" ( or ifutisu) which exists in rhe if andaw relationship. 

The concept of ifandaw "opposition" is also expressed in the practice of re
ferring to a dancer who performs opposite anocher as if ª!!· Here, the term for a 
potencial affine is used to symbolize a structurally opposed relationship that is a 
consequence of che dance pattern. Similarly, cerrain species of animais who are 

· ~ .,.,, much alike in appearance, yet slightly differenr in rheir plumage, morphology, or 
V .., J habitat, are called if andaw. 
~ ( r '~ ln contrasc with if andaw, who are defined and symbolized as opposed, the re
~ • lationships between other kinds of potencial affines ( itiigt, ijogu; ifati, ifttttJWt) 
'-~ (º are not so marked. Before a marriage cakes place, these relationships are noc 

~ characcerized by any special rules of behavior beyond what must be displayed as 
~ ~ ~ " a consequence of normal ifutisu between kinsmen. However, Kalapalo behave quite 
" - differently cowards their opposite-sex siblings' children ( if ati, if~tttwt) than 

towards the offspring of their same-sex siblings ( mukugu, enugu, ndist). 
To begin with, there is an attirude of prorection shown towards the child, 

especially in opposirion to the parent who is brorher- or sister-in-law. This is 
especially true when the other parent, sibling to ego, is dead. ln such a fi tuation 
a Kalapalo rakes great incerest in his if ati or if rttttwt, and can be said to represent 
the deceased parent's otomo, who are of course included in the child's otomo. 
Furrhermore, itstgt and ijogu are more tolerant of their ifati and iff!tttwt than of 
their same-sex siblings' children. Men in particular comment frequently upon the 
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beauty or good behavior of their if ati and if t;tttwi, even in the face of contradictory 
evidence. Thus, from an ea..E_ly age opposite-sex siblings' children are more Iei:ie_?tly 
treated and regarded than are same-sex siblings' chiídren: -- -

There is, then, ~ cíeãr contiastbetween the attitudes and relatiooships of parents 
and those of "spouse givers" ( itsigi and ijogu) in Kalapalo culture. While the 
former are in their teacher roles authoritarian figures who exercise considerable 
command over their offspring's initiative, the latter respond to their "spouse re
ceivers" in a tolerant, nonauthoritarian manner. 

Relationships between Persons of Alternate Generations 
The relationship between grandparents and grandchildren is also one of warm - .. - ~ -- .... - ,./ 

affection, but n~t_ ffi,.!:!Ch else. Few Kalapalo today, except infants, hâve grandparents, 
~nd tfiê"ir association wirh them is at best based upon memories. 

The elderly are never accorded special respect solely because of their age, and 
persons who are not their kinsmen ofren make cruel jokes in rheir presence about 
their appearance, weakness, and feeble attempts to participate in village ceremonies. 
Only kins1nen treat the aged with any respect, buc even this atcitude is not so 
much one of special deference for old age, as respect for a kinsman. The elderly 
hold no special positions in ritual, solely on the basis of rheir age, nor are rhe most 
aged necessarily those v.rith the most ceremonial or esoceric knowledge. 

Naming 
The giving of names is close!y .!_SS~ciated with kinship relationships, specifically 
- - .. ._....... 

those between sets of siblings who are grandparents, parents, and children. Naming 
among-rhe Kalapãlo is particularly important because ic signifies that a child has 
kinsmen. 

Every Kalapalo has two sets of inherited names, one ser given by each parent. A -- . 
sec contains at least one "child" name and one "adult" name, although u~ally 
severa! names of each type are contained in a single ser. The names are given, or ------ -- -rather, are begun to be used when rhe infanr and mother exit from postpartum 
seclusion. ln fact, because the names are inherited, people often know in advance 
( even before cheir marriages) of a set of names which they can besrow on their 
offspring. These are the names of their parents and parents' siblings, which form a 
reserve available for potencial use. 

E~ch parent gives to the child the names belon_Bing to his own parent, according 
to th~ appropriate sex.6 For example, a son is called by a ser of names inherited 
from one of his paternal grandfathers ( which are used by his father and father's 
otomo) and by another set inherired from one of his maternal grandfathers ( used 
by his mother and mother's otomo). This is an idealized description of the system, 
however, which is in face considerably more complicated. 

Parents' relacionships with persons who bear rhe sarne names as rhose rhat may 
be given to their children infl.uence which names are accually besrowed. A person 
who is forbidden because of affinal conneccion to utter a certain name refrains 

6 Children's names are not generally distinguished according co sex, whereas adule names are. 
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from giving that name to his child. Similarly, the names of rhe dead ( except when 
they are besrowed) are not supposed to be uttered, so rhat a child may not receive 
the sarne name as someone who has recently died. 

Ofren a parent remembers the complete ser of names which were held by his 
father and mother, and rhese are then passed down to che grandchildren. Some
times, however, cercain names are forgotten, or else become the subject of rhose 
caboos discussed above and are rherefore not bestowable. Frequendy, for rhese 
reasons, che names of a single individual are divided among severa! offspring, or 
severa! members of a sibling ser will have their names besrowed_ on ~ª single 
person. ln a similar way, names can be given from the grandparental sibling ser 
to the ser of grandchildren wichouc an exacc correspondence betwe·en donor and 
recipient. Thus, rhe ideal rule of name besrowal from grandparents to grandchild 
is ofren discorted. 

When a person dies, his names are noc used again until rhe next appropriate 
generation; a name is thus "used up" for the sibling ser of the person who has 
died holding ir. ln some siruarions, a parent is unable to find available names for 
his child, and is forced to invent one. ln ooe instance rhis occurred when Taguwaki 
had no available children's names for his son, because severa! of his offspring had 
died, thus making all of his own farher's child names useless. The name he in
vented was "Meloa," to commemorate someching a p ilor had once said ro him in 
Kanugijafiü. Kafundzu, rhe boy's mother, although technically able to use her 
husband's made-up name (since ic was not one by which her father-in-law had 
been called ), almosc always referred to her son by her own facher 's name, and 
usually avoided che narne Taguwaki had given cheir child. ln this way, she fol
lowed the rules of affinal narne avoidance in treating the invented name as if ir were 
that of her facher-in-law, and thereby stressed her son's ries to her own kinsmen. 

As indicated above, narning pracrices and affinal name avoidance are part of the 
sarne syscern. As tbe names of each donor are forbidden to the opposite spouse, 
each will call the child by rhe names he has given ir, and will never rneotion the 
orhers. Sirnilarly, as I noted earlier, if aoy of the available narnes happen to be 
those of a person's affines, they are avoided as well. This is not so unusual, given 
the srnall number of names in the syscem as a whole. ln face, individuais who ~re_ 

in the posirion of receiving names from ooe of the sarne ser of siblings ofren are 
found being referred to by the sarne narne because orhers were already raken by 
older kinsmen. Not only is the torai ser of names small, chey cross linguisric lines 
as well, so that it is nor unusual co find persons with rhe sarne narnes living in 
villages where differenr languages are spoken. This phenomenon resulrs from the 
excensive nerwork of kinship relationships which includes every Upper Xingu 
village. 

~ormally a person is called by the narnes appropriare to his life st-ª_tus. The -child narnes are used until he passes through a certain !.!Jc;; __ q~sis. For boys, this - ... - _ ... _ . 
is the rituãlof ear piercing, which may occur ac various ages up to and including 
thac of pubercy seclusion. Girls are called by child na1nes uncil they exit from 
pubercy seclusion, but normally it is only their parencs who use rheir adule narnes 
shortly thereafrer. Only when a young wornan has a child of her own do rnost 
people begin to use her adule name. 
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Although they are freely spoken in most cases, names are commonly substituted 

for by terms which specify relatLonships between illi:lividuals:-IÜrexãffiPle, kinship - - - ~ .. ...-
terms, terms of friendship, the set of composite terms which specify more formal 
relationships, and those used to refer to affines. When such a cerro can be 

easily used to designare an individual, ir is subsrituted for his name. A name, then, 

is used when a person wishes to imply he has no relarionship wirh the referent, 

or when there is in fact no such relationship. Similarly, persons who call adults by 

child names are scressing the informalicy of che siruarion in which they are speak

ing, together with the face that they Jack ifutisu ( that is, a kinship or affinal rela

tionshi p ) for the person named. 

Kinship and Affinity 

Of all the classes of kin which comprise the o tomo, only if andaw are explicitly 
designated marriageable in terms of ego's ifisuandaw ser. Marriage and sexual 

relationships with other kinds o{_ kin is prohibited. Although Kalapalo sometimes 

wish to marry if andaw in specifi.c instances, marriage with an if ª!" is not an ideal 
kind o( marriage, but rather the only kind permissible in the context o f otomo 
relations. Put more simply, only ifandaw of all kinsmen are marriageable, but 

_!?.onkigsmen ma y als9 be marriecC 

Alrhough kinship ries ofren are necessary for an individual's accive participation 

in specific village and household groups, they are not sufficient reason for these 

associations, with the consequence that kinsmen are usually found widely scattered. 

Some of the important influences on residence include sorcery accusacions and 
relationships of affinity wich persons of considerable prestige. ln each inscance, 

kinship relarionships are effectively disregarded becau$e of more immediarely im

portanr _ influences upon an individual's choice of residence. As_!, resul~, ir is not 

uncommon to find kinsmen living in different villages and even speaking mutually 

unilltêlfigible languages. However, because they are kinsmen, chey can establish 
'-----

and justify contact wirh one anorher, and thus can appropriately ask for spouses. 

Although ir may be desirable for a person to marry wirhin his own village group 

(for example, to avoid an alliance with someone whose language he does not speak), 

rhe Kalapalo do not specify that he must do so, and many persons marry out of 

their natal villages. The presence .Q( ifandaw of appropriate sex aqd age in orher 

villages ofren preclude individuais from remaining at home, since first marriages 
~anged by parents who rake advantage of kinship obligations to obrain spouses 

for rheir children. "Potencial affinicy," then, is expressed in terms of specific cate---gories of · kin: ifandaw1 who are "potencial spouses"; itsigi and ijogu, "potencial 

spouse givers," and if ati, if ttt'lfWt, "potencial spouse receivers." However, it is not 

expressed in terms of unirs ( either categories of kin or local groups ) defined as 

exogamous or endogamous. Iq_deed, given these marriage princi_ples, "endoga!Jly" 

~g~y·~-~ meaningles~_, ~a- õbscure the many possibilities open to a 
Kalapalo seeking a spouse. 
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MARRIAGE AND AFFINAL RELATIONSHIPS 

Kalapalo marriage takes one of two forms. First or "arranged" rnarriages in
volve a girl engaged before puberty and an older rnan, who may already be 
rnarried. This cype of rnarriage is markec! by,: the_giyjng of _bridewealth, which is 
payrnent rnade to the girl's parents and cheir sibj ings by che parents of che fucure 
husband. The other form of rnarriage, which involves people who are lovers, cakes 
place after che dearh or divorce of a spouse. ln such sicuacions, personal preferences 
(often in the face of disapproval by kinsmen ) take precedence, and the persons 
wh.o rnarry are always adule. -. ... 

The Kalapalo seek to establish "arranged" marriages on che basis of previous 
relationships of kinship or affinity. Indeed, the very face of having such relacionships 
with individuals who have offspring of eh.e appropriate sex and age enable Kalapalo 
to make formal marriage requescs, eicher for themselves or for cheir children. When 
nonkinsmen are available, they can also be sought out as spouses, but it is difficult 
for Kalapalo to find such persons who do not have obligations to their own 
relatives. Hence, the majority of "arranged" rnarriages are alliances between persons 
who have prior kinship and/or affinal connections. 

Brother-Sister Exchange Marriage 
The Kalapalo consider rnarriage between cwo brother-siscer pairs ( "brocher

sister exchange marriage") a highly desirable praccice, because the powerful sibling 
relacionship can be continued in the sarne household chroughout adulchood. Such 
rnarriages are not agreed upon at the sarne time, however, and are in a real sense 
fortuitous arrangemencs. This is because they usually depend upon the death or 
divorce of ac least one prior spouse. The case illustra~ed in Figure 8 is typical of 
such a situation. 

Ugaki was first married to a real brother of the wife of one of her ifisuandaw. 
Ugaki's relationship with this man lasced until his deáth, by which time they had 
had four children. Afcer her husband's death, she remarried, this rime to the 
younger brother of her own brother's wife. Kafutani had been Ugaki's ajo for 
some rime during her widowhood, alchough he is considerably younger than she. 
The two couples, Ugaki and Kafutani, and Taguwaki and Kafundzu presently forro 
the "core" of one of the larger households in Aifa. · 

To single out "brother-sister exchange" as a special kind of marriage arrangement 
is misleading, however. lt is, in face, one forro of a general marriage practice in 
which a group of kinsrnen ( in Kalapalo kinship classification, ifisuandaw ) are 
allied with a second such group through marriage.7 Brocher-sister exchange is 
índeed a stated ideal, an arrangement the -Kalapalo consider particularly worth
while, but it is only one of a number of means by which alliances between kinsmen 
are reinforced. 

1 Claude Lévi-Strauss ( 1969) calls levirate, sororate, and avuncular marriage practices 
"privileged unions," since they "presuppose other modes of marriage on to which they them
selves are grafted" (p. 120 ) . The sarne may be said for "brother-sister exchange." 
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ln Aifa, the majority of 1narriages repeated previously conrracred affinal alli
ances, though not necessarily of persons wirhin the sarne generarion, nor always 
with the exchange of persons of the sarne sex ( for exarnple, "sisters"). Exarnples 
of these various affinal exchanges are g iven below. ln Figure 9, two brothers (a, b) 
rnarried two sets of closely related wornen ( 1, 2 ; 3, 4), these sets being in a rnother
daughter relationship. All these wornen had lived in the sarne household before 
marriage. ln each case, the brothers contracted polygynous rnarriages with two 
s1srers. 

ln the second exarnple, seen in Figure 10, the elder sister of Terekuegi' had been 
married to one of a pair of brothers. Tetekuegi' was later rnarried to the daughter 
of the second brother, who was the elder of rhe pair. Thus a brother-sister exchange 
occurred together with a skewed generational alliance. 

What these genealogical illusrrations indicare is rhe significance of exchanges of 
kin repeated between two groups. This ofren occurs within a single generation, but 
can also take place for severa! consecucive generacions. Thus, either chrough the 
exchange of spouses, or rhe rnultiple presenrarion of spouses frorn one set of kin 
to another, two groups of · kinsrnen are defined as cernporarily allied through mar
riage. (The Kalapalo do not see themselves as exchanging women but rather 

Figure 8. An example of brother- sister exchange marriage. 

----------------------. 
\ 

Uga ki Kafutani Kafu nclsu T aguwaki 

Figure 9. Multiple marriage exchange between households. 
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Figure 1 O. Multiple marriage exchange across generations. 
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marriage partners of either sex). These groups, however, are related on the basis of 
specific and individual alliances only, rather than in cer1ns of some generalized 
definition by which chey are conceived as '"spouse-exchangers" before the face. Thus 
Kalapalo kin groups which give each ocher marriage parcners are distinccively dif
ferent from unics or categories defined in terms of such exchange, such as is often 
the case with clans, lineages, and moieties. 

The Marriage Arrangement 
Negotiations becween a girl's parencs and chose of che boy cake place wichouc 

fanfare, but only afcer considerable indication that each side is in agreement with 
the match. Because che parcicipants are often kinsmen, cheir relacionship of ifutisu 
does noc permic them to deny the requesc, ac least openly, and neutral pareies ar<; 
commonly senr to discreetly quescion the opposice side. The marriage proposal is 
made most often by che boy's parencs co che relarives of the g irl, not irurequenrly 
wichout che knowledge of che future spouses. After police greecings, che proper 
opening remark is, "arii endist umukugu kai?" ("is your daughter with my son?"), 
and if rhe match is agreeable, rhe answer is simply, "ohsi" ( "it is permissible"). 
From che time che agreemenc is inade, affinal attitudes are expected to be in effecr 
becween the future spouses, cheir spouse's siblings, and spouse's parenrs. 

Two srories whose central figures are men presently living ac Aifa illustrate the 
etiquetce involved in rhese delicate marriage arrangements. 

The main character in the firsc case is Enu1n1, a young man approximacely 23 
years old. Enuml's first wife, Upo, ( his ifay,) died just afcer she exited puberty 
seclusion, and as Enum'i was still very young and frustrated by his inabilicy to take 
revenge upon che person who was accused of murdering her by witchcraft, he lefc 
che Kalapalo village co work with some Brazilians in a sectlement outside the Park. 

Upon his return fro1n the Brazilian settlement, Enum'i became engaged to Upo's 
younger sister, Kaitsuka. Enum1 refused to marry this woman, however, because 
Kaitsuka had on several occasions refused his seduccive advances during her puberty 
seclusion. On the day of the marriage, when Kaicsuka went to EnumTs house ro re
inove his hammock (as is cuscomary), he fled our the back door, leaving her crying 
in the doorway. His kinsmen, includiog his mother's sister, who had raised hirn 
afcer bis mother's death, had concinued with the arrangements for their marriage 
even chough he repeatedly asked ~er to end the alliance. Kaitsuka subsequently 
married a brother of Enum'i, buc divorced him severa! monchs later, and eventually 
settled down wirh a nonkiosman. 

One of Enuml's maoy ajo was che divorced daughter of a man (Afinirse) in rhe 
Yawalipici village, whom he classed as ijogu. This man frequently would invite 
Enum'i to his village when they met at the Pose, and would insrrucr his daughter 
(Enum'i's ifay ) to prepare special meals when the young man visired. Soon ir be
came evident chat Afinicse wished the rwo to marry. Finally he openly asked Enum'i 
to marry his daughter aod repeated chis request several rimes when Eoum1 hesitated 
co give an answer. Each time, Enum1 was excremely embarrassed, replying that the 
proper person to speak with was his mother, Ugaki. However, he himself said 
nothing to his kinswoman. Finally, che would-be farher-in-law became angry and 
began to ralk about Enuml's refusal aod lack of ifutisu. Ugaki eventally found out 
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through gossip of the situation and berated Enu1n'i for not telling her of his ijogu's 
request. Enumi: himself pointed our to me that the impropriety of his kinsman's 
making the marriage proposal direcdy was the reason for his not continuing his 
ajo relationship with the g irl, buc he also implied that he did not wish to accept a 
\voman who had been previously divorced severa! rimes by men who had found 
her promiscuous. 

Eventually, an arrangement was made by Ugaki for Enum'i to marry the young 
daughter of one of her ifisuandaw. This request was made completely wirhout 
Enum'i's knowledge ( perhaps because of his previous experiences). One day, ralking 
with another kinsman, he joked about his future father-in-law, mentioning the 1nan's 
name. Waiyepe reprimanded him, saying that he was speaking of his father-in-law, 
for whom he should have great respect. Although Enum'i was ar the time annoyed 
with Ugaki for not telling him about the engagement, he is now pleased wirh it, 
because it has been tive years since he has had a wife. 

The second case is that of a man K ., perhaps nearly 30 years old. K . had been 
divorced at least twice, and was engaged when I met him to a prepubescent girl in 
rhe Mi'giyapei village. On severa! occasions, after he had formally established 
residence in his father-in-law's village, K . returned to Aifa, where he would stay 
for a week or more. Finally it carne out that his reladonship with his father-in-law 
was not going well. According to K., despice his willingness to work, he was always 
accused of laziness, of not providing the father- in-law's household with sufficient 
fish and firewood. After several months of this, the marriage arrangement was 
cancelled but the reasons given to the son-in-law did not coincide with those which 
carne up during village gossip. Many people in Aifa said the girl had in face refused 
to marry K. because he was old and ugly. Her father was said to have used the 
excuse of K .'s alleged laziness to get rid of him. 

Categories of Affines 
Persons who become affines (ago), be they kinsmen or not, are classified 

according to a system which discinguishes three specific kinds of relationships. 
Affines of adjacent generations-that is, spouse's parents and offspring's spouses
are classed as if otirofo, a term which seems to' mean "the one for whom there is 
continuai ifutisu." Ifotisofo are always in a strong ifutisu relationship, unable to 
mention each other's names and avoiding one another's presence whenever possible. 
Siblings of one's spouse are differenriated according to sex; ftsak.e11e l e.fers to ~ar_;,ie

s~x sibl i n~s of ego's srous~, and ifametigi to opposice-sex siblings of ego's spouse. 
ltsahene liave tl}e most relaxed relationship of all affines, for cq_ey are permitred to - ...._ ~ -- - ... 
c~ll one another by name, to_ joke freely_, __ an d to_ have sexual ~rel_<M~s o: 1narry. 
l fametigi do not 1nention one another's names, and are more ambiguous in t heir 
day-to-day relationships, for they are often opposed by siblings whom they are 
obl igated to defend. ( See Basso 1973 for a more detailed discussion of ifametigi 
relationships). None of the three terms which mark affinal categories are ever 
uttered within hearing of affines of the speaker. The terms see1n to be confined 
to contexts where the need arises to specify an affinal relacionship to an ignoranc 
liscener. The mosc common instances of che use of these cerms are ( 1) in myths, 
where che relationship rather than individual or personal identity is important ( and 
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proragonisrs are ofren unnamed), and ( 2) in explanations of rhe details of proper 
affinal behavior. These situarions are commonly those in which adulrs are speak
ing, children listening. Hence terms labeling affinal caregories are· rarely heard 
spoken by rhe Iarter. 

The special use of affinal terminology is based upon rhe inrensely respecrful 
relationship known as ifutisu ekugu which affines are expecred ro display rowards 
one anorher. This relarionship is marked by elaborare expressions of respect, in
cluding repeated gifr exchange, the free offering of material and nonmaterial 
assistance, name and ( sometimes) physical avoidance, and the prohibition on using 
affinal rerminology within hearing of affines. One might say that che more openly a 
person uses such a rerm in public speech, the less ifutisu ekugu he ctrn be judged to 
hold roward a Jisceoer who is his affine. 

Relacionships between lfotisofo 
When a rnan becomes en_gaged for the firsr rime to a girl who has noc_y_et r~ched 

puberty, he begins to perform a series of services for her househo~d.z. !~eç_@ly 
direcred at aiding her parenrs and sibl ings. These duties or "bride service" mark the 
newly created affinal relationship. The Kalapalo do not consider "bride- se rvice" as 
payment, but say the groom performs cercain rasks for his affines because he has 
"great respect" ( ifutisu ekugu ) for them. 

Upon learning of his engagement, che fucure husband formally presents to his 
parenrs-in-law a gift of finely cut and tied firewood, or fish of a parricularly delicious 
species which he has caught che sarne day. This gifr publicly marks che new rela
tionship between them, and from this rime on, special rerms designaring rheir 
eogaged status are used to refer to the future spouses. Affinal classification has 
already been in effect, however, from the rime the arrange1nents have been made. 

Normally avoiding rhe house of his parencs-in-law, the future son-in-law is ex
pecced to continue giving them presents of firewood and fish, especially when the 
men of his future bride's household are away on a special tr~p and are unable to 
provide the women with the sarne. Then, he is considered responsible for the well
being of bis female affines. ln addition to che continuous presenration of fish and 

\ firewood, special gifts- combs, manioc processing slars, ~ndTÇÍresses])-are periodi
cally made by the groom for his future wife and morher-in-law. ln recuro, rhey 
present che groom from rime to rime with newly spun cocton thread and well 
prepared food, such as freshly .made manioc bread and well flavored fish porridge. 
Sometime during the engagement, the morher-in-law, aided by her kinswomen, 
makes ao especially fine hammock for her daughrer's fucure husband. 

Before the marriage itself rakes place, rhe son-in-law musr assist his in-laws with 
any arduous tasks they organize. During the season of manoic planting, for example, 
the son-in-law must belp both bis facher-in-law and brotbers-in-law with rheir new 
gardens. He is also expected ro plane a .field of his own and to help rnen of his 

s It is customary for Kalapalo men to sew women's dresses; the future bridegroom receives 
cloth from his mother-in-law to make a dress for bis fiancée. Because it is necessary for the 
man sewing a dress to fit the woman who will wear it, the groom's dressmaking provides the 
engaged couple with an opporcunity to become familiar wich each other. Because of the pro
hibicion on intimacy between them, a son-in-law does not make dresses for his mocher-in-law. 
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own household group if they request his labor. ln exchange for his work in che 
.fields, the son-in-law often receives an especially valuable present from his father
in-law, but this is usually presented by a brother-in-law acting as intermediary. 

Men who have few kinsmen or none who control a household group in the 
village they are affiliared with, move permanently to the villages of their fathers
in-law, often well before the marriage ceremony itself. When such a move is con
sidered permanenr, rhe son-in-law planes a particularly large manioc garden. After 
the harvest his affines assist him in preparing an enormous quantity of manioc 
flour. When rhe work is completed, the son-in-law invites the men of his former 
village to come receive the flour. ln a group, and fully decorated with urucu and 
feather ornaments, they carry rhe manioc back co their own village, where the 
son-in-law, who has returned with them, supervises its distribution to each house
hold. The act signi.fies the face that he has, in the words of one woman, "made a 
fi.eld in his father-in-law's village and will not return." 

Ifotisof o are required to avoid _each ~thery names a~?_p_!1ysical presence. j\ S<2_n
in-law is ~speci_ally careful to avoid passing near his in-law's house, and they in - - . .,,... 
turn tend to keep out of his way, especially if he is in a ~ position where he is un-
able to mov;- For exãmple, during a long trip, I was traveling in the canoe of 
B~j"i and hi; eldest wife, Kofo110, while B'ijljl's son-in-law, Enum1, was helping 
to paddle a second caQoe with B'ifijl's young unmarried son. ln this second canoe 
were Enuml's fiancée, and her mother, B'iji:ji's younger wife Tsa11aku. The two 
canoes kept at great distances from each orher most of rhe day, but when by chance 

they did páss-for example, in the early morning as the group set out from the 
previous night's camp-the father-in-law avoided speaking with his son-ín-law, 
though there was conversarion between him and everyone else. Enum·i, in rurn, 
did not hesitate to speak wich his brother-in-law and me, though he avoided looking 

at or speaking to Bijiji. 
Newly marríed spouses who live in the households of theír parents-in-law musc 

conform to a number of restrietíve rules that delineate their subordinate affinal 
relationshíp. They are required to rise in the morning before everyone else and 
ro sit quietly by cheír hammocks, facing away froln their dominant affines, chough 
the lacter may sleep right next to them. At ni9hc, in-married spouses musr not 
lie down before the rest of the group have apparently fallen asleep. During the 
day, they musr noc walk in front of their parents-in-law, engage them in eye con
cact, nor initiace conversation in their presence. When spoken to, the new house
hold member m ust repl y in a soft voice, indicating in these (as in other ) 
circumstances that he or she is in a state of ifutisunda. These resrricrions on behavior 
often lead che newly married spouse to seek relief in the house of his own parents 
or among friends and lovers. Thus, it is not unco1nmon to see a number of young 
men and women visiting rogecher in a single household where they can relax 
unencumbered by affinal caboos. 

Although men and women who must live with their parents-in-law are severely 
restricted in expressing their individuality before their affines, they are created with 
greac respeet and consideration. For example, they are given larger quantities of 
food and served before most other residents of the household ( the exceptions are 
the father-in-law and visitors ). lnadvertent infringements of the avoidance rules 
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are ignored, although this ignoring is much like that in our own polite society. 
The guilty person is extremely embarrassed and looks about to see if anyone has 
noticed, but no one seems to care, as if they wish to lessen his shame. 

A young woman who has married into a household has a much more relaxed 
~-- .,., _........ .. . . ~· ..,,. _....., ~,,,.,,,..,..-. . - "' . ---

relationsh1 p wifn lier mother-in-law -than does an in-married son-in~la.w. _with -B.is 
.,...,__. - - '--""' -._ 

father-in-law. This is due to the continuai contact between female affines during 
"'" ... ,,,,_-- -

subsistence activities, particularly during the processing of manioc. As this is an 
occasion for considerable gossiping, the daughter-in-law who can provide infor
mation is encouraged to speak before her affines, though she continues to do so 
in a subdued voice and avoids joking with her mother-in-law. 

A man's rriother-in-law, in her position of chief preparer and distributor of 
food, often comes into contact with the son-in-law, and therefore has a certain 
amount of opportunity to quietly assess his needs. She see1ns to be more actively ( 
concerned with his welfare than anyone else in the household, and is parricularly 
interested that her daughter treat him properly. The mosr extreme avoidance be-

~~~ -.,.. -- _ ... 
tween _ifotisofo tªke_s pl.ªv\~ between a father-in-law and dJ.:~ghter-ÍJ.l.~W. Because - ..... -"""' ...,._ 

avoidance rules and lack of co1nmon tasks decrease opportunities for contact be-
rween chem to the near-vanishing poinc, there is almost no communication ever 
between these two relatives. 

The ifutisu ekugu relationship between ifotisofo remains srrong even with in
crease"d age and familiarity. Although persons who have been if otisof o for many 
years speak freely to one another, even engaging each orher in ordinary con
versation and joking, they are said to srill have ifutisu .. One young man, speaking 
of a relarive who had been married at least eight years said, "Yahila, he has been 
with his farher-in-law B1j1jl for a long rime. There are three daughters already, 
but still Yahila has ifutisu ekugu." And Bijljl himself, a man of approximately 45 
years of age, wirh two elderly wives and a position of considerable prestige and 
influence in the village, still refused to utter the names of his fathers-in-law who 
were long deceased. 

Relarionships berween Jfametigi 
There is C_?n2iderable ~id!nce_ !9 sugges.t that •• b.t:.othe~-in-law / sister:;.in-1'1w rela-...,,....,. __ 

~nships c:ar_: . I?.:.,o~uce cons~derabl~nsw~ The $..Ç~!.-º~t .. this _5e~sion . lies in the 
strong bõnêls between sibliQgs, insJudin,g the desire ço li:ve tqgether in th~ame --... -... --....... - -
vfilage or households and the ,repugp.apce ac .seeing one's siblings abused by their 

- -
~o!1ses.;. 

Unlike if otisof o relarionships, which in many respects are passive and char-
acterized by little direct interacrion because of avoidance rules, if ametigi must often 
parricipate rogether in subsistence and other rasks where rhey have to cooperate. ln 
many Kalapalo myrhs, the ifame.tigi relationship is depicted. as extremely disruptive, 
resulting in divorce, death, and transformarion. On.e ser of myths about a woman 
who performs miraculous acts illusrrares the tension between ifametigi very nicely. 
Each story in the quartet begins with a srereotyped coqv-ersation, indicating that 
the woman is newly married and lives in her husband's village. She is thus a 
subservient affine. The following four separate situacions then develop: 
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(a) lt is during the dry season, and there is no fruir to eat. The woman' s 
affines have been drinking manioc soup, of which they are beginning to tire. A 
sister-in-law says, "I want to drink piqui drink [intsene]," and the new wife 
answers, "I will bring you piqui drink." "But there is no fruir yet," the itsahene 
[husband's brother} answers. Then the woman went to get intsene. She cut a 
branch from the piqui tree and poured out the drink directly from it into a 
large pot. This was brought back to her affines, who drank it with much satis
faction. Every day the woman went out to get intsene. Finally, her ifametig:;, said, 
"I am dred of drinking piqui drink, make me some telisini [manioc drink} . The 
piqui doesn't taste good anymore." "Now I am ashamed, I am going away," the 
woman said. 

( b ) The woman's affines were eating boiled fish wirhout salt [agafi]. Her 
if ametig:t complained about this, so the wo1nan went outside and urinated into a 
small por. This she placed on the fire. She boiled the mixture, and then added it 
to the fish, which she gave to her affines. Every day, the new wife prepared the 
fish with urine, which her affines ate unknowingly, and chought very good. Then 
her itsahene saw her urinating into the pot. He cold her siscer-in-law. "K"its"i! 
Don't eat this fish, my ifametigi has put urine in it," said the sister-in-law. The 
wife heard this and said, "Now 1 am ashamed, 1 will leave here." 

(e) . When the new wife and her husband went ro barbe, the fish in the 
stream were killed as if wich fish poison. Every time the woman entered the 
water, this would happen. D elighted, che people took che fish and ate them. For 
a long rime, they lived on the fish the woman killed, and huge grills were made 
in all the houses. Finally the barhing area became choked with rotten fish, and 
the fetid smell kept people away, so that they could not draw water. Then the 
woman's siscer-in-law said, "This is not a bathing area any more, she has killed 
roo many fish. lt is disgusting." The woman heard, and left the village. 

( d ) The woman took corton, urucu, charcoal, and burity palm fiber (items 
normally used in hammock making} , and burned them together in a pot. Then 
she cook the ashes and rolled them into little balls, which she placed in her 
nostrils. From her nose she pulled out newly made hammocks of the type made 
with very closely twined cocton threads. She made one for her husband and one 
for each of his kinsmen. Then her sister-in-law said, "What kind of hammocks 
are these? They aren't made like real hammocks." The woman heard, and said 
she must lea ve. 

The four miraculous acts of the new wife involve the manufacture of things 
which normally can only be produced through prolonged, difficult labor. The 
woman's affines are at first delighted with her gifts, but as the items are all in 
some way excessive, they soon object to them. The woman becomes ashamed be
cause of tbe criticis1n of her sister-in-law and leaves both her husband and her 
affines. The husband, ~t will be noted, who is the person originally responsible for 
the relationship betw~en the two antagonists, never appears in the stories. 

The following myth tells about the ifametig:t relarionship from a man's point 
of view. 

Origin of the Rainbow Two men in an if ametigi relationship, together with 
the woman who has caused this relationship [the sister of one, the wife of the 
other} go to the forest to collect honey. The bees' nest is in a large hole near the 
top of a tall tree, and the younger brother-in-law climbs up to reach it, while 
his two companions wait below with a large pot into which he throws pieces of 
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rhe honey comb. Suddenly, the woman suggesrs they leave the 1nan up in the 
tree, and the couple returns to their village. A rree toad comes to the rescue of 
rhe man in the tree and invites him to visit his home in the forest. There he 
tells the man how he can take revenge upon his disloyal relatives. The tree toad 
gives him two p ieces of urucu. One is large and beautifully prepared, and he is 
insrructed to give this to the couple who have deserted him. The other is small 
and dried up from age, but this he is cautioned to keep for himself. 

The if ametigt rerurns ro his village, where he confronts the guilty couple. He 
rells them he has found cwo pieces of urucu, and offers one to them. Greedily 
rhey choose the larger, newer one, leaving him the old piece. The rhree then 
begin to paint themselves, but as they do, the two who have deserced their 
relative begin to rise in the air until they ültimately become the rainbow and 
ics reflection. 

ln this myrh, ir is not specifically important which i fametigt ( sister's husband 
or wife's brother ) goes into the tree and which one srays on the ground, nor is rhe 
lisrener rold what the specific relationship of the woman is to either man. ln any 
case, the couple on the ground has offended the man in the tree by abandoning 
him; furrher1nore, rhey display the reverse of generosity ( that is, greed ) by asking 
for the beautiful piece of urucu. ln rerurn, they become rransformed inro a kind of 
itseke, namely the rainbow. ~i,Ehgµr wishing to enrer into an analy-sis..of the other 
symbols wirhin rhe myth ( the high/ low oppositiQn, rhe impor-rance-oi hon~ey, and -so forrh ) , ir will suffice here to say rhat, considered from a moral poinr of view, --the myth graphically illustrates the opposire of prop er ( rhat is, ifutisu) behavior 
and in addirion shows the potencial for disruption inherent in a relationship in 
which a woman's loyalties are divided between her husband and brother. 

Although they illustrate extreme forms of if arnetigt confl.ict, these myths reflect 
normal tensions, as the following cases illustrate. 

The relationship berween Taguwaki and Kafurani, who lived together married 
to each other's sisters, was normally peaceful , and one of mutual cooperation. The 
only source of strain was the sisters themselves, for each brother felt ir necessary 
to protecr his sibling in the face of her husband's jealousy. Taguwaki, the older 
man, would occasionally disappear for a day or rwo, and finally ir became obvious 
that he was visiring his ajo in rhe M!giyapei village. Ar first, Taguwaki's wife, 
Kafundzu, prerended ro ignore rhese rrips, but during one of his absences she 
rook down her hammock and moved inro her morher's house, raking her young 
son wirh her. When Taguwaki rerurned to Aifa, he was forced to ask Kafutani, his 
sister' s husband ( and wife' s brorher), to convince the woman to rerurn. Kafurani 
believed his sister had acted properly, and was unwilling ro intercede. A crisis was 
averred when Kafundzu rerurned voluntarily to her husband, having been per
suaded to do so by her mother. Although Kafutani privarely took the role of his 
sister's prorecror, his participarion in rhe brorher- sisrer exchange marriage pre
venred him from publicly criticizing his brorher-in-law. 

Enum! believed his sisrer's husband X. was a witch, for X. was believed to have 
killed several people in his own village, and had only escaped death by fleeing to a 
distanr group. One morning, Enum! was informed tRat his brother-in-law was 
planning a visic co Aifa together with Enum'i's sister. Alrhough Enum! was de
lighted to be able to see his sisrer and her son again, he did noc welcome rhe 
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presence of a notorious witch in his bousebold. However, wben X. arrived, Enum'i 
was forced to extend bis hospitality to tbe older man, and could only vent his 
anger by leaving in tbe evening to chop wood, even thougb a large supply was 
already presertt in the house. After X. left Aifa Enumi: continually re1narked about 

• 
bis brother-in-law's brutality toward bis sister, who bad complained of being 
beaten for her numerous love affairs. Although it was clear to Enumi: that bis 
sister wanted to be divorced and was deliberately provoking her busband, he fel t 
she was acting properly and tbat X . was un justified in beating her. 

Brocbers-in-law wbo bave previously establisbed ato relationships and wbo are 
also kinsmen seem to be abJ.t to avoid hostility and maintain affeccionace, mucually 
supportive concaccs wich one anotber. One example ar Aifa was the relationship 
of Enúmi: and another of his brothers-in-law, Kusi ( B'ijij!'s son). These men were 
both i fandaw and ato before Enum'i became engaged to Kusi's sister. On those 
occasions when B'i fi j'i was present, Enum'i and Kusi maintained a formal relation
ship and called one anocher "brother-in-law." H owever, when they were alone or 
in informal situacions, they spoke of one another as "friend." Enum'i wanted his 
sister to divorce X . so thac she could marry Kusi, which would have enabled the 
two couples to live together in a single household. Bijiji claimed that bis son was 
too young to marry anyone, thus avoiding the issue. ln fact , Kalapalo believe a 
witch will revenge bimself on a divorced wife by killing any men who marry her. 

ltsahene 
Because itsahene are considered potential spouses, tbeir relationship is con

sid~rably more relaxed and unambiguous tban that of ·if ametigi. Often, itw /Íene -- - ., -
~ !9vers,_ for tbey are considered appropriate sex parwers . .Itsahene marr1age is 
believed to be particularly acceptable because ir reinforces a prior relationship be
tween the two groups of kinsrnen wbo bave already exchanged spouses. - -
The Marriage Ceremony 

1 would like now to turn to the Kalapalo marriage ceremony and to the 
signilicance of the marital tie for the participant groups of kinsmen. 

An Upper Xingu wedding commonly takes place in conjunction wirh a ceremony ---associate~ ~ith village representa tives, such as egitsu ( see Chapter 8), during which -a number of Upper Xingu village groups are present. The event is thus a supremely 
public affair, establishing the new couple's relationship with and within, a particular 
village group. Afcer the major ceremony itself bas ended, the mazope, who bas 
participated in cbe dancing, is led to che center of the plaza where sbe is seated on 
a mat or woman's seac made from splic bamboo. Facing her is the groom. First, ó };V"ttr-.f ;,t 
payment in _rJ.ie form of shell belts, shell necklaces, and toucan feacher headdresses r\f'l "' 
is given by the groom's parenrs and their siblings to tbe bride's parents and their '-' 
siblings. -~ach eer~o~ is s~pposecJ .. rç _ççcçive o~.e. ~~epi. Afcer payment has been made, \, c

6 rhe groom cuts the - bangs of the girl, which have been allowed to grow over her 
face during seclusion. This marks the end of ber confinement. § he then goes into 
the house where he has been Iiving and removes his hammock, re1ying it ~6ove-her 

_iWn in -hé°"r- father'L house, tbereby symbolizing the establishment of a new nuclear 
family within the communal household. 
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Although the Kalapalo refer to the bridewealth presented to the wom;in's kins
men as "payment" (fipigi ) , it is not necessary for legitimizing a rnarriage. Pa~

ment is rarely given to more than one or two persons related to the bride, and in 
~ ':"'.,_ ""' ~·--

some c11.ses is not given at ali. Such ao accumulation of wealth is indeed hard to 
produce in a society where hoarding is looked upon with extreme disfavor. F.urther
more, payment for the bride is supposed to be the product of the groom's labor 
rather than donations collected from ~insmen, although men try to buy the valuables 
in anticipation of the ceremony. During arguments a woman may criticize her 
husband for not having paid for her, and will thereby claim he is not really her 
husband. However, the Kalapalo say that such women are as equally married as 

those who have been paid for. Finally, payment for the bride should ~!Y be ~ade 

dur~~g--~~e. wedding cere~.ºt:Yi. ~!!..4 if it cannõt 6e cõIIecced in time for this evenc, 
ic apparently i's never presenced to the girl's parents. N or should it be given to a .... _ --
girl's parents if she is no longer mazope. An incident in Aifa illustrates this clearly. 

During her puberty seclusion, a young Kuikuru woman's engagement to a 
Kalapalo man was abruptly broken off by her facher, ostensibly because the young 
man's escranged wife was about to return to him. The fa ther-in-law claimed he did 
noc want his daughcer to be involved in a polygynous union. Severa! months 
later, afcer che daughter had been released from puberty seclusion, another Kalapalo 
man traveled to the Kuikuru for the purpose of obtaining the young woman for 
.himself. He had the right to make this request, since his older sister was married to 
the girl's facher's brocher. After two months' bride-service, during which the young 
aspirant helped the Kuikuru man plane a manioc garden, the couple returned to 
Aifa. Shordy thereafter, che father-in-law appeared to claim his daughter once 
more, on the pretext that the husband was unsuitable. Again, the Kalapalo man 
returned to the Kuikuru village to ask for bis wife. Before he left Aifa, however, 
he declared thac he would present che older man with a shelJ belt he had just 

· finished making. This scatement provoked considerable consternation among his 
mocher and siscer, who reminded him that because the Kuikuru woman was no 
longer mazope, her father was not entitled to payment for her. When the couple 
once again recurned to live in Aifa, the husband was chastized for having given 
bride wealth, but the facher-in-law was the subjecc of even harsher words for 

having taken it. 
Bridewealth itself is a symbol of the transfer of certain rights to the woman and 

her children to a special cacegory of kinsmen, the · ifisuandaw set of the groom. 

After -~rJi.~ge, these men !1.ave defini te rights to her person, consider her children 
their kinsmen, and therefore must treat those children the way kinsme9_ shóuld. -\~ Payment, then, marks but does not determine this transfer of rights. 

Widow Remarriage 

When you leave seclusion, when you stop 
When I stop crying, when I leave seclusion, 
Let's paint together, let's go outside together. 
We'll walk around together. 

. 
cry1ng, 

( kwam bi song ) 
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The sequence of events connected with a widow's remarriage (ifombig1) serve 
to stress the significance of the presentation of bridewealth during the marriage 
ceremony, and of the formal marriage arrangement itself. 

When a woman exits from mourning seclusion, she is taken before the kuakutu 
by the man who originally cut her hair at the start of the period of her isolation. 
Surrounded by all the w<?men of the village, she is washed and painted by those 
who are not themselves kin of the deceased. A female sibling of her dead husband 
also undergoes this ritual. The women paint the two sisters-in-law, cut their bangs, 
and place new belts around their waists. After this ritual is completed, a young 
and as yec unmarried man, also unrelated to rhe deceased, is asked co paint che 
widow's forehead. 

This ceremony marks the release of the widow from mourning behaviour im
posed by the dead man's kins1nen, especially his male siblings. Her obligations to 
rhe deceased are chus ended, though his brothers may extend a secona marriage 
prÕpÕsal co her parentS: The significance of the forehead painting by an unrelated 
aÕ.d ÜrÍmarried young man is that other persons may also ask for her hand in 

. 
marr1age. 

The successful suitor of a widow must ask her deceased husband's brothers for 
perm1ss1on to marry ner~~ becaus_e, as a consequencê of rhe bridewealth originally 
.,pa1a to ~er parents by_ rhe dead man, rhese brorhers have residual rights to her 
. Rerson. If the widow is still young and under the influence of her parents, she i~ 
often gi;en co another brother i~- ~arriage, buc if she , is an adufe and no longer 

-associated wich -her -~llal househÕld, she usually seleccs her new spouse wichouc - -- - -
interference from her kin. Therefore, the brothers of a dead man can only expecc 
to be allowed to make the firsc formal offer for his widow's hand, but are not 

assured that ir will be accepted. 
When the suitor goes before the brochers-in-law of his future wife, they are 

expecced to agree to his requesc for permission to marry her. U.eon rhe birch of 
cheir first child, the new husban4 musc give exp~nsive presents-such as large 
ceram1c vessels and shell ornamencs-co each of r12_e_Qr:orhers. This paymenc ( some
times ma de severa! -years af ter the acrual birth of a child) releases rhe woman 
from her obligarions .co rhe deceased's sibling ser, and marks the face rhac rights to - __ .... .. - - ~~· 

her person and to children she will bear in the future are now established with her · 

husband and his sibling'set. 

Divorce and Remarriage of Ajo 
Divorces can occur ar any tirne 'ª-ft.er the marr~~ge arrangement has been settled, 

even6"efõre the 1narriage ceremony has taken pla~ that is, during_the engagement 
_eeriod. However, because che severance of a marriage agreemenc confliccs with the --ideals of ifutisu and ifusitu ekugu governing kinship and affinal relacionships, che 
seriousness of breaking an en~gement is ver_ij!eat. ln three cases I observed, no 
conract was ever again made between the offender ( thac is, the side initiating the 
divorce) and the offended parcy, a difficult thing to achieve in a society which 
stresses formal visiting and amicable relarions between all, even alleged enemies. 
Thus, a person wishing co disengage himself from an unwanted furure spouse must 
initiate srrong forms of prorest in order to force bis kinsmen to withdraw sup-
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port for the alliance. The following story_ illustrates ,!19~_reJ:?~ated efforts must be 
._ - -

made to convince one's kin and one's SJZOUSe of the desire for a divOJ:ff. 
.. -111111'\.o - - .... -

!<aj~i and her husband Kam!lei, a coupl'e about 23 years of age, had been 
_married f~e than six years. D uring this tirne, Kãjãgi haéf had two children, 
both of whom had died before their first year. lt was said she had "drunk some
thing" to prevent more children from being born after her second child died. 

The couple lived in Kajagi's father's house, in which there also lived a bachelor 
who was Kajagi's ajo. This man, however, was only one of many lovers, for Kajagi 
was somewhat nororious for her continua! fai thlessness tO\Vards Kamllei. However, 
Kamllei was known to have only one lover, a divorced woman in M"igiyapei, and 
was a man who could not manage to make himself personally attractive to other 
Kalapalo, perhaps because bis father had been accused of sorcery by the Waura. 
He was often referred to, despite his long residence with the Kalapalo, as "that 
W aura." Kami]ei had no 1aiõ relacionships and never took the iniciative when the 

............... 
young men joked or danced rogerher in the plaza. 

One day, Kajagi disappeared from Aifa with Kofi, one of her bachelor ajo. She 
returned that evening, but refused to go to her husband. Instead, she hid in her 
lover's house, in the compartment of anorher young man who was soon to exit 
puberry seclusion. ln the morning an older wo1nan in rhe household persuaded her 
ro return to Ka1nllei, bur Kajagi mainrained her dislike of her husband and her 
desire to leave him. 

Because Kamllei was living in his father-in-law's house, he was often compelled 
to leave rhe village to fish and frequently returned with a large catch indicative of 
his skill and perseverence. Kajagi inevitably took advantage of her husband's 
absences ro meer her lovers, especially Kanawa, the bachelor in her own household, 
who, ir cranspired, was seeking to 1narry her. 

Ka jagi could not flee to anorher household or village with Kanawa, because he 
was obliged ro remain with his only kinsmen· ( who happened to live in her 
farher' s household) . Thus, she was again forced to make quite explicit her desire 
to divorce Kami:lei. Throughout che week following her excursion with her ajo, 
Kam"ilei repeacedly complained of his wife 's refusal co cook the fish he brought her. 
Finally, one afternoon he returned from fishing to find Kajagi lying with Kanawa 
in her own hammock in full view of several household members. Kami:lei began to 
beat his wife with a piece of firewood, but realizing her father was presenc, left off 
and ran out of the house. For the next few days Kam"ilei líved in another house
hold, some of whose members were distanr kirismen. He eventually left to 1narry 
his ajo in M"igiyapei. Kajagi had finally succeeded in divorcing him. She immediately 
began acting as Kanawa's wife, cooking the fish he brought and processing the 
manioc in his fields. Kanawa in turn assisted her father during the building of h is 
new house, and in ocher ways performed the tasks associated with bride service. 

Effects of Depopulation on Marriage Practices 
~ccording to genealogies, most older men in the past had at least two wives, 

and it was nor uncommon for somero havebaêl-three~ Tiie~~tu.ation today 'is-quite 
differenc. ln Ãifa there were only two cases of polygyny among the people w ho ----
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~eI_e~_Ei!l li_ving:. ln the Upper Xingu villages as a whole, not more than eight or 
~Iygy11ou~ marriages exisced. - -

One case of poi'fa~ndry exiscs, among che Waura, which the Kalapalo consider 
amusing buc noc a maccer for any considerable commenc. This marriage, which has - -
lasted for_many years, includes a woman and tw'l men '?!'h.2 _had b~n- her lovers. 
As one Kalapalo woman said, "At first there was much fighcing, everyõõe 'Wãs 
yelling, buc then they began to Iike it because there is always fish in that house." 
What she meant was that each man, obligated to provide food to his wife, at the 
sarne time fed her other husband, since the woman always shared with the husband 
who had not gone fishing chac day. Thus, everyone was well provided for. Although 
this situation is unique, it is interesting that the system allows for such flexibility.9 

Both polygyny and polyandry in the U pper Xingu seem to be cwo specific con--- - -sequences or-·ffie general rules asSõéiãted wich marriage arrange11),ents. The first is - ---- -
usually the result of formal alliances between two groups of kinsmen, since 1nosc of 
-~ 

the plural marriagc:l_ are between a man and sev~l successively, married mazope. 
The second situacion, however, clearly resulted from the ajo r~lationships which the 
Waura womân hãd- cÕntracced wich cwo 1nen. Her unusual ·arrangement reâlly is 
a conseq~ence of che nat~1re of second ~arri~ges, which are based on the personal 
choices of adules · and their lovers. 

The lower incidence of polygyny and the unusual situacion in the Waura village 
......, 

· can be explained by depopulation. Earlier in this section, 1 noted the "arranged" 
marriage relationship is characterized by age differences between husband and wife. 
This age difference is a function of puberty seclusion praccices, in which girls are 
secluded at their fust menses for about three seasonal cycles, and boys less strin
gently so but for a longer period of rime, starting at a somewhat later age. ln the 
case of two young persons marrying on exit from seclusion, the husband is cypi
cally at least five years older than his wife. During 1966-1968, there was some 
indication of a generational skewing because of increased age discrepancies be
tween spouses. Women married early (as before) on exit from seclusion, but men 1 

had_to wait longer because there were few available women. This was the result of 
_an epid~mic of measles which to~place in 1954. -

~uring this epidemie, a great many adules died in proportion to the total 
population, and thus very few children were born in that and subsequent years. 
This resulced in a lack of available women of ages 12-14 during 1966- 1968. ln 
che Kalapalo village, with a population of roughly 110 persons, rhere were no 
girls in pubercy seclusion, and only at the end of m}' scay did two, about 10 years 

~ ............ _..... -
oJd, start ·to menstruate. ln comparison, there were 19 young men betweea-rtte 
approximate ages of 18 and 28 who had no wives. These men were young 
children or adolescents during the measles epidemie; women in their own age 
group had been married for several years. Normally, the men too would have 
been married, or at least engaged to a secluded girl. Although members of three 
defuncc village groups were living with the Kalapalo, chey could hardly provide 
spouses themselves. Of the four engaged men, three were engaged to young girls 

9 Although this case occurred in another village, the Kalapalo seemed to find ir an acceptable 
arraogement and not a peculiarity of the Waura. 

i 
• l 
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in other villages, whom they classed ifandaw. A number of the unengaged men 
repeatedly made trips to other village groups visiting kinsmen who might provide 
them with wives, and trying to persuade ajo to leave their husbands. One man, 
divorced several rimes in the past and long unmarried, went so far as to travei to 
the Suyá, a distant and culturally distinct group whose women are normally not 
married by the Upper Xingu villagers. ln short, unmarried men were, in various 
ways, establishing or reinforcing relacionships outside their village group with the 
aim of acquiring wives. 

"SPOUSE," "LOVER," "FRIEND" 

Dear uncle, dear uncle, dear uncle, 
Dear uncle, dear uncle, dear uncle. 
Just now your son had intercourse with A11apeija. 
Your son had intercourse with Baggy Breasts. 

( women's song) 

ln Chapter 5, symbols signifying the opposition berween men and women were 
discussed. As we saw, this distinccion is made explicit not only in cerms of physio
logical differences, but in the context of village and household activity as well. 

Based on this funj a1nental cultural ºEE9sition, there are at least two specific 
kinds of activities jointly engaged in by _men and wom_s . .n which the K~apalo 

consider important. These are sexual intercourse and subsistence activities J,e§Plt
ing in an economic division of labor. Together, these two activicies serve co -define -special categories of male-female relationships, namely those of "s~use" ( ir1,iso) 
and "lover" (ajo) . · 

.. - - _.,,,.,,. 
Spouses and lovers are primarily defined as persons who are engaged in sexual 

relationships. Sexual -relatiÕnships between men and women are especially im
porcanc because they determine parenthood, which in turn, we saw, figures promi
nently as a means of establishing kinship ties. As I noted earlier, "parents" are not 
necessarily "spouses," and some Kalapalo trace kinship ties through fruitful lover 
relationships rather than through legitimate marriages. 

The relationship of "s ouse" is distinguished from that of "lover," however, on 
the basis of special mutually supporcive subsistence activities which a h usband and 
wife are exp~cted to undertake publicly. '!:h!...fu.ct that ª~!!]ªº and woman participate 

~-
together in subsistence tasks and repeatedly and openly share food is the mark of ---- - ---ª Kalapalo marriage. 

· One important symbol of a newly established marriage is the creation of a 
manioc garden by a man for a particular woman, who is responsible for haT-e5ting 
it and who has exclusive !J.ghjs_ to it. A wife, in tur!h._P.roces~s the manioc and 

........ · - - - -corn fi:om her husband's gardens and prepares severa! kinds of food fro1n these 
culcigens. While he is away fishing for hér, she is expec;ed to make -maniÕc soup 
and bread in ancicipation of his success, for the ideal Kalapalo meal unires the 
fruits of tbe manioc harvest ( which is women's labor ) with the gsh and . game. 
c~ughc by men. Such is the importance of this mutual subsistence endeavor as a 
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symbol of marriage, that a woman wishing to divorce her husband m ust indicate --- - - - -
this by repeatedly refusing to prepare food for him with the manioc he has planted 
q_r with the fish he has caught. We saw this in the case of Kajagi's divorce from 
Kami1ei. 

To summarize, the relationship of spouse is defined in ter1ns of sexual inter
course and subsistence activities designed for mutual benefit. The sexual aspect, 
however, is a defining criterion not only of this relationship but of that between 
lovers as well. 

Ajo relationships are almost universal in the Upper Xingu and among the 
Kalapalo in particular, for nearly every adult appears to have at least one extra
marital sex partner. Many individuais have over ten lovers, both in cheir own 

village and scattered throughout the U pper Xingu, though most of these ties are 
necessarily attenuated because of the social and geographical distances involved. 

ln contrast _with the spouse relationship, however, that tetween lovers is putatively 
secret. Alchough everyone in a village seems to know the ajo of their fellow residents, 
it is rare for a Kala paio to · confess his own lovers or those of his spouse ( see 

C~rneiro 1956-1958). Whereas spouses zp.ay engag~ in sexual joking relatively 
openly, lovers usually take precautions against being discovered together. From 

....... - - ._. - ·-
cime to time, lovers in the sarne village present one another with food in imitation 
of the spouse relationship; the man usually gives part of bis fish catch to the 
wóman, who reciprocares with hot manioc soup or fermented piqui. Similarly, 
lovers exchange presents of the sort spouses make for one another. A woman spins 
cocton thread for her lover, who then makes some of it into a palm splint comb 
for her. However, all these activities are always performed in secret, for the ajo 
relationship is one which is almost never proclairned publicly, in fear of a jealous 
spouse's anger. ~ormally the Kalapalo 1nake use of siblings and friends as intefj/ 
mediaries, through whom messages are sent to their lõvers. I 
- Although the presence of sexual intercourse is a defining criterion of the ajo 

relationship, pe,rsons who form these ties do not· seem to be entirely motivated by -a desire for sexual pleasure. Such feelings, though perhaps importanc in individual 
cases, seem to be relatively insignificant in the long rua, and a poor explanation 
for why married individuais (as well as those without spouses) concract them. 
Although some ajo relationship§.. seem to be true "love affairs," many more are 
very casi:iãl relationships between individuais from different villages who barely 
Rnow one another. The face that a Kalapalo has lovers, and specific persons as lovers, 

seems to be more imporcant by comparison. 
The motive for contracting ajo _relationships is often an obviously retaliatory one. 

For example, some n1en att~mP.t to seduce their wife's lover's own wife; an older 
woman, noticing her husband's incerest in a younge~ sist~r, will encourage young 
men to proposition her. Newly married women, just released from puberty seclu
sion, seem to take revenge on-un_y.ranted husbands to wh~~ they have been married 
' . 
againsc their wishes. Ip fact, the y9uoger the couple, the more ajo relationships are 
had by both husband and wif..e. As Tsa11aku laughingly told me, on the very day of 

(. - ------
her daughter's engagement to a man almosc ten years her senior, "At firsc, they 
don'c like one another; they have many lovers. Then, chey have sexual incercourse 
again and again until they have a child. Then, they begin to like one another." 
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1jo at the village levei are most frequently persons who call themselves ifay or 
itsahene; that is, potential sex partners who are either kinsmen or affines. However, 
any person who is not a kinsman living in the sarne household is considered fair 
game. Al!hough kinsmen who are not classed ifay or itsahene are not supposed. to 
have sexual relations, persons who are classed in other kinship categories often 
do become lovers, and in fact rnay marry if they are socially distant kinsmen. (For -example, Kafutani and Ugaki were classified as grandson-grandmother to each 
other, but became lovers and eventually married without having to face community 
disapproval). to turn down a proposition for sexual relations is somesimes taken 
as a serious insult by the offended party. lt is the antithesis of generous behavior, 
and one of my informants suggested that it was suggestive of not givi'ng som:eone 
food when he asked for it.10 Such rejections may have consequences when the 
person insulted is later asked for assistance. Kalapalo frequently appeal to a distant 
kinship relationship if the asker is not desireable as a sex partner, in order to avoid 
an ajo relationship suggested to them. 

Lovers who live in different villages are more frequently nonkinsmen, but are 
at ány race determined by the friends a man has in the host viÍlage a-;;d i~ro which 
houses these friends have access. For example, on one occasion the Kalapalo were 
visited by a young, newly married Kuikuru cou pie. The woman was regarded 
throughout the Upper Xingu as particularly beauciful, and many Kalapalo men 
talked about how they would visit her when her husband was occupied outside che 
household which he was visiting. While rhe husband was conducte<à to the barhing 
area by his Kalapalo friends, and then to the trumpet house, his wife's ,._prospective 
lovers entered rhis house one by one, ar first shyly standing by the doorway, ·chen 
sitting in her hammock. ln less than two hours, she had been visited by eleven 
Kalapalo, wirh whom she had intercourse. However, these were only men who 
normally had access to the house in which she was staying, being either kinsmen 
or friends of persons in the household group. Men who were avoiding this house 
because of affinal relarionships or disputes with members of the group waited until 
rhe woman went to bathe before attempting a seduction. Her husband, knowing 
full well that his wife was entertaining ajo during his absence, pretended to ignore 
ir. However, to the delight of some of his wife's seducers, he managed to visit one 
of his local ajo inside her house, while her husband was playing the trumpets in 
rhe plaza at night. 

ln many respecrs, the ajo r~lationshp corresponds with the relacionship between 
ato or friends, who are personsof the sarne sex. Ato relationships are typical of men 

~-- ...,,,_._. ~ ~ ~ 

roughly fro!.1! puberty seclusion age on. Perhaps because they do not travêrmuch, 
are expected to behave in a~-;naggressive manner when visiting ocher houses, and 
do nor visir one another as much as men, women appear to have many fewer ato 
rhan men, and it was not uncommon for womên to have no friend relationships ar 
all. ln contrast, a man usually has at least one person in his home village whom he 
calls "friend" and one in almost every other village in the Upper Xingu. Although 
they are often kinsmen, they are always persons who otherwise would be socially 

1 0 ln fact, rhe word for sexual intercourse, itikuta, is the sarne as that used to refer to the 
concept "to eat something sweet." 
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distant, eicher because chey are allied with different political factions or because 
they are presently living in different villages. 

Men living in che sarne village who are friends continually spend time with one 
another, acting as parcners during games, on trips to collect raw materiais and to 
the Pôsto Leonardo, and during practice wresding marches. Ato also play im
porcanc roles as intermediaries wirh each orher's ajo, who are ofren their own 
s1sters. 

Ato who live in different villages, however, seem much less friendly, and like 
lovers from dífferent víllage groups, may hardly know one another because of the 
infrequency of rheír contact. Somerimes they are even unable to communicate 
verbally because of language differences. Most often these intervillage ties are 
established during an extended visit of one partner and bis kin to the village 
of the other partner. Usually this has taken place when both were young, and may 
have lived together in puberty seclusion. Then, because of the need in a strange 
village to associate oneself closely wirh one's kinsmen, the cwo young men parri
cipated cogether in many common tasks, and esrablished some measure of familiarity. 
As they grew ~lder and began to live in different villages, they became more distant 
socially, but retain the ato relationships by exchanging presents whenever they meet. 
During intervillage ceremonies, che gestures which mark friendship between men, 
including embracing and hand holding, are commonly seen as individuais publicly 
proclaim their ato ties ( see Basso 1973 for further details ). 

Ato wresde one another frequently during the forrnal bouts between men of 
different village groups. Their expressions of amiability in these siruations con
trast sharply with the hostility evident between men who are not ato, but who must 
wresdé one anorher during the general combat in which all participate. Men who 
are not ato and who consider themselves relarively equal in srrengrh and experience 
tend to throw one another violently, but ato who win a inatch only signal this by 
touching their friend's shoulder to the ground in a token gesture. During these 
intervilla.ge ceremonies, ato walk around togerher visiting their hosts' houses, 
wherein they- receive presents and food. Similarly, ato from different villages often 
call upon one another for material assistance when traveling, especially when they 
have run short of food. For example, rerurning from a trip to the Waura village 
for a major cerernony, severa! Kalapalo men found themselves running shorc of 
manioc bread. As rhey were passing close co che Yawalipiri village, they urged one 
of cheir group to enter chat village and find his ato, hoping the lacter could be 
persuaded co give chem all food for che rest of the journey. 

]3oth ato and ajo relationships are rnarked by generosity a.Q_d ggQd humor; 
friends and lovers are both expected to assist one another informally and to ex
chan,.s.e _presents. However, these relationships are dependent upon the frequency of 
personal concaccs, are based to a great extent upon personal choice, and can be 
quickly broken if offense is given by one of the parcners. Thus, men who have 
been accused of sorcery tend to have fewer friends chan ochers. ln all these respects 
boch friends and lovers differ from kinsl!}~n, who are held to be in a permanenr ! nd 
unchosen relationship which cannot be broken. The relarionship of solidarity which 
is expected becween- kinsmen isbased on che norm of i futisu, racher than rhe 

ernotional feeling becween them. 
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The lf1iso-Ajo "Continuum" 
Although the Kalapalo are quite able to determine which individuais are lovers 

and which are spouses, th~y_ also classify persons . .]..§ "little" or "stm.ng" spouse, and 
"little " or "strong" lover, according to how active the former are in sharing food 
and engaging in sexual relationships, how secretly the latter maintain their affair, 
and how often they have sexual relations. A person who is obviously not interested 

~ 

in his or her spouse and has many ajo, or a person who is visited often by lovers is 
called "lictle spouse" ( intsono Íf1iso ) . A very casual lover is a "litde lover" ( intsono 
ajo ) . ln chis way, the Kalapalo actually see the spouse and ajo relationships as two 
poles ar either end of a continuum of relationships which 1nay be more or less true 
to one or the other ideal type. Thus, many ajo relationships become spouse relatÍon
ships by relatively subde trends in the behavior of the persons concerned. Divorces 
begin to turn into new ma_!riag~~ as lovers more frequendy engage in sexual 
relations and as they engage jointly and pubiiclyi°!i sul;>sistence activiti~. Divorce 
is only completed, however, when a woman removes her hammock from beneath 
chat of her husband and changes residence, or when a husband leaves his wife. Re
marriage, as 1 noted, is symbolized by the woman harvesting and processing the 
manioc of another man with whom she has sexual relations, or by the man openly 
providing food co another woman. 

, 



7 / Specialists and authorities 

PRESTIGE AND INFLUENCE 

Although the Kalapalo do not concretely define or name a posit1on of --- -- ..,.,.. 
authori~y', there are several individuais living at Aifa whose actions indeed designate ..... """' ...__.._._.. .... 

rhem true village leaders. ln contrasr with the majority of villagers, rhese persons 
... ---.... 

seem to consistently influence the decisions and conrrol the initiative of a large 
number of individuals, and thus to implement power. Most commonly, a leader's - -- .... 
aut~itt. Í§ , exe,rted solely among a group of his own relatives, and only ~ngçr, 

special ( usually ceremonial) circumstances~ over the members of Aifa as a wh~le. 
Because the relatives over whom a- leader has power need no(necessarily õe ·mem
ber~ of his own household, his influence is not confined to a single group of that 
kind, and t~us he can be properly called a "village leader" rarher rhan simply a 
"household leader." 

Kalapalo leaders are able to exert their infl.uence because they have acquired 
considerable prescige. This prestige in turn results from their continuai exempli
fi.cation of communal values expressed in the ideal of ifutisu behavior, especially 
generosity. Unlike mosc of the people living at Aifa, these men are able to display 
ideal behavior because of a lucky combination of two interrelaced determinancs: 
( 1) t]leir having a larg~ numbeE.2.,f subservient relaciv~ _?Vho are willing to sup~rt 

che!!!...,.materially and verbally, and ( 2 ) .Eheir accumulacion .,gf saecial scacuses ( ifi, 
or "ceremonial specialisc"; oto, or "ceremonial sponsor"; fuati or "shamari"; and - .... 
anetu or "village represencacive") .covered in Chapcer 8. By performing the services 

1 

connected with these positions, or more exactly, by actively holding several offices, a 
concinuous flow of wealch co and from these persons takes place. With this wealth, 
relationships of kinship and affinity can be epiromized in che ideal, for generosity 
can be dramatically and conrinually displayed. Furchermore, new social ties, such as 
affinal relacionships based on plural marriages, informal shorr-cerm trading parrner
ships, and clienrships, can be made with nonrelatives or those who are socially 
distanc, for wealth can be used to pay for new wives, to trade for scarce commodicies, 
and to pay for being caughc an esoceric skill. Thus, Kalapalo leaders are persons who 
are concinually expanding and reinforcing social ries, and in so doing, actively 
demonscrating cheir abilicy co influence a large number of individuais . 

... 
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Control over Reladves 

As noted in Chapter 6, a Kalapalo speaks of his obligations to another person 
by speaking of the ifutisu he feels for hiin. This relationship is almost always 
founded in des of kinship or affinity, which, as described earlier, consist in long
term, if not permanent, expressions of material assistance and public support. Al
though the Kalapalo define kinship and affinal roles in the abstract as mutually 
supportive, stressing unqualified assistance whenever needed, most relationships 
between individual relatives are somewhat weighted in favor of one or the other. 

Thus, a son- or daughter-in-law who lives with affines is expecced to act sub
serviently in their presence and to provide assistance wirhout being ·asked to do 
so. An unmarried sibling is obligated to freely assisc a married one. QffsQring live -under . the continuai aurhority of their parencs. Relationships can also become 
skewed when reladves are scattered in differenc villages. Kinsmen who live far 
away cannot be expected to maintain their ifutisu obligations in the sarne way as 
kinsmen living in the sarne village do; to a lesser extent this is crue of persons 
living in different households within a single village. Similarly, kinsmen or affines 
who are also friends or lovers are 1nore apt to lend assiscance if chey live in the 
sarne village, than the sarne kinds of relatives who do noc have such relationships. 

As a result of inegalitarian kinship and affinal ties, certain n1en anel_. women find 
themselves stifrounded by ;;-satellites,"- relatives who are in relat ionships of co1n-- - -
paracively greater ifutisu and who therefore feel consrrained to lend assistan~hen 

called upon. ln_ contrasr, these sarne men and women find they have few relarives 
who can make demands ~pon rhem. On rhe other hand~-mosr Kalapalo, regardless 

of the number of relatives they may have, find themselves continually obligated to 
these persons to such an extent rhat they make few decisions on cheir own. KalaE_alo 
leaders are thus men and women who are cruly 21?~ co express their individualism, 
for they can uncompromisingly determine their own acrions. By conrrast, àõd in 
opposition, most of the villagers live from day to day under rhe aurhoricy of cheir 
powerful relacives. 

Leaders of large household groups have che authoricy to direct the subsistence 
accivities of a relatively large number of adules, as well as less mature relatives. 
Thus, the potential for food production in these grou ps is higher than in others. 
Such household leaders who can also rely on the assisrance of individual members 
of ocher groups are in a position to initiace major projeccs involving the labor of 
the entire village, for only by calling upon che n1any kinsmen and affines who are 
obligaced to chem can rhey provide che enormous food paymencs which must be 
distributed during those occasions. 

Such a projecc is the shoring up of a r ickecy hQ.1!.S~ scrl!cture with cross-braces, in 
order to forestall ics inevitable collapse. One such endeavor ( initiated by Taguwaki) 
began with his selection of two large trees in the forest beyond bis ma-nioc gardens. 
These were cut down, stri pped of their bark and branches, and carried to a site at 
che edge of the cultivated zone, where they were set on a rack to dry for about a 
week. This preliminary work was clone by all the men who lived in the house need
ing repair, together with two of Taguwaki's subservient affines who lived with his 
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Apih1:f (left, facing) raises the main post of his future ,,-esidence, assisted by sub
ordinate relatives and another anetu (left, back to camera). Included in the group 
are the leader's two brothe'fs, his son, a son-in-laio, and two brothers-in-law. 

brother Apih\l; whose daughters those men had married. After the preparation of 
the braces was completed, the logs had to be carried from the forest to the village, 
and for this the entire adult male population of Aifa was mobilized. Each log 
was quickly carried along the trail which ran from the forest to Taguwaki's house 
by groups of about six men, who rook turns with one another. Finally, there was 
the delicate task of raising the braces into place, duríng whích a large group of 
men supported them as they were inserted by Taguwaki's brother-in-law, Kafutani, 
underneath the ceiling beams. Apih~ and Taguwaki's sister Ugaki gave directions 
during this procedure. Although Taguwaki organized the project, in accordance 
with Kalapalo custom, during the final stages ( involving the public activity of che 
village as a whole) he only stood by ·and did not play an active role. 

ln initiating the project Taguwaki counted on the help not only of hís fellow 
inale household members. but nearly all the men of the village in order to be able to 
complete the task of repairing hís house. To be able co pay all these assistancs, he 
had to have sufficient relatives who were willing to prepare a quanticy of food great 
enough to share with the men of the village as a whole. Even though ín many 
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siinilar instances not everyone who lives in the village actually participates, the 
sponsor of the project is obligated to distribute food to all. 

When it becomes evident that large foód payment will have to be made in che 
near fucure, the household group and individual subservient relarives of the leader 
begin gathering the necessary raw materiais. Only rhose rnaterials which can be 
accumulated in very large quantities are used; these include ( according to the 
seasorí of the year ) Ésh, manioc, piqui, and corn. For several weeks, or even over the 
course of a number of mortths, the leader's relatives concentrate on processing chese 
subsistence items. Men leave for long fishing trips, ofcen lasting cwo weeks, during 
which they accumulare ren or more carrying baskets of fish, enough ro feed everyone 
for at leasc a week. An expedirion 1nay be made ro rhe piqui groves at Kanugijafit1 
where several hundred pounds of fruir are processed and preserved under water 
until che time for distriburion. The women continually process manioc, in order to 
provide flour for telisini and kme, wirh which the fish are to be distribured. ln 
short, a food distribucion given to the members of the village in recuro for their 
labor involves the incense cooperation of a relatively large number of persons, 
both men and women, over an excended period of tirne. 

CEREMONlAL SPONSORSHlP 

ln arder to juscify rhe major activity a leader wishes to have the villagers under
take for him, he must be able to sponsor a ceremony in which everyone participares. 
Technically, rhe food which is distributed is payment for the ceremony's per
formance rarher than for the work itself. A ceremony given under such circ~
scances can be consídered a marker, then, of rhe relationship between the individual 
sponsor and the group of villagers as a whole. 

Before Taguwaki initíated the house repair project described in the previous 
section, he was obligated to call for the performance of some ceremony which he 
sponsored. To this end he asked rhat taf aku ( "bow"), a series of dances involving 
brilliantly decorated pairs of men and wo1nen, be performed by the residents of 
Aifa. The performance cook place each day for over a week before the men of rhe 
village began assisting him in repairing his house. While the dancing and singing 
weot on, Taguwaki's wife Kafundzu and his sister Ugaki prepared enormous 
quantities of manioc bread and piqui soup, assisted by their subservient fernale 
relatives from several other household groups. The piqui had been gathered several 
months before under the supervision of Ugaki's son T ufulei, who had traveled to 
Kanugijaf1t1 for that purpose. The day afrer the lasr tafaku dance had taken place, 
Taguwaki began distributing large vessels of piqui drink, placing them in a line 
before the kuakutu, and inviting each man to carry one back to bis family. When 
all the containers had been returned to him, the food distribution was officially 
ended. 

The majority of ceremonies performed by the Kalapalo have lirtle ideological 
sig~Íficance beyond their association with specific sponsors. The performances are 
extremely scereotyped and repetitious, and almost invariably che songs associated 

wit~ the1n a~e unintelligible to the ,~,i_ng~rs ~L~o~t_.2~-~ in la~guages õther 
• 
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Assi1ted by two anetaw, Kafukwigi (in 1'aincoat) di1t1'ibutes g1'een corn to the men 
of Aif a in return for their performance of a ceremony he sponsors. 

t,!1an Carib. ~ir;ally, there is 11tde, if any, 1nanipulation of ritual symbols, and the 
performances often offer no excitement after the first or second day, until the 
- -
final c_!imactic event marking the last day of the ceremony. 

Most ceremonies the Kalapalo perform (as che three associaced wich anetaw 
which are discussed in Chapcer 8) ar~ .f_ound among all the ocher village groups of 
!._he Ufper Xingu. A few are specifi.cally associated with a single village: the spear 
throwing ceremony, if agaka, is said to have been introduced by the Trumai; the 
women's yamurikuma is said to "belong" to rhe Waura; the zakwikati, ndufei, and 
fugei oto, to the Mehinaku; the kwambi, to the Carib villages. Whatever local 
significance· these ceremonies may have had when they were introduced into the 
Upper Xingu ( or still have within particular "donor" groups) has been super4 

seded by their present significance as markers of conspicuous communal accivity 
performed by a village group for the benefit of an individual sponsor. 

Ceremonial sponsorship may be conferred upon a Kalapalo in several ways. 
Certain sponsorships are associaced with anetu status, including those of the if agaka, 
ipone, and egitsu. More commonly, sponsorship is conferred upon a person who, 
during severe illness, becomes associated in some way wich a particular ceremony. 
After an individual has been cured of a severe illness by the performance of a 
particular ceremony ( see below), he is then considered che ceremony' s oto. 
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Similarly, if during illness the pacient dreams of the performance of a particular 
ceremony, or even of some item ( such as a mask or instrument) associared with it, 
he 1nust sponsor rhat ceremony when he becomes well. 

For approxitnately a year afcer rhe successful cure, rhe new oto prepares for rhe 
first performance under h.is sponsorship. Trips are organized to collect food to be 
distributed after the performance, and specialists ( ifi) are instructed to manu
facture new paraphernalia for the dancers. Finally, after these preparacions have 
been completed, che oto calls for che performance in a formal speech indicating 
the day previously agreed upon by the resr of the villagers who have been assisting 
him. From the Kalapalo point of view, the oto status is one primarily involving a 
sec of obligations, not rights. The oto is only a channel through whiêh ceremonial 
performances are .12roperly initiated, enacted and paid for, not on the bãSiSof 
coercion, but according to rhe needs and desires of the village group itself. 

The inicial performance of a ceremony under new sponsorship does not coincide 
wirh some communal effort for the oto' s benefit. Rather, it takes rhe _ form_ of~ -commemoration of the victim'~ cure. Only after rhis first performance can tb<:_ _~to 

deciare his need for cornmunal labor and specify a project wirh which the 
villagers are to help. However, only those persons wirh the ability to mobilize 
relatives for assiscance in procuring essencial food payments are able to take ad
vantage of this privilege. Because an oto must count on the members of bis 
household group ( at the very least) to assist him in the collection of food pay
ment, persons who have very lictle control over rheir relatives rarely hold this - - ---- .... 
office: Despite the supposedly uncontrollable origin of oto status, only men and 
women ( or their spouses and immature children ) with relacively large numbers of 
subservient relatives hold it. 

The importance of ceremonial food discribution is manifested in the distripu_ti?n 
of corofields. Only five men in Aifa grew corn during 1966- 1968, although it is ---· ~ .,,.., 
the most important subsistence item during January. The rest of the village depended 

· upon these men to discribute their harvest in order to survive. Equally significant 
are che quantities of piqui collecced by similar kinds of sponsors, most notably those 
responsible for anetu ceremonies ( see Cha pter 8 ) . Although everyone collects some 
piqui during che harvest, only oto of these ceremonies accumulate large quantities, 
for they must give eventual payment to assistants and perfor1ners over a long 
period of tiine. 

THE ACQUISITION OF IFI STATUS 

From the time a young person is confined in puberty seçlusion, he is contin.ually 
instrúcted 'Ín ceremonial lore, and listens to myi hs recited f<?r his benefic in order to 
be able to memorize their cop.tents. Usually parents and other members of his 
otÕmo' who live in the sarne household participate in rhis insrruction, often at his 

explicit request. Thus, the pubescent girl or boy who has knowledgeable _.kins..m.e? is 
in a position to accumulate a considerable amount of specialized k.uow~g_e over 
the years. In contrasc, those who have been ra_ised_by persons wirhout such knowl
_edge can Ônly learn by concracting client relationships with specialists, buc chey 
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must be prepared to COf'!!inually ...Pªt.ç_1:_eir teachers during the course of study. For 
this reason, che client relationship is mosc often contracted by persons well beyond 
secl~ion age. 

Men and women who are recognized as especially learned, who are known to be 
able to remember the contents of lengthy ceremonial songs, who can manufacture 
ceremonial paraphernalia, and who know the details of rarely performed ceremonies, ---a_:e known as ifi, "makers:.:_' lfi are responsible for the performance of those cere-
1Bonies in which they specialize. Usually there are from two to four ifi for every 
one of the thirty or more ceremonies known to the Kalapalo. 

Most Kalapalo men and women hold at lea~t,..J~ne ifi position, and there are 
some who have managed to become ifi of several ceremonies. Those persons who 
are spec_ialists in ceremonies which are performed frequently ( such as kagutu, 
described in Chapter ~) or which mark a major event ( such as those commemorat
ing dead chiefs and the ipoiíe, the boys' ear piercing cerernony) ha ve more serious 
responsibilicies, and the status of ifi of such cerernonies carries more prestige than 
do chose of lesser events. 

The ifi are primarily respoosible for seeing that the ceremony ín question is 
properly performed; this involves their own participation, but they are expected to 
urge their fellow villagers to participate as well. Furthermore, ifi are supposed to 
train new specialists by willingly entering into client relationships, upon r~gl!.est. 

ln return for ali these services, they are periodically paid by the oto with eagle 
feathers, parrot cail feathers, well-made arrows, beads, and ceramics. 

Ofcen ifi :earcicipate officially in ceremonies held in villages other thaQ. their -- - -- -2!'..º· If tney are visiting kinsrnen when "their" ceremony is being held, they are 
frequently asked by the local specialist to join che performance. Similarly, ifi are · 
sometimes asked by persons of villages other than their own to teach them the 
particular ceremony in which they specialize. Usually this takes piace during an 
ifi's extended visit to the client's village. For these reasons, persons of considerable 
experience become renowned not only in their own villages, but throughout the 
U pper Xingu as well. . 

Altho~gh ifi status_çan br_iQg Efest!ge to an individual, it is a relatively common 
praceie~ for adults to become specialists in one or rnore ceremonies, and thus the 
position is relarively unirnportant wirh respect ro the acquisition of political power: 
For young men and women it is just a beginning, rhe fust srep rowards social 
success. -

-

FUATl: SHAMANISTIC CURERS AND DIVINERS 

Men who have rner the conditions for establishing cheir own households-that __ _.... - --- "' - - - -
is, wl}Q_have a number of subservient relatives willing to live wjth them-and who 
are able to sponsor cerernonies whÍ~h perrnit the village group to assist them ig_.tfi.is 
endeavor often become shamans.~ :;rhe Kalapalo call these men fuati .. Only one m§.1} 
in eacn _household group is fuati, ~and he is always a member of the core, if nq_t the 
actual household leader. Men who become shamans while living in a houseqold 
where one is already prese;1t inevitably move to a house of their own shortly 
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cE_<:_rea!!e~ It seems then, rhar a person does nor actually begin his tra1n1ng for 
the position until he is certain of being able to lead a group of his own. ln short, 
fuati are men who have previously accumulared a number of oto and ift statuses, 

........... -- -- -
and who bave therefore already acquired considerable prestige. 

The powers of fuati mark them as excraordinary men: for they are able to con
trol nonhuman forces, especially those connected with monsters. Through their 
ability to influence itseke and ro confront tbem without fear of dying, fuati are 
able not only to cure minor illnesses, but to recapture rhe souls of severely ill 
persons and to divine tbe cause of a calamity. 

The Kalapalo say a man begins to sense his calling to the posirion of shaman 
when he continually finds bimself dreaming of monsters and Cleâd7 persons, and 

- --seeing these beings in visions. Normally such visions presage a sudden deatb, but the 
future fuati does not beco1ne ill. As the dreams and visions increase in intensity, he 
requesrs ao experienced shaman to reach him the secrets of control. A clienrship 
tie is thus established which continues for some rime. The initiace first encers 
seclusion, during which time he is caught how to smoke cobacco, how ro extract 
~arts which caused illness, how to lure monscers by singing, and how to induce 
trances for tbe purpose of divination. When the experienced shaman has become 
convinced bis pupil bas masrered tbese skills, the latter is asked to treat his first 
J?atient. Because skill in curing is supposed ro come with practice, younger shamans 
are considered less capable chan their elders, and the firsc actempt is not always well 
perfor1ned. Indeed, so1ne rnen never achieve success, and are rarely asked to treat 
people who are seriously ill. It is in face up to the shaman hi1nself to prove his 
worth, and the man who is not successful is commonly che subjecc of ridicule. 

Shamans of greac repute are ofcen asked to cure in villages ocher than their o~n, - - --
especially if some person is seriously ili and does not respond to the efforts of rhe 
local fu.ati. Under such circumstances, it is considered perfectly acceptable to ask 
for the assistance of 1nen from other villages who are thought to be especially 
adept. However, only men wbo have been shamans for many years or wbo are known 
for their dramatic ability to cure difficult cases are asked to belp in tbis way. 

Curing Rituais 
Curing rituals are tbe only explicitly manipulative ceremonies found among the - -Kalapalo, for rbey are regarded as specifically desígned for tbe achievem~nt of 

definite goals, and make use of material and nonmacerial ite1ns as "tools" for 
achieving chese goals. The power in che fuati's hand which allows hím to draw out 
kwifi, bis use of cobacco smoke, rattles, songs, and kejite leaves, the procedures he 
follows, and the parcicipants thernselves are all seen as intirnately involved in a con
scious relationship which seeks to produce a specific result-tbe restoration ro healrh 
of che víccim. These aspects make curing rituais unique among the Kalapalo, if noc 
che encire U pper Xingu. 

The Kalapalo believe chac illness and paio are caused by kwifi which have been 
"shot" ( tuelu) inco the body · by monscers, or by witches ( known as '"'kwifi oto, 
"mascers of dares") . Altbougb rhe Kalapalo are forrunate ro live in a relatively 
healchy environment, throughout the year people are wounded by stingrays, bicren 
by cay1nan, stung by cocandira ancs, accidently shoc witb arrows, and suffer from 

, 
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malarial fevers and toothaches. Women wish to avoid complications during child
birth, to have skin rashes cansed by snake monsters or jealous wives healed, and to 
have their children cured of fevers. ln order to treat these illnesses and to relieve 
the pain associated with them, it is necessary to have the kwifi causing them removed. 
For this purpose the victim or his kinsmen 1nust hire f uati. 

A minor case is first treated by a shaman who lives in the viccim's household -(usually a kinsman of the vicrím) or- by an oucsider who has the reputation for 
successfully curing that ailment; for exarnple, one Kalapalo shaman is known for 
his abilicy to ease the pains of childbirrh, and most women ask for his services as 
rhey starr labor. If furrher trearments are necessary, shamans from outside the 
household group are called in one by one. 

The curing itself is, in these instances, performed under extre1nely infor1nal 
circumstances. When the shaman enters the victim's residence, he is greeted by the 
members of the household and given a scool on which to sit while he works on the 
patient. He begins by lighting a cigar and blowing tobacco smoke over the body 
of the vic;~2 while p assing his hands over rhe affiicted pare in order to attracr kwifi 
to the skin's surface. H e sucks violendy against the parienr, in order to receive 

-the dares in his ;noutfi . These appear in the shape of .fish scales, bits of bone, bark 
and string, or other tiny objects. When a kwifi is found, ir is quickly thrust outside 
the house through the thatch, with the words, "go away, go away, go away." During 
che ~ire procedure the vicrim is often ralking wich his curer, somerimes even 
joking about the event which caused his misforrune. Although a spouse or parent of 
the victim may stand nearby watching the r itual, most members of rhe household 
group continue with whatever they happened to be doing before the fuati entered. 

When a person becomes seriously ill, and curing by individual shamans has 
faileêl, it is assumed that the vicri~'s shadow has been captured by itseke. The sick 
person's kinsmen then requesr a com1nunal curing ritual, involving all the shamans 
who live in the village. Known as itseke ili, "calling the monscer," the purpose of 
chis ritual is to entice a 1nonster inco rerurning rhe victim's shadow. 

Ac the beginning of the ritual, the house is emptied of all residents except the 
patienr, who is lefc lying in his hammock, under which has been built a small fue. 
Then one shaman, usually the eldest or most experienced, leaves his own house, 
whistling to che others to come join him. After all che fuati are inside, doors are 
placed over the front and rear openings, and boles in the thatch are covered. The 
patient and fuati are chus left in complete darkness, save for the fire. The sha1nans 
chen light cigars from this fire and begin to srnoke. Gourd ractles are shaken and 
cheir handles rolled along rhe houseframe as the men begin to sing to attract itseke. 
Somecimes one of the fuati, assisted by the tobacco, enters a trance and is able to 
make concacc with che monster who has stolen che vicrim's soul; or he may see a 
dead person who predicts whether the victim will die or not. Upon seeing such a 
being, the shaman' s reaction is to run shrieking f rom che house and around the 
plaza, seemingly out of control. After a few ininutes, the shock wears off and he is 
able to tell the others of wbat he has seen. More often, however, itseke ili ends 
quiecly, after abouc half an hour of singing. The house is then reopened, and the 
members of the victim's group ente~ once more, to wair for signs of a successful 
cure. 
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If a shaman has divined that a particular monster has caused the illness, or if the 
victim dreams of a specific monster, chen a group of fuati cravel to where it is 
believed to live, again hoping to persuade it to release the capcured shadow.1 One 
particularly dramatic shadov.1 recapture was witnessed by me in August, 1967. 

The Kalapalo were camped beside the Culuene River near a swamp from which 
plants were being gachered to prepare salt. Kofoqo, the elderly wife of B1jlji, be
came feverish. Ac firsc, no one seemed concerned, since 1nost Kalapalo suffer from 
malarial attacks which subside after a day or two. Several days went by, however, 
and she did noc become well. Much weakened by the sickness, she was unable to 
leave her hammock to gather the swamp plants with her cowife, and spent the days 
wrapped in my heavy blanket, shivering over a fi.re. From rime to rime, B1jlj"i at
cempted to cure her by blowing tobacco s1noke over her body and sucking violently 
to draw the kwifi out. This standard shamanistic cure failed repeatedly, until B.ifij1 
felt certain that his wife had been "shot" with a dart senc by itseke. After a week 
passed, the salc plane gathering was co1npleted, and B1j"ij"i's fa1nily returned to Aifa, 
where ic was hoped che village shamans could persuade che itseke to allow Kofoqo 
to become well aga in. 

I remained behind at the river camp wich several ocher fa1nilies, who had not 
yet completed their salt plant gathering. Severa! days after B.i j"i j"i had left, Taguwaki 

·and Kafukwigi, two of the inore experienced shamans of Aifa, arrived. Because of 
a dream she had had during an attack of the fever, these shamans diagnosed Kofoqo's 
illness as caused by itseke who lived in the Culuene, called Tifagikueg'i, "mon
strous stingray," who had stolen her shadow one morning as she drew water from 
the river. The aim of rhe shamans' visic was to recapture Kofo11o's shadow by con
fronting Tifagikueg'i in person. 

Firsc, the two fuati cleared a small area about three yards from the river bank, 
where they built a fire and began s1noking cigars. ln each hand they clutched kejite 
leaves. As they smoked, the men sang to the monster in order to draw it to the 
side of the bank. Without warning, they leaped up, ran to the edge of the steep 
bank, and plunged into the water, diving deep beneath the surface. After a few 
seconds Kafukwigi appeared, shrieking unnaturally, followed by Taguwaki, who did 
the sarne. Severa! of the young men who had watched from the edge dove in to 
rescue the cwo shamans, for they were in danger of drowning if they had seen 
itseke. Kafukwigi and Taguwaki were pulled up the bank and made to sit by the 
fire until they had revived. After approxitnately ten minutes, the fuati announced 
they had seen Tifagikuegi, who had given them Kofoq>o's shadow. Taguwaki 
clutched this in the kejite leaves which he still held in one hand. Shortly after, with 
these leaves carefully wrapped in a neat package, the two shamans departed for 
Aifa. There, they returned the shadow to her owner, who recovered in three days. 

When the old woman was able to resume her normal life, she declared that she 
must soon sponsor a ceremony called zakwikati, for in her dream she had seen 
Tifagikueg'i dressed in the mask of that ceremony. Thus, Kofoqo became the new 

1 Certain landmacks-trees, areas of a river, regions of a pa·rticularly deep forest, and so 
forth-are supposed to be the homes of particular monsters. While passing by these places, 
one is expecred ro be silent in order noc to attract the creatures. 
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zakwikati oto. The following spring, ifi began preparing costumes for a performance 
that was to take place in May. 

Another kind of curing ritual involves the perfonnance of secular ceremonies of 
the sort disc~sséd u; th;beginn~ng oT this chaprer. Such ceremõõíés as kagutu, 
yamurikuma, af asa, ánd others which are usually performed for the sake of justify
ing labor for cheir sponsor's benefit are, in circumscances of curin~, presented in 
attenuaced form wichour the parricipanrs decorating themselves fully. The singers, 
led by ifi, begin the ceremony in the center of the village, then walk, still singing 
and dancing, to the victirn's house, where they continue the performance around 
his hammock. The communal effort by the entire village group is supposed to 

. . 
assrst 1n a cure. 

For example, Agifuti's son A.gin1eti, seriously ill wich meningitis, resisted all 
atte1npts at curing by the sharnans of Aifa. Agifuti had even asked several men from 
M1giyapei ( where he had n1any rela tives) to co1ne to Aifa and help his son, but 
they coo were unsuccessful. After more than two weeks of repeated itseke ili and 
continuous vigil around Agimeti's ha1nn1ock by the shamans, who hoped the 
monster responsible for the illness would suddenly appear with the scolen shadow 
of the sick boy, Agifuci requested the performance of women's songs, which h~ 
hoped would result in a cure. The women gathered together in the plaza the next 
morning and formed a line by linking arms tightly with one another. They began 
singing, and still linked rogether, walked quickly to Agifuti's house. Entering the 
front door, they stood around the hammock of the sick boy, continuing the song. 
After three more verses were finished, the shamans guarding Agimeci indicated that 
the cere1nony had been sufficiently performed, and the women left. Later that day, 
Agifuti's wife A qasagu gave manioc soup and strings of beads as payment to 

Kofo110, Tsa11aku, and Ugaki, the oto and ifi of women's singing. 
Several days after the performance of wo1nen's singing, the boy showed no im

provement. This rime, Agifuti asked that a men's cere1nony called afasa ·be per~ 
formed. Norrnally, this ceremony involves the manufacture of elaborate burity palrn 
fiber costumes, but on this occasion it was perforrned by men painted minimally 
with urucu. Afasa began with the Kalapalo men walking fro1n the formal entrance 
path of the village to the plaza. Taguwaki, the ceremony's sponsor, led the group, 
followed by Waiyepei and Fagatu, who were afasa ifi. Behind these men carne the 
two individuais in Aifa who are repeatedly accused of witchcraft; by parcicipating 
actively in a curing ritual, chey wished to demonscrace their innocence to Agifuti. 
As with the women's singing, the ceremony was initially performed in the plaza, 
then the .men sang around Agimeti's hammock. Finally, they returned in a single 
file to the plaza, where they finished the songs associated wich a fasa. The af asa oto 
and ifi were immediacely given parrot tail feathers by Agifuti. He had called for 
the performances in vain, however, for the boy died severa! weeks later at the Post, 
where he had finally been taken as a last resort. 

Because there is ahvays hope that a particular ritual will cure the victim or 

entice a mo~ster to give up a stolen sha,dõw-:- sÕme k'ind~ õiêuri~g ~!: ~!!êe j e 
to the moinent óf death. Which particular ricuals are resortecf to by the victirn's 
"" --kins1nen throughout the course of his illness depends in pare, of course, upon the 
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seriousness of the ailinent, but also to a great extent upon his relatives' abilities to 
pay for thern. Because the large communal cere1nonies are the most expensive, they 
appear to be perfor1ned for curing purposes relatively infrequently and kinsmen of 
seriously ill persons rely more heavily upon the skill of shan;ians. 

- . ...- - - -- -
Divination 

A less frequent pr~ctice of sp.amans is divination. Persons who suffer severe - __ ........ - ~-

calamities, such as che sudden death of a kinsrnan, a house destroyed by lightning, - """"'......_. ><·--- __,,,_ 
or the thefc of some treasured object, may ask a particul~rly pfomin~ru_fuati to - -divine the _agent of the misfortune. The sha1na.n enters a trance by gulpi~1g large 
quantities of robacco smoke during the course of smoking severa! cigars. Then, 
while in the trance, and in a manner similar to the trances of sharnans who are 
itseke ili, he experiences visions of monsters and of dead individuais, who tell him 
the names of wirches and thieves. Fuati ~ho can successfully divine the future 

course of events are:. especially adr11,Lred ... 

The Use of Curing Pay1nent 
A shaman is well paid for his services. The inost val.uable items in a person's 

- JC<,.- - - ...._ -

possession are given a\vay in payrnent, and during a protracted illness, the wealtfi 
of kins1nen (both of the viccim's household group and orher households) is dis-, 
played on or near rhe harnmock of the sick person. Beads and shell ornaments are 
twined on the hammock cords, while a1n1nunition, feathers, cloth, arrows, and other 
possessions are piled neady beneath the victirn. These ite1ns represent contributions 
from bis relacives for payment to the shan1ans after curing takes place. 

Curing pay1nent has the_ effect of .E?-aking shamans the weal~hie9ersons in the 
community. This wealth is in itself a source of prestige -for a number of reasons. 
First, having a quantity of inateriaf- pôssessions enables shamans to - partls!pate 

1nore actively and frequently in the uluki or trade ceremony ( see Chapter 8) than 
iess wealthy men, and to acquire icems which are infrequendy made or owned, for 
example canoes, bamboo placforrns for drying manioc, and jaguar claw necklaces. 
Second, the acctunulation of "'payment wealth" such as beads and eagle f.Çichers ·- - .... ....... ...-- _, 
result Ín shamans' COOSP,i CUOUS decorative d1splã~"'Because tnen in particular are 
concerned with the accumulation of wealth in the form of body decoration (feather 
earrings and arm bands, shell collars and belts, beaded belts and necklaces, feather 

headdresses, ur-ucu, and piqui oil), the sham.an often effectively competes in this way. 
The social and ideological pressures to distribure any accumulation of wealth 

exist for shamans a~ for all Kal,êp.,&Q.;...._,As household head or core me1nber, a sha1nan 
must encourage his fellows to participate in the uluki by presenring his own wealth 
as incentive at the outset of trading in his own house. Trade ceremony participa
tion is only one way in which wealth is rransferred, however. The shaman often 
diverts his curing payment to other individuals by calling for the perfor1nance of 
cere1nonies which he sponsors ( and thus paying the ift, for their service as well ), or 
for the rnanufacture of special equi prnent needed to carry ouc certain tasks (for 
example, canoes for long fi.shing trips, rnanioc drying racks, or elaborate weirs made 
from woody vines and used for important .fishing ventures). The use of continuously 
acquired wealth involves him in a long-term series of relat.ionships 1narked by the 
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transference of pay1nent. These relationships include that of oto-ifi, but also new 
affi.nal relationships resulting from the. aç_qui~ition of second and third wives_, and 
intormal ·sho; t-term tr; ding -relat!_9n..§.hiPL .with !.~e7l i; other ~illages. Like the 

.. ,,.......---· - -
ceremonial scacuses of oto and ifi, that of fuati is a means oj acglJ.!tiQg 9i: ,i,n._çreajifig 
prescige which is founded on the abilit}' ·to share wealth an~o ep gage in beneficial 

-~ ~ ~ 

service to the cominunity. _Both are defined by the Kalapalo as ifutisu behavior, and 
thus a prestigeful person is known as a "good" ( atutu) person. 

FACTIONS 

It is convenient to refer to the persons upon whom a leader may depend for sup
port du~_Lng díspures as a " fac~ion." Although all of the prominent persons in a 
village have subservient relatives who assist them, only some of these relatives are 

. consistently opposed in what political anthropologists refer to as "c2nflict groups."2 

T~e opposition of Kalapalo factions as "conflict group.s" is manifested in verbal 
disput es, or _m_ore e:cactlx ( because there are rarely direct confrontations) in_Y,~rbal ........._ __ -
starements and in physical avoidance. 
'"--~ - ... - ~ ~ - .,,,.. ... ~ .-.i~...,... 

One of the most common sources of conflict between factions is their leaders' 
.. ""' ,.. " ' 

cla1m ~ to ~nêt11: §~atµs (see Chapter 8). When a faction is led by an irregular --claimant ( not all are), they maintain support for him by continually justifying his 
posicion rhrough che tracing of genealogical connection to a dead anetu ekugu 
(legirimace anetu ) and by denigrating the claims of other irregular claimants 
(intsono anetu). An example of chis kind of conflict in Aifa is the intense rivalry 
between two men of relatively che satne age who are both intsono anetaw. 
, The conflict between these men probably began around the tirpe when pressure 

was put u pon the Kalapalo to move their village closer to the Pose. By the end of 
the measle epide1nic in 1954, rhere was only one surviving adule anetu ekugu. The 
two present rivais, Apihit and B1j'ij1, were able to fill a vacuum left by the death of 
other anetaw, for they were among the very few survivors who could claim any 
kind of anetu status at all, and were chus able to hold offi.ce. Several years later the 
one anetu ekugu holding offi.ce àfed, leaving Apih\.1 and Bijlfi the senior Kalapalo 
representatives. Shordy thereafter, the boundaries of the Park were formed. As 
severa! villages ( including Kanugijafiti ) lay oursid~ these boundaries, they becam e 
vulner~le to probable co~fu~ts with _!nember~_of the expanding_Brazj lia21 fron!~er 
societri. and thus the adrninistrators urge_sl thern to move further n9i:rh. The Kuikuru, 

. --- - --
who lived ·near rhe Kalapalo, w.ere one of the first to move, and they began to 

pressure the Kalapalo to do the sarne by telling of bornbs which would fall on 
rhose who remained outside the Park. Uncertain whether this was true, ApihlJ and 
Bijiji began to dispute the desirability of a move. Because Apihg's father was 
Mehinaku, he was limired in his ability to harvest certain resources in the territory 
around Kanugijafiti. Thus he was more willing to establish a new village. Bºijij1, on 

· the other hand, had extensive rights to rhe resources of the old village and felt 
strongly that the group should remain. Although the Park ad1ninistrators had 

2 See Beals and Siegel 1967; Nícholas 1965. 
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promised che Kalapalo 1necal coo~s, cotcon, beads, and other presents if they made 
the move, B'ij ifi was skeptical ( with good reason, it turned out), and could not see 
why such bribes had inf:luenced other groups to leave rheir tradicional territories. 
However, the pressure continued, especially from the Kuikuru who continually 
repeated scories of bombs and soldiers who would come and kjll anyone not in the 
Park. The administrators chemselves selecred a site, once occupied by the Ka1naiura, 
on which che Kalapalo could settle. Finally, B'ijlji: ag~eed that Apihg should travel 
to the new site to see if it was suitable. Accompanied by his own male relatives 
and Bij'ijl's brorher, ApihlJ made che trip. He rerurned with a satisfactory report. 

' Thus, relucrantly, the Kalapalo moved their village site. When they arrived ar rhe 
site, they realized rhat rhe territory of rhe new village would not be. as_bountlful 
as that of the old one. The main advantage was an abundance of fish in the nearby 

• t --... - ------ - --- -- -

lake and in the Culuene River, which was 1nuch closer rhan ir was to-Kanugijafit1. 
H owever, there were no 1and snails, nor were therê extensive groves of-piq~i rrees, 
for rhe previous Kamaiura occuparion had been very brief. 'D_1us, cies with the old 
territory re1nained srrong. Today, during the piqui season, B'ij'ij'i leads his relatives 
ro Kanugijaf1r1:w here rhey harvest piqui, 'vild pineapple, and mangabeira fruir, 
plane corron and arrow cane, and garher rhe shells of land snails wirh which they 
manufaccure belts and necklaces. Apihv's group, however, is forced either to re-
111ain ar Aifa, where there is very litde piqui and no land snails, or else to trave! to 
the Pose, where they musc compete with members of orher villages for the fruir of 
the few trees rhere. Resenting rhe face thar he has moved to Aifa "for nothing," 
B'i j'ij'i continually inakes remarks about Apih\l's affiliacion with the Mehinaku, how 
he is therefore not really a Kalapalo and rhus should not act as village representative. 
On rhose occasions when Apih!J sponsors ceremonies, B'ij'ij'i remains inside his 
house and does noc parricipate with the other men. The cwo men barbe in different 
places and sit far from one another in front of the kuakutu. The only tliing wh1ch 
prevents- these twÕ from seriÕt1sly dividíng the-viliãge is an extensive network of 

affinal relationships becween their rwo faccions. Even though B'ij'ij'i and Apihv are 
personally unfriendly, individual members of their supporcing groups have inter-
111arried and 1nainrain close ties (see pp. 122- 123 ). 

Prominent persons who find themselves accused of witchcraft, especially those 
who are subjecc ro disparaging remarks because of cheir pasr association with orher 
village groups ( which they or rheir parents fled as a resulr of witchcraft accusations 
against the1n), ofcen are che focus of faccionai disputes. Under these circumscances, 
it is common for a facrion leader to speak of his desire to leave the group and to 
for1n a new village elsewhere. These chreacs ( which, as far as I could determine, 
have been accually carried ouc only once during the past fi. fry years) are a scatement 
of the itnportance of the leader's faccion in village life. ln order to f.ortt} a new ....,. 
Ioca!_group, he must have che supporr of a larg_e nu1nber of persons who have 
agreed to live togecher, apare from relatives in their original vil~age to whom chey 
also may have obligations. 

Aside fro1n these rwo kinds of disputes-that is, those focusing on anet1J status --and on \Vitchcraft accusarions-' -che members of a faction are not actively involved 
in signifi.canr conflict from day to day. All gro~ps of relarives supporc c11'êifTêãdefS 
by- fõTiowing cheir initiative on trips and during ceremonies \.vhich they sponsor, by 
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expressing solidarity through mutual assistance, and by forming groups which make 
wirchcrafr accusations and which occasionally take revenge for witchcraft murders. 
As I will describe in a later section, facrions are vehicles for witchcraft accusations, -----
buc are not OPE_Ose4_ by t_h~§e ~ccusa!Jons. Not infrequendy, fâ.ctions otherwise in 
conflict are agreed , as to who is a witch. 

A MAN OF PRESTIGE AND INFLUENCE 

Three menJjving in Aifa were _prominenr individuais, persons who had managed 
,,,.,-- -- .... 

to accumulate a considerable number of statuses and who could rhus demonstrare 

more power than anyone else. H~ving . al.ready briefly_ CQns~ered Apih'J and B1jij1, 
the tWO senior anetaw, ler us now !Urn to the position of Taguwaki, who j n many 
respeccs was a mediator berween these two opposing faction leaders. This was due 
to his excensive kin ties with the former and his affinal relationships with the 
laccer. 

Taguwaki, a man of approximacely 35 years of age, was one of several siblings 
(including che anetu Apih\!) _whose facher had fl.ed the Mehinaku village upon 
being <!CCu_s~d of witchcraft. The farher was 1narried to several women, one of whom 
was a Kalapalo anetu, and he cook refuge a1nong bis wife's relatives. Thus, Tagu
waki ( like Apih1t) grew up among the Kalapalo and eventually n1arried several 
women of rhat group, by who1n he had a number of children. One siscer, Ugaki, 
had married a Kalapalo anetu ekugu, leaving him five children, including the 
youngest anetu presently holding office. Two orher sisrers also married Kalapalo 
men, by whom rhey had offspring. Thus rhe children of the Mehinaku man had 
esrablished rhemselves very solidly in rhe co1ncnuniry. Alchough they scill have 
relatives among the Mehinaku, they do not care to return per1nanently to that 

group for fear of being accused of witchcraft themselves. 
An examination of the membership of Taguwakj'~ pousehold, which ~ tJ:le 

largesr in Aifa, illÜsrrares rhe cõiTI,Piex and varying relationships between this 
leaderand rhe resr of the group, over whom he exercises considerable control (see 
Figure 5a, p. 50 ). 

As I have had occasion ro note earlier, Taguwaki and his older sister Ugaki are 

presently married to a pair of siblings, Kafundzu and Kafutani. Although Kafúndzu 
considers Bljljl's wife Tsa71aku her mother, she and Taguwaki live apare from 
B'ij'ij"i's own large household. Both Kafundzu and Taguwaki have been married 
previously, and are middle-aged by Kalapalo standards. The "brocher-sister" ex
change marriage of Ugaki and Kafutani also provides justifi.cacion for the separate 
household. A younger unmarried brorher of Kafu ndzu and Kafucani also lives 
here, while an older married sister lives with her husband, a member of the Kuikuru 

village with a household of his own. 
Taguwaki and Ugaki have reared several children who were born to two of their 

other siblings. One 1ne1nber of this group, Enumi:, expressed his reason for living 
wirh chem in the following way: 

My mocher died when I was small, so my father was the only one who raised 
n1y sister and me. Then, when the measles carne, lots of Kalapalo were dying, 
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everyone was mourning all the rime. We were very weak, and couldn't dig the 
graves. Then two kagaifa carne and dug a big bole, and put the ones wbo had died 
in it. My father slept in his hammock strung over mine. lt seems that he died 
during the night when I was sleeping underneath him. I didn't know anything; 
I was feverish. ln the morning when I woke up, orher people rold me he was 
dead. Afrer he was buried, my mother's brother, Taguwaki, carne and asked me 
if I wanred to come live in his house. Then I said, "yes," I agreed to live with him. 

This sarne man spoke of another young person who lives with T aguwaki and 
Ugaki in the following way: 

You see rhat Kofi lives wirh Ugaki and nor his real mother ( Ugaki's sister). 
After Kofi's father died when tbe measles carne, his mother married a Kuikuru 
man who didn't like him. That man said over and over that Ko.fi wàs lazy and 
that he didn't want him in bis house. lt see1ns he didn't like Kofi's father either, 
when he was alive. Then Kofi carne to live wirh Ugaki ar Kanugijafit'i. Kofi 
calls Taguwaki "awa" [my ijogu]. 

This boy Ko.fi's other brother, Waiyepe, whose mother had d ied during the 
epidemie, also lives in rhe household. As I noced earlier, Waiyepe ( who is about 
27 years old) is un1narried. He says, "My Kamaiura wife ahvays went with orher 
me.n, so I beat her very hard and left thern. Then I went to the Kuikuru to get a 
wife, but again she didn't like me, only those Kuikuru ajo. 1 don't like a wife to do 
this, so I beat her and went away. Now 1 live with my brother-in-law and my sister. 
lt's good because they always have fish ro eat." W aiyepe considers Kafundzu and 
Kafutani bis ifisuandaw, aod thus refers to Taguwaki as his brother- in-la\V. Be
cause he has "given" Taguwaki a wife, he is in a favorable position with respect 
to the entire household, for whom he need not continually perform subsistence ob
ligations, but from whom he always receives food. For example, Waiyepe very 
rarely harvesrs manioc, and is an unlucky fisherman, perhaps because of the fact 
that he makes little effort to develop his skill. H owever, he is always the first to 
appear ar mealtimes, especially when Ugaki ( who1n he considers a "1nother" be
cause of a connection berween h is grandmother and Ugaki's rnorher ) is preparing 
the food. The complexity of relationships berween W aiyepe and Taguwaki's group, 
and lack of close ties elsewhere serve to justify his presence in T aguwaki's house

.. hold. 

Ugaki's two unmarried sons, her 1narried anetu son Tufulei, and her daughter and 
son-in-law complete the adult members of this group. T ufulei's wife Ambo con
tinually urges him ro move to rhe newly built house of her morher, and mother's 
husband, bur Tufulei's position as an acrive village representative encourages him 
ro live with relatives who are conrinually obligated ro him, narnely, his unmarried 
brothers and his brorher-in-law. These men are willing to assist him during 
ceremonies which he must sponsor as anefu. ln his 1nother-in-law's group, there are 
none who are obligared co him in rhis way, and he himself would be consrrained to 
obey the wishes of his wife's mother, Afualu, and her husband, Sagama, who is 
himself a prominent person and anetit. 

Ugaki's son-in-law, as an in-marrying spouse, is perhaps the rnost subservient of 
all the rnembers of this household. Though 1narried for a number of years, he re
mains with Taguwaki and Ugaki because his other few relatives are also in-marry
ing spouses, scattered in several villages throughout che Upper Xingu. 
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The size of Taguwaki's and Ugaki's. household is in pare !he result of forJ uitous -circumstances; nawy, ( 1) the measles epidemie, which left many children orphans 
and which forced survivors of severa! households to live together, and (?) the - - -circumstances of face which caused certain of rheir affines ro have few relarives of - --
rheif own. lndeed, the brother-sister exchange arrangemént took place only after 
the dearh of previous spouses of three of rhe pareies involved. However, relatively 
recent additions to the group, especially Waiyepe and the daughter and son-in-law 
of Ugaki, demonstrate the ability of this "core" to draw in relatives previously 
living elsewhere, and possibly under o?ligations to orher persons. ln 1968, only 
Enum!, engaged to the daughter of another village leader ( B'i j'i fi ), was expected 
to leave T aguwaki's household. 

ln addition to his household group, Taguwaki has established a co1nplicated 
neêwork of relarionships in-nearly all the households of Aifa. Mosc i1nportant are 
líis kinship ties wirh bis brorher Apihl;!.'s household, and the affines who have 
márried sisters, daughters and sons of rhis older brorher. Second are the kinship 
and affi.nal relationships he has with persons in B.iji'jl's group. Taguwaki considers 

himself Blfij'i's ifisuagi; also, his sisrer Ugaki's first husband was the brorher of two 
of B1j1jl's wives. Ü..!!._ the other hand, Tagnwaki is also the son-in-law of one of the - --
latter (T sa11aku), having married her daughcer Kafundsu. Thus, a large segment of --- -Taguwaki's household is linked through kinship and affi.nity to B'ij'ij'i's group; some 
of these sarne persons have close ties with Apih\l's group. Taguwaki's large house
hold therefore presently stands as a link becween the two rival factions of Apih'lt 
and Bºifijl. ln conflict situations it is opposed to the other groups only minimally, 
since the relationships which tie ir to both rival anetaw's facrions prevent entire 
positive siding with one over the other. This is especially true with respect to 
witchcraft accusat íons. Taguwaki's group in rhe main accuses rwo members of 

füjjfi's faccion; in return, a nonresident ~ffine of .t\pihlJ'S faction is ãcc~1se~ by 
B'ifijl's group, buc also by Taguwaki's group. Taguwakí frequently threarens 

~ -- .. - -
to leave Aifa, especially when rhose rnen whorn he has accused of witchcraft abuse 
him for being a Mehinaku. He has from rirne ro rime planred corn, arrow cane, 
and cotton near a s1nall lake south of Aifa, using rhe land for larger quantities of 
crops than could be grown ac Aifa, and rhus has laid claim to the territory. lt is to 
this site that he wishes to move with bis household group, though nothing definite 
has come of it, perhaps because of his complex relat íonships with B'ifi j1 and Apihv. 

Taguwaki performed services associated with a larger number of statuses. As 
might be expected, he was the housefiold sha1nan, and often was asked to cure and -- - - -
divine not only wichin Aifa, but by p ersons living in other villages. Although he 
was~ot anetu, he was a prominent figure during many intervillage ceren1onies, for 
he was a champion wrestler and spear thrower. Furthermore, he wa~ i:it of ~t l~ast 

cen ceremonies, including those associaced with the egitsu, ipoiíe, and if agaka. 
Wirhin the village he was oto of at least five cere1nonies. As kagutu ifi, he was 
one of che few men who knew how to make kagutu and ocher ceremonial flutes, 
and was a particularly fine performer of lengrhy songs associated \Vith the nduf ei. 

As a result of all these positions, Taguwaki was one of the wealchiest persons in 
the- vTilage; he owned a canoe, a manioc drying rack, a hardwood bow, several 
guns, fearhers to 1nake ar least cwo large headdresses, cwo shell collars, two shell 
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belts, two _:oucan_ feath~~ _peaddres_se~, severa! large ceramics, and many items of 
lesser value which are not commonly owned in great quantity. Furthermore, he 
was an active participant in the uluki, and was never criticized for bis stinginess. 
Although h;-éounted on the continuai support of his household 1nembership, he 
never was criticai of them, always lent out equipment, made presents of minar 
objects, and in general exemplified the ideais of generosity and pacificity. 

Prestige and lnfluence: Summary 
The Kalapalo disti a number of special statuses, each associated with 

specific duties or obligations to perform services,and with the privilege of receiving 
payment or orher rewards for those services. Thus t~~ .!f!!.~W _are village patrons, 

1nen and. women v.:'.1!..0 .!fS-E.._!!P.rese~iv~$._ mci ,pediaH,2~ ... J>~tween household and 
~llage s.ro~p_s. Q!_o are spons9rs. of ceremon!es, who are obligaredt o Q?.y_ for tne 
performances, but who may of:en ask for _;ril lage J abor in return for t!ieir sponsor
ship. lfi are ceremonial specialists, men and women wh9 are resQOnsible for a - --ceremonial performance and who must perpetuate cere!Ilonial knowledge by teaching 
others. ln return they receive payment for these serYices. Fuati are cure; s and _,.,_ 
diviners, persons with unusual skills; in return for tqe,ir services they receive coii-
siderable payment. ln general, ali these statuses are specialist positions, whÍch in-
volve services to rhe co1nmunity. l 

. This conscious 1nodel does not take into consideration th~ possibility of ~tatus 
"accumulation," nor the cumulative effect of this accumulation in terms ofthe ... 
acquisicion of power. The Kalat?alo do not speak of any one of these stacuses in 
cerms o! leadership or the ae.!!jty to concrol the .initiative of ochêrs. -However?. . .Íº 
reality leaders are those few persons who have .. mana,ged to acquire a great ma~y 
scatuses and who thus stand,,..aparc from the rest of the community as powerful 
·individuais. 

,,. 
--

WlTCHCRAFT 

Among che residencs of che U pper Xingu Basin, one of the most common sub
jects of gossip is witchcrafc accusations. Any untoward event personally affecting an 

i~dividual.J.n SOí!J~ .. a4~e;_~~..!:~Y .. J~ liable. êõ ?e. ª!..t~i~~ced. to a wirch, ª~~ though_ 
in~ividu__als are not always a~cused as wicches, rhe practice of witchcraf,!_ i~ itself 
always of inrerest as a copie of conversation. Details of particular wicchcraft cases -are described wirh considerabl.e r<7lish, especially by those direccly affecced. None-
theless, there are many occasions ( even disascrous ones, such as a sudden dearh) 
which ar; not accribuced co -;,itchcrafc, but which become associated with some 

--.. - --
other, equally probable cause. The problem examined in this seccion is how wirch-

--. -
craft accusations come. to be made among the Kalapalo, and under what circum-
scances. As will become apparent, this proble1n is intimately connected with the 
relationships becween factions, village leaders, and subordinate kinsmen. 

Alrhough people are commonly labeled witches, the Kalapalo justify their 
accusations by reference to secondhand decisions. Almosc invariably, they resorc 
to accusarions made in rhe past by ochers-either by their own kinsmen or by 
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persons who were somehow associated with the accused. Such statements as the 
following serve as justificacions for na1ning a witch: "He killed X.'s sister, people 
say." "He killed inany people in Y. village." "The people of Y. village say he killed 
so-and-so." "Just before he died, X.'s facher asked X. who had 'shoc hin1,' and X . 
said Y.'s name." References to observable or inducible behavior do not enter into 
specific accusations. ln other words, personal accribuces are noc considered when 
makiQg _v_erb~_l judgmenrs about who is a yvicch. 

Furthermore, when ~- diagE.9.sis oi_~i~hcraft is made, chere is no necessary con
co.P.J~!,!lt.~~~ti_9.U: On occasion, the cala1nity is attribü rea cõ ·an "ünnamed oru n
known person or persons. Then, che inreresc in witchcrafc see1ns co resc '\vich the 
victitn' s ailment. 

There are, it is true, a few criteria which, for the Kalapalo, justify suspicions of 
witchcraft. These are variables which are recognized as "indicators of possibilicy," 
but are noc sufficient reasons for a diagnosis or accusation of witchcraft. When in
dividuais are named as responsible for specific misfortunes, it is necessary to· 
examine fnê -nístórical õ ãcl(gró-unêl to ·the speci.fic relarÍonships be rween ãCêuser, 
_.,,..!'i!r; 1: = - ' - .....,...... • ....,.;- . ... -~· .,. . 
vict1m, and accus~d, as well as the assessment of possibility 1nade by the Kalapalo . 

....-....... '""1, ... .... • ,.. 

ln shorc, the criteria which are iinportant for explaining \VÍtchcrafc acc~ations and - ..-.-.. ,._,,._._ . ..._ ,,,,,,._,._ .,.....,.. 

diagnoses appear almost exclusively in the area of nonexplicit behavioral _Ehenom-- ---u.. .............. ~ - ~#,/(1#> 

ena, rather ~~a~ explic~~'" diag~o~ti~featur~~~ !2...~ º.!Si:V.e-~del. Among the Kalapalo 
such feacures are relatively unimportant, often appearing post hoc, and seem at . 
besc to serve as criceria for narrowing the field of possibilicie;>. Pu~ another way, it 
is combinations of situational criceria chac seem to influence wicchcraft accusations, 
rather than the assessmenc of specific individual relationships. 

Becoming a Kwifi Oto, or Witch 
"" Q " ·~ ... __......"""""""' __ _ 

lt is doubtful rhat anyone actually pracrices wirchcrafc among the Kalapalo, but 
a fairly elaborate cechnology is known to most people, and cechniques of· wicchcraft 
are freely discussed, ar leasc by those persons who have yet to be accused. 

ln general, a \vitch' s practice focuses on the mapufacture and . use ,of _kwifi, or 
----~ ... ·- "" -~--

"dares," invisible projectiles which ar~ shot into victims, twirled in the hand, or 
orherwise manipu1;t:;J~c- ~ d iscance. Hence che cerro for witch, kwift ot;,-"mascer 

...... __ ~- ---- -
of the darts." 

Any severe or congenital misfortune can be accributed to witchcraft, and different 
kinds of kwifi are said to be made in order to eff ect che1n. A deach or severe illness 
can be caused by darts shot into a victim chrough the house chatch. Some kt.l)ifi are 
said to be ·wound with the victi.r:p's hair ( chough curiously, haircutting, in face 
grooming in general, is not marked among the Kalapalo by elaborate precaucions). 
A strong wind can be senc for the purpose of destroying a house, caused by kiuifi 
whirled vigorously by the witch. A manioc blight, affecting only one man's garden, 
is said to be the resulc of kwifi made from manioc planes secretly removed from that 
garden. Even an uncomfortable excess of mosquitoes in the house is attributed to 
malicious manip-ulations of a wicch. The greatest number of witchcraft-related - - - ...._ -·~-""',..._ - .... _ .. _ .... 
ip~ents, however, are those involving serious illness and death. The witch is 
therefore considered a trÜly dangerous iO:dividual, noc simply a malicious person. 

ln keeping with the Kalapalo observation thac offspring are taught the skills of 
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their pareots, witches are said to learn at ao early age how to ioflict 1nisfortune. 
During puberty seclusion, the traditiooal period of inteose parental instruction, a 
witch is said to expose his son' s hands to medicines and fire, thereby enabling him 
to 1nanufacture and shoot kwifi effectively. The filiative relationship is therefore 
an iznportant criterion for decermining a person's possible identity as a witch, 
though it is not, to repeat, a sufficient criterion for accusation. 

Witches are associated with the maned wolf, called isogoko, a nocturnal car
nivore whose cries are believed to presage a death some)vh~re in the Upper Xingu. 
Although considered potentially malevolent in its own right, the Kalapalo believe 
that any particular maned wolf rnay in fact be a witch who has transformed him
self in order to trave! to distant villages at night. A witch may als6 make use of 
various kiods of monsters, with which he traveis about after dark. ln short, the · 

_, __ .. ~ - .. ,.~. --·-·· - . .. ·-
\VÍtch's power includes control over nonnatural powers of transformation, by which 
he transcends the ordinary human association with itseke, or poteotially malevolent 
beings. Since itseke may cause illness and death by their own kwifi, by capturing 
a seriously ill person's shadow or by merely confronting a person traveliog.alorie, the 
relationships between witches and itseke are doubly dangerous. 

' \ ' 

Motivations for Witchcraft ~--- ,..___.. 

' ,/ 

A witch's motives are only explicitly recognized in certain situations wheµ n e 
is said to revenge hjmself.~l.R!?.2.-!º ind~~.?~~l who has o~nded hirn in some ·way. 
ln such cases, the witch has already been identified, and a specific conflict can oe 
cited becween wicch and viccim. Conflicts of this sorc usually occur becween persons 

- -. - - ... _. -i.....--

belonging to two differenc village grou_R~ or when the kinsmen of che victirn who 
make che accusation are of a group d~!fereot from the accused. These conflicts 
see1n to occur most often between husband and wife. Two cases, where specílic 
reve~ge 1nÕtives were cited, serve to illustr~te eh.is cype .of accusation. 

Case 1 M., rhe youngest of three cowives, wished to leave her husband, a 
nocorious witch, because he repeatedly abused her for taking lovers. Although 
she wanced to return to her natal village, she showed great reluctance to do so, 
sioce she was certaio her husband would bewitch her if she left him. 

Case 2 T ., a womao whose husband was previously accused of witchcraft by 
members of his own village group ( the Mehinaku), wished to remarry, but had 
difliculty despite her youth and good looks in persuading aoy one of her 1nany 
lovers to take her as a wife. Finally a young Waura, just out of puberty seclusion, 
married her. Within two months, he was dead. His kinsmen, as well as the un
fortunate T ., attributed this catastrophe to her formêr husbaod. 

A second coofiguration of witchcraft accusatioos leave the witch's motive un
knowo aod unrelated to actual social situations. These kinds of accusatioos seem 

_.,..._ - ·- lta ".._ - s m·,..,._ 

to r00st freguently_ oçcur among pers.oos li_yigg j n t~e ~rr:...e_ village. The following 
cases serve to illustrate this configuration. 

Case 3 B. attributed to witchcraft an unusually violeot wind which threatened 
his newly fi.nished house, but claimed he had always spoken well to everyone 
and therefore had offended no one. He thought the witch might have acted 
"just because he is ao angry ( itsotu) person." 

• 
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Case 4 The swollen stomachs, associated illnesses, and eventual deachs of six 
senior women in a certain village were attribuced by their kinsmen to X., a 
woman who had fed them all fish "withouc reason" on a single occasion. There 
was considerable puzzlen1ent abouc X.'s wishing to give the1n food, since some 
of the viccims had had little social concact with her prior to che incidenc, and 
were neither her kinsmen nor her affines. The survivors could noc say why she 
would have wanted co harm them. 

Case 5 Tbe senior anetu of Kanugijafit"i suddenly died after being given a 
small handgun by a European visiror. H is death was accribuced to a young man in 
his village group who was said to have become angry because he had not been 
given the gun himself. Since the man who died was a legicimare village repre
sencacive, it was chought proper chat he should have received the gifc, given by che 
European in recurn for the village's hospitality, and che Kalapalo could not 
understand why anyone should become jealous for chat reason. 

By far the greacesc number of cases wichhold judgmencs abouc che witch's 
' motives. rhis may be acrribuced to the face thac in che Kalapalo view, revenge as 

a motive implies a prior faulc or offense of che victim. Since most Kalapalo who 
accuse ot~ers of wicchcrafc are kinsmen of viccims or are themselves viccims, they 
cannot attribute wrongdoing as a cause. This is because persons who are kinsmen 
are noc supposed to cricicize one anocher, and must consistently supporc each other 
during conflicts. Thus, wicchcraft remains to a significant extent an inexplicable 
face of hu1nan existence. A witch is seen as an individual whose hostile acts are -- -- .......... ~--.. -
unjusti'fis<i. and therefore intolerable. They demand, whe~n serious and frequent - -enough, his execution. 

Defining a Case as One of WitchcJ11.ft. 
Dehn1ng a severé°"illness or a death as caused by witchcraft appears to involve the 

assessment and manipulation of social, epidemiological, and hiscorical variables by 
kinsmen of the viccirn. Calling a man or woman a kwifi oto is a matter of such 

~ 

seriousness as to place che accuser himself in a pocencially dangerous position. Be-- .---
cause an eventual counceraccack can be made, the Kalapalo make diagnoses of witch-

. - - -... 
crafc much more frequently chan direcc accusacions against individuais. For these 
reasons, many cases of death end with a wicchcrafc diagnosis only, less frequently 
with an accusarion, and only very rarely wich che execucion of an individual wicch 
in revenge for che murder. Ofcen, a diagnosis of "shadow capture" by itseke ac
councs for such disascers. Becween 1961 and 1968, a total of 17 persons died ac 
Aifa. Of these, 11 deaths were positively atcributed to witchcrafc, and rhree co 
itseke. Th~se artribucions appeared to be made by various faccionai groups, not 
simply kinsmen of che deceased, and were apparendy consensual conclusions. 
However, only two individuals were executed as responsible pareies, and of chese, 
only one was a member of the Kalapalo village group. 

The only prerequisite for diagnosis of witchcraft concerns rhe course the sickness 
takes. Witchcrafc-induced illness is b~lieved inçurable, unless the wicch releases the 

... _ .... - - -- . -- . 
viccim voluntarily. During periods of high fever or incense pain, Kalapalo sorne-
times call out to che witch whorn they believe is causing their illness, asking hün to 
wichdraw the kwifi which he has shoc into their bodies. 

The illness must be either a very prolonged and disfiguring one, or one whose 
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onset comes quickly_ and y.rith aQ._ abru_Rt but agonizing death. These two types of 
•• .... .....,...__, ·- - - .....,. .,...i.. 

sickness are ahnost invariably attributed to witchcraft, especially when repeated 
attempts at shamanistic curing have failed. Where shamans do cure successfully, 
symptoms are most often thought to be caused by itseke. · 

There are occasions where illness resulting in death is also attributed to itseke. 
Such a diagnosis seems rare and limited to situations where witchcraft seems in
appropriate as a diagnosis. An accusacion against itseke, who cannot be the subjecc 
of reprisals or osrracisrn, can be considered a means by \Vhich kinsmen of rhe 
deceased avoid coming into conflict wirh rheir fellow villagers. The itseke-caused 
death diagnosis satisfies the requirements of explaining a curious death without 
compromising the survivors in a faccionai conflict which they would be incapable 
of handling or which would expose themselves to wicchcraft accusàtions in the 
future. 

Itseke are frequently thought to cause minor illness, such as skin diseases in 
youhg chilâren, âüd can be directly useful to a ~i7~h by stealing his victirri s shadow 
when he has become weak from the witch' s kwifi. Thus, itseke are possible, even 
probable, agenrs ~f a person' s illness at any tüne, and their designation as such in 
a specific case is therefore entirely legitimate and acceprable as a substitute for a 
witchcraft diagnosis. 

The circumstances surrounding Naki"s death provide interesting material on a 
dramatic and sudden death which resulted in an itseke diagnosis. ~ak'i ~as the son 
of a rnan executed for witchcraft, but he himself was never accused. Nak'i, like his 
futher, was considered anetu~ but (some say because of-his fãther' s execucion) had 
never held office. His elder brother had left the U pper Xingu ~o work for the -- ~ .. _....._ -- ' ·- - - _.... . 
Brazilians when their farher died. Two younger brÕthers, also living in Aifa, were ---- . --- - - ... __ --- - .. -- -
personally retiring, without many ato or ajo, and with no ifi statuses. Although 
Nak'i was popular wich the men ~of Aifa (hé had acqu-ired cortsiderable status by 
being kaguttt oto and a somewhar notorious lover), he was not idenrified with 
either of the two central factions of Apihtt and B'ij'ij'i; perhaps this added to his 
popularicy. When Nak! died, no accusation of witchcraft was made, nor was 
witchcrafc even mentioned as a reason for the illness while he was still alive. It was 
enrirely attributed to itseke visions Nak'i had before his death ( see p. 22), although 
rhese visions were only rnentioned after he died. Whether Nak'i actually saw, or 
claimed to have seen, itseke is irrelevant. Circulation of this explanation for bis 
death enabled the group at large to find a correct solution to the problem of how 
this ostensibly healthy man could have succumbed so quickly. His weak group of 
kinsmen were without a considerable number of supporters and, closely related to a 
man who was himself executed, they could hardly make an accusarion of witch
craft themselves. However, rwo men from the Kuikuru village, who considered 
rhemselves "fathers" of rhe dead man, felt fr.ee to make a diagnosis of wirchcraft, 
for they had no social conracr with the people of Aifa, yer were prominent mem
bers of rheir own group and thus had some supporr for their starements. 

Accusations of Witchcraft against Individuais 
-Fach Upper -X"ingu villãge conrãiõs mén who are consistently thought of as 

witches, being accused by mernbers of factions to which they are not related and 

/ 
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by persons in other villages to whom they are not related. An accusation is always 
denied by a close kinsman of the accused, but sometimes socially distant relatives 
(especially those living in other village groups) may concede that the person 
accused is in fact a witch. Once a man has been accused by members of a faction, 

__. ..... """ -
heis likely to b~ repeatedly accused by them when a person affiliated with the faction 

&. 
Accusations made against the deceased' s parents or other of his close kinsmen 

( especially older ifisuandaw) by someone else' s older rela tive often result in a - --repeated accusation in the next generation. As a result, historical feuds sometimes 
---~-~--occur) going back at least three generations, and involving lineal descendants of 
m~ ac~usc:d..,9!,. wi tchcraft many years in the past. This is partially due to the belief 
that a father transmits bis witchcraft knowledge to his sons, but also seeins to be 
motivated by revenge. ln one case for example, F.'s father accused T.'s father of 
witchcraft. ln return, T. accused F. of the death of his first wife. F., bis kinsman B., 
and other members of B.'s faction attributed T.'s wife's death to an outsider, X. 
However, X. was presently married to T.'s sister. Although T. agreed X. was a 
witch, because they were brother-in-law, T. did not accuse him of that particular 
death. 

Again, consistent with beliefs concerning the inheritance of wirchcrafr techniques 

from parent to éhild, a man whose fath~ was accused of witchcrafr i12 9_n~-yjJ1~ge 
!Ui~ht be accu~ed by members of his 9wn village group or by the descendanrs of 
his father's accusers. Kalapalo frequently justify rheir accusarions by stating rbat a - - -wirch's father had been accused by rhe members of his own village, rhe implication 
being rhat rhose persons, of all people, should have known who the witches were 
in their·midsr. For example, when l asked several persons why Agifuti had publicly 
accuseq a certain Kalapalo rnan of wirchcraft in connection with his son's death, 
rhey replied that Agifuti's son, when interrogated by his father, had 1nade the 
accusation. Such questioning of the victitn is made of course by the very persons 
who feel sure wirchcraft is involved, and they may suspect individuais as well . 
However, as in other cases of explicit accusation, what is important is the face that 
kinsmen publicly declare a person guilry. If they have no supporc in the village, 
they musr leave for another where they have relatives who agree with their judg

ment. After making bis accusation, Agifuti ir
1 
fact, was force to do th is, and no'v 

lives in Migiyapei. -~ rv'h 9W IR.,'!,~~. 

Fl . h f w· h t A · -õ, <;u etWo />\)./) 1g t rom ttc era t ccusat1ons 
-Wnile c9Tiéccing genealogies I was struck by the number of persons who had fled 
from one village to another in order to escape wirchcraft accusations and rhreats of 
execution. Once a man has fl.ed to a village because of fear of execurion, h is rela
cives ( kinsmen or affines) are expected to shelter him. If bis relarives are faction 
members he may then be sufficiently protecced, for a man who can counc on the 
support of powerful persons ( or those inritnately connected with the latter) can 
1nake it more difficult for other members of the host village ro support his 
accusers. However, although accused witches can take refuge wirh their relatives 
and thereby live for many years without fear of being killed, they are never en
tirely free from accusations against them, particularly by members of their old 
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group. For this reason, there is a patterE_ of intervilla_ge accusatiO!:l which results 
not so much frol!l_local g.tÇ>t.!.B.~hosriliry but from the practice of seeking asylum. 
The following cases illustrate this kind of situation. - - -

Case 1 The story of Taguwaki's father was described by a younger kins1nan 
in the following way: They all fled because the Mehinaku were about to kill 
Taguwaki's facher. They left late ar night, when everyone was sleeping, carrying 
only a small pot with a little fire in ir to light the path. They carne to Kanugijafit1 
because chat's where Taguwaki's father 's brorhers-in-law lived. The Mehinaku 
wouldn't kill hirn there. Even today, Taguwaki won't return to live with the 
Mehinaku; they say he is a witch like his father. 

Case 2 You know X., he lives with tbe Kuikuru now. A Jong rime ago he 
fled his own village, when the Wagif1t1 people killed bis father because he shot 
so many people with kwifi. Then X. lived with the people ar Kanugijaf1t1. They 
were afraid of hitn and gave hirn chree wo1nen; that's how he 1narried his wives. 
The Kalapalo said he killed a woman tbere, and his morher killed some women 
to wborn sbe gave bad fish. Then X. becarne afraid again and went to the Kuikuru. 
Ir doesn't seern that he killed anyone there, but it was a Kuikuru wbo told the 
M1giyapei anettt that X. was the one who rnade his wife sick. N. (a Wagifiú 
man} said he was sleeping when his "farher" X. carne to calk ro him at M1giyapei. 
X. cold N. he had corne from rhe Kuikuru like a n1aned wolf, rhar's how he carne 
so quickly from so far away, and ac night when people are afraid to meet mon
sters in the foresc. They talked a while, then X. wenc away. The next day, A.'s 
wife got sick, and K. [a shaman) said he found kwifi in her body. Then they all 
knew X. was tbe one who shot her. 

Case 3 The rnembers of Bi:fijl's faction made a trip to the Pose, where tbey 
met Kanaru, a Yawalipiti rnan. Upon cheir return to Aifa, Tsa11aku carne to 
Ugaki and Taguwaki, saying she had heard from Kanaru rhac Y. was relling 
people rhar Taguwaki, Apib11, and Tufulei (the latter was if ftttwi, or brotber's 
son to Tsa11aku] were all witches. Y. was accused directly of severa! deaths by 
the mernbers of B'i j1jl's faction, and alchough Taguwaki's and ApihlJ's factions 
strongly believed Y. to be a witch, they never bad accused hitn. Tbese factions 
contained many of Y.'s affines who were in a relationship of ifutisu ekugu with 
him. ln addition, rhey were afraid thac he would make bis wives sick if their 
kinsmen threacened hi1n. B'ij1ji"s faction desired Y.'s dearh, bur rhe ocher group 
could not condene ir. Therefore, when B1j1jl's group spread the scory that Y. 
had called his affines witches, it was sornerhing of a shock to rhose relatives, who 
expressed considerable indignation. Tufulei, especially; was upsec by Y.'s alleged 
accusations, for he had never before been publicly accused of witchcraft. Al
though boch Taguwaki and Apih\.1 had been previously accused by tbeir own 
facher's group, the Mehinaku [see Case 1), they had apparently never been 
directly confronted with the possibility chat Y. thought so. ln che midst of the 
resulting furor, Y. himself appeared unexpeccedly, having apparendy made plans 
to visit his affines-plans that had been known ali along by B'ij'ij'i's group. 
Whether the story was spread by rhem in che knowledge that Y. was coming ro 
Aifa, and with the hope that he be ill-received by Taguwaki and Apihp, or 
wherher Tsa11aku really believed Y. had spoken against his affines, che reception 
be met with in tbe Kalapalo village was surprisingly cordial. The very 1nen he 
had allegedly accused greeted hirn with some warmth, invited bim to play the 
kagutu [he was a specialist well known for his skill], and gossiped with bim 
abone other accused witches during his stay. 

Men who are accused of being wicches consciously attemEt tQ_~eJl.Se their social 
contacts with the accusers or their relâtiv~s, and thereby to establish sgyations in 

.,,. 
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which the displ~y_Q.Lfµndª'mencaLsoclaUd_~~ _(gene.rosity and pacificity) are ....._ 
particularly a,epropriate or _necessary. The reputed w~h_ who cons.ist~n.!!y_, Pª!..~ici-
pates in village affairs and who even Tntt1ates them in the role of ceremonial 
~ponsor or ~I?.~@st IíQp§$~tp])ecõffie.l~s'{' notiêéãDJ.ê ~ãS"~:tr ~arrris"Crcürl _lfe.rs-on.-His 
association with unjusti.fied aggression (as an accused witch ) is potentially weak
ened ( at least remporarily) when he takes an acrive and beneficial role in society. 
One imporrant means of doing this is to become sponsor or specialist of ceren1onies 
which can be used in curing very sick persons. Then, the accused witches are in a 
position to dernonstrate most clearly their positive attitude coward a victim. 
Assisting prominently in an attempted cúre as they lead the singers during such a 
ritual, these men actively show their desire for the victim's recovery. l-!9wever , 
once a person is accused, the chances are he \vill be accused again, so1newhere,, by 

. ~- :i . ...,..~~ - !&oioi"d<·----· '<; ~7(,Jo ,. "- " ... 

so1nebo<ly_._ __ ---
Revenge Magic 

The Kalapalo consider che most reprehensible witchcraft murder to be that of a 

Y~i:Ég "pei~~.i!:. J:ube~cy_!é~~~Wnênthecteâ'ch-Óf such a perso~ 'is ;;;;·ib~~ed~t~ 
witchcraft, and a powerful faction is able to publicly name the murderer, the re
sponse should· be the execution of more than one person in revenge. ln such a case, 
che murderer himseif; coge"tfiêr' w1ch adUír m~i~ ·~;~Sêrs ' ofhis' h~u;ehold, are che 
cargers of the enraged kinsmen of the victim. ldeally, the Kalapalo say, ~ve ~~QPS 
should be executed in reven e for the death of a secluded boy or irl. 

Ir soinêdmes appens; however, that the victim's relatives do not constitute a 
.,.....,..._...,...~,~~- ' .._ .-. ~ -~~"""'°~ _...""".,.~·r .... f .... -._. Ut1 """"'"'o;.-Yil<!C..,.,,..,.~~ 

powerf~!.f~ctio~ who can garher su_e,eort fo~~ch sev.~e a ... ction. ln such a case, the 

appropriare srep to take is to -5:.?.~~~J~ ~ ...... .t<!~.º.1: .. ~.nov::n .. ~~. ~il~::!.?•, ~.~aster of the 
revenge charm." This ~f.SOn is a s~~..h.aJ. lE\.f.!:~ ~-:_.~r~J?~~ri~g 
and controlling the power of the kifi, a large vessel in which pares of the victim's 

"' .......,.. _.,._.. • Ili( (;\,)o' :,i: ~ ......... .,,, o<;.,..*""""-' ~ ~· • '* ,•..........., ~ ..... """'" ., . .,....,.. .,, ~'""' 

bogy. are ls~P!. b .. <?_iling in order to mag!cally induce the death of his murderer. 
~ - ~ .. 11..,,.. • .._,____ --..._ ... .....-y.~--·· ~~ ·- ~.._~.,,,,.... . . . 

During rheir 1nourning of the vicrim, the kinsrnen wishing to consult a kif:;, oto 
cut pieces of skin from the deceased's palms and soles, or reinove bis little finger 
joinrs. These are broughr to the shaman's house, where the aggrieved kinsmen re
quest that a kifi be made. Having agreed to do so, the kifi oto builds himself a 
seclusion wall, behind which he must live for the duration of the charm's use. ln 
the seclusion area he builds a large tire, over which he places a large cooking vessel 
filled with warer containing the parts of the vicrim's body given him by the kins-
1nen. This musc be kept constantly boiling until the murderer dies. As a con
sequence, the kifi oto live in an atmosphere of incense heat, which normal in
dividuais cannor endure. The Kalapalo believe the kift oto experiences great pain 
fro1n rhe heat of the fire, and at night leaves the village to run in the forest, where 
he is able to scream in agony undisturbed. Toward the end, his body begins to shed 
sparks, and young children who step on them develop sores on their feet. Only 
after the murderer has beef! killed by the char1n may the shaman put out the fire 
and return to a normal existence. 



8 / Relationships between groups: 

the role of village representative 

ln every village of Upper Xingu society, there are certain men and women 
who have inherited a special status. These persons, whom the Kalapalo call anetaw 
(anetu, singular ) have ofren been designated "chiefs" or "headmen" by persons 
acquainted with the area, who have ünplied prerogatives of leadership and political 
authority by their use of these cernis. Such appellations are unfortunarely tnislead
ing, fo! the person who is anettt is primarily designated by bis ascribed duties as 
village representative. Though we can call anetaw "chiefs," ir should come as no 
surprise to find that they are not necessarily village leaders and are frequendy with
out any political influence whatsoever. l n fact, as Gertrude Dole ( 1966) has shown, 
the opposite can often occur; some anetaw are pointedly ignored when they cry to 
iniriate action.1 

The Kalapalo conceive of their anetaw as village "patrons" or "sponsors" ( etu 
oto), men and women whose ·presence . j ustifies che actual existence of the social 
unir. As patrons, anetaw represent their group in siruations where ir confronts 
orher villages, especially during ceremonial events. W ithin the village itself, anetaw 
serve to mediate between households whose autonomy normally prevents individual 
members from freely interacting. ln general anetaw _are persons whose physical 
presence and 3:Ctions during_ intergroup events sanctions those events ~~~ makes -rhem legitjmate. 

-Furthermore, as representatives of cheir villages, anetatv are supposed to per
sonify the ifutisu ideais of generosity and pacificity. By organizing the disrribution 
of ceremonial food payment or of gifrs presenred to the vilJage at large by an 
outsider, by calling for the accumulaci.on of gifts to be given visicors on formal 
occasions, and by acring as hosrs during intervillage ceremonies, they exemplify 
the former ideal. By controlling the aggressiveness of members of cheir village 
groups during intervillage athletic events, by mediating between potentially hosrile 
groups within the village, and by continually assisting one another in major activities 
(such as house building) regardless of their own personal feelings, they exemplify 
che larrer ideal. l n this manner, considerable presrige is derived from acrively hold
ing anetu office, for act iviries associared with that office exemplify rhe most 

i The problem is one of polysemy, because the cerm anetu can be used in more than one 
way, thac is, ic can refer to more than one concept. ln this book, the word "chief" is re
stricted to mean an exclusive leader or head of a cacegory of beings; such Jeaders are also 
called anetu by the Kalapalo ( as in itolo anetu, "chief of the birds," a reference to the king 
vulcure). 

132 
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fundamental principies of proper social behavior. If the person who is village 
representative is in addition the bearer of a number of other important statuses, 
his position of true village leader is assured. However, r~presentative status does 
not i 0:_}.t~.~lf i.qipjy ~~!'J?niR, as I will show below. • ....... ' · -

INHERITANCE OF ANETU STATUS AND SUCCESSION TO OFFICE 

AJL ~il~~ .. ::1h. °.!.-~:! • .:!!!!!u,, .(~~1e . º!. f e~~!.:_) ~i.n~~rit th~r~uti.Jit~,...hgutnJy 
the eldest of ~ s.st_çf_sjb,ling.s.Jnh~its_the..-.tight-to .hold office ~~~.~bis ~~llt. oj 
~~e samu ex dies .. Thus, a male ª!!e!._u is ide~lly_the_eld~~urviviqg mal~ child of a 
,!!lale anetf:!_.( his father) and a fen:i~le anetu the . eldest su~iv~ng f~m_ale eh~ of a 
female anetu ( her mother) . 
~ --

Often, however, a representative dies without children of the appropriate sex to 
inherit his position, that is; his right to hold office. If this happens to a female 
anetu, no one inherits her position, but when a male anetu dies without sons, an
other person usually claims this right. Most often the claimant is the eldest son of 
the dead representative's younger brother, but sometimes a man whose mother was 
anetu claims the position. Whether or not these persons make claims to anetu office 
depends upon what their relationships are with men who are already holding this 
office. A person who is a subordinate affine to the latter will not press his claims, 
nor will a man actively seek to hold office if there are severa! other anetu active in 
che village. However, if an epidemie or other disastrous event leaves no surviving 
adults wbo can legitimately hold office, these "irregular" anetu are accepted in order 
to fill the vacanc posicions. These persons are usually leaders in their own righc 
before acquiring anetu office. 

The Kalapalo distinguish between '~i!.~" and "irregular" inheritors of 
anetu status by calling the former anetu ekugu, "real" or "great amount" anetu, and - ~ ...,~ ...,,.... ,___.. 
the latter !ntS(J.1ÍQ,Jlt,z~l~"lig!~ .. a.rrig~QWnetu. The f.2FP .. e! are men wl)o Jlave in-
~~d tbs_ir-~tatus dirç_cJ.!x,_frmn zotlJei!wf~er ( himself anetu ekugu)' w_E_:reas t~.:.. 
latter are in~iduals_~hq_ claim their status on the basis of other ties. Of all the 

. .... ........ - ~~-.-.~ ... .....-.-................ 
representatives in a village who hold office, the eldest is cons"icfered the head anetu, 

..,. __ ....,..._-itr ~ .... - - ... ... ~ • 

ãnd fie is tne man with the most frequent obligations to act as village representative 
in ceremonial situations; he is also ex.pected to harangue the villagers· at dawn, 
urging rhem to rise from their hammocks and perform the work of the day. When 
a head anetu dies and hi§. son begins to hold offi.ce, the latter does not become the 

__,.--,-~~.--- ---~·...,...~~----

new head ª 17;.f!tu, f2f thjs position falis to the oldest surviving active representative. 
ln Aifa (as in ali other Upper Xingu villages) live a number of anetaw of both 
types. Seven 1nen held anetu status among the Kalapalo during 1966-1968. 

1. The senior anetu, ApihlJ, is considered intsono anetu because he bases his 
claim on his mother's status; she was a Kalapalo representative. His father 
held no claims to anetu status at ali. Apihtt-'s main rival, Bi:jij:i, claims that 
Apihtt is a Mehinaku man ( because he was born in that village) and thus 
not a Kalapalo at all, let alone a Kalapalo anetu. Except for Blj'iji and his 
household, however, ApihlJ. was accepted as head anetu by all the residents 
of Aifa. However, Apihv very rarely made speeches in the early morning, 
which an unambiguous leader of the entire group would do. 
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2. Bij:ifi, who was only slightly younger than Apihti, was also considered 
intsoiío anetu, because his claim was based on his farher's brother's position. 
The latrer had died without male children to succeed him, so Blfifi was able 
to claim the status for his own. 

3. A third irregular claúnant was Yafula. Although Yafula's father had been 
anetu, the latter's· clairns were themselves apparently based on an irregular 
inheritance, and thus the son was known as intsoiío anetu. 

4. The only anetit ekugu to hold office in Aifa was Tufulei, a man of abour 
twenty-six years of a·ge. Because of his youth, Tufulei was st ill inexperienced 
anâ in the process of learning anetu speeches, gestures, and orher formal be
havior characteristic of the represenrative role. Tufulei was recognized by all 
to have the clearest, most legitimate anetu status, having succeeded both a 
father and grandfather who were anetu ekugu. 

ln addition co chese four, who actively held office, there were ochers, all anetu 
ekugu, who never acted as village representatives. 

5. Nak1 was a man who had never held anetu office, bur whose legitimate status 
was recognized by rhe fact rhat upon his death in 1967, he was treared to all 
the elaborate burial and commemoracive rituais which are accorded an anetu. 
Nakl's facher had been execuced for witchcraft when Nak1 was scill young, 
and rhe boy's eldest brother, who would have inherited his father's position, 
as a result had left rhe Upper Xingu Basin permaoently to work for Brazilians. 
Nak1 also refused to inherit his farher 's representative role, apparently in his 
relucrance to idenrify himself wirh wirchcrafc, a skill thought ro be handed 
down from facher to son. ln this he was completely successful. 

6. Kafutani was a young man whom everyooe recognized as anetu ekugu, yet 
he coo never held office. His explanacion was quite explicir: he did not wish 
to embarrass his older brothers-in-law, Apih1J. and B1fifi, to whom he was 
subordinate as a "wife receiver." By actively holding office, he would be 
flaunting his legirimate status in the face of rheir intsoiio anetu designation. 

7. Finally, Sagama was a n1an who held legitimate claims co the anetu position 
in anorher village group, the Jagam1, who disbanded and scattered in 
various Carib speaking villages after several epide1nics and invasions by 
hostile tribes had severely depopulated rhe1n. Although Sagama could not acc 
as a represencacive of his own village group, he was recognized as an anetu 
and therefore was allowed to acc as such during the incravillage trade game 
which is oor1nally conducced by persons holding anetu status. However, when 
the Kalapalo carne into concact wirh ocher village groups, Sagama never took 
this representative role. 

Only chree women held anetu status in Aifa, and all three from time to time 
participaced in activicies which indicared they held office. Like male anetu, these 
women seemed to be ranked according co age, so chat Tsaqaku, the eldesc of the 
chree, appeared the mosc active. Women are not apparencly distinguished, like 
men, according to rhe means by which they have inherited anetu status, and thus 
were unquescionably "legirimate." 

ACTlVITIES OF ANET A W IN THE VILLAGE 

ln che context of village affairs, male and female ançtaw acc as mediators be
tween disparate household groups which are normally autonomous. The presence of 
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an anetu, or bis initial sponsorship of some activity, justi.fies the participation in that 
activity of household groups which are not necessarily related through kinship or 
affinal ties. 

Insofar as ,:V~IJl~µ- ~r.e . .2-.§ •• ~Lgned_ f_ewer roles during the course of public affairs, 
~............--. -·· - .. ,.,,...~ .. ~ ....... ...,, ~ .. -~~~ 

(and are expected to be shy and retiring on those occasions ) female anetaw are much 
less active tgan male anetaw. Furthermore, because there are no fen1ale ints~Jiôãiie
t r::_w, rhere are fewer fe1nale representatives found in the village group. These two fac
tors cause female anetaw to be considerably less noticeable in the life of the village 
than male anetaw. Their main activities are ( 1) leading the women's intravillage 

w n11·· AA':i ·'f'?lle~ ~ ~... ~~'*'•-tW":<&".1-............. .....,.~, ~..,,.,4 

~(see p. 136), (2) distributin,~ .. .W ... cL...~-Yru~.~~, and (3) s~e.er
vising the preparation of food for distribution to ".:isitQf§._ g~ring an intervj llage 

......... ~- .. ....,,.....,. . ., - . .. ~ """' ~ ~~ 

ceremon~. Female anetaw are treated at death in the sarne elaborate manner as male 
• -• t 42\. •:-"""'*•;tr'ltl~•~ /. ~~~ rr't ,. • ~ J>< 

anetaw, but apparendy never appear publicly as for1nal representatives of their .......... 
village groups during intervillage ceremonies, as do men. 

On occasions when large quantities of food 1nust be presented to the village 
group (for exa1nple, when a ceremonial sponsor distributes payment for the 
performance of a ceremony), ir is the anetaw' s responsibility to see that it is dis
tribuced equitably. Although the sponsor formally 1nakes the distribution, he is 
supervised and often assisted by two or three male and female representatives who 
make sure every person or household receives a portion. 

A~ villag~-~.trons, I_Uale ree~~~~.~~5.~~~ ~J;2nsible fQ.t;,_~~!Etaining 
public areas, including the central plaza, the formal entrance pathi the~J.2,€l.Jh .~ading 
ro th.elãk-e-:-ãnd-the 'ffiâin~tliing ª,!.,,y.a;_w nen 'ítis ~·e-ce~s~Ty"''t~ b~ild a new bridge 
- ~ ~· · .,:_~~:Wftli.I' ~~~ <$~ 

over rhe creek which crosses the tagiiíu, the Kalapalo representatives invite rhe men 
of Aifa to assist in its constructioo. Similarly, village representatives are respoosible 
for keeping the plaza clean of debris, and before a visit from another village group 
they organize che 1nen to weed and sweep this area. 

' Public declarations of anetaw, especially the senior man, and cheir "official" 
.-..-.- ..... ''e·- <.e..-. .... _,., ..... - .:1.(o·.-..1- - ~"·• ...,._, ..... -...- _,,,.. .... ..... -~ • ~·· .. ......,.... 

part1cipation in a co1n1nunal effort are only the result of a prior agree1nenc made 
-&y rhê ãêlülr .. _!Dembers of rhe víllage gronp as · a wn'ole. Major êlecisions regaraing 
ili~ ~iliag~· ; re .. ·~--;;; . ~-:iJe- i;y· thê" seníor ànêt"t?ã1õne-:-~r even by a "council" com-

posed of all the holders of anetu office. Decisions are 1nac!e i,n{or1nally by all the 
~-~ ~ 0.VA6$t ~::;;;i: ' ~ ,~.:. 

adult men and women. ln order to assess public opinion, the head anetu makes it a 
~e 'Zrh X ''C "1-<.•:.l·r ;"i, • \ · 

"'p~actice of qu.estioríirig persons within their own ·houses or in front of the 
kuakutu where the men ass~mble to gossip in the afternoÕ"n. -This is especially 

,_, 

important .when a decision must be made concerning a major ceremony, moving 
the village sit~, or ending a mourning period. AfterJ udgii:;_g pu]2}i~ ~se.!l0.!?enr~ _;he 
~ead anetu formally declares what is to b~ do~e by me~ns of a ritualy~ech m.,_!king 
use of language differing in rhythm from common discourse, and containing words 

i.?t _used in ~rdinary speech. Àlthough it is not often u~_ers5ood by .. ths.;.,,9-,'?!1;à!!taw, 
this formal speech serves' to publicly mark the fact that a decision has been made, a 
decision on the part of the majority to participate in a certain event togerher. The 
anetu' s speech thus stands as a symbol of the unity of the village for some common 
cause. 

The ceremonial trading event ( called uluki), which takes place between mem
bers--óf a -sing1e v1!1agé or Tetwee.Õ. tw<:r víITage'grõupsasãwnõre~·-~m"'n.11õfl1er'sítua-

-e.t ~ ~ ~ ~ ,,- r \:~ ~ "" .,:i;~~ ... ~- !ti\~~ . .,-....... •'-.::- ' 
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tion in which anetaw act in their special roles of group mediators and representa-. ............. ... ~ ~ ~ ~ 

tives. 
Only men participate in the intervillage uluki. When the ceremony is held by - - - -

meriiliers õf êhe sarne settlement, it is always organized among persons of the 
sarne sex, women trading with women, men trading with men. Arriong- the 
Kalapalo, the men's uluki occurs much more frequently than does that of the 
women. Kalapalo men say this is because wornen are shyer than men, and are 
therefore more reluctant to appear in houses other than rheir own. ( ln fact, women 
do seem to organize uluki only when most of the men are outside the village-
this in order to avoid their teasing as they walk about the plaza. ) However, 
Kalapalo women say they do not trade as often as men because they are poorer and 
have fewer things to trade. During women's uluki, one notices an air of stinginess 
not felt in the men's group. Women are more reluctant to trade simply for the 
sake of crading, since they own relatively few personal items, and most of these 
are either not easily replaced or are treasured gifcs from lovers. Despite these 
differences, both women's uluki and men's uluki procede according to the sarne 
rules, each group being led by an anetu of the appropriace sex. 

An intravillage uluki is initiated by an anetu acting u_20n the request of friends - - -
or relatives who want to parricipate in such an event. Beginning in his own house, 
the anetit invites other men to present irems of material wealth which they wish to 
trade. When all rhe men of the anetu's household have finished trading, they move 
on to the next house and then continue clockwise around the village circle until 
the last household, to the left of the anetu's own, has been visited. The group picks 
up new members as it traveis around the village, and often these new participants 
ask to have che uluki continue around a second time, in order to enjoy possible 
trade benefits in houses which have been visired before they joined in. Consequently, 
some houses are visited two or three rimes in a single uluki, ofcen to the consterna
tion of occupants who have previously g iven all they wished to trade. 

When the uluki group enters a house, the head of the household is expected 
to call to the rest of the men. in bis group. Taking turns, the men of the household 
then come forward to the cleared area in front of the door which opens onto the 
plaza, and throw down before the assembled visitors objects they wish to trade. As 
each man presents something, the anetu asks him what it is that he wants in re
turn: "tikaitsuma?" ( "what is with it?" ), and the man can give a specific answer 
or say, "Ko1 inalu funumufeke" ( "I don'c know") . If one of the men in the group 
(he cannot be a fellow household member) wants the object offered, he picks it up 
and leaves for his own house, returning with what has been requested, or if nothing 
has been specified by the owner, any object he believes a worthy exchange. Usually, 
however, the owner of the original item receives something of slightly less value. 
An uluki participant is expected to accept what is given him regardless of whether 
it is a fair exchange or not, and he is especially criticized if he complains about ir. 
~lthough men and women crade for the sake of obtain_0g specific ite!:ls whi~h 
mig hc ocherwise be unavailable to them because of their inability to coerce -the 
owner into giving it up, the uluki seems to be perforrned more for the sakeo f 
trading irsêli. Ir is tlí! refore ar 9r:! le2~el.J __ "game," in that it is enjoyed for its 
own sake, but it clearly has a deeper significance. The system allows the memSers - -- -
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of a particular vill'!;g,ç__ tQ_ y_i.§i~JlQ.Y~es ~hey might otherw ise be unable to enter, and 
- ~ • • ~>-1 - .... ...... "' \ 

to see the possessions of orher members of the village, in particular those belongi;g ' .. . •' . 
to persons with whom they_a.re not on relaxed, intimate rerms. Thus, there are very 
few secrets of wealth in the Kalapalo village~ The. uluki forces 1nen and women to 
behàve according to the ideal of generosity by enjoining them to freely exchange 
possessions and to accept things which they do not want. 

As the following stoty illustrates, however, the uluki is often used by individuais 
to obtain specific items which they cannot acquire from rheir own kinsmen. The 
speaker is a man describing his puberty seclusion. 

I had to sleep on an old hammock. It was very torn, and every night I would 
fall through it to the ground. Sometimes, I couldn't sleep at all, and I would cry 
at night because I couldn't sleep. My mother was dead, and my siscer was coo small 
to make ha1n1nocks. She didn't know how co do it ac that rime, she was jusc able 
to spin corton. I felt very sad because there was no woman my father could 
ask co 1nake me a ha1n1nock. Then my father gave m.e a short length of shell 
disks, a piece of a belt. "Take this," he said. "When you can buy more shells, you 
can make a good belt for yourself and you can wear ir." I told hün 1 didn't want 
it. I said, "When che uluki comes, ask someone for a hammock, and give this as 
paymenc." He did ask for a hammock during 2.tluki, and gave the owner rhe shells. 
Then I had a good hammock and was able to sleep well . 

The anetu who organizes an uluki is expected to jojn in actively, and in so doing 
t.2.,~êf an e.!..am_Rle for recalcitrant members _of bis ,,own. and other b0usehÕlas. He 
should show enjoyment in trading for its own sake, without thought of gain and 
solely for the purpose of exhibiting his generous impulses. Th!~?-aqher~nce to 
_an ·ideal _2f b~~avior whose enactment confers prestige, the uluki anetu is treated 
wirh respect and admiration during a suceesstuL.ev,enr. of. ... this kind which he or 
she sponsors . 

• 

Children' s U luki .f 

From an early age, children, particularly boys, are encouraged to express the 
ideais of friendliness, generosity, and subordination of their individual interesrs to 
che will of the group. One of the most striking ways this is taught is chrough che 
children's uluki. 'This kind of trade ceremony is also one means by which a young 
person who is of anetu status learns co underscand the prerogatives and duties 
associaced wich chat posicion. 

During the children's uluki, one of the adule rnale anetaw of the village, perhaps 
the grandfarher or father of a young anetu, conducts the group of boys from house 
to house, c'ounseling the future vi~lage representative in bis role of uluki leader. The 
older man only instructs his younger kins1nen; che ocher participants are onlookers, 
and learn mainly through observing their adult counterparts during the adult men's 
uluki. 

Household U luki 
' Fin; lly, uluki often is held by the me1nbers of a single household group. Here 
again, the result is a parcial redistribution of wealth, motivated by the desires of 
individual 1nembers to obtain specific items they could otherwise not obtain from 
che owners. ln this kind of_uluki"' the .Q.arriers between affines and between dominant 

411 ~ h"'· ' . •fl'Jt,,..-~~'-Y~• e-e ~--,-....Jalifll;::p)llllA~ t•llf'!:.8.,,'M'"-sm ~--
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and subordinate kin are tem.e2E.aril~ broken, for any player can legitimately ask for 
ano õject from any other player. 

ln a larer secrion of this chapter, 1 will discuss the mosc spectacular uluki of ali , 
that which takes place between members of two or more village groups. lt will 
suffi.ce to say here that the intervillage uluki, lik~ that which takes place am_?ng 
members of the sarne vi~lage group, is under the formal sponsorship of anetaw. 

ln summary, the formal activicies within the village of men and women who 
hold anetu offi.ce are those which concern the entire village group and which unite ---·--·.. ... _, . . . -
the autonomous households into a community. Such activities can be said to in-
volve mediation between chese households, in arder that me1nbers of such groups 
can work together for some common goal regardless of the individual ·relationships 
( or lack of them) between their members. 

Other anetaw activities are those focusing upon intervillage relationships, and it 
is under these circumstances that anetaw serve as representatives of their village 
groups. 

Anetaw_ and lntervillage Cererpony 
The most important symbols of anetaw status are those relating co the perform

ance of severa! major ceremonies whose enaccment depends upon the participation 
of a number of village groups. These ceremonies are of t~JY~~- On the one 
hand are performances of the uluki or intervillage tr ade ceremony, during which 
cwo village groups are opposed as competitors in a ritual ex_shange of wealth be
iween individuais. On the other hand are ceremonies which commemorate in-. 

., .. """""~ .. 
dividual anetaw who have died, and which are sponsored by kinsmen of those dead 
anetaw who are themselves village representatives. Although there are ocher oc
casions when individuais from different villages come together (such as for the 
purpose of mourning or for 1najor curing rituais), only these two kinds of events 
involve village groups acting as such. 

ANETAW CEREMONIES 

The Kalapalo participate in three_.maj_Qr ceremQ.nie.s_ spo_n.s..Qr~hy anett!J:!!. ..Q.r their 
kinsmen. The egitsu is a ceremony which commemorates a recendy dead anetu. It is 
sponsored by- mêêlêãd'" pe i son' s. sTblings. Íhe .. ipoff!!_:ilréar laíêfÇ[Ug r.ifüal, ·has been 

~ 

described in Chapter 5. lt is usually held in conjunction with the egitsu, afcer the 
ceremonies associated with the latter have been performed. Finally, the ifagaka, or 

... 
spear .E,hrowing __ contest, is sponsored by an anetu in commemoration of his father, 
the latter having_ been dead íór severai'Years. .. ........ 

All these_e:veru~ ( several of which occur each year ) have ma~ features J!1 
common. First, each involves the participation of men from a number of ( often 

' -- --- ... - - . ,.,., ~ .. 
all) villag~ •. gr9._;ip~; ~.?~e~re 1nost ~.f~en onlookers, or at_ best, particiJ?.ate on!I_, 
in the dancing. Usually, the men of two or three guest groups are asked to assist .. - -
the hosts in preparing enormous quantities of food which are later distributed 
among themselves. This assistantship role should later be reciprocated by the hosts 
when their guests sponsor a similar ceremony. A second feature held in common 
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is the nature of the assigned roles of rhe village representatives. The visiting aneta'}!J 
are in general not actively involved in the activiries of the final climactic event, but 
are passive onlookers who must sit quietly throughout mosr of the day on srools 
placed ar the edge of the plaza. Third, rhe guesrs are formally inyited by rhe spon~or. 

The invitation is presented by messengers who are paid by him to travei to the 
• 
various local groups which are to come to the cere1nony. The Kalapalo refer to ... 
these men as tini, "those who go to ask." -
The Tini 

Because the groups invited to anetaw ceremonies often speak languages unin-- -
~ligible to their hosts, both tmt. ana guests make use of severa! nonv~.bal symbols 
which convey information about the ceremony. First, the number of inessengers who 
arrive at a village indicares the nature of the ceremony; for the egitsu and ipone, - - -~ _.. ...-.. 
cwo men are sent to each village, whereas in che case of i fagaka, chree men are sent. 
Second, che messengers enter the' village by che formal entrance path and, painted 
only with charcoal, wear no ornaments. They carry no possessions. Tfius, they are 
recognized as tini and are not miscaken for ordinary vistitors. 

When messengers arrive in a village, the head anetu makes a short speech in
dicating to his fellow residents that he is abouc to accept ( or reject) the invitation. 
Like other speeches made by anetaw, this one is almost uniotelligible to most peo
ple, but the significance is clear. Public opinion has already determined whether 
the village will go to the ceremony or no~.2 

The senior village representative chen walks to the center of the plaza, to where 
the messengers have been seated on scools, and here waits for other anetaw who 
intend to travei to the ceremony. After they have all gathered together, the group 
of men standing before the tini attempt to determine the content of their message. 
If the languages they speak are unintelligible, they may ca!l to some individual 
living in the village whÕ can spealé it; tnis perso~ then acts as a translator and 
~onver~ a verb~L message. qften, however, the anetaw must rely upon ~heir knowl
edge of a very few Portuguese words .. Most imporcant, howe.x,.<:r, they.,Jkpend upon· 

~ . -
commonly accepted gescures which serve as symbols of criticai information for all 
the Upper Xingu groups . 
• 

Messengers indicate the number of days until the ceremony is to begin by - ~ 

counting on their fingers, then showing the appropriate number. A day is indicated 
by sweeping the arm over one's head to show the parh of the sun across che sky. 
When these few faces are conveyed, one of the representatives who had already 
decided ró attend the ceremony . as a represen ta tive, kneels before the messengers 
and removes their bark ankle wrappings ro indicate his village's acceptance of their 
invitation. He keeps chese wrappings for himself, and may also be given what few 
ornaments che messengers are wearing. When this ritual is completed, the messenge~s 
usually leave to return to cheir own village as quickly as possible. 

·The man who has untied the ankle wrappings is one of three anetaw who have 
decided to act as village representati~es. If ocher anetaw attend, they participate in 

' 
2 If a village is in mourning, it does not participate in these intervillage ceremonies, but if 

the mourning period can be decently shortened to allow the group to travel and decorate 
themselves, they will do so upon the consent of the deceased's kinsmen. 
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the ceremony like the rest of the men in their village group. If there are many 
anetaw in the village, they take turns as representatives; the decision is an in
ciividual one, and depends to a significant extent on the person's good or bad rela
tionships wirh che host sponsor, as well as the amount of movable wealth he 
conrrols ar rhe rime, for anetaw are expected to exchange expensive presents wich 
one anorher ar ( or afrer) rhe ceremony. 

e T_h_e_Egitsu ) 
The acriy,it}es associated with rhe . egitsu begin with the death of an anetu 

(whether the deceased held office or not, and regardless of whether he or slie hãct -
atrained adult status.) ln severa! imporranr respecrs, the burial itself differs from 
rhat of non-anetu. First, all the surviving male village representatives, dig the grave, 
whereas non-anetaw ( and then, only cwo) dig the grave for persons who are not 
village represenrarives. Second, che grave is construcced differently. Anetaw are 
buried in a cunnel-shaped grave, formed by digging cwo separare shafts which are 
joined cogecher at the bottom. The hammock in which the representative's body is 
v:rrapped is slung between poles placed ar each end of the runnel. The body is thus 
lefr in an extended position. Non-anetaw are buried in a single pit, and chus usually 
end up in a flexed position, as the corpse is bent to fit into the small space. There 
i-s, however, no difference in the narure of items which enter the grave. Third, be
fore carrying the body ro rhe grave, the anetaw walk with it around the outside of 
the deceased' s house, "as he used to walk when he was alive." 

After the washing ceremony which releases the village from mourning, a series 
of rituais begin which have little meaning for the Kalapalo beyond the fact that 
they are "for the egitsu." Their chief significance seems to lie in the face that they 
are performed by the villagers under the sponsorship of the deceased's kinsmen, 
who must pay for them. 
· The first ritual is a disrriburion of fire made by the senior anetu. A small fire is -
built in the plaza, from which the anetu, hopping on one foot, carries a burning 
brand to each house, where new cooking fires are built. This marks the beginning 
of the aougufi, a ser of songs performed by cwo specialists before a line of dancing 
men. The ãougufi is - performed every day urillJ che ggi;su itse!f .3 The aougufi is -_,....;--- . ---
.said to have been invented by a 1nythical woman whose son had married a snake 
monsrer. ln order to entice her son back from the itseke's village, the woman in
venred rhe ceremony. Alrhough this is myrhological justification for the aougufi, it 
does not explain the form of the dance nor the meaning of the songs, which are 

\ unintelligible to the singers. 
Severa! months after this ceremony begins, a mock imitation of it rakes place at 

night. Men who are not specialists raucously imitate che singers, while others dance 
wildly about the plaza waving burning branches. These firebrands are supposed to 
represent fire that groups who have been invited to the egitsu steal as they enrer 
rhe host village on rhe eve of the ceremony. 

About the sarne time the aougufi is sung, ata11a flutes begin to be played each 
day, rhe men of different households taking turns fulfilling this duty. The ataq,a 

3 This reflects the cuscom of practicing an anetu ceremony severa! months before its 
most criticai performance. 
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Figure 11 . Tafite design. 

are two toned instruments about nine feet long, played in pairs by men who dance 
from house to house. Unlike the aougufi, which is performed in the plaza in the 
late afternoon, the atat1a players dance from hoÜse to house starting in the early 
morning, and only finish plaY.ing when the aoug~fl ends around dusk. 

The conscruction of che tafite takes place abouc a month after the previously 
described ceremonies begin. The word tafite refers generally to any kind of wooden - -
enclosure, including that built over the anetu's grave, a scockade encircling a village 
(featured in a single Kalapalo myth and not presently built in che Upper Xingu ), 
and a fence around a garden builc to keep out foraging peccary. 

Severa! days before the tafite is to be built, a ser of rituais is performed which 
have almost no meaning for the Kalapalo, except that "they are for the anetu who 
is buried." ln face, during 1ny stay in Aifa oniy two peopie, a brother and sister, 
actually knew how these rituais should be performed, and the people who were 
asked to participate (mainly kinsmen and affines of the two senior anetaw) did 
so with much embarrassment and joking, as they performed in public something 
which appeared ridiculous to them. This set of rituais includes single pairs of in
qividuals of the sarne sex walking in figure eight movements over che grave. These 
movemencs appear to represent che tafite. First, cwo men are instructed to walk over 
che grave waving kejite leaves. This is repeated by cwo women. Next, the men wave 
rhe leaves abouc, then rub them over their body and armpits, and finally place them 
on the grave. Then, two other women walk about clacking pieces of gourds and 
breaking them over the grave area. Still ochers must whistle while waiking, and 
finally, pretend to blow their noses into their hands over the grave. No one, in
cluding Apih!J, who direcced chese activities, could cell me what they meant. 

The nexc day, all the wo1nen of che village are led by a femaie anetu to che new 
grave, which they sweep clean of the leaves and bits of gourd left from the 
previous cºeremony. The women place chis debris in gourd containers and throw it 
away at the edge of che village. After rhey have finished sweeping the grave site, 
chey break che gourds into tiny bits and toss them on top of che debris chey have 
discarded. 

A few days after chis ceremony, the 1nen are called out to gather the logs of 
weigufi, used both in constructing the tafite and ( later) in inaking poses which 
represent the dead anetaw during the egitsu proper.4 The logs have already been 
cut by the deceased's kinsmen, and the surviving anetaw direct the men of the 

4 Note that this sarne wood was used by Kwatir:ii to form the bodies of che wives of 
Nitsu~gi:. The Kalapalo often call it i anet1", "chief of the trees." 
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village to bring rhese in from th~ forest. The building of the tafite takes place on 
the following day, after which che men are g iven .fish .and manioc bread in payrnenc 

for their labor. 
The tafite is not regarded wich special reverence, nor even minimally shunned 

by adults or children. D ogs walk freely rhrough ic withouc being chased away, and 
infants occasionally defecace in the area wirhout provoking undue co1n1nent. 

The nighc before an egitsu p erformance, visiting groups enter the forest around 
the hosr village, bei"ng directed to che camping areas,_ where they are to stay by the 

tiffi who had originally invired them. Later, the vis!tors enrer the village cheering 
- - os. • -

and circling the plaza, where, under a rudimentary shelter consrructed in front of 
the kuakutu ( or if the dead anetu was kagutu oto, in place of the kuakutu which 
was torn down after he or she died) are the egitszt peses. These are seccions of 
weigufi crees, approximarely four feet high, which represenr dead anetu. T be designs 
painted on them indicate whether the person represenred was a man or woman, buc 
orherwise all are idencically decorated wich yellow fearher headdresses and conon 

belts. ln front of each pose sic rhe kinsmen of the deceased before a fire they have 
built from sections of the tafite consrructed over rhe recently dead anetu's grave. As 
rhe guesrs encer the village, these kinsmen begin wailing·as if mourning for rheir 
dead relarive. Pieces of wood from their fires are snacched up by che men as they 
d~nce by, and are taken back to the can1pgrounds to lighc the guests' fires. While 
this is going on, the aougufi is being sung by specialists who stand behind the 
egitsu poses. 

Throughour the p erfor1nance of egitsit, the deceased, or rather, cheir shadows, are 
supposed to be watching, drawn to rhe village of the living by rhe wooden rep
resencarions of their former physical selves and the singing of aougitfi. For this 
reason, it is the duty of shamans ( who may also be the aoug1,1,fi singers ) to prevent 
t hem from acrually "entering" rhe poses and thereby recurning to life. To this end · 
tobacco s1noke is b lown over rhe wooden figures, discouraging the dead froril 
appearing before their assembled relatives, which would resulr in che dearhs of all 

concerned. 
The next morning the guescs decorate thernselves with urucu and feather orna

rr:_ents. Then, the sarne t\.VO tiiíi who have inv,f t~~ th~m appear, signifying it is titne 
for che 'group to encer the v illage. l n conrrasc with the preceding ,night, this 
entrance is formal and orderly. 

ln che center of che plaza before the egitsu poses sit the host anetaw, and sitcing 
around the plaza are other groups which had previously entered the village. Each 
group is assigned a place in the plaza by the tiiíi who had originally invired them. 
Scools are placed in readiness for representatives of g roups which have not yec 
entered. Upon their arrival, the tiiíi lead the guest anetaw by the hand to these 
seats, rhen return to where (heir own representatives are seated. The guest anetaw 
seat chemselves, and behind rhem women and young children of cheir group setde 
on the ground. Then che rn en of the guest village encer the plaza, cheering and 
waving rheir ornaments, dancing around the village circle, and advancing and 
recreating towards other visiting groups that are already seared. Finally, they stand 

behind rheir own represencacives. 
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On most occasions when strange 1nen arrive ar a village, be they formally invited 
or not, they must wrestle ali of rhe inale residents.5 Similarly,_ when men from - -severa! villages come rogerher to participate in a ceremony, wrestling takes place. -- -!hus wresding is orie of the most important events on these occasions because all 
the groups must wrestle one another. ln fact, the importance of wrestling as a 
dominant activity is apparent to che Kalapalo themselves, who often refer to their 
active participation in an intervillage ceremony as "going to wrestle." 

Wrestling is seen by the Kalapalo as a compecitive sport, and each village takes 
- ------- - -

pride in men who are champions in this activity. The marches begin with each 
senior anetu calling ouc his village's champions. These men wrestle each other first. 
Then, individuais from each village group challenge one another until each of the 
men who has co1ne to the event has had a turn wich everyone else. Younger men 
of seclusion age are encouraged to wrestle wich champions in order to gain experi
ence chemselves. The anetaw make sure everyone has had a chance; they must ofcen 
urge che less skillful members of their groups to more accively participate. Only 
men who are affines ( especially if otisof o) refrain frorn competing with one another. 
When the wrestling ends, the hosts are expected_tq_f ormally greec. ~heir guests one 
by one. The guests, in turn, acknowledge this greeting, but in a perfunctory manner. 

ln organizing these formal bouts, the hosc aneta~ are most evident, urging their 
J 

men to wrestle and calling out visitors from each guest village to parcicipate. The 
guest anetaw in curn urge cheir men to accept challenges, seeing that every person 
has had a chance to wrestle the hosts. The wrestling ends when _ e~eryo~e _.bas 
caken turns; chen the men go to bathe and '( chey hope ) ·tÕ ffieettheir lovers who --await them along the path co the bathing place. 

The next phase of the ceremony is the playing of ata11a flutes by two men from 
each village, who <raiiêe around the village with young women Õf rhe host group 
During tliis event, "o/hích Iases severa! hours, the guest anetaw remain in che pTaza 
where they had first been asked to sit by the tini. While these flutes are being played, 
a mazope is led out to distribute toasted piqui seeds to- the guest representatives. She 
walk; to each group wich one hand on the shoulder of the host 'inetu, folfowed by 
her mother. The contrast of the fully decorated young girl and the unkempt, un
painted adult wo1nan is striking. Witho.ut couching the anetaw of the visiting 
groups, the rnazope ladles a small amount of seeds from a gourd and places them 
before each man. This discribution represents the piqui which has been earlier 
given in payment by the sponsors to che performers of the preliminary evencs, and 
thus demor:iscrates to the visitors that the egitsu has been properly sponsored and 
paid for. 

If the egitsu is given in conjunction with ear piercing, that afcernoon the men 
of all the villages joio arms with the young boys who are to undergo the r itual, and 
sing the songs associaced with that event. During this dance, each man links arms 
with his ato from anocher village, and thus no cwo men from the sarne local group 
are next ro one another. ln rhis final event, rhe men who were formerly opposed 

5 T he important exceptions are : (a) during the ifagaka, (b) persons who have come to 
mou_rn_a-dead kinsman, (e) curers, and(Cf) ind1v1Cfu~fS who haveVísiteêl the grõup fre
quently enough to have become familiar with it. ---



• 

·~' 

• -• ·-
Stages in the Egitsu: (a) During the construction of a tafi.te, the men pause to 
receive food payrnent donated by the dead anetu's kinsmen. The fish and manioc 
bread will be distributed by three anetaw (two men scratching, and man in center, 
rear) . Enumt, the son-in-law of one of these anetaw, continues to work while the 
others relax. 

( b) Bi-fifi and Apiht! watch members of their village group dance around egitsu 
posts at the start of the ceremony in the Awttt village. 



_ .. ..:.:... ........ ---
-

(e) The Awiti sponsor calls his village's champions to the plaza, where they kneel 
prior to wrestling the guests. 

( d) Mazope, led by egitsu spon
sor, distributes piqui seeds to 
visiting anetaw. Both are painted 
in special egicsu design. 



(e) .Kuikuru ataqa players dance 
with Awiti women. 

(f) At end of egitsu, the visitors sing ear piercing songs while dancing with the boys 
who are to undergo the ordeal. Note the sponsor' s son in center, wearing f eather 
headdress. 

, 
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and competitive during wrestling and ataqa playing;and who were spatially separated 
in their location ar the edge of the plaza during rhe earlier evenrs, are now united 
in a ceremonial expression of Upper Xingu male solidarity. 

Late rhat afcernoon the poses representing dead anetaw are pulled up, chus ending 
cheir ceremonial significance. The aoug1,1,fi singers use chem as seats, until toward {_ 
dusk che young boys of the village rol! them into che nearest body of water, usually j ~of 
the baching area. {j)(J AA 

!hc:_ f~~m of t~e e~its~ is,. as I noted earli~r'. partially ."expl~ined" by se~eralf_e.)!{ 
myths wh1ch spec1fy 1n_h1stor1cal terms the or1g1n of certa1n of 1ts elements, par- / 

r icularly the aougufi songs, the praccice of conscructing posts to represent the dead, /t- J ( L 
and the invitation of outsiders to participate in the climactic evencs. However, these f;\A~ f. 
myths do not associa te any of che saine practices with the anetaw status itself. (-
Furthermore, a nu1nber of ritual elements are left unexplained, even hiscorically; for f{_ ({ 
example, the Kalapalo cannoc explain why the tafite are builc. Howev<:E, rhes_e un- 1..Üf?a S f-' 
explained elements are not discu~bjng t.Q th.e Kalapalo. What is most important t<l J.. .L 
rhem is the face tha~ ~;al village groups parcicip~teÍn a cerecnony during which O U OY 
they are opposed and competitive. It seems as if rhe ability of differenc village groups w Ja._ 
to participate in the event and to acc out the various rituais which comprise the , ,.... J _/ 
egitsu is more significant than any "1neaning" which each specific ritual mighc f L1. Ofl~ 

The Ulttki 
The intervillage trade cere1nony, or uluki, contrasts in several ways with the 

anetaw ceremonies. First, only two village groups parcicipate in the ul1:fki. Second, 
the ceremony is organized privacely by two anetaw who are senior representatives 
of their vi11ages, and nol nessengers are senZ-The date is fixed during an informal 
meeting between che cwo representa tives. Thus che . eveiic is dependent co a greac 
excent upon - the amíaõle relationships becween individuais of different village 
gro~ps; if prominenr-persons in one group are suspecced of wicchcraft practices by 
anocher group, the latter will resist asking them to an uluki. Third, although any 
1ne1nber of the guest village can joio the ceremony, the itnplication of the invitatiqn 
is that the anetaw and his faction are the only ones who are specifically asked to -- -come. Finally, unlike anetaw ceremonies, during the uluki the visitors are housed --:nd fed in the host ~illage, thus emphasizing t~ friendly relationships between 
che two groups. The uluki is therefore a medium of intervillage facciona! alliances. 

When the visitors arrive at the host village, the plaza is deserted; che men of the 
village are gathered inside the kuakutu, prepared to wresde che male visitors. The 
guests forinally enter the plaza in a single file, led by their anetaw. They wait for a 
few moments before the kuakutu, uncil che host anetaw emerge from their houses, 
carrying stools for the guesc represencacives to sic on. The latter sic before the 
kuakutu in front of the rest of their grou p, then the senior host anetu begins his 
speech of welcome. First, he calls to the ocher anetaw of che village to join him in 
the plaza. When they ha ve clone so, each begins to recite a speech direcced at the 
members of cheir own village group. Togecher che anetaw urge their fellow villagers 
to be generous cowards cheir guescs, the 1nen to fish, and che women to make manioc 
bread for thein. Here again, as with. ocher anetaw speeches, the words are almost 
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unintelligible, and the intent is clearly not to convery a verbal message. Rather, 
the anetaw s~m _to be "leg!tirnizin_g" the ceremony by their presence in the plaza. 

After these speeches the senior host representative calls to the women living in 
the house in which rhe visirors will stay ( rhis usually being the largest house or 
one in which few persons are living). The senior woman ( or women) of that 
house chen walks co the plaza and agrees to the anetu's formal suggestion thac the 
guests live in her house. Then wives or adule daughters of the senior anetu bring 
telismt- for the guescs to drink. 

The next event is a wrestling match between the male hosts and rhe guests. As 
during rhe ipone ceremony, the champion wrestlers from each village compete 
firsc, rhen all the ocher men of che two groups. When che wrescling has ended, the 
uluki itself begins. 

The guests sic once more before the kuakutu, while their male hosts stand facing 
chem. Women of che hosr village sic wacching from in fron~ of cl!_~i~ houses, and 
do noc parricipate. The senior gtiesc anetu formally opens che crading by presenting --án icem of value on che ground before him. This ice1n is something which can be 
readily accepced by the hosts, for example, fine eagle or parrot tail feathers for 
fletching arrows or decorating headdresses. The senior host anetu picks up whatever 
is offered, walks to bis house, and returns with an equally fine object, such as a well
made pair of serving gourds. These are placed on che ground by the host and picked 
up by che firsc man. A second guest anetu then offers another icem, again by placing 
ic on che ground; chis is received by anocher hosc anetu who crades an item of 
bis own in return. The third pair of anetaw crade in che sarne fashion. The rep
resentatives continue crading uncil chey have noching more to offer, bur they 
always presenc items which are of sufficient worch to be unquestionably "rradeable." 
The items are neirher roo expensive to buy on the spor (as are shell ornaments, 
hardwood bows, jaguar claw necklaces, roucan fearher headdresses, and very large 
ceramics, which are usually bought and sold under privare arrangements), nor too 
cheap co be considered of any real value. The anetatv present such chings as fine 
arrows, large quanricies of beads, large balls of newly cwined corcon string, newly 
made urucu, large boccles of piqui oil, packages of salc, fishing line, and boxes of 
.22 ammunicion. After they have presented everything they wish to trade, they 
l;lrge orher members of their group to conrribute. Ar first, the chings offered are 
much che sarne as rhose preseored by rhe anetaw, for rhe more wealthy members of 
rhe communiry are avid parricipanrs. However, as poorer individuais begin to trade, 
rhe icems which appear are of markedly less value. Small ceramics, individual 
strings of beads, a few fish hooks, a small spool of fishing lioe, arrows, small balls 
of urucu, small gourd conrainers, fearher arm bands, earrings, and similar objecrs of 
minor importance are preseored. Alrhough these rhiogs are perfeccly acceprable 
during che uluki, chey are presented more ofren chan not wirh rhe aim of receiving 
rhings of equivalenr ( or, wirh luck, greater) value. Specifi.c objecrs are ofren re
quested ( especially by the guests), chings of lesser value rejected, and che guests 
somecimes refuse to accept an icem they consider an unfair trade. There is an un
dercurrenr of resencment and scinginess ar this point, as che men iniciacing a trade 
receive items in exchange which appear of less value to them. Because the hoscs 
are not supposed to reject anything presented by rheir guescs, the anetatv are kept 
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busy suggesting to individuais that they accept what is offered. The host anetaw 
attempt to keep up the sembiance of generosity as longas possible, but as the uluki 
continues and the rich have traded away most of their possessions, the burden be
gins to fall upon poorer men. There is less interest now in trading for the sake of 
trade, for these men are unable or unwilling to part with the few objects they own. 
Unlike rich men, who continually receive items as payment for services they per
form, and who can thus expecta continuai influx of material goods, others, especially 
those who are young or of low status, cannot expect to obtain repiacements for 
their possessions in the near future, and thus are reluctant participants. Ust,Ially they 
remain in the background, occassionally offering some small item for trade, but they 
only accept proffered items when an anetu affine requests them to do so. 

At the end of the uluki proper, the host representative conduct the visitors to 
the house in which they will stay; inside they hang up the hammocks of the guest 
a-netaw, after which the rest of the visiting group may tie theírs in piace. Then, 
after they have bathed, che guests are fed wich fish and manioc bread especially 
prepared for them. For the rest of the afrernoon, the guests lie abouc the house, 
gossiping among themseives. If they have relacives, ato, or ajo in the village, and 
can speak one anorher' s language, there is considerabie com1nunication between 
hosts and guests, but if they have few ties or speak different languages, rhere is 
almosc none. 

Ar nighc, the male hosts dance from house to house singing while their guescs 
are asked by ift, to join the kagutu piayers. 

The second day, one of severa! dance and song combinarions is performed, 
lasting from the early morning uncil dusk. Whacever the performance, it has no 
inherenc connection with the uluki. Like all secular ceremonies, those performed 
after the uluki have little meaning for the participants outside of the pleasure of 
dancing and the conneccion with a particular person who sponsors ir. When the 
performance ends, the anetaw of rhe visiting group step before the house in which 
rhey are staying. Their host counterparts face them, according to their comparable 
ages. The guesrs then simultaneously state in a formal speech their intentions of 
returning home the next day. The hoscs in turn ask them to scay, in order that the 
members of their village group can fish for chem. After the speeches, which are 
ofren unintelligible to the anetaw of each village, gifts ( or promises thereof) are 
exchanged becween them. These consist of the most expensive material irems, 
inciuding large ceramics, shell ornarnents, and toucan fearher headdresses. After 
the exchange of presents, the men relax and each pair cries to converse. When they 
speak the sarne language there is no problem, but men who cannoc understand one 
anocher exchange erice comments in Portuguese, such as "How are you?" and "Are 
you well?" . 

Later rhat day, the guesrs walk from house to house receiving gifrs from their 
hosrs, an event known simply as ifulundako, "they are waiking around." This occurs 
nor only after the uluki, but on any occasion ( except mourning) when visitors 
are in rhe village. ln the afternoon, before preparing to leave for their own village, 
the guests walk in pairs or, if a husband and wife arrend, in family groups around 
the village circle. As they enter a house, they are greeted by the household leader, 
asked to sit on scools ( if male), and presented wich gifts by rhe individual mem-

• 



-
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The Uluki: (a) Kalapalo anetaw fo1'mally recognize the arrival of their Y awalipiti 
uluki guests. 

( b) M en of K uikuru and Kalapalo groups wrestling. 
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(e) l n the K uikuru village, a host anetu accepts harpy eagle feathers presented by 
the Kalapalo representatives, Apihif. Biftft, and Yafula. A second Kuikuru anetu 
is seen at the left, walking to his house with parrot tail f eathers, for which he will 
return with a set of finely made gourd containers. On the right, three villdge lectders 
who are not representing their groups stand away from the rest of the men, waiting 
to take part in the trctding. 

bers of the group. Those who have represented their villages during a ceremony, or 
who are lucky to have many ato and relatives in the host group, receive a great 
many small g ifts ( such as arrows, cloth, soap, razor blades, ammunition, and beads) 
which together amount to a considerable increment in personal wealth. Those with 
few relatives or young men of low status usually end up with a small number-of 
presents, though it is extremely rude for visitors to be allowed to leave a household 
without having been given something. The Kalapalo say that certain individuais 
are notorious for coming to a village "for no reason," simply to receive gifts in 
this fash i<;>n, and there is considerable resentment ( especially on the pare of poorer 
young men) when severa} successive groups of visitors have depleted a village's 
resources. H owever, afcer a ceremony it is perfectly acceptable for guests to do this, 
and considerable prestige is conferred on hosts who display a proper level of gen
erostty. 

Early the next morning, the guests leave the village. As they walk through 
the plaza to the path leading out of the village, they are greeted and sent on 
their way by the host anetaw. ln the future, perhaps a year or two lacer, they will 
expect cheir hosts to visit chem for another uluki. ln the meantime, they will have 
hosted and been guests ar uluki with ocher villages. 



-
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The If agaka Ceremony 
Thê 1-fagaka or spear throwing ceremony is held by the Kalapalo to be a Trumai 

ritual, introduced by that group to the rest of the Upper Xingu villages. Today, 
whatever meaning it originally had for the Trumai has become lost, and it is now 
performed in com1nemoration of a dead anetu, under the sponsorship of his son - · who has succeeded him. lt is an entirely self-contained event which is apparendy 
never performed in conjunction with ocher anetaw ceremonies, yet like the egitsu 
and ipone, it emphasizes the opposition of local groups, who are in the end united - . 
by a ritual of solidarity during which the ideais of ifutisu are demonstrated. 

The ifagaka ritual, like other anetaw ceremonies, is begun in each of the com
peting villages several months before the main event in the host grou p. A set of 
songs and dances is performed, during which spears and spear throwers are 
prominendy displayed by each man. A dummy is erected in the plaza, and at the 
e"nd of each day's performance, one by one the men throw their spears at it, uttering 
a mocking insult aimed at an individual of the host group.6 On the day of the 
ceremony, these events are repeated in the host village. The insults, when under
stood by the persons at whom they are directed, are taken quite seriousl>: and 
thus an explicidy aggressive tone is presenc from the very beginning of the cere--mony. Following these mocking insults, the village groups come together in a 
dance during which the ifagaka songs are sung once more. The village representa- , 
tives, however, are seated formally ac che edge of the village circle, where they 
passively watch the performance. After the singing has finished, che two opposing 
teams pegin a second set of songs, ending with a confroncacion in which the two 
groups aggressively charge atone another. Then the anetaw of each group, who have 
been wacching nearby, charge into the melee to prevent physical abuse. After the 
gioups have been separated, cwo bundles of poles are placed at each end of a 
narrow space on either side of which àre the men of each team. Experts from each 
side pair up, each man taking a turn at hitting his opponent with a spear thrown 
from his spear thrower. The purpose is to hit the man on the thigh before he can 
jump behind the barrier. Next the champions from each village are paired against 
each other, but wichout the benefit of a shield behind which to jump. No village --is considered the winner of these events, only individuais, but as with wrestling 
auring other kinds of intervillage ceremony, the individual winners confer Erestige 
upon their grçup. At the end of this contest, the spears and spear throwers are 
ceremoniously burned by the anetaw of the participating villages. Finally, the ifagaka 
oto distributes food to the participants. 

ln this ceremony, village groups are opposed in a kind of mock battle, making 
! use of special equipment which is never used on ocher occasions. The hostility of 

local groups is not merely symbolic, however, for the insules which precede the 

) 
contest engender bad feelings between the competitors. The rituals of opposition 
are constandy in danger of exploding into overt physical aggression, and only the 

6 Many of these insults seem to employ the use of animal imagery. For example, the fol 
lowing were recorded at a particular ifagaka: "K., he is like a rooster. When he comes to 
the Post, he walks behind his wives, who are like bens running before him"; "The Yawalipiti 
anetu, he eats mules" ; "W., he is like an armadillo" [that is, is impotent]. 
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presence of the village representatives prevents it from happening. ln keeping with 
the aggressiveness of the event, in which individuais are explicitly opposed in both 
the mocking preliminaries and the contest itself, male decoration is considerably 

~-----

more individualistic than in other cere~onies. However, despite the aggressive 
opposition of both individuais and village groups, the final event of the ceremony 
is a symbol of the normally peaceful relationships between them, for here the two 
ideais of pacificity and generosity are once again openly displayed. 

SUMMARY: THE VILLAGE REPRESENTATIVE AND 
UPPER XINGU SOCIETY 

During anetaw ceremonies and the uluki, the anetaw of both the host and guest 
villages act as for1nal representatives of rheir groups. Rather than initiate action 
and influence otbers who are present, in such situations their behavior is extremely 

~ . 

controlled and stylized, to the extent that they are considerably more passive than 
the otfier mêiü6ers of their respecrive groups. Often, they lilUSt sit quietly and 
"- . -

<?bserve rhe performances; at best (as sponsors), they inake speeches which mark 
stages in the ceremony, but which do not convey any coercive message to the 
onlóokers. 

Although considerable time and energy is expended by a host group during the 
prellminaries to anetaw ceremonies, most elements o~ the ritual are without much 
significance to the performers. Ortly during the climactic performance, when village 
groups are explicitly displayed against one another in a relationship of opposition, 
do the ceremonies see1n to take on real 1neaning to the participants. This opposition 
is expressed in / various ways, according to the event, including explicit physical 
êõmpetition ( wrestling, spear throwing) and spatial distinctions ( especially when -- . 
groups are seated ar great distances from each other at the edge of the plaza). How-
ever, the emphasis on local group disrinctiveness is, during oth~.t phases of the 
event, mitigated by rituals which unite them through the expression of commonly 
held ideais, namely generosicy and pacificity. Thus, severa! types of exchange, in-

,...._ ' 

cluding assistance in the perfor1nance ~of the ceremony in return for food payment, 
the giving of gifts by hosts to guests, and ultimately the reciprociry inherent in 
reversing the host-guest roles on future occasions, ali serve to stress the fact that 
the grouJ?c_s fite in reality units which form a true society-a society which is 
founded in what the Kalapalo know as ifutisu. 



Glossary 

ENGLISH TERMS 

Affine: A relative by marriage. 
B:ride-service: A set of obligations which a newly engaged or married man must 

fulfi.ll toward the kinsmen of his bride-to-be Ór wife. . 
Bride-wealth: Objects which are given to the bride's kinsmen by the kinsmen of 

the groom, representing the giving of righcs co her person and her children 
by the former to the latter. 

Culture: A system of conceptual cacegories, symbols, defi.nicions, and rules for 
behavior which are commonly undersrood by a group of people. 

Descenr: A principie by which persons who are kiosmen are classed together as 
a result of their comrnon relationship to ao ancestor-figure. 

Endogamy: A rule which 'specifies marriage within a category of persons. 
Exchange system: A ser of rules for the transf erence or circulacion of things, 

including spouses, material objecrs, and the perforrnance of specific duties. 
Exogamy: A rule which specifies marriage ourside a category of persons. 
Filiation: The relationship of parent and child. 
Kindred: A category of persons who are related to a specific individual through 

both of bis parents, regardless of sex, but who are not necessarily related to 
one another. 

Kinsman: A person who is related to an individual as a result of their parent
age. How "parent" is defined varies according to the particular culture in 
question. Therefore, some anthropologisrs claim there is no universal definirion 
of "kinship." 

Nuclear family: A man, his wife, and their children. 
Polyandry: The pracrice wherein a woman is married to rnore rhan one husband 

sirnulraneously. 
Polygyny: The practice wherein a man is married ro more than one wife simul

taneously. 
Relationship of opposition: A reciproca! or interdependenr relationship between 

two or more like unics which are also conceived as being in some way dif
ferent from one anocher. 

Social structure: The analyrical model of a society constructed by the anthropolo
g1sr. 

Society: The syste1naric behavior of people who have a common culture. 
Symbol: Anything which stands for a concept or ·conceprs co1nmonly undersrood 

by a group of people. The conrenr or forro of the symbol is not necessarily 
related to its .meaning. 

Unmarked category: A category which is labeled by a term used also to name a 
more inclusive taxon. The unmarked category is a member of a set, other mem
bers of which are labeled by different terms. These orher caregories are marked . 
caregor1es. 
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KALAP ALO TERMS 

ln some cases, these words can be used to represent both singular and plural 
meaning. The definitions given below are those which correspond most closely 
to the meanings emphasized in rhe book. 

ago: Affines; a group of people living in the sarne household or village as the 
speaker; living things ( in general ). 

ajo: A man or woman who is an extramariral sex partner or "lover." 
anetzt: A village representative; the exclusive leader or head of a category of beings. 
ato: A man or woman who is a "friend." 
egitsit: A cei:emony co1nmemorating dead village representatives. 
f1,t,ati: A sha1nan; that is, one who makes contact with 1nonsters for the purpose 

of curing or divining. 
if agaka: The spear rhrowing contest. 
ifi: A ceremonial specialisr, ( literally, "maker") . 
ifzttisu: P~aceful, generous behavior; respecr. 
iiíikogo: "Fierce" Indians; Indians who are not members of Upper Xingu society. 
injkogu: Properry. 
ipoiíe: The boys' ear piercing ritual. 
itologu: Pets. 
itseke: Monsters. 
itsotu: Unpredictably violent behavior. 
kagaifa: oon-Indians. 
kagutu: Ceremonial rrumpets forbidden to the sight of women. 
kejite: Aromatic leaves used in making conract with itseke. 
kifi oto: A revenge 1nagician ( literally, "master of the revenge charm"). 
kuge: Human beings; people of Upper Xingu society. 
kwifi oto: A witch (literally, "master of the dares"). 
mazope: A girl in puberty seclusion. 
oto: A sponsor; a patron; the owner of an object. 
otomo: A group of persons who are related to an individual or thing in some 

specific way; for exarnple, the members of a village group, or a person's kindred. 
tiiíi: Ceremonial messengers ( literally, "rhose who go to ask"). 
tuwctkita: A medical practice in which, after fasting, a person drinks a large 

quantity of liquid, then forces it up in order to promote good health. 
Uf1ali: A boy in puberty seclusion [lirerally, "person being housed"]. 

-
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